


This volume, the penultimate in a series 
covering the former County of Argyll, 
deals with the area of Mid Argyll and 
Cowal. Unlike its predecessors which 
embraced monuments of every date, 
Volume 6 is entirely devoted to the earlier 
periods, offering a detailed account of all 
the prehistoric sites together with the 
secular Early Historic monuments. 

Of particular note in Mid Argyll and 
Cowal are the prehistoric burial cairns 
and cists, several of which are furnished 
with stone slabs bearing carved decoration 
that includes geometrical patterns and 
representations of metal axes; the wide 
expanses of cup-and-ring markings and 

many other decorative motifs which are 
found on natural rock surfaces in the area; 
the handsomely built funerary and ritual 
sites of the Kilmartin valley, including 
the recently re-excavated stone circles at 
Temple Wood, and the wide range of 

stone-walled fortifications of the Iron Age 
and Early Historic period. 

An introduction supplies a concise 
geographical and chronological setting in 

which the significance of the various 

classes of monument is discussed. 
The account includes 364 descriptive 
articles, which are illustrated by over 

240 line-drawings and some 175 
photographs; distribution and location 
maps complement the text. The cup-and-ring 

markings are particularly well illustrated, 
setting a high standard for all future 
studies of European rock art. 
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TWENTY-FOURTH REPORT 

of the Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical 
Monuments of Scotland 

TO THE QUEEN'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY 

MAY IT PLEASE YOUR MAJESTY 

We, Your Majesty's Commissioners appointed to make an Inventory of the Ancient and Historical Monuments 

and Constructions connected with or illustrative of the contemporary culture, civilisation and conditions of life 

of the people in Scotland from the earliest times to the year 1707, and such further Monuments and Constructions 

subsequent to that year as may seem in our discretion worthy of mention therein, and to specify those which seem 

most worthy of preservation, humbly present to Your Majesty the following Report, being the Twenty-fourth 

Report of the work of the Commission since its first appointment. 

2. We acknowledge with thanks Your Majesty's acceptance of our Twenty-third Report with the accompanying 

volume of the Inventory of Argyll. 

3. It is with regret that we have to record the resignation in March 1985 of our Chairman, the Right Honourable 

the Earl of Wemyss and March, KT., LL.D., D.Univ., JP. Lord Wemyss's Chairmanship of more than thirty-six 

years was marked by a steady and fruitful expansion of the Commission's activities and we wish to acknowledge 

the outstanding personal contribution that he made to its work throughout that period. We have to thank Your 

Majesty for the appointment as Chairman of the Right Honourable the Earl of Crawford and Balcarres, under 

Your Majesty's Royal Sign Warrant of 13 March 1985. 

4. We have to record the loss by resignation on grounds of ill-health of Professor K. H. Jackson, M.A., Litt.D., 

Hon.D.Litt. , D.LitLCelt., D.Univ., Hon.M.R.I.A., F.B.A., F.R.S.E., who gave valued service to the Commission 

for many year~ . We also regret the loss by retirement, on expiry of term of office, of Professor John Butt, B.A., 

PhD. We have to thank Your Majesty for the appointment to the Commission of Mrs P. E. Durham, Professor 

T. C. Smout, M.A., PhD. and the Honourable Lord Cullen, under Your Majesty's Royal Sign Warrants of 5 

October 1984,27 February 1986 and 28 October 1987 respectively, and for the reappointment of Professor L. 

Alcock, Mr H. M. Colvin, Professor R. J C ramp, Professor J D. Dunbar-Nasmith, Professor A. A. M. Duncan 

and Professor G. Jobey. 
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5. Following our present practice we have prepared a detailed, illustrated inventory of the Ancient and 

Historical Monuments of Mid Argyll and Cowal, being the sixth volume of the Inventory of the former County 

of Argyll, which will be issued as a non-parliamentary publication. This volume deals with monuments of the 

prehistoric period, together with secular monuments of the Early Historic period . Ecclesiastical monuments of 

the Early Historic period, and all monuments of medieval and later date, will be dealt with in the seventh and 

final volume of the Inventory of Argyll. 

6. The ancient monuments of Mid Argyll and Cowal include some of the best known and most frequently visited 

in Scotland, the recording of which makes a fitting conclusion to the Commission's survey of prehistoric sites and 

structures in Argyll. The presence of large numbers of chambered tombs and possibly related ritual or funerary 

monuments in the Kilmartin valley during the Neolithic and Bronze Ages represents a focus of 

communal endeavour whose full signi ficance has still to be assessed. The concentration of roughly contemporary 

decorated rock-surfaces is an important feature of the archaeology, unequalled in Scot land for the number of 

examples and the quality and variety of the carvings; their detailed illustration and description in this volume 

constitute an important advance in the study of European prehistoric rock-art. The stone-walled forti fications of 

the Iron Age and Early Historic period include sites of outstanding structural interest. Some of them were the 

subject of a systematic programme of investigation carried out by the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland more 

than eighty years ago, but until now neither they, nor the many throughout Argyll that had not previously been 

surveyed, could be viewed in their proper context. The uniquely important fort of Dunadd, one of the key sites for 

understanding the early stages in the Scottish settlement of the kingdom of Dal Riata, has been planned in full 

detail for this volume. and the results of recent excavation there have been drawn on to provide an out line of social 

and economic life in the area at a critical period in its history. 

7. As required, we append to this Report a list of monuments which we consider most worthy of preservation. 

This list takes account not only of monuments in Mid Argyll and Cowal, but also of those elsewhere in Scotland 

that we have recorded since 1984 during the course of our programme for the listing of field monuments. Our 

list of recommendations also includes a number of monuments that we have recorded during a recent survey of 

buildings on the island of St Kilda. As in our previous Report, we have also included in our list of 

recommendations a number of industrial monuments. These comprise certain monuments recorded by our own 

officers during the compilation of the monograph Monuments of Industry: an Illustrated Historical Record 
(1986), and certain recorded on our behalf by the Scottish Industrial Archaeology Survey between the date of 

our last Report and the transfer of the Survey to the Commission in April 1985. 

8. We wish to acknowledge the assistance afforded to us, during the preparation of this Inventory, by the owners 

of ancient monuments who have allowed access for study and survey. Our thanks are especially due to the Duke 

of Argyll, Robin Malcolm of Poltalloch, Mr Colin Lindsay Macdougall, the Forestry Commission and to 

private forestry companies. Our task has been considerably assisted by two remarkable surveys that have been 

undertaken on the ancient and historical monuments of the area during recent decades: the field-survey completed 

by Miss M. Campbell of Kilberry and Miss M. Sandeman laid a firm foundation to the st ud y of Mid Argyll which 

we are glad to acknowledge, and continuing work by members of the Mid Argyll Archaeologica l and Natural 

History Society has been of considerable assistance; in Cowal the Gazetteer prepared by members of the Cowal 

Archaeological Society has greatly facilitated our own field-survey. Members of both societies have offered 

assistance in the work, notably Mrs R. Barr, Mrs I. Christian, Mrs A. Kahane and the late Mr A. Maclntyre. 

Particular thanks are due to Miss E. B. Rennie, who has made avai lable the results of survey and excavation in 

advance of her own publication . Mr J. G. Scott has provided information about several sites, notably Temple Wood 
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and Loch Glashan, and, with the late Mrs Scott, has offered valuable advice and assistance. Thanks are due 

to the following for assistance and information: Mr 1. W. Barber, Mr G. J. Barclay, Mr E. N. Campbell, Mr T G. 

Cowie, Miss S. Cregeen, Miss A. S. Henshall, Miss D. Lehane, Or E. W MacKie, Miss D. N. Marshall, Mr R. J. 

Mercer, Or A. Morrison and Or C. Smith. Or A. Lane has kindly provided information about his work at Dunadd, 

which has allowed a fuller appreciation of the site to be published in this volume. We ate grateful to Mr G. H. 

Collins, formerly of the British Geological Survey, for preparing the account of the geo logical background and to 

Mr I. A. Fraser, School of Scottish Studies, University of Edinburgh, for advice on the spelling of place-names. 

To the staffs of the Royal Museum of Scotland; the British Museum; Glasgow Art Gallery and Museum; the 

Hunterian Museum, University of Glasgow; Scottish Development Department, Historic Buildings and 

Monuments; and Your Majesty's Stationery Office we are indebted for continual and valued co-operation. 

9. We wish to record our appreciation of the high standard of work maintained by past and present members 

of our exec utive staff, including those engaged not in the preparation of regional Inventories, but in ground and 

aerial survey of field monuments and historic buildings in other parts of Scotland or in archival duties for the 

National Monuments Record of Scotland. 
In the present volume the Introduction and the articles have been written by Miss M. M. Brown, B.A., Dip.Arch., 

Messrs G. S. Maxwell, M.A., F.S.A., J. N. G. Ritchie, M.A., PhD., F.S.A. and 1. B. Stevenson, B.A., F.S.A. The 

drawings and other illustrative work have been undertaken by Messrs 1. Borland, B.A., D. R. Boyd, A. 1. Leith, 

I. G. Parker, I. G. Scot!, D.A., M.A.A.I.S., S. Scott and J. N. Stevenson, N.D.D. The photographs have been taken 

by Messrs J. D. Keggie, A. G. Lamb, A.B.I.P.P., J. M. Mackie, G. B. Quick, A.B.I.P.P., F.R .P.S. and S. Wallace, and 

genera l assistance has been given by Mr I. F. C. Fleming, Miss M. Isbister and Mrs E. Shaw. The volume has been 

edited by Mr A. MacLaren, M.A., Mr Maxwell and Or Ritchie, with the assistance of Miss Brown and Mr I. Fisher, 

M.A., F.S.A.; the layout has been designed by Mr I. G. Scott. We also wish to make special acknowledgement of 

the contribution made to the Commission's survey and publication programme by Mr MacLaren, a member of our 

archaeological staff since 1956 and for many years the Managing Editor, who retired in May 1986. 

10. In our last report we pointed out that the resources so far made available to us for the mapping of 

archaeological sites, following the transfer of responsibility for this task from the Ordnance Survey to the Royal 

Commissions, were inadequate for the task. We regret to report that, notwithstanding the representations that 

we have made on this matter, the deficiency remains, and consequently the quantity of updated archaeological 

information appearing on Ordnance Survey maps of Scotland falls far short of what we consider desirable. 

11. In accordance with the Government's policy of carrying out periodic reviews of public bodies, the 

Commission, in common with its counterparts in England and Wales, is at present undergoing a Policy Review. 

We welcome this opportunity to take stock of the Commission's role and feel that the review might with advantage 

be extended to take in the overall organisation of Ancient Monuments and Historic Buildings in Scotland. 

Meanwhile, we look forward to discussing the Policy Review Report, and any associated recommendations, with 

Ministers. 

12. Since our last report we have become increasingly concerned about the potential destruction of 

archaeological sites as a result of large-sca le afforestation. While there need be no fundamental con flict between 

archaeology and forestry, we believe that the encouragement currently being given by Government to planting 

urgently needs to be matched by the implementation of complementary policies for the recording and conservation 

of the man-made heritage. Accordingly, we have made a number of speci fic recommendations to the Secretary of 
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State designed to bring about an early improvement in the present unsatisfactory situation. Certain aspects of this 

problem go beyond the limits of our own remit, and we are therefore particularly glad to record that the Ancient 

Monuments Board for Scotland has joined with us in this initiative. We look forward to further consultations with 

the Board as we come to follow up Government's response to our proposals. 

x 

CRAWFORD and BALCARRES, Chairman 

LESLIE ALCOCK JAMES DUNBAR-NASMITH 

HOWARD COLVIN ARCHD. A. M. DUN CAN 

W. DOUGLAS CULLEN JANE M. S. DURHAM 

GEORGE JOBEY 

JOHN G. DUNBAR, Secretary Edinburgh, 6 May 1988 



LIST OF MONUM ENTS 
WHICH THE COMMISSIONE RS CONSIDER 
TO BE MOST WORTHY OF PRESERVATION 

Th e monUlllent s appeari ng in this list have been grouped accordi ng IQ the publicati on o f survey programm es for which they were recorded. Their sc ic(' ti ol1 is 
based on an objecti ve appraisa l o f varioll s factors slIch as architectu ra l merit , hi storica l assoc iations, and known or potentia l va lue ror archaeo logica l rcscan.: h. 
I nclu sion in th e list does not con fer any sta tutory protection, and no account is taken or external circllm stances whi ch might make preservation diffi cult or 
imprac ticab le. M o nument s of ou tstan di ng importa nce 'are indicated in the margin ( . ), E ntries for eccles ias ti ca l mOllument s include associat ed fUllerary 
mo num en ts, crosses and ot her ca rved stones. 

The Archaeological Sites and Monuments 
of Scotland, 21 (1984) 

The number ill brackets following each name refers 10 the 
serialllllll/ber of the entry in ReA MS, The A rchaeological 
Sites and Monuments of Scotland, 21 (North Kincardine, 
Kincardine and Deeside District, Grampian Region, 1984). 

GRA MPI AN REG ION 

KI NCARDI NE AND DEES IDE DISTRICT 
NO 738959 Flint scall er, Balbridie (site) (No. I) 
NO 710956 Flint sca tt er. Birkwood I (sit e) (No. 2) 
NO 7 18962 Flint sca tt er, Birk wood 2 (site) (No. 3) 
NO 803 985 Flint sca tter, Da lmaik (site) (No. 4) 
NO 750960 Flint scaller, Durris Bridge (sit e) (N o. 5) 
NO 795 98 1 Fli nt scall er, Keith 's Muir (sit e) (No. 6) 
NO 747 959 Fli nt scaller, Milt o n COllage (sit e) (No. 7) 
NO 758 96 1 Flint scaller, Net her Mills or Crathes (sit e) (No. 8) 

• NO 901 963 Rec um bent ston e circle, Aquhorthies (No. 9) 
NO 89096R Recumbent sto ne circle, Auchlee I (N o. 10) 
NO 893970 Recumbent SlOn e circ le, Au chlee 2 (No. 11 ) 
NO 907973 Ring-cairn , Cairnwell (No. 12) 

• NO 833906 Ring-cairn , Campstone Hill , Raed ykes I (No. 13) 
• NO 832906 Ring-cairn. Campsto ne Hill , Raed yke, 2 (No. 14) 
• NO 832 906 Rin g-cairn, Campstone Hill , Raedykes 3 (N o. 15) 
• NO 832906 Ring-cairn , CampslO ne Hill , Raedykes 4 (N o. 16) 
• NO 794949 Recumbent sto ne circle, C lune Wood I (N o. 17) 
• NO 794949 Ring-ca irn , C lu ne Wood 2 (No. 18) 

NO 7 1791 5 Recum bent ston e circle, Esli e the Greater (No. 19) 
NO 722 921 Ring-cai rn , Es lie the Lesser (No. 20) 
NO 847983 Rin g-cairn , Main s of Altri es (No. 21 ) 
NO 723 912 Recumbent sto ne circle, The Ni ne Sto nes, Garro l (N o. 22) 
NO 903960 Ca irn a nd sto ne circle, Old l3uurtreebush (N o. 23 ) 

• NO 782959 Ring-ca irn , Upper Ba lrour (N o. 24) 
NO 847 891 Cairn . Balnagight Wood , Findl aysto n (No. 25) 
NO 864986 Cairn , Blaikiewell (No. 26) 
NJ 924004 Cairn , Blue Hill (No. 27) 
NO 814995 Cairn , BoglOn (No. 28) 

• NO 782919 Cairn, Ca irn-mon -earn (No. 30) 
• NO 740937 Cai rn , Cairnshee (No. 31) 
• NO 832906 Ca irn , CampslO ne Hi ll , Raedykes (No. 32) 

NO 880903 Cairn, Ca ntlayhi lls (No. 33) 
• NO 793 950 Cairn, C lu ne Wood (N o. 34) 

NO 860907 Cairn, H ill or Al lochi e (No. 39) 
NO 819926 Cairn , No rthward (No. 44) 
NO 855 989 Cairn , O ldman Hill (No. 45) 
NO 866966 Cairns, Stranog H ill (No. 48) 

• NO 78 1 959 Ca irn , Upper Ba lro ur I (No. 50) 
• NO 782959 Cairn, Upper Balro ur 2 (No. 51) 
• NO 782959 C air n, Upper Balro ur 3 (No. 52) 
• NO 778 957 Ca irn, Upper Ba lrour, Kirkt o n Wood (No. 53) 

NO 869 886 C airn , Ury North Lodge (No. 55) 
NO 911 977 Stone circ le, Craighead (No. 87) 
NO 905953 Standing SlOne, H iho n or Cairngrassie (No. 90) 
NO 876894 Stand ing SlOnes, Kem psto ne Hill (No. 91) 
NO 847975 S tandin g sto ne, Standingstones (No. 93) 

• NO 823 907 Standing sto ne, The Lang Stane (No. 95) 
NO 72294 1 Standing sto ne, Tilquhi lli e (N o. 96) 

NO 733 959 Rectan gular ti mber bui lding, Ba lbridie (s it e) (No. 98) 
• NO 739967 Recta n gu lar timber building, C rath es Castle (s ite) 

(No. 99) 
NO 845 892 Field-sys tem, small cairns a nd enc losure. Ba lnagight Wood, 

to 849 892 Find layston (No. 101) 

NO 72098 1 Hut-circle and enclosure, Bardshillock Wood , 
Drumsha lloc h (No. 102) 

NO 860962 Sma ll ca irn s, Berry Top 2 (N o. 104) 
to 863 961 

NJ 923 004 Sma ll ca irns, Blue Hi ll (No. 107) 
NO 8 12996 Sma ll ca irns, BoglOn (No. 109) 
NJ 915 009 Small ca irns, Brodie Wood (No. 11 2) 

109160 11 
• NO 843 909 Sma ll ca irns, Broo mhill I (No. 114) 

to 846906 
NO 840904 Sma ll ca irn s, Broomhi 1l 2 (No. 11 5) 

to 841 902 
NO 845 898 Sma ll cairns, Broomh ill 3 (N o. 11 6) 
NO 735942 Field -system a nd sma ll cairns, Cairnshee I (No. 11 7) 
NO 903 969 Hut -c irc le a nd sma ll cairns, Ca irnwell (No. 11 9) 

10 903 971 
NO 899969 Fie ld-sys tem a nd small ca irn s, C urnwe ll Hill (No. 120) 

to 901 969 
• NO 829909 Hut-circ le, fi cld-sys tem a nd sma ll cai rn s, Ca mpSlon e Hill. 

to 834905 Raedy kes (N o. 121) 
NO 87990 1 Sma ll cairns, Can tlayhills I (No. 122) 

to 882901 
• NO 836878 Hut -c irc le, fi eld -system a nd sma ll cairns, C hcy ne hill 

to 839 880 (No. 124) 
NO 798 875 House-p la t forms a nd sma ll ca irn s, C lochanshiels I 

(No. 125) 
NO 803 874 Hut -c irc le and hou se- platform, C loehansh iels 2 (No. 126) 
NO 802877 Hut -circle and sma ll cairns, C loc ha nshie ls 3 (No. 127) 

to 806 877 
NO 79688 1 Field -sys tem a nd sma ll cairn s, C loc hansh ieh 4 (No. 128) 

• NO 794949 Sma ll ca irns, C lune Wood (No. 130) 
NO 875 973 Hut -c ircles a nd sma ll ca irns. Cra igentath I (No. 133) 

to 877 974 
• NO 872 968 Hut -c ircle an d sma ll cairns, East Cross ley (No. 137) 
• NO 716 903 Hut -c ircles, e nclosure, fi eld-system a nd sma ll cairn s, Ga rrol 

to 720902 Hill I (No. 142) 
• NO 721 908 Fi eld-system a nd sma ll ca irn s. Ga rrol Hil1 2 (No. 143) 

to 7 179 13 
• NO 823 887 Hut -c ircles, enclosure, field -systcm and sma ll cairn s. 

to 826883 G lent o n Hi ll I (No. 144 ) 
o RI9 889 Sma ll cairns, G lent o n Hill 2 (N o. 145) 

to 8 19885 
NO 72 1951 Field -system and sma ll ca irn s, I-lillhead of Maryfielcl 

to 721 954 (No. 146 ) 
NO 855 904 Hut -c irc le and small ca irn s, Hill or All oc hi e I (No. 147) 

to 860 903 
NO 862908 Small ca irn s, Hi ll of A llac hie 2 (No. 148) 

to 863 906 
NO 85 91 Small ca irns. Hill of A ll oc hie 3 (No. 149) 
NO 89 1 972 Sma ll ca irn s, Hill o f ALlehlee I (N o. 150) 

to 8\13971 
NO 888973 Small cair ns. H ill or Auchlee 2 (No. 151) 

to 889 974 
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NO 80990 1 Sma ll cai rn s, Hill of Pil spunki e I (No, 154) 
108 13900 

NO 8 15898 Sma ll cairns, H ill of Pil spunkie 2 (No. 155) 
NO 875894 Small cairns, Kemp<lon e H ill (No. 157) 

10 879 896 
• NO 7 12 91 1 HU I-c irc lc a nd smal l cair ns, Knock Hill I (No. 158) 

107 14912 
NO 840 927 I-Illl -circle a nd sma ll ca irns, Lillle Cross Hill (No. 160) 

10 842 927 
NO 848983 Fie ld-sy;rcm a nd sma ll cair ns, Main s of Allries (No. 161) 

10851983 
NO 8259 15 Small ca irn s, Meik lc Carewe H ill , Sma ll burn (No. 162) 

10 8309 13 
NO 703904 HUI -c ircl e and small cair ns, Midlown I (No. 164) 
NO 700908 Sma ll cai rn s, Midlown 5 (No. 168) 

10 702 909 
NO 842924 Sma ll ca irn s, Mill Hill (No. 170) 
NO 797897 Sma ll ca irn s, Mi ll sburn (No. 17 1) 

10 80 1 897 
NO 830 961 Smal l ca irns, Muirskie (No. 172) 
NO 82 1 944 H UI-c ircle and sma ll ca irns, Newla nd s (No. 173) 
NO 8489 12 Sma ll ca irns, Ro und Hill (No. 175) 
N.I 921 007 HU I-e ircle and small cairns, Sha rps Brac (No. 176) 
NO 80 1 886 Fie lcl -syslem a ncl sma ll cair ns, Snob CO ll age (No. 178) 
NO 838899 Sma ll cair ns, Sou lh Raedykes (No. 180) 

• NO 723 952 Ca irn s, fie ld -syslem and sma ll cairns, The Knappach 
10 727 953 (No. 183) 

• NO 744909 HU I-circies, fi eld-syslem and sma ll ca irns, The O rd, 
107529 12 Balrownie (No. 184) 

NO 826943 Sma ll ca irn s, Trees I (No. 186) 
10 828 944 

• NO 779957 HUI -circ lc, fi c ld-syslem, sma ll cair ns and enc losure, Upper 
10 783959 Balfour (No. 189) 

NO 868884 Small cairn s, Ury NOrl h Lodge (No. 192) 
10 870 885 

NO 8 13952 Sma ll ca irn s, Wesl Brachmo nl (No. 193) 
10 8 14951 

NO 7349 16 HUI -c irclc a nd sma ll cairns, WeSlerlO n (No. 194) 
• NO 859897 HUI -c ircles, fi eld -syslem a nd sma ll ca irns, While Hill 

10 860900 (No. 195) 

N.I 78 1014 HUI -c ircles, enclos ure a nd sma ll cai rn s, Woodsicl e 
(No. 196) 

NO 737966 Pil-a li gnm e nl , C ralhes Caslle (No. 197) 
• NO 84 1 902 Roman lem po rary ca mp, Raed ykes (No. 198) 

NO 897 897 Mound, Black hi ll s (No. 201) 
NO 936966 Enclosurc, Broad Haven, Main s o f POrl lelh en (No. 202) 
NO 738 94 1 Enclos ure, Ca irns hee (No. 203) 
NJ 7 17003 En closure, Mo nl rose' s Trench (No. 210) 

• NO 844896 Linea r earl hwor k, Newbigging (No. 212) 
10 842 895 

NJ 
NO 
NO 

. NO 

. NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 

. NO 

. NO 
NO 
NO 

. NO 
NO 

. NO 
NO 

906024 C hu rc h and b uri a l-grou nd , Banchory- Devenick (No. 214) 
705957 Cross-il .scribed slone, Banchory-Ternan (No. 215) 
706957 Burial -g ro und and cross-slab, Banchory-Ter.nan (No. 216) 
884 873 C hapc l a nd buria l-groun d, Cowie (No. 217) 
8 14985 C hu rc h and burial-ground , Drumoak (No. 218) 
862852 Ai sle an d buria l-ground , Dunnollar (No. 219) 
772 964 Ch urc h a nd burial-ground, Durris (No. 220) 
894947 Chape l and burial -ground, E lsick (No. 22 1) 
852856 Church and buria l-ground, Felleresso (No. 222) 
844999 Chapcl a nd burial-ground, Marycu ller (No. 224) 
74 1 96 1 Cross-i ncised SI ones, Millon of C ralhes (No. 225) 
780976 Picli sh symbo l Slo ne, Park Ho use (No. 227) 
779968 MaliC, Caslle Hill, Dunis (No. 230) 
88387 1 Cas lle, Cowie (No. 231) 
842 854 Tower-hou se, Felleresso Casllc (No. 232) 
796886 Laird' s ho use a nd garden, Mergie H o use 

(No. 234) 
• NO 721 94 1 To\\ er- ho use, Tilquh ill ie Cas lic (No. 235) 
• NO 704977 Cra nnog, Loch of Leys (No. 237) 

NO 893970 Farmslead, Auc hl ee (No. 24 1) 
NO 85896 1 Far mslead, Berry Top (No. 242) 

• NO 7 10 898 Subrec langu lar buildi ngs and sma ll cairn s, Blaro urie 
(No. 243) 

NO 847 904 Farmslead, Broomhi ll 2 (No. 245) 
NO 796 880 Farmslead, C lochansh iels I (No. 247) 
NO 797 88 1 Farmslead, C loc hansh iels 2 (No. 248) 
NO 799883 Recla ngul ar buildings, C loc ha nshi els 3 (No. 249) 
NO 8 1595 1 Farmslead, Easl Brachmo nl (No. 252) 

xi i 

NO 7 16922 Farms lead , Es lie I (No. 254) 
NO 7 18923 Farms lead, Eslie 2 (No. 255) 
NO 7 11 925 Farmstead , Eslie 3 (No. 256) 
NO 892 974 Farmslead, Hill of Auchlee (No. 258) 
NO 8239 17 Farmslead, Meikle Carewe Hill (No. 260) 
NO 707904 Farmslead, Midlown I (No. 261) 
NO 709906 Farmslead, Midlown 2 (No. 262) 
NO 7 11 904 Farmslead, Midlown 3 (No. 263) 
NO 7 15901 Farmslead, Midlown 4 (No. 264) 
NO 7 16903 Farmslead, Midl ow n 5 (No. 265) 
NO 7 16906 Farmslead, Midlown 6 (No. 266) 
NO 852902 Farmslead, Monboys I (No. 267) 
NO 850902 Fa rmslead, Monboys 2 (No. 268) 
NO 858 899 Farmslead , Mo nboys 3 (No. 269) 
NO 8 18923 Farmslead, Soulhward I (No. 27 1) 
NO 807 883 Fa rmslead , Te nl yhillock (No. 274) 
NO 7439 17 Farmslead, Upperlo n 2 (No. 277) 
NO 809944 Farmslead, West Brachm onl (No. 278) 

• NO 7279 19 Farmslead, Wesl Mu ll oc h (No. 279) 
NO 9039 16 Reclangu lar SIrUCl u re, Douniefe ll (No. 281) 

The Archaeological Sites and Monuments 
of Scotland, 24 (1985) 

The nlllllber ill brackets /ol/owing each name refers to the 
serialnlllllber 0/ the entry in ReAMS, The Archaeological 
Sites and Monuments 0/ Scotland, 24 (West Rhins, 
Wigtown District, Dum/ ries ({lid Gal/away Region, 1985). 

DUMFRIES AND GAlWWAY REGION 

WIGTOWN DISTRI CT 
NX 
NX 
NX 
NX 
NX 
NX 

. NW 
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NX 
NX 

. NX 

. NX 
NW 
NW 

. NW 
NW 
NX 
NX 

. NW 

. NW 
NW 
NX 
NX 

. NX 
NW 

119424 Flin l sca ller, Ba lgowa n (si le) (No. I) 
11 8 422 Flinl sca ll er, Ba lgowa n (sil e) (No. I) 
137 367 Flil1l sca ller, Drummore I (si le) (No. 2) 
137 366 Flil1l sca ller, Drummore 2 (si le) (No. 3) 
109460 Cairn , Ardwell Easl Lodge (No. 11) 
005 70 I Cairn , Ba lgow n (No. 12) 
973 70 I Cairn , Cairn Hill , NOrlh Cairn (No. 20) 
070471 Cairn, Cragencroy, Wesl Rin guinea (No. 25) 
101337 Cairn, Hi gh Slac k Fell (No. 3 1) 
156304 Cairn , Mull o f Galloway (No. 39) 
12538 1 C isl , Kil slay (sile) (No. 42) 
992 553 Slanding Slone, G len CO llage (No. 57) 
102 435 Sla ndi ng Slo ne, Loga n (No. 60) 
127380 Slanding SlO ne, Low Curghie (No. 61) 
026524 Sla nding Slone, NOrlh POri O'Spillal (No. (3) 
086485 Sla nding SlOne, So ulh Ca irnwei l (No. 64) 
122 412 Sla ndi ng Slo ne, Terall y (No. 66) 
066489 Slanding sto ne, Whirlpool (No. 67) 
044 563 FOri, Cairn Pal (No. 75) 
129310 FOri, Carrickcamrie, Wesl Ca irn gaan (No. 76) 
005 73 2 FOri, Caspin (No. 77) 
0874 15 FOri , Clanghi e Bay (No. 78) 
085415 FOri , C la nghie Poil1l (No. 79) 
124 368 FOri , Core Hill, Kirkm aiden (No. 80) 
967687 FOri, Dounan Nose, Dally (No. 8 1) 
059473 FOri , Dove Cave Head (No. 82) 
075425 FOri , Duni ehinnie (No. 83) 
097 335 FOri, Dunma n (No. 84) 
130310 FOri, Duno rroch, Wesl Cairngaa n (No. 85) 
982727 FOri, Ounskirloch (No. 86) 
9636 15 FOri Poinl, Sa il Pans Bay (No. 87 ) 
960650 FOri , .Iuni per Face (No. 88) 
975598 Fan , Kemp 's Walk (No. 89) 
066 469 FOri, Kenmuir Graves, Isla nd Buoy (No. 90) 
035505 FOri, Kirklauc hline (No. 91) 
95965 1 FOri , M are Rock I (No. 92) 
960650 FOri, Mare Roc k 2 (No. 93) 
960 664 FOri, POrlobell o (No. 94) 
141 322 FOri, T he Du nnan, POrla nkill (No. 95) 
008646 FOri , Tor of C rai goc h (No. 96) 
067446 Broch , Doo n Cas lle, Ardwe ll Point (No. 98) 
983 57 1 Dun , Killanlrin gan Bay (N o. 99) 



NX 09 36 HU I-circ les, enclosure and field -syslem, Barncorkrie Moor 
(No. 100) 

• NX 04 48 HU I-c irc les, enclosure, fic ld-sySle m and small cairns, 
Ca irn mon Fell I (No. 101) 

05 1 486 H UI -circle and enc losure, Ca irnmon Fe ll 2 (No. 102) 
9806 13 H UI-circle, Larbrax Moor I (No. 103) 
9786 14 H UI-circ le, Larbrax Moor 2 (No. 104) 

. NX 
NW 
NW 
NX 11 5341 HUI-circ le and enc losure, Wesl Mun ll och (No. 106) 
NX 10 1 477 Ring-dilches, Kirkmabreck (si le) (No. Ill) 

10 102477 
NW 988704 Ring-d itches a nd enclosure, Knockneen (si le) (No. 112) 

065475 Ring-d ilch, Lill le Floal (s ile) (No. 113) NX 
. NW 
. NX 

NX 
NX 
NX 

. NX 
NW 
NX 

. NW 

. NX 
NX 
NX 
NX 
NX 
NX 

. NX 

. NX 
10 

999 694 Enclosure, Balgown (No. 117) 
089464 Enclosure, Barrack Knowe, High Clacha nmore (No. 119) 
1133 17 Eart hwo rk, Cardryne (No. 121) 
084565 Enclosure, Cu lgrange I (si le) (No. 124) 
085565 E nclosure, Cu lgrange 2 (si le) (No. 125) 
059523 Earthwork, Doon Hil l, Ki ldonna n I (No. 128) 
994544 Promo nlory enclosure, Dunskey Golf Course (No. 131) 
076437 Eart hwork, Grennan Hill (No. 135) 
960653 Eart hwork, Hi gh Auchnee l (No. 136) 
007635 Eart hwork, Kemp' s Graves, A ldouran G len (No. 137) 
082565 Earthwork, Kil droc hel House (sile) (No. 139) 
10 1 477 E nclosure, Kir kmabreck (site) (No. 14 1) 
0 17546 E nclosure, Knockhornan (si le) (No. 142) 
065474 Enclosure, Lill le Float (site) (No. 144) 
09 1 397 Earthwork, Mu ldaddie (No. 147) 
1383 10 Earthwork, Mu ll G len, Wesl Tarbel (No. 148) 
14 1 310 Eart hwork, Mu ll of Galloway I (No. 149) 
1423 10 

• NX 145 308 Earthwork, Mu ll of Galloway 2 (No. 150) 
10 14 1 306 

NX 111 4 12 Enclosure, Wesl Myroch (si le) (No. 156) 
NW 99869 1 C hapel and bur ial-ground, Chapel Donnan (sile) 

(No. 158) 
NX c.06 1 544 Church a nd b uria l-grou nd, Eldr ickhi ll (si le) (No. 161) 
NX 125362 C hu rch, Ki ldonan (s i le) (No. 163) 
NX 033658 C hape l, Ki lmorie (s ile) (No. 167) 

• NX 032690 Cross-s lab, Corsewall Hou se (No. 167) 
NX 12538 1 C hurc h and burial-grou nd, Kils lay (si le) (No. 168) 

• NX 030688 C hurc h and buria l-groun d, Kirkcol m (No. 169) 
NX 108354 C hape l, Kirk leis h (sile) (No. 171) 

• NX 080483 Churc h, buria l-ground and scu lplured SI ones, 

. NX 

. NX 

. NW 

. NX 
NX 
NX 

Kir kmadrine (No. 173) 
124369 C hurc h, Kirk maiden (No. 174) 
0 15638 C hurch a nd burial -ground, Leswa lt (No. 176) 
999542 Chu rch a nd burial-gro un d, Portpatrick (No. 178) 
138324 Chu rch a nd burial-grou nd, SI Calherine's Crofl (No. 179) 
089532 Chu rch a nd burial-ground, Sloneykirk (No. 180) 
125362 Long eisl ce metery, Severa l (si le) (No. 182) 

NX 1224 12 Long cisl cemelery, Terall y (site) (No. 183) 
• NX 107455 MOlle, Ardwe ll (No. 184) 

NX 096504 MOlle, Ba lgrennan (No. 185) 
• NW 965678 MOlle, Caslle Ban (No. 186) 
. NX 02 1 517 MOll e, D una ldboys (No. 187) 
. NX 
. NW 

NX 
NX 

129352 MOlle-and-bailey casl le, High Drummore (No. 188) 
99369 1 Laird's ho use, Balsarroeh (No. 193) 
095 426 Tower-house, Balzieland Caslle, Logan (No. 194) 
108374 Tower-house, Casl le C lanyard (No. 196) 

• NW 99 1 7 14 Tower -ho use a nd enc losure, Corsewa ll Casl le (No. 197) 
NX 0 12668 Towe r-ho use, Cra igoch (No. 198) 

• NX 003 533 Tower- house, Dunskey Casl le (No. 200) 
973 632 Tower- house, Galde noe h (No. 201) . NW 

NW 
NX 
NW 

993 632 Tower-house, Is le of Lochnaw (No. 204) 
096450 Tower- house, Ki llaser Caslle (No. 207) 
966674 Farmslead, Air ies (No. 214) 

NX 08 35 Build in gs and cultivalion remains, Bar ncorkrie I (No. 216) 
10 08 36 

NX 
NX 

NW 

NX 
. NX 

NX 
. NW 

09336 1 Recla ngular bui ldings, Barncorkrie 2 (No. 217) 
097 360 Rec la ngular bu il d ing and enclosure s, Bar ncorkrie 3 

(No. 218) 
966609 Farm slead a nd eu lti vation rema ins, Drumw hi sley 

(No. 224) 
0 12667 Buil ding, House-on-Ihe-Roek (No. 226) 
11 9404 Bui Id ing a nd enc losures, Kirkbride (No. 228) 
083425 Fa rmstead, MeCu ll oeh's H ill (No. 230) 
964 6 16 Buil d in gs, enclosures a nd cu lt ivatio n re mai ns, Sail Pans 

Bay (No. 232) 

MONUMENTS WORTHY OF PRESE RVATI ON 

NW 
NW 

. NX 
NX 
NX 
NX 

979709 Mill, Cairnside (No. 235) 
%3 6Y2 ~ I ound, Laggan Hi ll , So ulh Cairn (No. 238 ) 
115437 Windmill, Logan Windmi ll (No. 240) 
09452 1 Windmill, Low C ulgroal (No. 241) 
143315 Occupied cave, SI Medan 's Cave (No. 243) 
602604 Shellmidclen, Slranraer (sile) (No. 245) 

The Archaeological Sites and Monuments 
of Scotland, 25 (\ 985) 

The nUll/be,. ill brackels/ullulI'illg each fIuwe refers fa fhe 
serhd /lumber of the enlry ill ReAMs, The Archaeological 
Sites alld MOlllllllellts o.!'Scotlalld, 25 (North Kyle, Kyle alld 
Carrick District. Strafhclyde Negioll . 1985). 

STRATHCLYDE REG ION 

KYLE AND CARRICK DISTRICT 
NS 320 187 Flinl sea ll er, Doonfool (si le) (No. I) 
NS 262 171 Flinl sca ll er, Fisherton I (si le) (N o. 2) 
NS 258 166 rlinl sca ll er, Fishenon 2 (sile) (No. 3) 
NS 359242 rIinl sca ll cr, Hcal hfie ld (si le) (No. 4) 
NS 3463 13 Flinl sca llcr, Loa ns (si le) (N o.5) 
NS 282 182 F1inl sca ller, Low G lenayes (si le) (No. 6) 
NS 355 278 Flinl sca ller, Monklon (sile) (No. 7) 
NS 354282 Flinl sca llcr, Monklonhcad Farm I (sil e) (No. 8) 
NS 356284 Flinl sca ll er, Monklonhead Farm 2 (sil e) (No. 9) 
NS 349288 rIinl sca ll e r, Monklonhill (sil e) (No. 10) 
NS 36926 1 Flinl sca ller, Shaw Monumenl (s ile) (N o. 11) 
NS 377 259 Flinl sca ll er, Shield s I (si le) (No. 12) 
NS 378257 Flint scaller, Shields 2 (sile) (No. 13) 

• NS 425238 Barrow, Enlerkine (No. 16) 
NS 446262 Ca irn, King Coil' s Grave, Co ils fi eld Main s 

(No. 17) 
NS 322 186 Slanding Slone, SlOnefield Park Road, I)oon fool (No. 31) 

• NS 428 325 Fort, Craigie (No. 32) 
. NS 3 12 192 Fort, Greenan Caslle (sile) (No. 34) 
• NS 360325 Fort, H arpercrofi (No. 35) 

NS 284 187 Fort, H eads of Ayr (si le) (No. 36) 
• NS 359327 Fort , Ward law H ill (No. 37) 
• NS 427 327 Broch, Camp Casl le, Cra igic (No. 38) 

NS 337 16 1 Dun, Craigmuir MOl e (No. 39) 
• NS 355336 Dun, Kell1p Law (No. 40) 

NS 350284 Homeslead, Nel hermuir (site) (No. 41) 
NS 457 302 Crannog, Loch lea (sil e) (No. 44) 
NS 376221 Ring-dilch, G la isnock (si le) (N o. 45) 
NS 290 186 Dilehe s, Bowe rhi ll (si le) (No. 46) 
NS 420 187 Mound, Carbieslon Main s (No. 47) 

• NS 270163 Earthwork, Dunduff (No. 49) 
NS 423 272 Enclosure, Ha ll rig (si le) (No. 50) 
NS 380260 E nclosure, Lad ykirk Burn (sil e) (No. 51) 

• NS 400 192 Earthwork. La ighpark (No. 53) 
NS 372 167 Earthwork, LindslO n (No. 54) 
NS 352323 Earthwork, Loan s (No. 55) 
NS 350284 Pali saded enc losure, Nelhermuir (si le) (No. 56) 
NS 364 278 E nclosure, Whi leside 2 (si le) (No. 61) 

. NS 331 180 Ch urch and burial -gro und, A ll oway (No.62) 
• NS 405299 Churc h and burial-gro und, Barnwei ll (No. 64) 

NS 42 1 192 Church and burial-ground, Coy lton (N o. 68) 
NS 427 323 Church a nd buria l-ground , Craigic (No. 69) 
NS 344 294 Chapel and buria l-ground, Cros by (No. 70) 
NS 366 342 Church and buria l-gro und, Dundonald (No. 72) 

• NS 421 286 Mona sler y, Fail (No. 74) 
• NS 346247 Chapel and hospilal, Kin gcase (No. 78) 
• NS 262159 Ch urc h and burial -gro und, Kirkbride (No. 79) 
• NS 386266 Chapel and bu ria l-gro und. Lad yk irk (No. 80) 
• NS 358276 Churc h and bur ial-grou nd, Mo nklon (No. 8 1) 
• NS 350264 C hurch and bur ial-grou nd, Preslwick (No. 82) 
• NS 375 240 Church and burial -gro und, SI Quivox (No. 87 ) 
• NS 384314 Churc h and burial -grou nd, Sym ington (No. 88 ) 

NS 430271 Church and burial -ground, Tarbo llon (No. 89) 
NS 332 165 Cross- inscribed boulder, Wa ll aee's SI one (No. 90) 

XIII 



MONUMENTS WORTHY OF PR ESERVATION 

e NS 338 179 Earthwork, A lloway Mote (No. 9 1) 
e NS 406301 Ea rthwork, Barnweill (No. 92) 
e NS 3933 11 Motte, Helenton (No. 93) 

NS 4 152 14 Mott e, Sundrum (No. 95) 
e NS 432273 Motte-and-bai ley castle, Tarbolton (No. 96) 
e NS 354 346 Tower-hou se, Auchans (No. 97) 

NS 333 176 Tower-hou se, Bridgend (No. 100) 
e NS 408316 Cas tl e and eart hworks, Cra igie Castle (No. 102) 

NS 343300 Tower-ho use, C rosb ie Castle (No. 103) 
e NS 363345 Castle, Dundo na ld Cast le (No. 105) 
e NS 27 1 163 Tower-ho use, Dunduff (No. 106) 
e NS 252 158 Cast le, Du nu re Castle (No. 107) 
e NS 3 11 193 Tower-house, Greenan Cast le (No. Ill) 

NS 405219 Cast le, O ld Ha ', Gadgirth (No. 114) 
NS 353328 Farmstead, Aught Wood (No. 120) 
NS 429327 Farmstead, Meadow head (No. 123) 
NS 424 160 Farmstead, Overton (No. 124) 
NS 407299 Farmstead, Tow nhead , Barnwei ll (No. 125) 
NS 272 17 1 Medieva l pottery sca tter, Low Glenayes (sit e) 

(No. 131) 
NS 362280 Windmill , Monkton (No. 132) 

The Archaeological Sites and Monuments 
of Scotland, 26 (1987) 

The numbers in bracketsjollolVing each name rejers to the 
serial number oj the entry in ReAMS, The Archaeological 
Sites and Monuments oj Scotland, 26 (East Rhins, WigtolVlI 
District, DUII((ries and Gal/olVay Region, 1987). 

DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY REG ION 

WIGTOWN DISTRI CT 

NX 088600 Flin t sca tter, Two Mi le Howe, Aird (site) (No. I) 
NX 089605 Flint scatt er, Auchrocher Moss (s ite) (No. 2) 
NX 083650 Flint scatt er, Beoe h (site) (No. 3) 
NX 091 6 10 Flint scatter, C lachanp lu ck (site) (No. 4) 
NX 083 647 Flin t scatter, Corb ie Hill (site) (No. 5) 
NX 196565 Flint sca tt er, Corse Head (sit e) (No. 6) 
NX 082640 Flint sca tter, Dalminnoch (site) (No. 8) 
NX 073 604 F lin t scatter, Do na ld Parks (site) (No. 9) 

to 077 606 
NX 087 628 Flint scatter, High Ba lye tt (site) (No. 10) 
NX 088608 Flint sca tter, Inch Parks Cro ft I (site) (No. 11 ) 
NX 086614 Flint sca tter, Inch Parks C roft 2 (site) (No. 12) 
NX 086632 Flint sca tter, Inn erm essa n (site) (No. 13) 
NX 078659 Flint sca tter, Leffno l I (site) (No. 14) 
NX 080655 F lint sca tt er, Leffnol 2 (site) (No. 15) 
NX c.080 650 F lin t sca tter, Leffnol 3 (site) (No. 16) 
NX 077 662 Flint sca tter, Leffnol H o tel (site) (No.17) 
NX 0856 15 F lin t scatt er, Low Ba lye tt I (si te) (No. 18) 
NX 086619 Flint sca tter, Low Ba lye tt 2 (si te) (No. 19) 
NX 078657 Flint sca tter, Low Leffno l (site) (No. 20) 

e NX 137555 Sand hill site, Sa nd Minnocks, Luce Sands (No. 2 1, J) 
e NX 128547 Sa ndhi ll site, Flint Howe, Luce Sa nds (No. 21, 2) 

NX 183569 Sandhi ll si te, Wood of Park (No. 23) 
NX 135649 Chambered cairn, Auld Wi fe's Grave, Cairnscarrow 

(No. 24) 
e NX 174752 C hambered cairn , Ca irn Kenn y (No. 25) 
e NX 198644 C ha mbered cairn, Caves of Ki lhern (No. 26) 
e NX 103717 Chambered ca irn, C laywar ni es (No. 27) 
e NX 1866 10 C hambered cairn , Mid G leniron I (No. 28) 

NX 187609 Chambered cairn , Mid G leni ron 2 (No. 29) 
NX 121 639 Long cairn, Phil stabban (No. 30) 
NX 170593 Cai rn , Airyhemm in g I (No. 31) 
NX 172 594 Cai rn , Airyhemming 2 (No. 32) 
NX 137700 Ca irn , A ltibra ir (No. 33) 

e NX 162681 Cair n, Altigoukie Burn (No. 34) 
e NX 124671 Cairn, Auc hinveen I (No. 35) 

NX 125 671 Cairn, Auchinvcen 2 (No. 36) 
NX 145 635 Cairn, Auchma ntle Fell, The Wee Cairn (No. 38) 

e NX 107644 Cairn, Ba lker Moor I (No. 40) 
NX 182643 Cai rn, Ba ln eil (No. 43) 

e NX 170669 Ca irn , Barlure I (No. 44) 
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e NX 
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e NX 
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NX 
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e NX 
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e NX 
NX 
NX 

e NX 
NX 
NX 
NX 
NX 
NX 
NX 
NX 
NX 
NX 
NX 
NX 

e NX 
e NX 

e NX 
e NX 

NX 
e NX 

NX 
NX 

e NX 
NX 

182 653 Ca irn , Barnshangan I (No. 46) 
184653 Ca irn , Barnsha ngan 2 (No. 47) 
093665 Ca irn , Beoch Hill I (No. 49) 
094664 Cairn , Beoch Hill 2· (No. 50) 
109707 Cai rn , Broch loch Cairn (No. 51) 
144665 Cairn, Cairnerzean I (No. 53) 
146663 Cair n, Ca irnerzean 2 (No. 54) 
148669 Ca irn , Ca irnerzean 3 (No. 55) 
136659 Ca irn , Ca irnerzea n 4 (No. 56) 
137660 Ca irn , Cairnerzea n 5 (No. 57) 
141662 Cairn , Cairnerzean 6 (No. 58) 
149674 Cai rns, Ca irnerzean 7 (No. 59) 
136666 Cai rn , Cairnerzean 8 (No. 60) 
138664 Cai rn, Cairnerzean 9 (No. 61) 
138662 Cai rn, Cairnerzean 10 (No. 62) 
12564 1 Ca irn, Ca irniewa, Kin ley's Knowe (No. 65) 
098619 Cairn , Ca irn Mac neili e, Inc h Parks (No. 66) 
180694 Cairn, Craigb irnoc h I (No. 71) 
176692 Ca irn, Craigb irnoch 2 (No. 72) 
177 692 Ca irn, Cra igbirn oc h 3 (No. 73) 
179694 Ca irn , Craigbirnoch 4 (No. 74) 
180695 Ca irn , C raigbirnoch 5 (No. 75) 
178688 Ca irn , Craigbirnoch 6 (No. 76) 
102659 Ca irn , C rai gca ffie I (No. 77) 
10 1 653 Ca irn, Cra igca ffi e 2 (No. 78) 
099652 Ca irn , C raigcaffie 3 (No. 79) 
173 603 Cairn, Craig Fell I (No. 80) 
172 603 Ca irn , C rai g Fell 2 (No. 81) 
172 626 Ca irn , Cr ui se, Cair n MacNeili e (No. 83) 
178 625 Cairn, Crui se, Litt lepark Ca irn (No. 84) 
182634 Cairn, Cr ui se, Smithy Hill I (No. 85) 
18 1 634 Ca irn , Cruise, Sm ithy Hill 2 (No. 86) 
132696 Ca irn , Dalh abboch Bridge (No. 88) 
124689 Ca irn, Diddles Hill (No. 89) 
11668 1 Ca irn , Dru macissoc k I (No. 90) 
117682 Ca irn , Drum acissoc k 2 (No. 9 1) 
083 675 Ca irn , Drummuc kloch Hill (No. 93) 
167700 Ca irn , Eyes of Craigb irn oc h I (No. 94) 
145625 Cairn , G lenterrow I (No. 97) 
145 623 Ca irn , G lent errow 3 (No. 99) 
164 723 Ca irn , G lenwhilly I (N o. lOO) 
163652 Ca irn , Gowk Nest Wood (No. 102) 
189643 Cairn, H a rdcro ft (No. 103) 
157615 Cairn , High A iryo lla nd 2 (No. 105) 
156685 Cairn , Ki lfeddar (No. 109) 
193642 Cairn , Kilh ern (No. 11 0) 
0647 13 Cairn , Little Lai ght (No. Ill ) 
122635 Cairn, Loa n Hill (No. 11 2) 
163649 Cairn , Ma ins of Larg I (No. 114) 
164649 Cair n, Mains of Larg 2 (No. li S) 
175 729 Cairn, Marklach (No. 116) 
188 610 Cairn, Mid G leniron I (No. 11 8) 
187609 Cairn, Mid G len iron 2 (No. 11 9) 
1866 10 Cairn, Mid G leniron 3 (No. 120) 
192 740 Cai rns, Miltonise I (No. 122) 
189736 Cai rn , M il tonise 2 (No. 123) 
166638 Cair n, Milton of Larg (No. 124) 
143592 Cairn , Old Hall (No. 125) 
139684 Cairn, Pu larya n (No. 126) 
178702 Ca irn, Pultadie (No. 127) 
196692 Ca irn, Quarter Fell (No. 129) 
122621 Ca irn, S heucha n Hill (No. 130) 
1477 19 Cairn, Stab Hill (No. 131) 
094667 Ca irn , White Ca irn , Beoc h Hill (No. 132) 
178748 Cairn, White Cairn, Mar kdhu (No. 133) 
179642 Burial , Balneil (si te) (No. 134) 
156568 Buri a l, Dro ughduil (site) (No. 138) 
0846 17 Buri a l, Sandmi ll Farm (si te) (No. 147) 
083676 Standi ng sto ne, Drummuckloc h Hill (No. 150) 
08 1 7 18 Standi ng SlO ne, Long Tom (No. 151) 

145625 Stone circ le, Sta nding Stones o f G lenterrow (N o. 152) 
062709 Stand ing stone, Tax ing Stone, Little Lai ght (No. 153) 
18970 1 Cup-marked stone, Pu lt adie (No. 154) 
179621 Fort, C ruise Back Fell (No. 155) 
119605 Fort, C ult s Loch (site) (No. 156) 
102553 Fort, East Ga ldenoch (site) (No. 157) 
099641 Broch, Teroy (No. 158) 
097 600 Pa lisad ed settlement , Ai rd (s it e) (No. 159) 



NX 123605 Pa lisaded enc los ure, C ult s Loc h (s ite) (No. 160) 
NX 143578 Enclosu re, Drumflower (site) (No. 161) 
NX 104 556 Enclosu re, East Ga ldenoch (site) (No. 162) 
NX 12 1 579 Enclosu re, Kirkminnoc h (sit e) (No. 163) 
NX 080659 Palisaded enclosure, Le ffnol (si te) (No. 164) 
NX 11 8587 E nclosure, Little C ult s (site) (No. 165) 
NX 118609 Pali sa ded settlement , Sheuchan (si te) (No. 166) 
NX 166590 Hut -circ le, Airyhemmin g (No. 167, I) 
NX 167596 Sma ll ca irn s, Airyhemming (No. 167,2) 
NX 139639 Hut-circ le, Auchma ntle (No. 168, I) 
NX 139640 Stone str ucture, Auchmant le (No. 168, 2) 
NX 137636 Sma ll ca irn s, Auchm a ntle (No. 168,3) 
NX 139636 Sma ll ca irn s, Au chm a ntle (No. 168, 4) 
NX 146638 Small ca irns, Auch ma ntle (No. 168,5) 
NX 186638 Small ca irn s, Ba lnei l (No. 169, I) 
NX 188 644 Small cairns, Balneil (No. 169,3) 
NX 187645 Hut -c ircle a nd sma ll cairns, H a rdcroft (No. 169, 4) 
NX 193646 Hut-circles, Dra nigower (N o. 169,5) 
NX 195644 Hut-circle a nd sma ll cairns, Dranigower (No. 169,6) 
NX 198640 Sto ne struc ture, Dranigower (No. 169,7) 
NX 192 635 Small ca irns, Dra ni gower (No. 169, 8) 
NX 192 637 Small ca irns, Dran igower (No. 169,9) 
NX 165678 Small cai rn s, Barlure (No. 170) 
NX 189660 Sma ll ca irns, Barnsha nga n (No. 171, I) 

to 194666 
NX 188659 Cai rns, Barnshanga n (No. 171,2) 
NX 188656 Enclos ure, Barn sha ngan (No. 171,3) 
NX 19 1 657 Small ca irns, Barnshan ga n (No. 171,4) 

to 19466 1 
NX 195654 Sma ll ca ims, Barnshangan (No. 171,5) 

to 195657 
NX 093667 Ba nk , Beach (No. 172) 

to 097 664 
NX III 677 Hut -circle, Beach Burn (No. 173 . I) 
NX 109669 Hut -ci rcle, Beoch Burn (No. 173,2) 
NX 104669 Hut -circle, Beac h Burn (No. 173,3) 
NX 141 679 Sma ll .cairns, Cairnerzea n (No. 174, I) 
NX 139677 H ut-circle, Cairnerzea n (No. 174, 2) 
NX 139674 Hu t-circles, Cai rnerzea n (No. 174,3) 
NX 138672 Sma ll cairn s, Cairnerzea n (No. 174, 4) 
NX 13 3669 Hut -circle a nd small ca irns, Cairne rzean (No. 174,5) 
NX 13167 1 Bank , Cairnerzean (No. 174,6) 

e NX 140668 Hut -c ircle a nd enclosure, Cairnerzean (No. 174,7) 
NX 139666 Hut -c ircle, Cairn erzea n (No. 174,8) 
NX 140664 Small cairns, Cairnerzea n (No. 174,9) 
NX 141 663 Hu t-c ircle, Cairn erzea n (No. 174, 10) 
NX 141 662 Sma ll cairns, Ca irnerzea n (No. 174, 11 ) 
NX 143666 Small ca irns, Cairnerzea n (N o. 174, 12) 
NX 145667 Small ca irns, Cairnerzean (No. 174, 13) 
NX 120675 Hut -c ircle, Ca irnerzean, Auc hinveen (No. 175, I) 
NX 124669 Sma ll ca irns, Cairn erzean , Auehinveen (N o. 175,2) 
NX 128668 Hut -c ircle, Ca irnerzean, Auc hinvee n (N o. 175,3) 
NX 128665 Hut -circl e, Ca irnerzean, Auc hin veen (No. f75,4) 
NX 124 658 Bank, Ca irn erzean, Auehinveen (No. 175,5) 
NX 195609 Hut -c ircle, Ca mrie (No. 176) 
NX 135608 Hut -circ le, C hl enry (No. 177) 
NX 174685 Small ca irns, Craigb irnoc h (No. 179, I) 
NX 177 689 Small ca irn s, Craigb irnoc h (No. 179,2) 
NX 169690 Enclosure, Cra igbirn oc h (No. 179,3) 
NX 17 1 691 Small ca irns, Cra igbirnoch (No. 179,4) 

e NX 179696 Hut -c ircle a nd sma ll cairns, Cra igbirn oc h (No. 179,5) 
e NX 16 68 Hut -circ les a nd field -system, Craigbirnoch (No. 180, I) 

NX 160687 Small ca irns, Kilfeddar (No. 180, 2) 
e NX 158693 Hut -c ircle, Kilfeddar (No. 180, 3) 

NX 161 693 Hut -circ le, Kilfeddar (No. 180, 4) 
NX 162 694 Sma ll ca irns, Craigb irnoc h/ Kilfeddar (No. 180,5) 
NX 162692 Sma ll ca irns, C ra igbirnoch (N o. 180,6) 
NX 168702 Small ca irns, Craigb irnoc h (No. 181, I) 
NX 163 700 Hut -c irc le, Craigbirnoch (No. 181, 2) 
NX 161 70 1 Small cairns, Kilfeddar (No. 181,3) 
NX 16270 1 Small ca irn , Kilfeddar (No. 181, 4) 
NX 163703 Sma ll ca irns, Kilfeddar (No. 181,5) 
NX 18 1627 Small ca irns, C ruise (No. 182, I) 
NX 186631 Sma ll ca irns, C ruise (No. 182,2) 
NX 110 695 Hut -circ le, Da lh abboch, Awies (No. 183, I) 
NX 108697 Hut -circles, Dalhabboc h, Awies (No. 183,2) 
NX 11 0692 Hut -circ le, Da lhabboch, Awies (No. 183',3) 
NX III 687 Hut -circle, Da lh abboc h, Aw ies (No. 183, 4) 

NX 
e NX 
e NX 
e NX 
e NX 
e NX 
e NX 

e NX 
to 

e NX 
e NX 

NX 
NX 

e NX 
to 

e NX 
e NX 

NX 
NX 

NX 
NX 
NX 
NX 

to 
NX 
NX 
NX 

MONUMENTS WORTHY or PRESE RVATION 

137694 Sma ll cairn s. Da lh abboch. Brow n Hill (N o. 184) 
130691 Sma ll cairns. Da lh abboch, Diddles Hill (No. 185, I) 
127689 Sma ll cairns. Dalh abboch. Diddles Hill (No. 185,2) 
125688 Sma ll ca irns. Da lhabboc h. Didc1ks Hill (No. 185.3) 
125 689 Sma ll ca irn s, Dalhabboch, D id d les Hill (No. 185, 4) 
124 690 Sma ll cairns, Dalhabboch , Diddles Hill (No. 185. 5) 
123 688 Hut -circles and recta ngular building. Dalhabboch, Diddl cs 

Hill (No. 185.6) 
12 1 689 Sma ll cairns. Dalhabboch. Didd les Hill (No. 185.7) 
120 687 
123692 Hut -c ircle. Dalhabboch. Didd les Hill (No. 185,8) 
12469 1 Sma ll ca irns. Dalhabboch, Didd les Hill (No. 185 . 9) 
11 6684 Hut -c ircle, Dalhabboch, Drumaci ssoc k (No. 186) 
11 9679 Sma ll cairns. Dalhabboc h, Drumadry land (No. 187) 
137705 Sma ll cairn s. Da lni gap. Peat H ill (No. 188) 
136 707 
08 67 Hut -c ircles a nd field -systelll . Drulllmuck loc h (No. 189. I) 
084674 Hu t-circle, Drummuck loch (No. 189,2) 
089674 Hu t-circle. Drummuck loch, Severa l Burn (No. 190, I) 
090675 Hut -c ircles a nd fie ld-system, Drummuckloe h, Severa l 

Burn (No. 190,2) 
092 676 Hut -circle, Drulllmuck loch, Severa l Burn (No. 190, 3) 
096677 Hut -c ircle, Drulllmuckloch, Severa l Burn (No. 190, 4) 
094678 Sma ll cairn s, Drum muck loch, Severa l Burn (No. 190,5) 
179722 Sma ll ca irns, G lenkitten re il (No. 192. I) 
180 723 
189720 Hut -circle, G lenkitt en Fe ll (No. 192, 2) 
142622 Hut -circle. G lent crrow (No. 193. I) 
144620 Sma ll ca irn s. G lent errow (No. 193,2) 

to 146622 
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NX 
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La 
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1436 17 Sma ll cairn s, Glent errow (No. 193,3) 
150600 Hut -c irc les, G lenw ha n Moor (No. 194.5) 
167708 Sma ll cairn s, Glenw hill y (No. 195, I) 
165 708 Sma ll cairns. Gicnwhi ll y (No. 195. 2) 
1627 16 Sma ll cairns, G lenwhill y (No. 195,3) 
167722 Small cairns, G lenwhill y (No. 195,4) 
164 724 Hut -circle, enclosu re and sma ll cairns, G le nwhill y 

(No. 195, 5) 
161 724 Hut -c irc le and sma ll cairns, G lenwh ill y (No. 195,6) 
159722 Hut -circ le and enclosure, G le nwhill y (No. 195,7) 
15 73 Hut -c irc les a nd fie ld-system, G lenwhi ll y (No. 195.8) 
1576 14 Hut -circle, Hi gh Airyolla nd (No. 196. I) 
1546 16 Cairn , Hi gh Airyo ll a nd (No. 196,2) 
1526 15 Ca irn , Hi gh Airyolla nd (No. 196.3) 
154623 Hut -circle. Hi gh Airyo ll a nd (No. 196. 4) 
10 1 654 Sma ll cair ns, High Craigca ffie (No. 197. I) 
099650 
102657 Sma ll cairn s, Hi gh C ra igcaffi e (No. 197,2) 
104648 Fie ld-sys tem (poss ible), Hi gh Craigcaffie (No. 197,3) 
074687 Sma ll ca irns. High Croach, Cair nbcg Hill (No. 198) 
077 688 
086690 Hut -c ircle, Hi gh Craac h, Fairy Knowes (No. 199, I) 
088690 Hut -c ircle, Hi gh Craach. Fairy Knowes (No. 199,2) 
088688 Hut -c ircle, High Craac h, Fai ry Knowes (No. 199,3) 
089687 Hut -c irc le, High Craac h. Fai ry Kn owes (No. 199,4) 
092 688 Enc losure, Hi gh Croae h, rairy Knowes (No. 199,5) 
083 682 Hut -c ircl e, High Craac h, The Gab les (No. 200, I) 
083 679 Sma ll ca irns, Hi gh Croaeh, The Gab les (No. 200, 2) 
1287 13 H ut-c ircl e, High Ma rk (No. 201, I) 
1277 11 Sma ll cairns, High Mark (No. 20 1, 2) 
1307 12 Hut -circle, Hi gh Mark (No. 201, 3) 
129710 Sma ll ca irns, High Mark (No. 201,4) 
13 1 703 Small ca irns, High Mark (No. 201, 5) 
131 701 Cai rn , High Mark (No. 201,6) 
132700 Sma ll cairns, High Mark (No. 201, 7) 
133696 Small cai rn s, Hi gh Mark (No. 20 1, 8) 
134 698 
140693 Small cairn s, Kilfeddar, Burn of A lt ibrair (No. 202, I) 

140695 Hut -c irc les a nd fie ld-system, Kilfedder, Burn of Altibrair 
(No. 202, 2) 

143699 Enclosure, Kilfeddar, Burn of A lti brair (N o. 202, 3) 
144 705 Sma ll cairn s, Kilfeddar, Burn of Altibrair (No. 202,4) 
14469 1 Hut -c ircle, Kilfedda r, Glen of Ahaggart (No. 203) 
178 663 Sma ll ca irns, Knockiebae (No. 204, I) 
177 667 Hut -c ircle, Knockiebae (No. 204. 2) 
177 665 Sma ll cair ns, Knock iebae (No. 204, 3) 
180668 
18 1 669 Hu t-circ le, Kn oc ki ebae (No. 204, 4) 
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176667 Hu t-circ le, Knockiebae (No. 204 , 5) 
173 669 Sma ll ca irns, Knockiebae (No. 204, 6) 
176 677 Sma ll ca irns, Knockiebac (No. 204, 7) 
177 676 Hut -circ le a nd sma ll cairns, Knockiebae (No. 204, 8) 
179677 Sma ll cairns, Knockiebae (No. 204, 9) 
180675 Sma ll ca irns. Knockiebae (No. 204, 10) 
181 677 
182675 Sma ll cair ns, Knoc ki ebae (No. 204,1 1) 
182674 Sma ll ca irn s, Knockiebae (No. 204, 12) 
188672 Sma ll cair ns, Knockiebae (No. 204, 13) 
188670 Sma ll ca irns, Knockiebae (No. 204, 14) 
185669 Sma ll ca irns, Knockiebae (No. 204, 15) 
183668 Sma ll ca irns, Knoc ki ebae (No. 204, 16) 
183 665 Mou nd , Knock iebae (No. 204. 17) 
183656 Hut-circle. Knockiebae, Hill Mabreedia (No. 205) 
063712 Hut-circle, Li ttle Laight (No. 206) 
155655 Sma ll cairns, Little Larg, A lmannoch Hill (No. 207) 
15465 1 
146647 Sma ll ca irn s. Little Larg, Auc hi e (No. 208, I) 
144649 Hut -c ircle and small cair ns, Little Larg, Auchie 

(No. 208, 2) 
152657 Hut -ci rcles a nd rield-system, Little Larg, Awies 

(No. 209, I) 
154658 Hut -c ircle. Little Larg. Aw ies (No. 209, 2) 
153659 Small cair ns, Litt le Larg, Awies (No. 209, 3) 
157668 Cairn, Little Larg, Brown H ill (No. 210) 
153661 Enciosures, Little Larg. Craigenga le( 0.2 11 , I) 
151 664 
15 1 666 Ba nk s, L ittle Larg, Craigenga le (No. 2 11 . 2) 
150662 Bank , Little Larg, Cra ige nga le (No. 21 1, 3) 
150662 Stone structure, Little Larg, Craigenga le (No. 211 , 4) 
150663 Bank, Little Larg, Craige nga le (No. 2 11 , 5) 
148663 Hut -circle, Little Larg, Cra ige nga le (No. 2 11 ,6) 
149665 Ba nk s a nel enclos ure (possible), Lit t le Larg, C raigenga le 

(No. 211, 7) 
148665 Encl osure, Litt le Larg, C raigengale (No. 2 11 , 8) 
148665 Smal l cairns a nd ba nks, Little Larg, Craigenga le 

(No. 211,9) 
145 663 Sma ll ca irns, Litt le Larg, Cra ige nga le (No. 211. 10) 
146664 

NX 148660 H ut-c ircle a nd sma ll cairns, Little Larg, Cra igengale 

. NX 
NX 
NX 

(No. 2 11 . 11) 
142658 Sma ll cairns, Litt le Larg, Cross H ill (No. 212, I) 
140 658 Sma ll cairns, Litt le Larg, Cross Hill (No. 212, 2) 
130630 Sma ll cairns, Litt le Tongue (No. 213, I) 

NX 124623 Sma ll cairns, Little Tongue (No. 213, 2) 
NX 186734 Sma ll cairns, Markdhu (No. 214, I) 

. NX 

. NX 
NX 
NX 
NX 
NX 
NX 
NX 
NX 
NX 
NX 
NX 
NX 
NX 
NX 
NX 

18 73 Hut -c ircles a nd fie ld-sys tem, Markdhu (No. 214, 2) 
188 739 Sma ll cairns, Markdhu (No. 214, 3) 
18974 1 Hut -c ircle, Markdhu (No. 214, 4) 
190745 Sma ll cairns, Markdhu (No. 214, 6) 
189747 Hut -c ircle, Markdhu (No. 214, 7) 
188 747 Hut -c ircle, Markdhu (No. 214, 8) 
189747 Hut -c ircle, Markdhu (No. 214, 9) 
186749 Hut -c ircle, Mar kdhu (No. 214, 10) 
187748 Bank, Markdhu (No. 214, 11) 
186748 Bank, Markdhu (No. 214, 12) 
18675 1 Small cairns, Markdhu (No. 214, 13) 
175726 Enc los ure, M a rklach (No. 215, I) 
172 726 Small cairn s, Ma rkl ach (No. 215,2) 
174729 Small cairns, Mark lach (No. 215, 3) 
177 732 Sma ll cairns, Mark lach (No. 215 , 4) 
165742 Hut -c ircle, Mark lac h, Mid Hill- H igh Murdonochee 

(No. 216, I) 
NX 167744 Sma ll cai rn s, Mar kl ac h, Mid Hill -Hi gh Murdonochee 

(No. 216, 2) 
• NX 17 1 748 Enclosure, Marklach, Mid Hill -Hi gh Murdonochee 

(No. 2 16, 3) 
NX 069702 Hut -c ircle, Meik le La ight (No. 217, I) 

• NX 070708 Sma ll cair ns. Meikle Laight (No. 217 , 2) 
to 072 709 

• NX 073708 Hut -c ircle a nd sma ll cairns. Meik le Laight (No. 217. 3) 
X 075704 Hut -c ircl e, Meik le La igh t (No. 217,4) 

NX 081 70 1 Hut -circle, Meik le Laight (No. 217, 5) 
• NX 12 1 636 Hut -c ircle. Meik le Tongue (No. 218. I) 
• NX 123637 Hut -c ircle, Meik le Tongue (No. 218, 2) 
. NX 123638 Hut -circle, MeikleTongue (No. 218,3) 
• NX 124 639 Sma ll cairns. Meikle Tongue (No. 218, 4) 
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126639 Bank , Meikle Tongue (No. 218, 5) 
128646 Hut -circ le, Meikle Tongue (No. 218, 6) 
125646 Sma ll cairn s, Meik le Tongue (No. 218. 7) 
122 643 Sma ll ca irns, Meikl e Tongue (No. 21 8, 8) 
12064 1 Hut -c ircle a nd small cairn s, Meik le Tongue (No. 218. 9) 
120645 Enclosure and sma ll cair ns, Meikle Tongue (No. 218, 10) 
1906 16 Small cai rn s, Mid G leni ro n (No. 219, I) 
1886 18 Hut -c ircle a nd sma ll ca irn s, Mid G lcniro n (No. 219, 2) 
19 1 624 Hut -circ le, Mid G lcn iron (No. 219. 3) 
1936 17 Hut-circle. Mid G len iron (No. 219, 4) 
1956 18 Hut -circles and rie ld-system, Mid G leniron (No. 219, 5-6) 
197732 Bank a nd cairn , Mi lto nise (No. 220, I) 
196734 Banks a nd cairn s, Milt o ni se (No. 220,2) 
199734 f'ie ld-system, Miltoni se (No. 220, 3) 
195 739 Enclosure a nd cair ns, Mili onise (No. 220, 4) 
193740 Hut -circ le, Miltonise (No. 220, 5) 
195744 Sma ll ca irns. Miltonise (No. 220, 6) 
194745 Small cairns, Milto nise (No. 220,7) 
194746 Small ca irn s, Miltonise (N o. 220, 8) 
193746 Bank. Miltoni se (No. 220, 9) 
194 748 Sma ll cairns, Milto nise (No. 220. 10) 
199748 Small cairns, Milto nise (No. 220. 11 ) 
155634 Sma ll ca irn s, Milton or Larg (No. 22 1, I) 
155 635 Small ca irns, Milt o n or Larg (No. 22 1, 2) 
157638 Hut -circ le, Milton of Larg (No. 221, 3) 
146596 Hut-circ le. Old Ha ll (No. 222, I) 
148597 Hut -circle, O ld Ha ll (No. 222, 2) 
142 599 Sma ll ca irns, O lel Ha ll (No. 222, 3) 

to 144597 
NX 14360 1 Hut -c ircle, O ld Hall (No. 222,4) 
NX 134683 Hut -c ircle, Pu larya n (No. 223 , I) 
NX 13368 1 Sma ll cai rn s, Pu la ryan (No. 223, 2) 
NX 184 704 Mound, Pultadie (No. 224. I) 
NX 187704 Sma ll ca irn s, Pu lt adie (No. 224, 2) 
NX 189706 Sma ll cai rns, Pultad ie (No. 224, 3) 
NX 190707 Sma ll cai rns, Pultadie (No. 224, 4) 
NX 195700 Hut -c irc le, Pult ad ie (No. 224, 5) 
NX 17 1 706 Sma ll cairns, Pultadie, Dirn ie mow (No. 225, I) 
NX 179706 Sma ll cairn s, Pultadie, Dirniemow (No. 225, 2) 

. NX 18 1 682 Sma ll cai rn s, Quarter (No. 226, I) 
NX 184683 Hut -circle, Quarter (No. 226,2) 
NX 183686 Cairn, Quarter (No. 226, 3) 
NX 18 1 689 Hut -circ le, Quarter (No. 226,4) 
NX 18 1 690 Sma ll cairn s, Quarter (No. 226,5) 
NX 18 1 690 E nclosure, Quarter (No. 226,6) 
NX 182689 Sma ll cairns, Quarter (No. 226. 7) 
NX 186687 S ma ll cairns. Qua rt er (No. 226, 8) 
NX 189686 H ut -circ le, Quarte r (No. 226, 9) 
NX 192 674 f'i eld-system, Quarter, C loss Hill (No. 227, I) 

to 193676 
NX 196676 Sma ll cairns, Quarter, C10ss Hill (N o. 227,2) 

• NX 192683 Sma ll ca irns, Qua rt er Fell (No. 228, I) 
• NX 193687 Sma ll ca irns, Quarter Fell (No. 228, 2) 
• NX 195 686 Sma ll ca irn s, Quarter Fell (No. 228, 3) 

to 196683 
• NX 197685 Fie ld-system, Quarter Fe ll (No. 228, 4) 
• NX 199684 Small cairns, Q uarter Fe ll (No. 228, 5) 

to 200686 
• NX 198687 Sma ll cairns, Quarter Fell (No. 228, 6) 

to 199689 
• N X 198 688 Sma ll cair ns, Quarter Fell (No. 228, 7) 
• NX 198690 Field-system, Quarter Fe ll (No. 228, 8) 
• NX 19869 1 Sma ll cairns, Quarter Fe ll (No. 228, 9) 

NX 198693 Sma ll cairns, Quarter Fell (No. 228, 10) 
• NX 19569 1 Small cairn s. Quarter Fell (No. 228, 11 ) 

to 197692 
NX 194 693 Sma ll ca irn s, Quarter Fell (No. 228, 12) 
NX 195 693 Cairn, Quarter Fell (No. 228, 13) 
NX 145726 Sma ll ca irn s, Stab Hill (No. 229, I) 
NX 146724 Hut -circ le, Stab Hill (No. 229, 2) 
NX 141 72 1 Hut -c ircle a nd bank, Stab Hill (No. 229, 3-4) 
NX 146719 Hut -circle, Stab Hi ll (No. 229, 5) 
NX 1477 19 Hut -c ircle, Stab Hill (No. 229,6) 
NX 149 720 Sma ll cai rns, Stab Hill (No. 229, 7) 

• NX 14 7 1 Hut -circles a nd rie ld-system, Stab Hill (No. 229, 8-9) 
• NX 150716 Enclosure, Stab Hill (N o. 229, 10) 
. NX 151 7 15 Hut -circ le, Stab Hill (No. 229, 11 ) 
• NX 153 7 14 Sma ll cairns, S lickconerie (No. 229, 12) 



NX 1557 16 Bank and hut, Slickconerie (No. 229, 13) 
e NX 155 713 Enclosure and ca irns, Slickconerie (No. 229, 14) 
eNX 158712 Hut-circle, Sli ckconerie (No. 229, 15) 

NX 168596 Burnt mound, Airyhemming (No. 230) 
NX 149648 Burnt mound, Auchie I (No. 23 1) 
NX 147644 Burnt mound, Auchie 2 (No. 232) 
NX 148643 Burnt mound, Auchie 3 (No. 233) 

eN X 148667 Burnt mound, Auld Taggart I (No. 234) 
NX 151670 Burnt mound, Auld Taggart 2 (No. 235) 
NX 152670 Burnt mound, Auld Taggart 3 (No. 236) 
NX 151 669 Burnt mou nd, Auld Taggart 4 (No. 237) 
NX 185639 Burnt mound, Ba lneil I (No. 239) 
NX 188639 Burnt mound, Balnei l 2 (No. 240) 
NX 17267 1 Burnt mound and enclosure, Barlure I (No. 24 1) 
NX 163 673 Burnt mound, Bar lu re 2 (No. 242) 

e NX 183623 Burnt mounds, Breedy Burn (No. 243) 
NX 154666 Burnt mound, Brown Hill Plantation I (No. 244) 
NX 156667 Burnt mound, Brown Hill Planta ti on 2 (No. 245) 
NX 080684 Burnt mound, Claddy House Burn (No. 246) 
NX 140628 Burnt mound, Coburn Burn (No. 247) 

e NX 165692 Burnt mound, Craigb irnoch I (No. 248) 
e NX 162689 Burnt mound, Craigbirnoch 2 (No. 249) 
e NX 167684 Burnt mound, Craigbirnoch, Altigoukie Burn I (No. 250) 

e NX 166687 Burnt mound, Craigbirnoch, A ltigoukie Burn 2 (No. 251) 

e NX 164 682 Burnt mound, Craigbirnoch, Altigoukie Burn 3 (No. 252) 
e NX 16368 1 Burnt mound, Craigbirnoch, A ltigoukie Burn 4 (No. 253) 
e NX 165689 Burnt mound, Craigb irnoch, Altigoukie Burn 5 (No. 254) 

NX 189745 Burnt mound, Cra igencor, Markdhu (No. 255) 
NX 188631 Burnt mound, Crui se I (No. 256) 

e NX 190630 Burnt mound, Cruise 2 (No. 257) 
NX 191629 Burnt mound, Cruise 3 (No. 258) 
NX 173633 Burnt mound, Cruise Bridge (No. 259) 

NX 179634 Burnt mound, Cruise Burn (No. 260) 
NX 137695 Burnt mound s, Dunnerum (No. 261) 

e NX 192 649 Burnt mound, Fau ldinchie I (No. 262) 
NX 194649 Burnt mound, Fau ldinchie 2 (No. 263) 
NX 1966 10 Burnt mound, Gabsnou t Burn I (No. 264) 
NX 193609 Burnt mound, Gabsnout Burn 2 (No. 265) 
NX 192 607 Burnt mound, Gabsnout Burn 3 (No. 266) 

e NX 1896 19 Burnt mound, Gleniron Fe ll I (No. 267) 
NX 1886 18 Burnt mound, Glen iron Fell 2 (No. 268) 

e NX 164 722 Burnt mound, Glenw hill y I (No. 269) 
e NX 165 723 Burnt mound, Glenw hill y 2 (No. 270) 

NX 154622 Burnt mounds, High Airyo lland I (No. 27 1) 
NX 154624 Burnt mound, High Airyo lland 2 (N o. 272) 
NX 1536 19 Burnt mound, High Airyo lland 3 (No. 273) 
NX 154639 Burnt mound, Inchbread I (No. 274) 
NX 156643 Burnt mound, Inchbread 2 (No. 275) 

e NX 159686 Burnt mound, Kilfedd ar, Tongue G len Burn I (No. 276) 

e NX 159689 Burnt mound, Kilfeddar, Tongue G len Burn 2 (No. 277) 

e NX 190637 Burnt mound, Kilhern I (No. 278) 
e NX 192 640 Burnt mound, Kilhern 2 (No. 279) 
e NX 196634 Burnt mound, Kilhern 3 (No. 280) 
e NX 196635 Burnt mound, Kilhern 4 (No. 281) 
e NX 195 635 Burnt mound, Kilhern 5 (N o. 282) 

NX 180663 Burnt mound, Kn ock iebae I (No. 283) 
NX 173 660 Burnt mound, Kn ockiebae 2 (No. 284) 

e NX 182666 Burnt mounds, Knockiebae, Glen of the Dubloch 
(No. 285) 

e NX 182667 Burnt mound, Knock iebac, Glen of th e Dub loch 2 
(N o. 286) 

NX 172 723 Burnt mound, Mark lach (No. 288) 
NX 195 747 Burnt mound, Miltonisc (No. 289) 
NX 139685 Burnt mound, Pularyan (No. 290) 

e NX 184693 Burnt mound, Pultadie I (No. 291) 
NX 186694 Burnt mound, Pultadie 2 (No. 292) 

e NX 189684 Burnt mound, Quarter I (No. 293) 
NX 191 686 Burnt mound, Quarter 2 (No. 294) 

e NX 199685 Burnt mound, Quarter Fell I (No. 295) 
e NX 195692 Burnt mound, Quarter Fe ll 2 (No. 296) 

NX 19 1 692 Burnt mound, Quarter Fe ll 3 (No. 297) 
e NX 195686 Burnt mound, Quarter Fe ll 4 (No. 298) 

NX 1597 13 Burnt mound, Slickconer ie (No. 299) 
NX 177 668 Burnt mound, Stai r Lodge (No. 300) 
NX 1787 17 Burnt mound, Trycock Burn I (No. 301) 
NX 181 715 Burnt mou nd, Trycock Burn 2 (No. 302) 
NX 170660 Burnt mound, Ward Burn (No. 303) 
NX 11 36 11 Crannog, Black Loch, Castle Kenned y (No. 304) 
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120604 Cran nog, Cult s Loch (No. 305) 
129601 Rin g-ditches, Balnab I (site) (No. 306) 
125607 Ring-ditches, Ba lnab 2 (site) (No. 307) 
121 584 Rin g-ditches. Kirminnoch (site) (No. 308) 
116 567 Rin g-ditches, Pi ltan ton Burn (si te) (No. 309) 
128603 Enclosure, Balnab I (site) (No. 310) 
128602 Enclosure, Balnab I (site) (No. 310) 
129602 Enclosure, Balnab 2 (site) (No. 311 ) 
107565 Enclosurc, Barso lus I (site) (No. 312) 
105564 Enclosures, Barso lus 2 (site) (No. 313) 
085640 Enclosure, Dalminnoch (site) (No. 316) 
105556 Enc losure. Eas t Galdenoch (site) (No. 317) 
106 569 Enclosure, Fox Plantation I (site) (No. 318) 
11 7573 Enclosure, Fox Plantation 2 (sil e) (No. 319) 
11 7570 Enclosure. Fox Plantati on 3 (site) (No. 320) 
135562 Enclosure. Genoeh (si te) (No. 32 1) 
122 584 Enclosure, Kirm innoch (site) (No. 322) 
193573 Eart hwork. Mote Hill , Glenluce (site) (No. 324) 
107 522 Par ish church and buri al-ground. Clayshant (site) 

(No. 328) 
184586 Glenluce Abbey (No. 330) 
102608 Old parish church and bur ia l-g round. Inch (No. 33 1) 
175645 Par ish church and burial-grou nd. New Luce (No. 333) 
196574 Pari sh church and burial-grou nd, Old Lucc (No. 334) 
100586 Soulsea t Abbey (No. 336) 
148 568 MOlle, Droughdool Mote (No. 338) 
084632 MOll e, I nnermessan (No. 339) 
148 579 MOlle (possib le), ROllnd DOllnan (No. 340) 
11 0609 Castle Kenncdy (No. 342) 
18857 1 Tower-house. Castle of Park (No. 343) 
088641 Tower-house, Crai gca ffie (No. 344) 
083632 Burgh, Innennessan (s it e) (No. 351) 
154 654 Building, Almannoeh Hill (No. 354) 
143 689 Bui ld ing, A ltaggart (No. 355) 
145686 Hut s, Altaggarl Burn (No. 356) 
140695 Farmstead, Altibrair (No. 357) 
166692 Hut , A ltigoukie Burn (No. 358) 
123 659 Farm stead, Auch inveen I (No. 359) 
126670 Farm stead, Auch inveen 2 (No. 360) 
149667 Farms tead, Auld l aggart I (No. 36 1) 
15 1 669 Hut, Au ld l aggart 2 (No. 362) 
185 643 Farmstead, Ba ln eil (No. 363) 
18 1 686 Buildi ng, Barleoch (No. 364) 
161 676 Huts, Barlure I (No. 365) 
165 675 Farmstead, Barlure 2 (No. 366) 
090653 Farmstead, Beoch (No. 367) 
104666 Huts, Beoeh Burn (No. 368) 
087 664 Farmstead (possib le), Beoeh Hill I (No. 369) 
089665 Farmstead, Bcoch Hill 2 (No. 370) 
185622 Farmstead, Bessie' s Fey, Gleniron Fell (No. 37 1) 
11 9643 Hut, Black Burn, Ba lker M oor (No. 372) 
098 657 Farmstead, Braid, Beoeh Burn (No. 373) 
153672 Hut, Brown Hill (No. 374) 
154666 Huts, Brown Hill Plantati on (No. 375) 
13967 1 Farms tead, Cairnerzean I (No. 377) 
142670 Farmstead, Cairnerzean 2 (No. 378) 
143 676 Farms tead, Cairnerzean 3 (No. 379) 
145 67 1 Farms tead, Ca irnerzean 4 (No. 380) 
142670 Hut s, Cairnerzean 5 (No. 38 1) 
130670 Farms tead, Ca irnerzean Fell I (No. 382) 
139 667 Huts, Cairnerzean Fe ll 2 (No. 383) 
13867 1 
074701 Buildings, Cairn Park (No. 384) 
191 603 Huts, Camrie Fe ll I (No. 385) 
193 608 Bu ildings, Camrie Fe ll 2 (No. 386) 
197 609 Farmstead, Camri e Fell 3 (No. 387) 
082689 Hut , C1add y H ouse Burn (No. 389) 
116 676 Farmstead and hu ts, Claysheen (No. 390) 
190672 Bui ldings, Closs (No. 391) 
137617 Farmstead (possible), Coburn (No. 392) 
174682 Farmstead, Craigb irnoch I (No. 393) 
161 689 Building, Cra igbirnoch 2 (No. 394) 
139636 Farmstead, Craigbower, Lill le Tongue (No. 395) 
185 663 Farmstead, Craigiecool (No. 396) 
185 669 Farmstead, Craigiegower (No. 397) 
181 62 1 Farmstead, Cru ise Back Fe ll (No. 398) 
160 704 Farm stead, Eyes of Kilfeddar I (No. 400) 
162705 Huts, Eyes of Ki l feddar 2 (No. 401) 
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087 687 Building and hurs, Fairy Knowes (No. 402) 
192 648 Farm sread, Fauldinchie I (No. 403) 
191 644 Hur , Fauldinchie 2 (N o. 404) 
152 663 Farmsread, Fauldslave, Liu le Larg (No. 405) 
081 704 Hurs, Fell savery (No. 406) 
07968 1 Farm sreads, Gables, Claddy H ouse Burn (No. 407) 
1786 14 Farm sread, Galdenoch I (No. 408) 
1806 16 Buildings, Galdenoch 2 (No. 409) 
181617 Farmsread, Galdenoch 3 (No. 410) 
183 621 Farmsread, Galdenoch 4 (No. 411) 
1856 18 Farmsread, Galdenoch 5 (No. 412) 
077 705 Building, G len Burn (No. 413) 
198622 Buildings, Gleniron Fell (No. 415) 
181 720 Farmsread, Glenkirren (No. 41 6) 
169728 Hurs, G lenwhill y (No. 417) 
161651 Farmsread, Gowk Nesr Wood (No. 418) 
189 645 Farmsread, H ardcrofr I (No. 419) 
189643 Hur, H ardcrofr 2 (No. 420) 
190692 Farmsread, H ard Hill I (No. 421) 
188694 Farmsread, H ard Hill 2 (No. 422) 
1596 15 Bu ilding. High Airyo lland I (No. 423) 
14961 5 Hur , High Airyo lland 2 (No. 424) 
171 745 Hur, High Murdonochee (No. 425) 
101 608 Villa ge, Inch (No. 426) 
153637 Farmsread, Inchbread (No. 427) 
064698 Building, Laird 's Hill (No. 429) 
190670 Farm sread, Lakin (No. 430) 
081 718 Hurs, Loan Hill (No. 431) 
135 704 Farm sread, Low Mark (No. 432) 
192 739 Farm sread, Milloni se (No. 433) 
192620 Farmsread, Mirren's Cro fr , Gleniron Fell (No. 434) 
193 699 Hurs, Muil (No. 435) 
19270 1 HlIl S. Muil (No. 435) 
072 702 Laird' s house. Old H all (No. 436) 
146 595 Hurs, O ld H all , Ounragir (No. 437) 
172 598 Farmsread, O ld H all of Cra ig, Airyhemllling (No. 438) 
179656 Farmsread, Old Haws, Kn ocki ebae (No. 439) 
131 695 Hurs. Penwhirn (No. 440) 
134633 Bui lding and hurs. Pilllvherrie I (No. 441) 
142619 Farmsread, Pinwherrie 2 (No. 442) 
14168 1 Farmsread, Pularyan I (No. 443) 
144682 Buildings, Pularyan 2 (No. 444) 
13668 1 HlHS, Pularyan 3 (No. 445) 
182698 Farmsread. Pull adie I (No. 446) 
182 700 Farmsread, Pull ad ie 2 (No. 447) 
189 70 I Building. Puhadie 3 (No. 448) 
183 702 Hurs, Pulrad ie 4 (No. 449) 
092 671 Hurs, Several Burn (No. 450) 
140721 Farmsread. Shell House (No. 451) 
199 707 Hurs. Shiels (No. 452) 
099 659 Farmsread, Shinriggie (No. 453) 
1547 18 Hur s, Srab Hill , Knockglass Rees (No. 454) 
158 72 1 Hur , Srab H ill , Kn ockg lass Rees (No. 454) 
1577 17 Hur , Srab Hill, Knockglass Rees (No. 454) 
199 732 Hur s. Whire Fell (No. 456) 
137 664 Mound, Ca irnerzean Fell (No. 457) 
142577 Pir s, Orumflower (sire) (No. 458) 
188665 Lead mines and bui ldings, Kn ock iebae (No. 461) 
164 626 Mill, Milron of Larg (No. 462) 
107529 Pir·fall s, M ye Planrarion (No. 463) 

Scottish Industrial Archaeology Survey 
The IIl1dernoled industrial mOlluments have been recorded 
all Ollr behalf by Ihe Scol/ish IlIdllslrial Archaeology 
Survey, UlliversilY of Slralhclyde. 

BORDERS REGION 

ETTR ICK AND LAUDERDALE DISTRI CT 
NT 481312 Lindean Mill 

XVIII 

GllAMPIAN REGION 

CITY OF ABERDEEN DISTRICT 
e N J 836004 Upper Kennerry Mi ll , Perercuher 

MORAY DISTRICT 
e NJ 269625 Longhill Mill 

HIGHLAND REGION 

CA ITH NESS DISTRI CT 
NO 159298 Ounbearh Mi ll 

e NO 37 1 733 John 0' Groars Mi ll s 

SKYE AND LOCHALSH DISTRI CT 
NG 55 34 I ro n Ore Mine, Suisnish, Raasay 

WTHIAN REGION 

CITY OF EDINBURGH DI STRICT 
NT 231 720 Ca ledunian Brewery, Slareford Road, Ed inburgh 

ORKNEY ISLANDS AREA 

e HY 766533 H ookin g Mill , Norr h Ronaldsay 
HY 438 479 Trenabie Mills, Pierowa ll. We srray 

SHETLAND ISLANDS AREA 

H U 360269 Windmi ll Tower, Sourh H avra 

STRA THCL YDE REGION 

KILMARNOCK AND LOUDOUN DISTRI CT 
e NS 383 368 Garehead Viaducr 

WESTERN ISLES ISLAN DS AREA 

NB 286478 Kiln. Sourh Bragar, Lewis 
e NB 285476 H orizonral Mill , Sourh Bragar, Lewi s 

Monuments of Industry (1986) 
The page number ill brackelsfollowil1g each name refers 10 
Ihe page 1111 III bel' oflhe elllry ill ReA MS, MonlllllelllS of 
IlIdlls lry (1986). 

CENTRAL REGION 

CLACKMANNAN DISTRI CT 
e NS 880924 G lass·cone. Alloa Glass·work (pp. 174·5) 

STIRLING DISTRICT 
NS 76 1905 Limeworks, Craigend, Cambusbarron (pp. 164·6) 
NS 773908 Limework s, Murraysha ll I. Cambusbarron (pp. 164·6) 
NS 770930 Limeworks, Murrayshallll. Cambusbarron (pp. 164·6) 

DUMfRIES AND GALWWAY REGION 

NITHSDALE DISTRICT 
e NS 

NX 
NX 

870 131 Warer·powered Beam·engine, Wan)ock head (pp. 136·8) 
964826 Horse·mill , Wesr Gallabe rry, Ki rkron (pp. 12· 14) 
977 542 Lighrh ouse, Sourherness (pp. 214. 15) 



WIGTOWN DISTRICT 
NX 094405 Pier and Lighthouse, Port Logan (pp. 216-17) 

fifE REG ION 

NORTH-EAST FIFE DISTRICT 
NO 422026 Cardy Net Ma nufactory, Lower Largo (pp. 98-9) 

GRAMP IAN REGION 

GOR DON DISTRICT 
NJ 78 1 192 Ac id-producing Tower, Inverurie Paper Mill s (p. 181) 

• NJ 782055 Beam-engin e, Gariogie (pp. 131 -5) 

KINCARDINE AND DEESIDE DISTRICT 
NJ 567045 Whin-mill. Quill lehead, Lumphanan (p. 18) 
NO 262949 Balmora l Bridge, Crat hi e (pp. 207 -9) 

MORAY DISTRICT 
• NJ 285 451 O ld Br idge, Craigella chi e (pp. 204-6) 

NJ 428 507 Tannery, Keith (p. 19) 

HIGHLAND REGION 

CA ITHNESS DISTRI CT 
ND 119686 Kipper ing-ho use, Shore Stree t, Thurso (pp. 26-9) 
ND 166293 Sa lm o n-bothy, Dunbeath (pp. 22-3) 
ND 166294 Ice- house, Dunbeath (pp. 22-3) 
ND 361 609 Harbo ur, Keiss (pp. 24-5) 
ND 365506 Kipperi ng- house, Bank Row, Wick (pp. 26-9) 
ND 366506 Kippering- ho use, 'S teps', Harbo ur Quay, Wick (pp. 26-9) 
ND 366 5 10 Kipperin g- house, A lbert Street, Pulteneytown, Wick 

(pp. 26-9) 
ND 366510 Fish-curing Statio n, Wick (p. 25) 

INVERNESS DISTRICT 
N H 665456 Foundry, Ro se Street, Inverness (pp. 129-30) 

• NH 760349 Rai lway Viaduct, Aultnas lanac h, May (pp. 228-9) 

LOTHIAN REGION 

EAST LOTHIAN DISTRICT 
• NT 373736 Co rni sh Beam Pum p in g Engi ne, Prestongrange (pp. 139-4 1) 

CITY OF EDINBURG H DISTRICT 
NT 304742 POllery, Portobello, Edinburgh (pp. 171-3) 

ORKNEY ISLANDS AREA 

H Y 266280 Kiln-bar n, Jubidale, Main la nd (pp. 14-15) 

S HETLAND ISLANDS AREA 
H U 172 57 1 Horizontal Mi ll s, Hu xter, Mainland (pp. 8-10) 

STRATHCLYDE REGION 

A RGYLL AND BUTE DISTRICT 
NN 025000 Ironworks, C ra leckan , Furnace (pp. 114-15) 
NR 2626 18 Horse-gang, Co nisby, Islay (pp. 11 -12) 
NR 70 1 092 Sm ithy, Machrimore, Kint yre (pp. 20-1) 

MONUMENTS WORT H Y OF PRESERVATION 

CLY DESDALE DISTR ICT 
NS 849507 Hi gh Mill, Ca rlu ke (p. 10) 

• NS 880425 Mi lls and Vi ll age, New Lanark (pp. 76-83) 

CUM BERNAULD AND K ILSYTH D ISTRICT 
NS 737773 Forth and Clyde Cana l. bascule bridge. Craigmarloch 

(pp. 218- 19) 
NS 737775 Forth and C lyde Cana l, stab les-b lock, C raigmarioch 

(p.2 19) 

CUNN INGHAME DISTRI CT 
NR 971511 Sa lt -work, Cock of Arran, Is land of Arran (pp. 163-4) 

CITY OF GLASGOW DISTR ICT 
• NS 540660 Linthouse En gine Work s, Govan (pp. 121-3) 

NS 548660 Fairfie ld Shipbu ildin g Yard and Engi ne Work s, Govan 
(pp. 124-8) 

NS 561 689 Forth and C lyde Cana l. Ke lvi n Aqueduct , (pp. 219, 22 1) 
NS 563690 Fort h and C lyde Ca nal , Mary hill locks (pp. 219, 221) 
NS 588666 Fort h and Clyde Ca nal , North Speirs Wharf. Port 

Dundas, G lasgow (pp. 219-20) 

STRATHKELVIN DISTRI CT 
NS 69 1 752 Forth and C lyde Ca nal , stab les-b lock, Shirva (p. 219) 

TAYSIDE REG ION 

PERTH AND KINROSS D ISTR ICT 
NN 959579 Edradour Dis tillery, Pitlochr y (pp. 56-60) 

• NO 11 4328 Mi lls and Village, Sta nley (pp. 84-5) 
NO 170502 Bridge, Hau ghs of Drimmie (pp. 212- 14) 

Buildings of SI Kilda (1988) 
The number in brackets/ol/owing each n{lllle rejers /o (he 
seriall1l1mber of file enlly ill/he DescrijJtive Lis/ ill 
ReAMS, Bllildings a/SI Kilda (1988). 

WESTERN ISLES IS LA N DS AREA 

ST K ILDA 
NA 0872 00 19 Struc ture J, G leann Mor (No. 29) 
NA 087501 10 Struc ture H , G lea nn Mor (No. 28) 
NA 08760110 Structure G, G leann Mor (No. 27) 
NA 08790112 Structure Q, G leann Mor (No. 30) 

. NA 08790009 Structure F, G leann Mor (No. 26) 
NF 0855 9983 Structure B, Gleann Mor (No. 25) 
NF 09929950 C leit ea n 122-3, Village (No. 18) 
NF 0997 9947 C leit 61, Vi ll age (No. 14) 
NF 09999954 C leit 137, Village (No. 19) 

. NF 100 1 9941 Sou terrain and Cleit 70, Vi ll age (No. 23) 
NF 100 1 9956 'Th e Bu ll 's Ho use', Village (No. 3) 
NF 10029940 C1e it 75, Vill age (No. 16) 
NI' 10029954 C lei t 142, Vi ll age (No. 20) 
NF 10039942 C le it 68, Vi ll age (No. 15) 
NF 10049953 C le it ean 144-5, Village (No. 21) 
NI' 10059930 C le it 85 , Vi llage (No. 17) 
NF 1005 9934 Black Houses M. Nand 0, Vi ll age (No. 10) 
NF 1005 9938 Black House L, Vi ll age (No. 9) 

• NF 10069948 Cleit 57 ( 'Ca lum Mor' s House' ). Village (No . 
NI' 10069950 C leit 155, Vi ll age (No. 22) 
NF 10089935 Black Ho use K, Village (No. 8) 
NI' 1010 9937 House 8 and Black House I, Vi ll age (No. 4) 
NI' 1011 9936 Black Ho use G, Vi llage (No. 7) 
NF 10129922 Undergrou nd Ce ll , Vi ll age (No. 24) 
NI' 10169936 Black House E, Vi ll age (No. 6) 
NF 102 1 9934 Black House C, Vi ll age (No. 5) 
NI' 10269936 C le it 32, Vi ll age (No. 12) 
NF 10309929 Black Ho use W, Vill age (No. 11) 
NF 103 599 10 Churc h, Sc hoo l a nd Manse, Village (No. 2) 
NI' 10409904 Storehouse, Vil lage (No. I) 

13) 
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MONUMENTS WORTH Y OF PRESERVAT ION 

Inventory of Argyll, 6 (1988) 
The lIumber ill brackelsjollolVing each name refers 10 the 
serial nUII/ber of the enllY in RCAMS, In velllOry of Argyll, 
6 (Mid Argyll and COlI'al: Prehistoric and Early Historic 
Monulllents. 1988). 

STRATHCLYDE REGION 

ARGYLL AND BUTE DISTRICT 
NN 06 1 056 Chambered cairn. Achn agoul I (No. I) 
NN 061 058 Chambered cairn , Achnagoul 2 (No. 2) 
NS 005 852 Chambered cairn, Ardachearanbeg (No. 3) 
NR 9 16726 Chambered cairn. Ardmarnock (No. 4) 
NS 161 800 Chambered ca irn , Ardnadam (No. 5) 
NR 037033 Long cairn, Auchindrain (No. 6) 
NR 932 8 17 Chambered ca irn , Auc hn aha (No. 7) 
NR 8709 11 Chambered ca irn, Auchoish (No. 8) 
NN 058049 Chambered cairn, Barmo re Wood (No. 9) 
NR 847954 Chambe red cairn, Baroil e (No. 10) 
NM 806045 Chambe red cairn, C lach an t-Sagairt (No. 11 ) 
NR 799646 Chambered ca irn, Cnoca n Uamhac h (No. 12) 
N R 985 972 Chambered cairn, Crarae (No. 13) 
NN 034039 Chambered ca irn , Creag MhoI', Auchindrain (No. 14) 
NR 789903 Chambered cairn, Gartnagreanoch (No. 16) 

e NR 807964 Chambered ca irn , Kilchoan (No. 17) 
NS 002843 C hambered cairn , Lephinkill (No. 18) 

e NR 828979 C hambered cairn, Nether Largie South (No. 19) 
NR 924899 C hambered cai rn . Point house (No. 20) 
NR 857 983 C hambered cairn, Upper Rhudil (No. 21) 

e NR 833962 Hen ge monument, Ballymeanoch (No. 22) 
NR 803634 Ca irn, Achaglachgach (No. 23, I) 
NR 802634 Ca irn , Achag lac hgach (No. 23, 2) 
NR 782876 Cairns, Acha namara (No. 24) 
N R 898 874 Ca irn , Achnaba (No. 25) 
NR 70 1 752 Cairn, Ardnaw, Kilmory (No. 26, I) 
NR 698750 Cairn, Ardnaw, Kilmor y (No. 26, 2) 
NR 156080 Cairn, Ard no (No. 27) 
NR 943677 Cairn, Asgog Bay (No. 29, I) 
NR 943677 Cairn, Asgog Bay (No. 29, 2) 
NR 9 199 12 Cairn, Asknish (No. 30) 
NR 835963 Barrow, Ballymeanoch (No. 31, I) 
N R 833 964 Cairn, Ballymeanoch (No. 31, 2) 
N M 832 065 Cairn, Barbreck (No. 32) 
NR 812978 Cairn, Bim a' Chuirn (No. 33) 
NM 797 076 Ca irn, Caistea l nan Con Duibh (No. 34) 

e NM 84 1014 Cai rn , Carn Ban, Carnassarie (No. 35, I) 
NM 833 006 Ca irn , Carnassarie (No. 35, 2) 
NM 844020 Ca irn, Carnassarie (No. 35, 3) 
NR 840907 Ca irn, Carn Bim , Cairn baan (No. 36) 
NS 032 744 Cairn , Colin lraive (No. 39) 
NR 676756 Cai rn , Corr Eilean (No. 40) 

e NR 953879 Cairn, Creag Evanachan (No. 41) 
e NR 809940 Cairn, Cr inan Mo ss (No. 42) 
e NM 777 044 Cairns, Dail nan Cean n (No. 43) 

NR 7008 13 Ca irn , Droineach (No. 44) 
NR 7 15787 Cairn, Druim a' Chl ad ha, Cast le Sween (No. 45) 
N R 845 9 19 Cairn , Dunamuck (No. 46, I) 
NR 848923 Cairns, Dunamuck (No. 46, 2) 
NR 7 18795 Cairn , Dun Beag, Cast le Sween (No. 47) 
NR 833968 Cairn , Dunchraigaig (No. 48) 
NM 826003 Cairn, Dun Mac Sam hainn (No. 49) 
NM 8 14050 Ca irn , Eil ean Carnaich (No. 50) 
NR 987973 Ca irn (probable), Fairy Knowe, Cra rae (No. 51) 
NR 926793 Cairn , Fear noch (No. 52, I) 
N R 924 790 Cairn, Fear noch (No. 52, 2) 
NM 902039 Cairn, Fincharn (No. 53) 
NM 868037 Ca irn (possib le), Ford (No. 54) 
NR 780891 Ca irn, Gariob (No. 55) 
NM 8840 13 Ca irn , G lasvaar (No. 57) 

e NM 8560 11 Cairns, G lenna n (No. 58) 
NM 889 052 Cairn, In ve rliever (No. 59) 
NR 944841 Cairn, Kilail (No. 60, I) 
NR 7 10637 Cairn , Kilberry (No. 61, I) 
NR 705633 Cairn, Kilberry (No. 61, 3) 

e NR 833 989 Cairn, Kilmartin Glebe (No. 62) 
e NM 830049 Cairns, sta nding sto ne and enc losure, Kintraw (No. 

N R 936 803 Cairn (probable), Lindsaig (No. 64) 
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825038 Cairn , Lochan Druim an Rathaid (No. 65) 
952826 Ca irn , Meall Reamhar (No. 66) 
830893 Cairn, Nether Largie Mid (No. 67) 
830984 Cairn, Neth er Largie North (No. 68) 
088081 Cairn, Newtown, lnveraray (No. 69, I) 
087081 Cairn , Newtown, 1nveraray (No. 69, 2) 
087 080 Cairn, Newtown, lnveraray (No . 69, 3) 
086 078 Cairn, Newtown, lnveraray (No . 69, 4) 
925 899 Cair n, Point house (No. 70) 
820969 Cairn (probable), Pohalloch (No. 71) 
909866 Ca irn , Port Ann (No. 72, 2) 
930698 Cairn , POrlavadie (No. 73, 2) 
932 675 Cairn, Port Leathan , Sti ll aig (No. 74) 
840954 Cairn, Rhudil (No. 75, I) 
845953 Cairn , Rhlll;lil (No. 75, 2) 
82597 1 Ca irn , Ri Cruin (No. 76) 
839 076 Ca irn , Sluggan (No. 77, I) 
840 076 Cairn, Sluggan (No. 77, 2) 
840075 Standing sto ne, Sluggan (No. 77, 3) 
860015 Cairn, Tigh a' Charnain (No. 78, I) 
8620 16 Cair n, Tigh a' Charnain (No. 78, 2) 
866017 Cairn, Tigh a' Charnai n (No. 78, 3) 
813 956 Cists, Barsloisnoch (No. 84, 2) 
839 005 Cis t, Ca rnassar ie (No. 85 ) 
764 760 Cis ts, C1achbreck (N o. 86) 
774 762 Cis t, Clachbreek (site) (No. 86) 
834 069 Cis t, Dunan Aula, Barbrec k (No. 90) 
868035 Cist, Ford (No. 92) 
823 976 Cist, Pohalloch (No. 104, I) 

760 999 Cist, POri nan Athlaich (No. 105) 
82 1 962 Cist, Rowanfield (No. 106) 
982 673 Cup-markings, Achadachoun (No. 110) 
774027 Cup-and-ring markings, Acha narn ich (No. Ill, I) 
775028 C up-markings, Aehanarnich (No. 111 , 2) 
777 030 C up-a nd-ring markings, Achan a rnich (No. 111 ,3) 
855 906 Cup-and-ring markings, Achnabreck (No. 113 , 1) 
857 906 Cup-and-ri ng markings, Achnabreck (No . 11 3, 2) 
856905 Cup-and-ring markings, Achnabreck (No. 113, 3) 
894 007 Cup-and-ring markings, AUt Beala ich Ruaidh 

(No. 114) 

872 043 Cup-marki ngs (probable), An Lodan, Ford (No. 116) 
032750 C up-a nd -ring markings, Ardentraive (No. 117, I) 
040760 Cup-markings, Ardentraive (No. 117,2) 
099045 Cup-a nd -ring markings, Ardgowan (No. 118) 
789970 C up-ma rkings, Ardifuir (No. 119, I) 
789969 C up-markings, Ardifuir (No. 11 9, 2) 
790970 C up-a nd-ring markings, Ard i fui r (No. 119, 3-8) 
79097 1 Cup-markings, Ardifuir (No. 11 9,9) 
788 970 Cup-and-ring markings, Ardi fuir (No. 119, 10-11) 
9209 16 C up-markings, Asknish (No. 120) 
9 19740 C up-a nd-ring markings, Aucha li ck Wood (No. 121, I) 
838814 C up-mark in gs, Auchbraad (No. 122) 
816977 C up-a nd-ring markings, Ballygowan (No. 123) 
831 969 Cup-a nd-ring mark ings, Baluachraig (No. 124) 
968953 C up-and -ring mark ings, Barr, Min ard (No. 125) 
787038 C up-and-rin g mar kings, Barrackan (No. 126, I) 
787 040 C up-markings, Barrackan (No. 126, 2) 
816079 C up-markings, Barravullin (No. 127) 
119740 C up-markings, Blairbuie (No. 128) 
890898 C up-and-rin g markings, Blarbuie (No. 129, I) 
97595 1 C up-markings, Brainporl Bay (No. 130) 
020022 C up-markings, Brenachoille (No. 131) 
8399 10 C up-and-rin g markings, Ca irnbaa n (No. 132, I) 
8389 10 C up-a nd-rin g markings, Cair nbaan (No. 132,2) 
838008 C up-markings, Carnassa rie Castle (No. 133) 
839004 Cup-m arkings, Carnassarie COllage (No. 134) 
7 10 78 1 Cup- markings, Cast le Sween (No. 135) 
972 708 C up-markings, Cnoc a' Chuilin n, Kames Golf Course 

(No. 136, I) 
972 709 Cup-mark ing, Cnoc a' Chuilin n, Kames Golf Co urse 

(No. 136,2) 
973708 Cup-mark ings, C noc a' Chu ilinn, Kames Golf Co urse 

(No. 136,3) 
936839 Cup-markings, Corra (No. 139) 
843 0 12 Cup-and-ri ng markings, Creagantairbh (No. 140, I) 
844012 Cup-markings, Creaga ntairbh (No. 140,2) 
737 872 Cup-mark ings, Croitachoimbie (No. 143, I) 
738 872 C up-mark ings, C roitachoimbie (No. 143, 2) 
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858 977 Cup-and -ri ng markin gs, Crub ageen Bou lder, Kilbride 
(No. 144) 

937703 Cup-and-ring mark ings, Deryb ruich (No. 145 ) 
8260 10 Cup-and-ri ng markings. Druim Buidhe (No. 146) 
786032 Cup-markings. Duine (No. 147) 
843919 Cup-markings. Dunamuck (No. 148) 
7780 18 Cup-markings, Dilll Mhui lig (No. 149) 
876864 Cup-markings. Dunmore, Ki lmory (No. 150) 
797010 Cup-marking. Dilll Righ . Eilea n Righ (No. 151) 
034986 Cup-markings, Eilean Math-ghamhna (No. 152) 
848010 Cup-markin gs, Eurach (No. 154, I ) 
8490 11 Cup-mark ings, Eurach (No. 154,2) 
926798 Cup-markings. Fcarnoch (No. 155. I) 
91 8800 Cup-markings. Fea rn och (No. 155,2) 
920801 Cup-marki ngs, Fearnoch (No. 155.3) 
92 1 803 Cup-mark ings, Fearnoch (No. 155,4) 
905 042 Cup-markings, Fincharn (No. 156, I) 
907 043 Cup-and-ring markings, Fincharn (No. 156. 2) 
908042 Cup-marki ngs, Fincharn (No. 156. 3) 
865038 Cup-and-ring markings, Ford (No. 157. 1-2) 
865039 Cup-and-ring markings. Ford (No. 157,3) 
864 039 Cup-mark ings, Dill1 Dubh Boulder, Ford (No. 157.4) 
864037 Cup-mark ings, Ford (No. 157, 5) 
802089 Cup-markings, Garraron (No. 158) 
8820 13 Cup-mark ings, Glasvaar (No. 159, I) 
8840 14 Cup-and-r ing markings and cup-markings. G lasvaar 

(N o. 159. 2-3) 
8850 19 Cup-and-r ing markings, Glasvaar (No. 159.4) 
8860 18 Cup-and-ring markings and cup-markin gs, G lasva.r 

(No. 159, 5-6) 
174062 Cup-mark ings, Glea nn Beag (No. 160. 1-2) 
174063 Cup-mark ings, Gleann Beag (No. 160.3) 
998 840 Cup-a nd-ring markings, Glendarue l (No. 161) 
828000 Cup-and-ring markings, Glcnmoine, Uprer Largic 

(No. 162) 
858009 Cup-and-ri ng markings, Glennan (No. 163) 
960895 Cup-markings, Goirtein (No. 164) 
893055 Cup-mark ings, Inver liever (No. 165) 
921 757 Cup-mark ings, Inveryne (No. 166) 
943 840 Cup-a nd-ring markings, Kilail (No. 167) 
852964 Cup-and-ring markings and cup-marki ngs, Kilbride 

(No. 168, 1-4) 
85 1 964 Cup-a nd-ri ng markings, Kilbride (No. 168,5) 
855 963 Cup-a nd-ri ng markings and cup-mark ings, Kilbride 

(No. 168,7) 
017889 Cup-markings, Ki ldalven (No. 169, I ) 
013886 Cup-markings, Ki ldalven (No. 169,2) 
857934 Cup-a nd-ring markings, Kilmiehae l Glassary (No. 170, I ) 
858935 Cup-a nd-rin g markings, Kilmiehael Glassary (No. 170,2) 
7 12765 Cup-markings, Ki lmory Burn (No. 171) 
722852 Cup-markings, Learg Mhor, Tayva ll ieh (No. 173) 
93 1 796 Cup-mark ings, Lindsa ig (No. 174, I) 
934799 Cup-a nd-ring markings, Lind saig (No. 174,2) 
935 800 Cup-mark ing, Lindsaig (No. 174, 3) 
937794 Cup-markings, Lindsaig (No. 174, 4) 
943795 Cup-markings, Lindsaig (No. 174, 5) 
940797 Cup-markin gs, Lind saig (No. 174,6) 
937803 Cup-markin gs, Lindsaig (No. 174,7) 
940806 Cup-markin g, Lindsa ig (No. 174,8) 
803987 Cup-and -rin g mark ings, Loch Michean (No. 175 ) 
93 1 679 Cup-mark ings, Low St ill aig(No. 176) 
975730 Cup-mark ings, Middle Inens (No. 177) 
830984 Cup-markings, Nether Largie (No. 178) 
822027 Cup-and-rin g mark ings, Ormaig (No. 179) 
945857 Cup-and-ring marking, Pier H ouse (No. 180) 
991643 Cup-and-ring markings, Point (No. 181) 
812963 Cup-and-ring markings, Poltalloch (No. 182, I) 
942683 Cup-and-rin g markings, Stillaig (No. 184, I ) 
942682 Cup-mark ings, Stillai g (No. 184,2) 
94 1 683 Cup-markin gs, Sti ll aig (No. 184,3) 
942683 Cup-markings, St ill aig (No. 184, 4) 
8620 15 Cup-markin gs, T igh a' Charnain (No. 186) 
200035 Cup-markings, Tom a' Bhlair, Pole (No. 187) 
863945 Cup-and-r ing markings, Torbh laran (No. 188, I) 
862943 Cup-and-r ing markings, Torbhlaran (No. 188,2) 
855874 Cup-and -r ing markin gs, Torradh na Fe inne (No. 189) 
879046 Cup-and-r ing markings, Torran (No. 190) 
834 994 Cup-mark ings, Upper Largic (No. 19 1) 
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MONUMENTS WORTHY OF PRESERVATION 

75760 1 Standing stone. Aehadh -Chaorann (No. 192) 
875955 Stand ing stone, An Car. Leekuary (No. 194) 
002 861 Standi ng stone, Ardachearanbeg (No. 195) 
006821 Stand ing stone, Auehnagarran (No. 196) 
839674 Standi ng stone, Av in agi ll an (No. 197) 
056845 Standing stones. Ba lliemore (No. 198) 
833964 Standing stones, Ba ll ymeanoch (No. 199) 
83 1 064 Standing stones. Barbreck (No. 200) 
729864 Standi ng stone. Barnashalg (No. 20 1) 
834007 Standing stones. Carnassarie (No. 202) 
932980 Standing stone, Carron (No. 203) 
7426 16 Standing stones. Carse (No. 204) 
93 1 683 Stand ing stones. Cnoc Pollpha il . Low Still aig (No. 207) 
8590 15 Standing stone, Creagantairbh Beag (No. 208) 
935677 Stand ing stone, Creag Loi sgte, Low Sti ll aig (No. 209) 
808940 Standi ng stones, Crinan Moss (No. 211 ) 
839934 Standing stone, Dunadd (No. 212. I) 
838936 Standing stone, Dunadd (No. 212, 2) 
847929 Standing stones. Dunamuck (No. 213. I) 
848924 Standing stones, Dunamuck (No. 213. 2) 
848923 Standi ng stones, Dunamuck (No. 213. 3) 
926793 Standing stone, Fearnoch (No. 214) 
866033 Stand ing stones, Ford (No. 215) 
~57 011 Standing stone, Glennan (No. 216) 
094090 Standing sto ne, Inveraray Cast le (No. 217) 
9 15749 Sta nding stones. Inveryne (No. 218) 
97 1 7 14 Standing stones, Kames (No. 219) 
867865 Standi ng stone, Ki lmory Castl e (No. 220) 
777780 Standing stone, Loehead (No. 22 1) 
828976 Standing sto nes, Net her Largie (No. 222) 
857885 Stand ing stone, Oak field (No. 223) 
820 958 Standing stone, Rowanfield (No. 224) 
840040 Stand ing stones, Sa laehary (No. 225) 
856899 Standing stone, Stane A lane, Lochgilphead Cemetery 

(No. 226) 
826978 Stone ci rcles, Temple Wood (No. 228) 
863944 Standing stone, Torbh laran (No. 229) 
878048 Standi ng stone, l orran (No. 230) 
728861 Standing stone, Upper Fearnoeh (No. 23 1) 
947975 Fort, Allt an Dubhair (No. 232) 
920740 Fort, Auehaliek Wood (No. 234) 
8 14980 Fort, Ba ll ygowan (No. 235) 
002823 Fort, Barmore (No. 236) 
92 1 8 15 Fort, Barranlongairt (No. 237) 
920 8 13 Fort, Barr an Taolain (No. 238) 
94 1 822 Fort, Barr Lagan (No. 239) 
859958 Fort, Binnein Mor (No. 240) 
963691 Fort, Caisteal na Sidhe (No. 24 1) 
744598 Fort, Cnoe Breac, Ardpatriek (No. 242) 
855 024 Fort, Creag a' Chapuill (N o. 243) 
769027 Fort , Druim an Aehanarna ich (No. 244) 
738 87 1 Fort, Dun a' Bhealaieh (No. 245) 
703748 Fort, Dun a' Bhuilg (No. 246) 
745877 Fort, Dun a' Chogaidh (No. 247) 
837 935 Fort, Dunadd (No. 248) 
854036 Fort, Dun Chona llaieh (No. 250) 
7 15847 Fort, Dun M ar, Drimnaga ll (No. 251) 
792619 Fort , Diln M ar, Dunmorc (N o. 252) 
837049 Fort, Dun na Ban-oige (No. 253) 
704769 Fort, Dun na Doide (N o. 254) 
7 11 63 1 Fort, Dun na h-Earb (No. 255) 
852907 Fort, Dun na M araig (No. 256) 
802959 Fort, Dllnt roo n (No. 257) 
792079 Fort, Ei lean an Duin (No. 258) 
829068 Fort (probab le), Hill Park (No. 259) 
855946 Fort, Kilmiehae l Glassary (No. 261) 
832048 Fort, Kintraw (No. 262) 
76 1 860 Fort, Ru bha Cladh Eoin (No. 263) 
72 1 743 Fort, Sidhean Buidhe (No. 264) 
789760 Du n. Ach' an Duin (No. 265) 
727 759 Du n, A' Chrannag (No. 266) 
764 992 Dun, Aird (No. 267) 
8 19073 Dun, An Dilll , Barravullin (No. 268) 
097 0 1 ~ Dlln , An Di1l1, Invcrglcn, Strachur (No. 269) 
789969 Dun, Ardifuir I (No. 270) 
79 1 973 Dun. Ardifuir 2 (No. 27 1) 
844 938 Dun, l3ailc Mar (No. 272) 
843962 Dun. Ba ll ymeanoch (No. 273 ) 
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e NR 7879 11 Dun and Enclosure, Barnluasgan (No. 274) 

NR 807 986 Dun, Bim Cram (No. 275) 
NR 928808 Dun, Bim Ganu isg (No. 276) 

e NR 938 828 Dun, Bim lo la (No. 277) 
NM 781 032 Dun, Bim Mor, Barrackan (No. 278) 
NR 7826 14 Dun, Bitrr na Cour (No. 279) 
NM 807 049 Dun, Beinn an Dilin (No. 280) 
NM 774 036 Dun, Bonnach Mor (No. 28 1) 

e NR 909710 Dun, Caistea l Aoidhe (No. 282) 
e NM 800076 Dun, Caistea l nan Con Duibh (No. 283) 

NR 785780 Dun, Caistea l Torr (No. 284) 
e NR 767932 Dun, Castle Dounie (No. 285) 

NM 828088 Dun, Cnoc a' Chaisteil, Lergychoniebeag (No. 
NR 972 911 Dun, Cnoe Creagach, Lephinchapel (No. 287) 
NR 954 683 Dun, Co lach la (No. 288) 
NR 708 827 Dun, Cosandrochaid (No. 289) 
NM 822002 Dun, Creag a' Mhadaidh (No. 290) 
NR 884952 Dun, Creag Dubh, Leckuary (No. 291) 
NR 726875 Dun, Cruach a' Bharra (No. 292) 

e NR 781913 Dun, Druim an Duin (No. 293) 
NR 732 760 Dun, Dun a' Bhea laich, Ellary (No. 294) 

e NR 713779 Dun, Dun a' Chai'>lca l (No. 295) 
e NR 804640 Dun, Dun a' Choin Duibh (No. 296) 

NM 783 045 Dun, Dim Ai lne (No. 297) 
NS 100689 Dun (possible), Diman, Ardyne (No. 298) 
NR 743903 Dun, Dill1 Beag, Ardnackaig (No. 299) 
NR 7 17 794 Dun, Diln Beag, Cast le Sween (No. 300) 
NR 7 16 845 Dun, Diln Beag, Drimnagall (No. 301) 
NR 728 865 Dun, Dun Bhronaig (No. 302) 
NR 84 1910 Dun, Dun Chua in (No. 303) 

e NR 710680 Dun , Dun Cragach (No. 304) 
NS 179 893 Dun, Dun Daraich (No. 305) 
NM 864 048 Dun , Dun Dubh, Ford (No. 306) 
NR 887 857 Dun, Dill1 Dubh, Shirvan (No. 307) 
NM 794 060 Dun, Dim Glas (No. 308) 
NM 8460 13 Dun, Dun Mhic Choish (No. 309) 
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EDITORIAL NOTES 

Grid ReJerences and Dates oJ Visit 
At the beginning of each article will be found the National Grid Reference of the monument 

concerned and the date on which it was last examined. 

The positions of all the monuments, and the civil parishes in which they lie, are shown on 

Maps 1-6 at the back of the volume. 

Illustrations 
All the illustrations (line-drawings, photographs and maps) are treated as Figures and are 

integrated with the text. Individual Figures are identified by the number of the page on which 

they occur, with a distinguishing letter where appropriate, and with the reference usually placed 

in the nearest margin. A guide to the conventional representations used in this and other 

volumes in the series is reproduced below. 

Scales 
To facilitate comparison, standard scales are used wherever possible. The principal scales are: 

for plans of sites, 1: 1000 or 1 :250; for cup-and-ring markings, I :25, and for other carved stones, 

1: 15. 
The plans are provided with scales in both British and metric units, and simplified conversion

tables are printed on pp. xxv-xxvi. 

The ranging-poles included in some of the photographs for scale purposes are of metric type, 

each division measuring half a metre. 
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Notes and References 

These will be found grouped in a composite section on pp. 213-20. 

Radiocarbon Dates 

In accordance with current practice, 'bc' and 'ad' are used for uncorrected radiocarbon dates to 
distinguish them from calendar years. 
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CONVERSION TABLES 
metric to British values 

The form of the following tables has been governed by factors peculiar to the Commission's Inventories . 
Thus comparatively few measurements are given in the text in millimetres (mm), kilometres (km) or 
hectares (ha), while the majority of the linear measurements given to one or, more rarely , two places of 
decimals are under 20 metres. In the tables the British equivalents are given to the nearest t inch for 
measurements below 0·1 m, to the nearest inch for those from 0·1 m to 100 m, and to the nearest foot for 
those above 100 m. 

1. Metres to/eel and inches 

m ft. in . 

001 
(IOmm) l 

0.02 i 
003 11 
004 1\ 
0·05 2 
006 2~ 

007 2~ 

008 31 
009 31 
01 4 
0·2 8 
0·3 0 
0·4 4 

05 8 
06 2 0 
07 2 4 
08 2 7 
09 2 11 
10 3 3 
1·1 3 7 
1·2 11 
13 4 3 
14 4 7 
15 4 11 
1·6 5 3 
1·7 5 7 
1·8 5 11 
1·9 6 3 
2·0 6 7 
2·1 6 11 
2·2 7 3 
2·3 7 7 
24 7 10 
25 8 2 
26 8 6 
27 8 10 
2·8 9 2 
29 9 6 
3·0 9 10 
3·1 10 2 
32 10 6 
3·3 10 10 

m 

34 
35 

36 
3 ·7 
3·8 
39 
4 ·0 
4·1 
42 
4·3 
4·4 
4·5 

4·6 

47 
4·8 
4·9 

5·0 
5 ·1 
5·2 

5·3 
5·4 

5 ·5 
5·6 

5 ·7 
58 
5·9 
6·0 

61 
6·2 

6·3 
6·4 

6·5 

6·6 
6·7 
6 ·8 
6·9 
7·0 
7 ·1 
7·2 

7·3 
7·4 
7·5 
7 ·6 

ft. in . 

11 2 
11 6 
11 10 
12 2 
12 6 
12 10 
13 
13 5 
13 9 
14 I 
14 5 
14 9 
15 I 
15 5 
15 9 
16 I 
16 5 
16 9 
17 I 
17 5 
17 9 
18 
18 4 
18 8 
19 0 
19 4 
19 8 
20 0 
20 4 
20 8 
21 0 
2 1 4 
21 8 
22 0 
22 4 
22 8 
23 0 
23 4 
23 7 
23 11 
24 3 
24 7 
24 11 

m 

7·7 
7·8 
7·9 
8·0 
8·1 
8 ·2 
83 
8·4 

8·5 
8·6 
8·7 

88 
8·9 
9·0 
9 ·1 
9 ·2 
9 ·3 
9·4 
9·5 
9 ·6 
9·7 

98 
99 

100 
10·1 
10·2 
10·3 

10·4 
10·5 
10·6 
10·7 
10·8 
10·9 
11·0 
11·1 
11·2 
11 ·3 
11 ·4 
11·5 
11·6 

11 ·7 
11 ·8 
11 ·9 

ft. in . 

25 3 
25 7 
25 11 
26 3 
26 7 
26 11 
27 3 
27 7 
27 11 
28 3 
28 7 
28 10 
29 2 
29 6 
29 10 
30 2 
30 6 
30 10 
31 2 
31 6 
31 10 
32 2 
32 6 
32 10 
33 2 
33 6 
33 10 
34 
34 5 
34 9 
35 I 
35 5 
35 9 
36 I 
36 5 
36 9 
37 I 
37 5 
37 9 
38 I 
38 5 
38 9 
39 I 

m 

12·0 
12·1 
12·2 
12·3 
124 
125 
12·6 
12·7 
12·8 
129 
13-0 
13-1 
13-2 
13-3 
13·4 

13-5 
13-6 
13-7 
13-8 
13-9 
14·0 

14·1 
14·2 
14·3 

14·4 
14·5 
14·6 
14·7 

14·8 
14·9 
15·0 

15·1 
15·2 

15·3 
15·4 
15·5 

15·6 
157 
15·8 

15·9 
16·0 
161 
16·2 

ft. in. 

39 4 
39 8 
40 0 
40 4 
40 8 
41 0 
41 4 
41 8 
42 0 
42 4 
42 8 
43 0 
43 4 
43 8 
44 0 
44 3 
44 7 
4411 
45 3 
45 7 
45 11 
46 3 
46 7 
46 11 
47 3 
47 7 
47 11 
48 3 
48 7 
48 11 
49 3 
49 6 
49 10 
50 2 
50 6 
50 10 
51 2 
51 6 
51 10 
52 2 
52 6 
52 10 
53 2 
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m 

16·3 
16·4 
16·5 
16·6 
16·7 
16·8 
16·9 
17·0 
IH 
17·2 
17·3 
17·4 
17·5 
17·6 
17·7 
17·8 
17·9 
18·0 
18·1 
18·2 
183 
18·4 
18·5 
18·6 
18·7 
18·8 
189 
190 
19·1 
19·2 
19·3 
19·4 

ft. in. 

53 6 
53 10 
54 2 
54 6 
54 9 
55 1 
55 5 
55 9 
56 1 
56 5 
56 9 
57 
57 5 
57 9 
58 1 
58 5 
58 9 
59 1 
59 5 
59 9 
60 0 
60 4 
60 8 
61 0 
61 4 
61 8 
62 0 
62 4 
62 8 
63 0 
63 4 
63 8 

2. Kilometres to Miles 

XXV I 

km 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

miles 

062 
1·24 
186 
2-49 
311 
3·73 
4·35 
497 
5·59 
6·21 

m 

19·5 
19·6 
19·7 
19·8 
199 
20·0 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 

33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 

ft. in . 

64 0 
64 4 
64 8 
65 0 
65 3 
65 7 
68 11 
72 2 
75 6 
78 4 
82 0 
85 4 
88 7 
91 10 
95 2 
98 5 

101 8 
105 0 
108 3 
III 7 
114 10 
118 
121 5 
124 8 
127 11 
131 3 
134 6 
137 10 
141 
144 4 
147 8 
150 II 

m 

47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 

ft. in. 

154 2 
157 6 
160 9 
164 I 
167 4 
170 7 
173 II 
177 2 
180 5 
183 9 
187 0 
190 3 
193 7 
196 10 
200 2 
203 5 
206 8 
210 0 
213 3 
216 6 
219 10 
223 I 
226 5 
229 8 
232 II 
236 3 
239 6 
242 9 
246 
249 4 
252 7 
255 II 

3. Hectares to Acres 

ha 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

acres 

2-47 
4·94 
74 1 
988 

12·36 
14 83 
17·30 
19·77 
2224 
24·71 

m 

79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 

100 
200 
300 
400 
500 
600 
700 
800 
900 

1000 

ft. in . 

259 2 
262 6 
265 9 
269 0 
272 4 
275 7 
278 10 
282 2 
285 5 
288 9 
292 0 
295 3 
298 7 
301 10 
305 I 
308 5 
311 8 
315 0 
318 3 
321 6 
324 10 
328 I 
656 
984 

1312 
1640 
1968 
2297 
2625 
2953 
328 1 



INTRODUCTION 

GEOLOGY AND TOPOGRAPHY 

This volume covers the prehistoric and Early Historic monuments of the Mid Argyll and Cowal portions of 

the former county of Argyll, which, since 1975, have constituted part of Argyll and Bute District, Strathclyde 

Region. The island of Bute has been excluded from the present survey, but reference will be made to relevant 

monuments. 

The area is bounded on the north by Lorn! and to the south by Kintyre;2 it stretches from the Craignish 

peninsula to Ardpatrick Point in the west and from Glen Fyne to Toward Point in the east. The western coastline 

Topographicaimap 
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is protected from the full force of the Atlantic by the southernmost islands of the Inner Hebrides (principally 

Jura)3 and by the islands of Lorn (notably Luing). The Sound of Jura washes much of the western shoreline, 

but this part of the coast is deeply indented by a series of short sea-lochs stretching from Loch Craignish 

in the north to West Loch Tarbert in the south. Further to the east, the sinuous fiords of Loch Fyne and 
Loch Long penetrate far inland and isolate the Cowal peninsula from Knapdale and Dumbarton respectively, 

while the island of Bute, which forms the natural southward extension of Cowal, is cut off by the picturesque 

sea-lochs forming the Kyles of Bute. The many peninsulas and sea-lochs give the area an exceptionally long 

coastline, but behind it the land generally rises steeply, leaving only small parcels or narrow coastal strips 

suitable for modern cultivation . 
The country rocks of Mid Argyll and Cowal are sandstones, shales and limestones, metamorphosed by the 

mountain-building movements of the Caledonian period into quartzites, schists and phyllites, and marbles. 

They belong to the Dalradian Assemblage4 and form extremely complex structures, the most notable being 

the Cowal anticline and the Loch Awe syncline. Contemporary intrusions of basic igneous rock are abundant 

in the Knapdale and Loch Awe districts, and exist today as epidiorite sills. The presence of epidote-chlorite 

schists is indicative of volcanic activity, with former ashy and tuffaceous deposits stretching over a wide area. 

All these rocks follow the Caledonian trend, striking north-east to south-west. The impressive ridge-and-valley 
features of Knapdale are due to differential erosion between the quartzites and epidiorites . Near Toward Point, 

the most south-easterly tip of the Cowal peninsula, the Highland Boundary Fault crops out, leaving a small 

area of coarse sandstones and conglomerates of Lower Old Red Sandstone age exposed to the south . Minor 
igneous intrusions of subsequent ages are present. Quartz-porphyry sills of Lower Old Red Sandstone age 

occur north of Loch Fyne at Furnace and Crarae. Permo-Carboniferous dykes of quartz-dolerite trending 

east-west can be traced right across the area, most notably from Loch Sween to Dunoon. There are numerous 

basaltic dykes of Tertiary age, originating principally from the great volcanic centre of Mull. 

In Quaternary times, the whole area was heavily glaciated. Glaciers flowed south-westwards from the Moor 

of Rannoch, overdeepening the valleys now occupied by Loch Awe, Loch Fyne and Loch Long, and leaving 
typical deposits of glacial drift. Upon the retreat of the ice, the land rose relative to the sea, exposing raised 

beaches along many of the shorelines and leaving the once tidal flats of Crinan Moss permanently uncovered. 

There has been some mineralisation of the Dalradian rocks. Copper ore has been worked at Kilfinan, Inveraray 
and Kilmartin. Trials for copper ore were made near Lochgilphead and Ardrishaig . Lead and zinc veins have 

been worked on both sides of Loch Fyne. All these ore bodies have been investigated recently and are currently 

non-economic. s 

Although there is as yet insufficient evidence derived from palynological studies, it seems likely that there 

was a heavy post-glacial colonisation of lower ground by birch and eventually oak among other species. From 

the fourth millennium BC onward, however, the forest cover may have been steadily reduced, whether by 
human agency or by a combination of natural forces; among the latter, climatic change played perhaps the 

most important role, although its dynamics are at present imperfectly understood. During the Neolithic period 

and the earlier part of the Bronze Age it is likely that a rather warmer and drier climate prevailed than at 

present, but an increase in rainfall from the middle of the 2nd millennium BC brought about a general 

deterioration in weather conditions and may have hastened the growth of blanket peat over much of the upland. 6 

Much of the upland is acidic, and peat has developed steadily over the last two millennia. The formation of 

peat has not, however, been restricted to the higher ground, for one of the largest expanses of peat grew on 

the estuarine flats of Maine Mh6r or Crinan Moss. Here, draining and peat-cutting over the last two centuries 

have revealed several of the major Neolithic and Bronze Age monuments belonging to the Kilmartin group; 
and it is clear that areas such as the Mosses of Crinan and Achnacree7 were heavily settled before the development 

of peat. Analysis of a sample of basal peat resting on marine deposits in Crinan Moss to the west of Dunadd 
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has provided a radiocarbon date of ad 905 ± 70 (Gu-l094), a later date for the onset of peat growth than might 

have been inferred from other sites. 8 

THE MESOLITHIC PERIOD (c.7000-3500 BC) 

The earliest settlement of Mid Argyll and Cowal was under way soon after 7000 BC with the arrival of small 

groups of people who made their way into the area from both south-west and south-east. These hunters and 

fishermen were probably attracted by the game of the forests and by the maritime resources of the inshore 

waters and the long sea-lochs, but unlike some other parts of Argyll, notably Jura, Colonsay, Oban and 

Campbeltown,9 Mid Argyll and Cowal furnish little evidence of such Mesolithic settlement, those that are 

known pointing to transient use, possibly on a seasonal basis, by a population that never attained significant 

density. A small number of distinctive flints have been recorded, including a 'microburin' from a cave at 

Tiretigan (No.362) and several tiny flint tools, or microliths, from a small cave at Ellary (No.359) and from 

St Columba's Cave near Ellary. ID A distinctive barbed bone point of Mesolithic date was discovered on the 

north shore of Loch Asgog, but has since been lost. ll Such finds are difficult to date; the excavator of the 

Tiretigan deposits suggested that they belonged to a period not long before the fourth millennium BC and 

probably of more recent date. Discoveries of early flint implements in caves and in shell-middens such as the 
example at Port Ann (NR 910864)12 and that underlying the chambered cairn at Glecknabae on Bute13 indicate 

how much more information about the period waits to be gleaned by well-constructed research programmes. 

The date of the deposits in the cave at Duntroon (No.358) is not known, and the skeletal material no longer 
survives, but it is possible, as Lacaille suggests, 14 that they belong to the Mesolithic period. Specific evidence 

for the later use of caves in this area is provided by the pottery of late Neolithic or Early Bronze Age date 

from the Tinkler's Cave (No.361) and from the cave at Crinan Ferry (No.357). A wider chronological range 

is, however, indicated by the survey of caves and rock-shelters undertaken by Miss Campbell of Kilberry and 

Miss Sandeman,15 who recorded local traditions relating to their use. More recently, fieldwork conducted 

by Dr C Smith has increased the number of known sites, and, with the excavation of the Tinkler's Cave 

(No.361), has begun the important task of the analysis of stratified deposits in a scientific way.16 This work 

has demonstrated that the site was occupied, at least intermittently, until the mid 19th century. It should be 

noted that only caves which have produced occupation debris of broadly prehistoric date have been included 

in this volume (Nos.356-63), those for which there is evidence of use mainly in the historic period being treated 

in volume 7 of this Inventory. 

THE NEOLITHIC PERIOD (c.4000-2000 BC) 

After about 4000 BC an influx of new settlers brought farming skills into Mid Argyll and Cowal and with 

them the domesticated animals (cattle and sheep) and the seed-corn on which the economy depended. 17 Doubtless 

hunting and fishing still made important contribtions to the diet, as some of the later dates for conventionally 

'Mesolithic' activity on Oronsay and Jura demonstrate, 18 but the way of life became more permanently based 

as Neolithic man cleared suitable areas for fields and stock enclosures in a landscape little altered from the 

heavily-forested state in which his predecessors had found it. The bulk of the archaeological evidence for the 

newcomers is provided not by their settlement sites but by the monumental tombs, known as chambered cairns, 

that were built to receive the dead. In Cowal, however, two settlement sites have been excavated, Ardnadam 
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Di stribution map of 
chambered cairns, 
lo ng cairn, hcnge, 
cairns and barrow 

and Auchategan (Nos,346-7), the surviving evidence complementing that associated with burials or ritual 

deposits in the tombs. The Neolithic period was also a time of technological innovation which saw the 

introduction of pottery in a variety of styles, as well as polished stone axes and new forms of flint and quartz 

implements. 

The majority of the chambered cairns belong to a class described as Clyde Cairns and they form an important 4 

and relatively well-preserved group of monuments. 19 Chambered cairns are mounds of stones, of a variety 

of sizes and shapes, which were designed to cover slab-built burial-chambers; these were used for the deposition 

of burials, both by inhumation and occasionally cremation, over a long period of time, and thus provision 

was made to allow access to the chamber from one side or one end of the cairn. It may be that the cairns 

also had a symbolic role, proclaiming the rights of ownership of a family, or of a group of families, to a 

particular territory through the authority vested in their buried ancestors. 20 The main burial-chambers are 

usually rectangular on plan and are constructed of upright slabs covered by massive capstones; in the simplest 

examples (e.g. No.4) the chambers comprise two side-slabs and two end-slabs, forming what is in essence 

a massive box entered from one end. However, by using several side-slabs overlapping each other, and supporting 

these with cross-members at floor-level ('septal stones') to prevent them from collapsing inwards, the length 

of the chamber can be greatly increased and a number of separate compartments formed, a process well 
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illustrated at Nether Largie South (No.19). The chambers were capped by roofing-slabs, often of massive 

proportions, that rested either on the tops of the uprights, as at Achnagoull (No.l) and Ardnadam (No.S), 

or on drystone walling built up to provide a level surface above the tops of the side-slabs, thus increasing 

the height of the chamber, as at Nether Largie South (No.19). Two sites do not fall into the Clyde Cairn 

group, although their precise classification is uncertain: the chamber at Clach an t-Sagairt (No . ll) appears 

to belong to the passage-grave tradition and may be compared with the simple chamber at Achnacreebeag 

in Lorn;21 the ruined chamber at Pointhouse (No.20) is not readily classifiable, but one interpretation of the 

remaining uprights might be that they too represent part of a passage-grave, perhaps with two of the outer 

kerb-stones still in position. 

The distribution and siting of Clyde Cairns have been discussed on several occasions, notably by Childe, 

Scott, and Henshall; 22 Childe stressed the importance of well-drained gravel soils for an agricultural economy, 

but his suggestion that the earliest tombs might be those associated with 'raised beach platforms or alluvial 

gravels adjacent to convenient landing-places' was not borne out by his own subsequent work, while the 

realisation that many tombs may be the result of building over a long period makes such distributional 

assessments more difficult. Nevertheless the siting of a tomb within a parcel of land suitable for agriculture 

can be witnessed at several sites (e .g. Nos.S and 13). The distribution of the tombs is not spread evenly 
throughout the area. In Cowal, for example, there are two chambered tombs on the east shore of Loch Fyne 

(Nos.4 and 7), two in Glendaruel (Nos.3 and IS) and a single example overlooking the Holy Loch (No.S), 

but much of the rest of the peninsula may have been only thinly populated. In Mid Argyll, too, there are 

disparities in distribution, the Achnagoul/ Auchindrain and Kilmartinl Achnabreck areas both containing several 

tombs, whereas in the whole of Knapdale there are only two (Nos.12 and 16). 

It has been cogently argued that a sequence of structural development may be identified in the differing 

forms of chamber to be found within these tombs, and similar claims can be made about the different types 

of cairn by which they were enclosed. Thus, single-compartment chambers may be said to represent the earliest 

form, two-compartment tombs a later phase, and chambers with four or more compartments the final 

development. 23 As regards cairns, those of circular plan, with little elaboration at the outer entrance to the 

chamber, appear to be early, while massive trapezoidal cairns with impressive fa<;ades of upright stones are 
later. Examples of closed single-compartment chambers include Ardachearanbeg and Ardmarnock (Nos.3 

and 4), though the shape of the cairn of the latter cannot now be determined. The tomb at Ardnadam (No.S) 

is of similar proportions to that at Dalineun in Lorn, and both have been described as single-compartment 

chambers; excavation of the latter revealed the socket of a transverse slab which would have divided the chamber 

into two compartments, and it may be that Ardnadam was similarly divided. 24 The interesting tomb at Baroile 
(No. 10) has been interpreted as a two-compartment chamber constructed in two phases.25 On the other hand 

at Achnagoul 2 (No.2), which is a two-compartment chamber, the interlocking nature of the stones proved 

that there was only one building phase. Well-preserved tombs with several compartments include Crarae 

(No.13) and Nether Largie South (No.19). 
Several tombs have elaborate and impressive fa<;ades forming either a straight end to the cairn, or a crescentic 

forecourt of varying depth and lined with upright slabs, as at Achnagoul 2 (No.2). In a number of cases the 

fa<;ade stones have been systematically removed in recent times (e.g. No.S), presumably because they could 

readily be reused. But in other cases they may have been uprooted in antiquity in the course of alterations 

to the shape of the cairn, as was probably the case at Nether Largie South (No.I9) . At Crarae (No.I3), excavation 

revealed that the fa<;ade was of exceptional 'hybrid' form; although the central part was straight, the tips 

were curved outwards to create an unusually shallow forecourt area. When the forecourt deposits were examined, 

they were found to overlie a pit containing a large number of marine shells, which may have been deposited 

as part of the tomb-builders' inaugural ritual. 
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Scott has noted that several Clyde Cairns in Mid Argyll use construction techniques that are more frequently 

found in Irish than in Scottish tombs; the side-slabs of the chamber, instead of overlappirig, are supported 
by inner jamb-stones, which are in turn kept in position by a transverse slab. 26 Examples in Mid Argyll are 

Achnagoul2 (No .2) and Creag Mh6r, Auchindrain (No.14), the latter also perhaps displaying another feature 

of Irish roof construction: large slabs were laid against the outer edge of the side-slabs at an angle in order 

to increase the height of the chamber without the use of drystone walling. Double-ended cairns are also a 

predominantly Irish type, and it is thus interesting to note that one of the rare examples in Scotland, Barmore 

Wood (No.9), occurs in the same area as two other tombs showing Irish influence (Nos .2 and 14). Here, too, 

the use of jambs and septals betrays Irish influence, though in a slightly different, and Scott postulates later, 

form. There is another double-ended cairn on Bute (Carnbaan, Lenihuline), and Scott has suggested that 

Glendaruel may have been one route through which Irish influence was channelled, citing the Neolithic pottery 

from the settlement at Auchategan (No.347) as further evidence. Certainly, the discovery of an axe head of 

porcellanite near Loch Asgog, deriving from a source at Tievebulliagh or on Rathlin Island in Co. Antrim, 

helps to corroborate this view. 27 

Almost all the chambers have been emptied in the past-ransacked by treasure-seekers, or excavated with 

greater care, but probably little attention to detail, by Victorian antiquaries, or perhaps examined scientifically 

in recent times. Even where the excavation has been of the highest standards, the information recovered might 

sometimes be incomplete, the chambers having been cleared out in antiquity to make way for later burial 

deposits. It is unfortunate that the comparatively undisturbed deposits recorded by Mapleton and Greenwell 

at Nos . 17 and 19, with all their potential for widening our understanding of Neolithic burial practices, were 
not encountered in the course of more recent excavations (e.g. Nos .9 and 13). From the small amount of 

reliable information it is possible to assert that the burial rites embraced both cremation and inhumation, 

while the accompanying grave-goods include pottery and lithic material which help to link the deposits in 

the tombs of Mid Argyll and Cowal to those elsewhere in western Scotland. Neolithic pottery has been recovered 

from Ardachearanbeg, Barmore Wood, Crarae and Nether Largie South, including a fine vessel from the 

last belonging to a group known as Achnacree Bowls, within the Lyles Hill-Grimston pottery tradition. The 

cist within the main chamber at Nether Largie South (No.19) is an unusual feature, representing a secondary lA 

insertion. Although it had been emptied before the excavation took place, it is likely that the nearby Beaker 

sherds and unburnt bones had originally been deposited within it. Flint artefacts, including part of a lozenge 

shaped arrowhead, knives and scrapers, have been discovered at Barmore Wood, Crarae, Kilchoan and Nether 

Largie South. 

Although it is obvious that chambered tombs were carefully constructed in accordance with a set plan, 

relatively few appear to incorporate decorated or specially dressed material. Wherever possible, the builders 

evidently exploited sources where natural faulting and weathering produced slabs of convenient shape and 

size. The only decorated stone associated with a chambered tomb is a cup-and-ring marked end-slab from 

Ardmarnock (No.4). At Crarae (No.13) one of the stones of the facyade had been particularly carefully trimmed 

and at Auchoish (No .8) one slab appears to have been shaped to form a 'porthole' arrangement. 

It is likely that, after each burial deposit or other form of ritual associated with the tombs, the entrance 

was resealed with drystone walling or upright slabs to prevent casual access by man or predators. After 

the final deposition, however, a more complete sealing or blocking appears to have been effected; in some 

cases the forecourt was completely filled with stones, but excavation has shown that such activity did little 

to lessen the importance of these sites for subsequent generations. Secondary deposits have been found in 

several chambers, including Clach an t-Sagairt (No.ll) and Nether Largie South (No.19). It is clear that 

the cairns remained the focus for later burials, with the insertion of cists into existing mounds at Kilchoan 

(No.17), probably into the forecourt filling at Gartnagreanoch (No.16), and at Nether Largie South, 
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where the cairn was enlarged to accommodate two secondary cists, one of which contained a Food 

Vessel. 

Little is known about contemporary habitation sites. The fugitive traces at Ardnadam and Auchategan 

(Nos.346-7) indicate how difficult they may be to identify-certainly not susceptible to discovery by surface 

fieldwork alone. Such slight structures contrast markedly with the massive post-built house recently discovered 

at Balbridie in Kincardine and Deeside. 28 The settlements, however, doubtless belong to farming communities 

exploiting the natural resources of a quite narrowly defined locality, but linked by means of trade and other 

undefined cultural contacts with more distant groups. The radiocarbon date of 2300bc± 110 (1-4705) from 

Auchategan and the large quantities of distinctive Neolithic pottery, open and upright bowls known as Grimston 

Ware, constitute the main evidence for the chronological context and character of such contacts. Fragments 

of stone axes from quarry sources in the Lake District point to a widely-based system of exchange that was 

certainly under way around 3000 BC. Pottery comparable to that of Auchategan and Nether Largie South 

was discovered in the course of the excavation of the fort on Balloch Hill in Kintyre,29 an indication that 
Neolithic settlement was not restricted to low-lying sites. 

One of the few henge monuments in the west of Britain is at Ballymeanoch (No.22), part of a group of 

ritual or funerary sites including standing stones and round cairns. Henges typically comprise oval or circular 

earth works with an inner ditch and outer bank interrupted by one, two or more entrance causeways. 

Ballymeanoch may be compared with examples at Cairnpapple, West Lothian, and North Mains, Strathallan, 

Perthshire, where a variety of internal features have been recorded. 30 Greenwell's excavation was not extensive 

(being completed in a single day in 1864), and it naturally failed to detect traces of internal features, such 

as the settings of stone and timber uprights recognised at Strathallan. The chronological relationship of the 

two excavated cists to the construction of the henge itself is thus not known . 

A. Neolithic pottery vessel (scale I :4). Nether Largie South (No. 19) 
B. C. Carved slOne balls (scale I :2). Castle Swee n and Dunadd (No. 248) 

A type of Neolithic artefact found in densest concentration in NE Scotland, the carved stone ball, occurs 

7B.C at Castle Sween and Dunadd in Mid Argyll and at Dergachy in Cowal;31 the balls belong to a distinct category 

with six knobs and are among a handful to have been discovered in Argyll. That from Castle Sween was 'found 

on the pavement of the courtyard' of the castle and must have been taken there in the medieval period. A 

barbed-and-tanged flint arrowhead picked up on Newton Hill (NN 220163) may be an indication of activity 

in the later Neolithic in an area where there are no contemporary monuments;32 other examples of arrowheads 

have been found near Castle Sween and on Dunadd. 33 

The area covered by this volume, and in particular the Mid Argyll parishes of Kilmartin and Kilmichael 

Glassary, contain the densest and most elaborate concentration of later Neolithic and Bronze Age rock carvings 
8 found in Scotland. Cupmarks and cup-and-ring markings constitute the principal components of the carvings, 

but amongst the repertoire there are also several representational forms, the most frequently occurring being 
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Distribution map of 
cup-ma rkings a nd 
cup-and-ring markin gs 

the flat bronze axe. The importance of the rock art of Mid Argyll has been recognised since the middle of 

the 19th century, and it has been the subject of several major studies. 34 

Cup-and-ring markings and related carvings occur on rock outcrops, large boulders (particularly erratic 

blocks), small portable stones, and on a variety of prehistoric monuments-notably standing stones 

(Nos.199, 222 and 229), cist-slabs (Nos.68 and 104 (2», and once in a chambered tomb (No.4). The distribution 

of cup-markings is uneven and it is uncertain what factors determine their location.3s Few are found close 

to open water (but see No.152), and none has been located at any great altitude; the majority are situated 

within the bounds of post-medieval farmland or pasture, but, in general, their distribution does not coincide 

with present-day arable land. The remarkable concentration of cup-and-ring markings in the Kilmartin area 

may be compared with similar regional groupings in Strathtay,36 the Machars of Wigtown37 and in 

Northumberland .38 It is also clear that distribution is uneven within the various regional groups, particularly 

dense clusters being known, for example , in Mid Argyll at Ardifuir (No.1l9), Cairnbaan (No .132), Fincharn 

(No.156), Glasvaar (No.159), Kilbride (No.168) and Ford (No.157), and in Cowal at Lindsaig (No.174) , 

Fearnoch (No.155) and StiIlaig (No .184). In part, such local concentrations may be explained in terms of 

geography, geology, or the vagaries of discovery, but it is likely that other factors, about which we can only 

speculate, also played an important role. Within these local groups there appears to be considerable variation 
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in carving style and in the detail of the motifs used, and it is therefore not possible to attribute all the carvings 

of any particular area to a single individual. There is no correlation between local concentrations of cup-and

ring markings and other chronologically related monuments. 

The precise age of most groups of cup-and-ring markings is impossible to determine, as the context in 

which they are usually found offers little opportunity for applying the normal techniques of archaeological 

dating. It is therefore only possible to suggest a broad chronological framework within which to set the majority 

of the carvings. Recent excavations in Scotland, Ireland and Brittany, however, have greatly expanded our 

knowledge of their date-range and cultural contexts. The earliest known Scottish cupmark, which was found 

in the long barrow at Dalladies, Kincardine and Deeside, has been dated to the fourth millennium BC.
39 Some 

of the Argyll cupmarks may belong to an equally early period, but it is likely that the practice of cup-marking 

continued at least as late as the middle of the second millennium BC , the majority of the markings probably 

being carved during the third and second millennia BC. 

In addition to the commonly occurring cups, rings and grooves, several of the rock outcrops, a cairn and 

A 

Cup-and-ring markings 
A. Po ltall och (No. 182(1)) 
Ll. Po int (No. 181) B 
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two stones from a stone circle bear examples of a range of motifs normally associated with Irish Passage

grave Art. 40 Included within this group are: spirals (Achnabreck, No .113(l); Blarbuie, No.129(1); Temple 

Wood, No.228); peltas (Achnabreck, No.l13(l»; stars (Poltalloch, No.182(l»; ringed stars (Poltalloch, 9A 

No.182(l); Achnabreck, No.113(1); Cairnbaan, No. 132(2»; parallel grooves (Ormaig, No. 179(2); Achnabreck, 

No.113(l»; and uncupped rings (Achnabreck, No.l13(l); Nether Largie North Cairn, No.68; Temple Wood, 

No .228). Most of these motifs occur singly, but at Achnabreck there is a cluster of them grouped together 
at the highest end of the outcrop. These appear to represent the earliest carvings on the site and are partially 

overlain by later carvings in a slightly different style. Variations in style are, in fact, apparent between all 

the separate exposures that constitute Achnabreck 1 (in many respects it represents a compressed 'local group' 

in its own right), and it is likely that this composite rock-sheet was decorated by many artists, possibly over 

a considerable period of time (cf. the additional, poorly-executed multi-ringed cup at Ballygowan, No.123). 

Similar variations in style can be seen within all the local groups. It would therefore appear that the cup-and-

ring markings have a long and complex history. Their origins lie in the Neolithic cultures which diffused along 

the Atlantic seaways, and they belong to the same general stock as the rock art recorded in north-western 

Spain , Brittany and Ireland. These groups share many common features and motifs, but what characterizes 

Scotland, and Argyll in particular, is the absence of decoration in local passage-graves, a deficiency which 

is handsomely balanced by the profusion of decorated natural rock surfaces. 
During the third millennium BC influences from the south and east impinged on the agricultural communities 

of Mid Argyll, whether by the arrival of a new group of people or by the adoption of new ideas; these are 

represented in the archaeological record by a distinctive style of pottery-Beaker ware (listed below)-and /9-2/ 

by changes in the burial ritual, with the introduction of individual burial in a slab-built cist (or coffin).41 The 

association of objects of bronze or copper with Beaker pottery, albeit in only a few instances, suggests that 

a knowledge of metal-working was also introduced into Argyll about this time. Amongst the earliest styles 

of Beaker pottery are small vessels decorated with the impression of a finely twisted cord wound round the 

pot from top to bottom and also those decorated in the same linear way with a toothed comb or a shell. Several 

sherds of cord-ornamented pottery, as well as a number decorated by impressing with the edge of a shell to 

form straight lines, are present in the collection from the Poltalloch Estate; although these are without firm 20C 

provenance, they may indicate the existence of settlement deposits such as those recorded in other parts of 

Argyll-the sand-dunes of Ardnamurchan and Coli, for example. Cord-ornamented ware has also been found 

in secondary contexts at Nether Largie South (No.19) and associated with what may have been an inhumation 

in a cist in the floor of the cave at Crinan Ferry (No.357). Another vessel in a style that also appears to be 

early is that from Nether Largie South, which is decorated in a series of horizontal bands. Comparable ware 20A 

was found in the deliberate blocking of the passage-grave of Achnacreebeag in Lorn,42 an indication perhaps 

that the Nether Largie deposit represents a ritual closing of the cairn. The cist-burial at Poltalloch (No. 104(2), 

Grave 2), which contained a complete Beaker and a crouched inhumation, conforms more closely to the norm 20B 

of unmarked graves found in the north-east of Scotland. The Beaker from a cist within the henge of 

Ballymeanoch (No.22) may indicate that the monument continued as a holy place long after its original 

construction. Similar considerations probably lay behind the long history of structural development at Temple 

Wood (No.228). Recent excavations have revolutionised our knowledge about this unusual site: a setting of 

large timber uprights was replaced by another of stones, perhaps never completed, which is dated to before 

3000 BC, possibly contemporary with some of the settings of standing stones nearby (e.g. No.222); the long 

sequence of construction and reconstruction of the larger circle provides a context for several other monuments 

in Mid Argyll and Cowal, as well as making it likely that the stones of Nether Largie (No.222) may in some 

way be linked to the function of the site. 43 A secondary cairn which covered a cist containing a Beaker and 

several flint barbed-and-tanged arrowheads exemplifies the wide diversity of burial rituals associated with Beaker 
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Stone circles, Temple Wood (No. 228), from Nl 

pottery; it may profitably be contrasted with the uniformity of a series of broadly similar cairns covering cists 

containing Food Vessels, which belong to the period after about 2000 BC . 

The dense distribution of funerary and ritual monuments in the area between Lochgilphead and Kilmartin 

12-13 probably represents activity over a long chronological span with both simple and elaborate chambered tombs, 

cairns and spectacular settings of standing stones that may either be part of a unified concept or the result 

of planning over a long period of time. The relationship of the standing stones to the timber and stone settings 

of Temple Wood (No.228), to the henge monument at Ballymeanoch (No.22) and to the linear arrangement 

of cairns in the Kilmartin valley can only be a matter of conjecture, but the peculiarly dense concentration 

of a relatively restricted range of monuments has led to this area being recognised as a 'ritual landscape ' . 

In such areas the surviving archaeological evidence appears to be related to burial or religious or other rites. 

It is possible, however, that this pre-eminence was not achieved until after the earlier phase of the Neolithic 

period in the area, for the three small chambered tombs (Nos.IO, 16 and 21) are peripheral to the distribution , 

as is Auchoish (No.8). There are thus only two tombs, KiIchoan (No. I?) and Nether Largie South (No.19), 

11 which fall within the core of the ritual landscape. At Temple Wood (No.228) ritual activity commenced before 

3000 BC , with the setting up and dismantling of the arrangement of timber posts and the subsequent 

construction of the North-East Circle, while the long sequence of construction of the main circle probably 

began by the middle of the third millennium BC. 
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THE BRONZE AGE (c.2S00-600 BC) 

The large numbers of cairns, standing stones and cup-and-ring markings in Mid Argyll and Cowal indicate 

vigorous activity in the area in the later third and throughout the second millennia BC, even if traces of 

habitation sites remain slight. Although there are changes in burial practice during the first half of this period 

as well as in the range of contemporary artefacts (particularly grave-goods accompanying burials), it is likely 

that the economic basis of society altered little. Nevertheless, the final abandonment of chambered tombs 

and the use of individual cists, in some cases covered by cairns of stone and in others apparently unmarked, 

shows a radical shift from a communal burial tradition to one involving individual interment. This may imply 

differences in social attitudes or hierarchical systems. As already noted, the presence of cists both within the 

chambers of tombs, or as secondary interments within the surrounding cairns, shows that the older sites retained 

a measure of sanctity. This impression is underlined by the fact that the chambered cairn of Nether Largie 

South (No.19) is the focus for a linear arrangement of cairns both to the north-north-east and to the south- /5 

south-west; the former arm includes the cairns of Nether Largie Mid and North (Nos.67-8) and that on Kilmartin 

Glebe (No.62), while in the other direction the line takes in the cairn of Ri Cruin (No.76), and perhaps two 

further sites, now severely robbed, represented by the cists at Rowanfield (No.106) and Crinan Moss (No.88). 

This remarkable group of monuments appears to imply a social stability and a concentration of wealth that 

cannot be paralleled elsewhere in Argyll. Many of the individual finds, such as jet necklaces or Food Vessels, 

have been found in other parts of Argyll, but the dense distribution around Kilmartin is unique. The geographical /2- / 3 

position of the area, controlling an important porterage from Loch Fyne and the western mainland of Scotland 

to Loch Crinan and the Atlantic coast, is one possible explanation of this localised wealth. 44 A similar reason 
may be offered for the concentration of forts and duns of Iron Age and later date, and the location of the 

massive fortified work on Dunadd (No.248). There is some indication that in the Early Historic period Dunadd 

occupied a strategically important position between two groups of the Scotti, and it is possible that the earlier 

concentrations of finds indicate a similar political or social pattern-indeed a boundary zone would be an 

appropriate situation for the sort of 'ritual landscape' mentioned earlier. 

About eighty barrows and cairns have been recorded in this Inventory; several have been completely removed 
in the course of agricultural improvement in the last century (e.g. No.56), while others are so denuded that 

only the massive kerbstones survive (Nos.26(l) and 45). Among the most dramatic are the hill-top cairns of 

Cowal (particularly Nos.4l and 66) and Mid Argyll (No.35(1)). Beneath many cairns where excavation has 

been undertaken, or where more than casual observations were made at the time of destruction, cists have 

been noted, and although the majority have been found to contain no relics, an interesting assemblage of 

associated grave-goods was discovered in the others. The descriptions of the cairns at Garvie (No.56) by the 
compilers of the Ordnance Survey Name Book underline how much potentially useful information has been 

lost through the destruction of such sites in the past. Several of the massive cairns may be presumed to have 

undergone distinct phases of construction, most notably Nos.62 and 76, but in no case where demolition or 

excavation has taken place was the removal of the cairn recorded with sufficient care to permit the recognition, 

with any certainty, of separate building phases. Some cairns are, or have been, impressively large mounds 

of stones, or are conspicuously located on the summits of hills, while others, though much smaller, show 

evidence of careful construction and quite elaborate design. The cairn at Ballymeanoch (No.3l (2)), for example, 

belongs to a distinct group known as kerb-cairns,4s a class also represented in Mid Argyll at Temple Wood 

(No.228). The smaller cairn at Kintraw (No.63) is another example of this class. The larger cairn at Kintraw 

incorporates within a kerb of massive boulders a setting of stones possibly intended to represent in miniature 
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a 'ritual gateway', Comparable 'false portals' are recorded in differing forms at Temple Wood and at Culcharron 

in Lorn,46 At Kintraw, careful excavation revealed another curious feature, the former presence of an upright 

timber post at the centre of the cairn, its position clearly indicated by a vertical cavity within the cairn material. 

At Crarae (No,51) there appears formerly to have been a standing stone on the summit of the mound, 

comparable to that recorded at Pitnacree in Perthshire ,47 

Many burials and cists have been found in the area covered by this volume and it is likely that the majority 

16 are of Bronze Age date, although the absence of accompanying grave-goods in some examples makes it 

impossible to be certain , Several remarkable cemeteries have been discovered, particularly Clachbreck (No,86), 

and, with a rather more scattered distribution of cists, Poltalloch (No, 104) , Clearly the number of cist-burials 

recorded in detail here is only a fraction of the original total, for the contributors to the New Statistical Account 
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for the parishes of Craignish, Inverchaolain, Kilmartin, Dunoon and Kilmun, and Kilmodan all make mention 

of the discovery of cists with 'urns' and 'ashes', but often do not specify how many were found or in what 

location. 48 For the most part the grave-goods mirror those from cist-burials covered by cairns, with Food 

Vessels the predominant style of pottery. The other finds associated with Food Vessels are listed below, but 

particularly worthy of note are the jet necklace from No.62, jet disc-beads from Gemmil (No.95), and plano

convex flint knives from Rhudil (No.75(l» and Poltalloch (No.104(2), Grave 4). 

Several of the side-slabs of the cists recorded in this volume are grooved at either end to allow the neat 

insertion of the end-slab, possibly the translation of a carpentry technique into stone, and others have battered 

or rebated edges to make for a more precise joint; a number of such slabs belong to the linear cemetery at 

Kilmartin (Nos.67, 76,88 and 106), while others were found in the cist cemeteries on the west side of the 

valley (Nos.84(2) and 104). The most remarkable is that from Badden (No.81), mentioned below. Grave-goods 

associated with such grooved cists include a Food Vessel (No. 104(4), Cis! B) and a crescentic jet necklace 82 

(No. 104(4), Cist A). Significantly, their distribution in Britain is very restricted, with the vast majority in the 

Kilmartin area, and single examples being recorded on Inchmarnock off Bute, in Kintyre, and on the Isles 
of Scilly. 49 

In addition to cup-and-ring markings, with their origins in Neolithic traditions of rock-carving, the Early 
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Bronze Age in this area is distinguished by the introduction of a range of naturalistic motifs (principally flat 

bronze axes) found on the end- or cover-slabs of cists. Examples include flat axes at Nos.68 and 98, while 

at Ri Cruin (No.76), in addition to flat axes on an end-slab, a second stone was found to bear a representation, 

which has been interpreted in several ways-an oared boat or a halberd with pennants. Cupmarked stones 

and slabs with other forms of decoration which have been incorporated into Early Bronze Age monuments 

include Nos.58 and 67, and the lozenge-decorated slabs from Badden (No.81) and Caimbaan (No.36). Single

grave Art, as this has been called, 50 contains at least two traditions, and the question of the origin of the 

re-used stones remains unanswered. The re-use of decorated stones is found in Brittany at a somewhat earlier 

period, and elsewhere in Scotland is continued intermittently at least as late as the first millennium AD. The 

cupmarked cover-slab from Poltalloch (No.l04(2), Grave 4) and the slab from Kilbride (No.98(5» are the 

only examples to have been found in association with grave-goods. 

Within the area covered by this volume there are several rock-carvings that have previously been ascribed 

to the prehistoric period but which, in the light of the present survey, are considered to be of more recent 

date. Among these are the Glen Domhain deer,S! the two left hands at Barnakill,52 the 'devil's hand' at Kilneuair 

church,53 and the quem-stone rough-out known as Gregor's Cap, Castle Lachlan. 54 Other markings, including 

those at Tollard House, Toward, are partly of recent and partly of natural origin. 55 Amongst this latter group 

there is an interesting series of geological features, the best-known being the so-called 'ring-marks' at Castle 

Dounie,56 which are the weathered remains of ancient pillow lavas (formed during the course of underwater 

lava eruptions). These ovoid / spherical 'pillows' are commonest in Knapdale, and under certain circumstances 

they are eroded to produce oval or circular ring-like marks. 57 

/ 9.22 The cists from Mid Argyll and Cowal contain several of the most magnificently decorated Food Vessels 

221 found in Scotland (e.g. No.62), as well as a number of much plainer examples. One of the very small number 

of Food Vessels of Irish Vase type to be associated with another object (in this case a thin-butted ground 

/ 7 stone axe) was found at Bagh Dun Mhuilig (No.82). 58 Simpson has proposed a typological development of 

vessels belonging to the Irish Vase group, including smooth profiled bowls with a medial constriction (such 

as Nos.84(1) and 95) and ridged bowls (including the Tripartite Bowl Food Vessels identified by Young); 59 

22G thus, vessels such as that from Kilmartin Glebe (No.62) might be thought to be early in the development, 

while examples such as Gemmil (No.95) appear to be late. The third main class-Yorkshire Vase Food Vessels

is represented by the vessel from Poltalloch (No.I04(2), Grave 4), the piano-convex flint knife with which 

it was found being a common association; the burial is the only one where a Food Vessel was discovered in 

a cist with a decorated stone, in this case a cupmarked cover-slab. 

Other finds of later Neolithic/ Early Bronze Age date include the battle-axe of Roe's Herd Howe group, 

/8 found at Inveraray,60 a fine battle-axe belonging to Roe's Calais Wo Id group, found in one of the cists from 

I'ood Vcv-.cl and \tone a\c (\clIle 1:4). 
Bilgh Dilll Mhu ilig. Craigni,h (No. 82 ) 
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Ormsary (No. 103), and another, probably from the Poltalloch Estates, preserved in the Royal Museum of 

Scotland, Queen Street, Edinburgh. 61 

The standing stones of Mid Argyll and Cowal form one of the most impressive groups of monuments in 16 

the area, although also one of the most enigmatic. Many of the single standing stones have been carefully 

chosen for their great size or well-proportioned profile; several are visible from great distances and may perhaps 

be route-markers or territorial indicators. Standing stones have been grouped to form several remarkable 

Stone battle-axe, Invcraray 

arrangements, notably Nos.199- 200 and 222, and several of the stones are over 3 m in height, including Stillaig, 

Barnashalg, Kintraw, Ford and Torran. Many are decorated with cupmarks and cup-and-ring markings, the 

most profuse being at Ballymeanoch and Nether Largie (Nos.199 and 222); the addition of two crosses to 

the stone at Torran is a rare example of a prehistoric monument bearing Christian motifs (cL No.7), but may 

perhaps be compared with those from Tarbert, Jura,62 and Camas nan Geall, Ardnamurchan,63 recorded in 

earlier volumes of this Inventory. 64 A few excavations have been undertaken in recent years in the immediate 

vicinity of standing stones, in order to provide indications of date or some hint of the purpose behind the 

setting up of so many fine monoliths. Examination of the stump of stone G at Ballymeanoch (No.199) revealed 
that three small deposits of cremated bone had been inserted into the stone hole at the time of the erection, 

but there were no accompanying finds. 6s Nor was any dating evidence recovered in the course of the re-erection 

of No.63. At a few others there are uncertain traditions of the discovery of burials (e.g. Nos.193 and 215). 

The interpretation of certain standing stones and stone alignments as markers designed for use in astronomical 

observation by prehistoric man has gained popularity in recent years, and it is a measure of the concentration 

of stones in Mid Argyll and Cowal that they have been the subject of intensive study and examination both 
by the protagonists of such interpretations and by their critics: the sites of Brainport Bay (No.364), Kintraw 

(No.63) and Nether Largie (No.222) have all inspired hypothetical interpretations that go well beyond what 

may be inferred about prehistoric society. 66 A recent claim that 'there are no solid grounds for crediting the 

builders of megalithic monuments with highly sophisticated mathematical astronomical knowledge ,67 may not 

go unchallenged, but the multiplicity of possible horizon points visible to an observer at Temple Wood, for 

example, means that the choice of potential astronomical sight-lines is almost unlimited, and, as elsewhere, 

the existence of possible alignments does not constitute proof that they were recognised in antiquity. 68 The 

controversy attending such studies does, nevertheless, serve a useful purpose by indicating how little is yet 

known for certain about standing stones. There is no doubt, moreover, that such monuments as Temple Wood 
were laid out with considerable accuracy, possibly involving a knowledge of complex geometry. 69 

Although copper deposits are known to exist in several parts of Mid Argyll and Cowal-notably on both 

sides of Loch Fyne around Ardrishaig and Kilfinan-comparatively few bronze artefacts have been recovered 19 

from the area; they are listed below. The surviving artefacts of Early Bronze Age date are a halberd from 
the Poltalloch Collection and a dirk from Loch Glashan, but a dagger from Ballymeanoch (No.83(2» and 2M 

a fragment of bronze from Poltalloch (No. 104(4», neither of which can be traced, were presumably of similar 

18 
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date . Only a few bronzes have been found in association with burials; in addition to the dagger and fragment 

mentioned above, what is said to have been 'a small copper hammer' was discovered along with an 'urn ', 

in a cist at Kames (No.97). In this context, mention should also be made of the Early Bronze Age flat axes 

carved on the slabs of cists at Nether Largie North (No.68) and Ri Cruin (No.76). The Middle Bronze Age 

is poorly represented, with only two recorded discoveries, the flanged axes from Cretshcngan and Stone field . 

Some quite remarkable finds can, however, be attributed to the Late Bronze Age; these include the bronze 

hoards from Torran and Ballimore, and the gold objects from Glen Aray. At Torran bronze objects have 

been found under the rocky scarp known as Creag Beathach, on two occasions; in 1885 two spearheads and 

a socketed gouge were discovered in the course of 'digging out a ferret', and in 1962 during the field survey 

undertaken by Miss Campbell of Kilberry and Miss Sandeman three axeheads, two rings and a knife were 

recovered at the same spot. The group of objects was described as 'a personal hoard of tools and weapons, 

perhaps a woodworker's set', and belongs to the Late Bronze Age, from about the later 8th century BC. The 

hoard from Ballimore House, discovered when an ornamental pond was being excavated, comprises eight 

socketed axeheads, seven spearheads, two swords and a cast bronze tube dating to about the late 7th century 

BC; most of the objects were in a damaged condition and thus appear to belong to a 'founder's hoard', 

although the interpretation of such hoards, particularly in the absence of scrap metal, is open to question. 

19 
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The gold ornaments from Tullich, Glen Aray, are said to have been found after the blasting of a large stone 27B 

during the building of a wall; a bracelet of Irish type and a pair of cup-ended ornaments are preserved in 

Inveraray Castle. Tantalisingly , the 'Bronze Plates found at the base of a Standing Stone on the estate of 

Carse' (No.204) are missing; they were said to 'show traces of small projecting embossed ornaments of Vandyke 
pattern, and knobs, etc., 70 

A. Beaker (scale I :4). Nether Largie South (No. 19) 
B. Beaker (scale 1:4). Pohalloch (No. 104 (2)) 
C. Beaker sherd (scale 1:1). Pohalloch (p.I O) 

20 
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LIST OF BRONZE AGE POTTERY AND METALWORK 
IN MID ARGYLL AND COW AL 

OBJECT PROVENANCE. PARTI CU LARS REI·ERENCES 

ANO A RT! C I E NU ~IIlE R S 

Beaker Ballymeanoch, Henge Monument PSAS, 6 (1864 - 6), 348 - 9; 
(No. 22) Campbe ll & Sandeman, 113, 
Cist, traces of three no. 12; Clarke, Beaker POllery, 

inhumafions no. 1530; CreenlVell 
Collect ion, 151 

Beaker sherds Crinan Ferry, Cave (No. 357) PSAS, 15 (1880 - 1),103 - 4; 
Disturbed cist, two Campbell & Sandeman, 125 , 

fragmentary inhumations, no. 88 
a larger, coarser 'urn' and flinr 

Beaker Kilmory Knap, Cist (No. 100) PSAS, 90 (1956 - 7),227 - 9; 
Campbell & Sandeman, 120, 
no. 52; Clarke, Beaker 
Po Ilery , no. 1544 

Beaker and Nether Largie South, PSAS, 6 (1864 - 6), 34 1- 7; 
sherds Chambered Cairn (No. 19) Campbell & Sandeman, 121, 

no.61; Hensha11, 
Chambered Tombs, 2, 339; 
Clarke, Beaker Potlely, 
no. 1551; Creenwell Collecfion, 
152 

Beaker Poltalloch, Cist DES (1961) , 11 - 12; Campbell 
(No. 104 (2), Crave 2) & Sandeman, 114, no. 15; 
Crouched inhumation Clarke, Beaker POf leIy , 

and charcoal fragments no . 1552; CA}, 8 (1981), 
19- 2 1, 25 

Beaker and Poltalloch Collection PSAS, 39 (1904 - 5), 242 - 4; 
sherds Campbell & Sandeman, 123, 

no. 72; Clarke, Beaker 
POllery, no. 1547 & 
nos. 1548 - 50 (there is 
some confusion here, and it is 
unlikely that any of these sherds 
came from the chambered cairn 
(No. 19) , as is implied) 

Beaker Temple Wood, Stone Circle DES (1979) , 32; PPS, 46 (1980) , 
(No. 228) 366 
In a CiSf lVifhin a cairn, 

three barbed-and-ranged flinf 
arrowheads and a scraper 

Beaker sherds Tinkler's Cave ( 0.361) 

.\I USEU.\I AND 

ACCESSION '\JU ~IB l:K 

1l\1: 79, 12 - 9, 1913 

R\I S, I . 1956. 14 

1l.\I: 79, 12 - 9, 1925 
& 1914a - d 

Duntrune Castl e 

}( \ IS, 111'0 13 & 
15 - 17 

Department of 
Archaeology. 
Univers il Y of 
Newcaslle upon 
T yne 
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Food Vessels (scale 1:4) 
A. Barsloisnoch (No. 8-1 ( I)) 
B. Carnassarie (No. 35 (2)) 
C. C laehbreek (No. 86. eisl 2) 
D. Dunehraigaig (No. -18) 
E. C laehbree k (No. 86. eisl 8) 
F. Kilm ani n G lebe (No. 62) 
G. Kilmanin G lebe (No. 62) 
1-1 . Tayvalli eh (No. 108) 



OBJ ECT 

Food Vessel 

Food Vessels 

22A Food Vessel 

22B Food Vessel 

Food Vessel 

Food Vessels 
22C 

22E 

Food Vessel 
sherd 

Food Vessels 

220 

Food Vessel 

Food Vessels 

Food Vessel 

Food Vessels 
22F 

22G 

Food Vessel 

PROV EN AN CE. PARTI CU LARS 

A ND ARTICi E NU ~IIl E R S 

Asgog Bay, Cairn (No. 29 (1» 
Cist 

B3gh Dun Mhuilig, 
Cists (No. 82) 

(1) Inhumation, stone 
axe, bovine hair 

(2) Not recorded 
Barsloisnoch, Cist (No. 84 (1» 

Probably a cremation burial 

Carnassarie, Cairn (No. 35 (2» 
Cist, charcoal and ochre 

Clach an t-Sagairt, Chambered 
Cairn (No. 11) 
SecondalY deposit 

Clachbreck, Cists (No. 86) 
(1) Cist 2, inhumation 
(2) Cist 5, possibly an inhumation 
(3) Cist 6, inhumation 
(4) A pit (7) containing a 

cremation burial, charcoal 
and burnt flint 

(5) Cist 8, inhumation and 
cock le-shells 

(6) Three inhumations and two 
cremat ion burials 

Dunadd, Fort (No. 248) 

Dunchraigaig, Cairn (No . 48) 
(I) Cist, cremation and flint 

chippings 
(2) CiSI, cremation and flint 

chippings 
Ford, Cist (No. 92) 

In a cist in the neighbourhood 
of the lower end of Loch A we 

Furnace, Cists (No. 93) 

Gemmil, Cist (No. 95) 
Jet disc-beads 

Kilmartin Glebe, Cairn (No. 62) 
(I) CiSI, inhumation and jet 

necklace 
(2) Boulder-built grave 

Nether Largie South, Chambered 
Cairn (No. 19) 

Cist to north of chamber 

11 KODUCTION: THI : BKONZ l: AGE 

REI- ERENCES 

PSAS, 84 (1949 - 50), 212 - 16 

PSAS, 70 (1935 - 6), 396- 8; 
Campbell & Sandeman, 113, 
no. 10 

PSAS, 39 (1904 - 5), 239 - 40; 
Campbell & Sandeman, 113, 
no.13 

PSAS, 6S (1930 - 1), 275 - 8; 
Campbell & Sandemal!. I14 . 
no. 16 

PSAS, 82 (1947 - 8), 59 - 60; 
Call1pbe ll & Sandeman, liS, 
no. 20 

DES (1962), 9; DES (1963), 7- 8; 
Campbell & Sandeman , liS, 
no.21 

PSAS, 64 (1929 - 30), 123 - 4; 
Call1pbell & Sandeman, 117, 
nO.34 

PSAS, 6 (1864 - 6), 347 - 8; 
Call1pbell & Sandeman, 11 8, 
no. 36; Creenwell Collection, 
15 1 

PSAS, 20 (1885 - 6),73 - 4 

Call1pbell & Sandeman, 119, 
no. 44 

PSAS, 82 (1947 - 8),59; 
Campbell & Sandeman, 119, 
no.45 

PSAS, 6 (1864 - 6), 339 - 41; 
Campbe ll & Sandeman, 119, 
no.46; Creenwell Collection, 
15 1- 2 

PSAS, 6 (1864 - 6),341 - 2; 
Campbe ll & Sandeman, 121 , 
no. 61; Creenwell Collection, 
152 

.\I US l U~ 1 AN D 

ACCI:SSION NU.\IUER 

R\I S: FQ 434 & 437 

R\I '" 111'0 10 

Lost 

Universit y of 
Glasgow , 
Department of 
Archaeology 

R.\I S: HPO 27 

R~ I S: 111'0 II & 12 

R ~ I S: 1· 1· 57 

I nvcraray Castle 

West Highland 
Museum, Fort 
William 

R\I S: IIPO 9 

1l\1: 79, 12 - 9, 1924 
1l,\I: 79, 12 - 9, 1914e 
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OBJECT 

Food Vessels 

Food Vessels 

Food Vessels 

Food Vessel 

Ci nerary Urn 

'U rn ' 

'Urn' 

'Urn' 

'Urns' 

'Urn ' 

'Urn' 

'Urn' 

'Cinerary Urn' 
'Pottery vessels' 

'Urns' 

24 

PKOVENANCE. PARTI CULA RS 

AND ARTICLE NU.\1BER S 

Poltalloch, Cists (No. 104 (2) 
and (4)) 
(I) Slab-lined grave (Grave 3) 

(2) Cis! (C,.ave 4), cupma,.ked 
cove,. slab, inhuma!ion, 
piano-convex flin! knife 

(3) C,.ooved eis!, (Cist B), 
inhumation, flint, b,.onze 
fragment 

Poltalloch Collection 

Rhudil, Cairn (No. 75 (I)) 
(I) Cist 
(2) Cist, inhumation, plano

convex flint knife 
Tayvallich, Cist (No. 108) 

Cist 3, c,.emation 
Upper Largie, Cists (No. 109 (3)) 

Cist 3, cremation, piano-convex 
flint knife 

Ardyne, Burial (No. 28 (4)) 
Boulde,. selling, 'black ashes' 

Ballymeanoch, Cist (No. 83 (2)) 
'Bronze dagge,.' 

Dunan Aula, Barbreck, Cist 
(No. 90) 
C,.emation 

Garvie, Cairns (No. 56) 
(I) Two cists with 'Urns filled 

wi!h ashes' 
(2) Five cists, fou" of them 

con!aining 'Urns filled with 
ashes' 

Garvie, Burial (No. 94) 

Kames, Cist (No. 97) 
'Small coppe,. ham me,. wi!h an 

i,.on shank' 
Kilberry, Cairn (No. 61 (3)) 

Cist, black ashes, human bones 
much decayed, two flint blades 

Kilberry, Cist (No . 61 (I)) 
Kilbride, Cists (No. 98 (I)) 

'Craves' with 'burnt clay vessels' 
Kilmory Knap, Cist (No. 100) 

Said to have been 'sent to 
Edinbu,.gh' 

REFERENCES 

DES (1961), 12, Camp bell & 
Sandeman, 114, no. IS; CAl, 8 
(1981), 19- 28 

PSAS, 63 (1928-9), 160-3; 
Campbell & Sandeman, 114, 
no. 15 

PSAS, 39 (1904 - 5),240- 1; 
Campbell & Sandeman, 123, 
no. 72 

PSAS, 6 (1864-6), 349- 50; 
Campbell & Sandeman, 112, 
no.4; C,.eenwell Collection, 
152- 3 

DES (1983), 22 - 3 

PSAS, 2 (1854 - 7), 253 - 4 

PSAS, 6 (1864 - 6), 
Appendix, 35; Campbell & 
Sandeman, 123, no. 76; 
PSAS, 64 (1929 - 30), 136 

Slat. Ace!., 7 (1793), 
445 - 6 

Name Book, No. 18, p. 13 

Name Book, No. 18, pp. 7-8 

OS 6-inch map, sheet 162 
(I st edition) 

Name Book , No. 12, p. 82 

Name Book, No . 10, p. 29; 
Campbell & Sandeman, 116 , 
no. 26 

White, Knapdale , 44 
ACC Lis!, 12; Campbell & 

Sandeman, 125, no. 90 
PSAS, 90 (1956- 7),228 

MUSEU~l AND 

ACCESSION NUM BER 

Duntrune Castle 

Duntrune Castle 

RM S: H PO 2 

R,\l S HPO 8 & 14 

R~l S: HPO 7 
B~I: 79, 12 - 9, 1927 

Lost 

Lost 

Lost 

Lost 

Lost 

Lost 

Flint at 
Kilberry Castle 

Lost 
Lost 

Lost 

22H 

54C 



OBJECT 

'Urns' 

'Urns' 
27B Gold Penannular 

Armlet, Gold 
Cup-ended 
Ornaments (2) 

Socketed Axe 
and Spearhead 

26C Socketed Axes (8), 
27C Spearheads (7), 

Swords (2) 
and Bronze 
Tube 

Spearheads (2) 
and Socketed 
Gouge 

27A Socketed Axes (3), 
Rings (2) 
and Knife 

Dagger 

26A Dirk 

Halberd 

Flanged Axe 

Flanged Axe 

26B Socketed Axe 

Socketed Axe 

Spearhead 

Chisel 

PRO VENANCE. PARTI CU LARS 
AND ARTICLE NUMBERS 

Kilmartin 
'In the cairns in the valley' 

South Hall, Cists (No. 107) 
Tullich, Glen Aray 

Bagh Dun Mhuilig, Craignish 
Found 'together on a 

hillock' 

Ballimore 
Found 'in excavating an 

ornamental pond in the house 
gatden' (NR 922833) 

Torran 
Found in /881 while digging for a 

ferret. One spearhead now lost 

Torran 
Found in 1962 on the site of the 

earlier discovery 
Ballymeanoch, Cist (No. 83 (2» 

Found with an 'urn' 

Loch Glashan 
'Found in 1979 about a foot off 

the edge of Loch Glashan' 
(NR 925944) 

Poltalloch Collection 

Cretshengan 

Stonefield 

Loch Glashan 
Found in /960 at NRC.919926 

Poltalloch Collection 

Poltalloch Collection 

Strachur 
Found with other bronze relics 
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REFERENCES 

NSA, 7 (Argyll), 560; 
Campbell & Sandeman, 125, 
no. 86 

Name Book, No . 7, p. 21 
PSAS, 93 (l959 - 60), 89, 90 , 93; 

Campbell & Sandeman, 123, 
no . 71; Taylor, J J, Bronze 
Age Goldwork (1980), 90 

PSAS, 61 (1926- 7), 107 - 8; 93 
(1959- 60),67,76, 103 ; 
Campbell & Sandeman, 113, 
no. 10 

PSAS, 77 (1942 - 3), 184- 7; 93 
(1959- 60), 67, 76, 82, 102 - 3 

PSAS, 18 (1883 - 4), 179,207 - 9; 
19 (l884- 5) , 53; 93 (1959 - 60), 
76,87, 105; Campbell & 
Sandeman, 122, no. 66 

PSAS, 96 (1962 - 3), 352 - 4; 
Campbell & Sandeman, 122, 
nO . 66 

PSAS, 64 (1929 - 30), 135 - 6; 
Campbell & Sandeman, 123, 
no. 76 

NMRS Record Card 
NR 99 sw 14; PSAS, 110 
(1978 - 80), 542 

PSAS, 101 (1968 - 9), 87; 
Campbe ll & Sandeman, 117 , 
nO.34 

PSAS, 87 (1952 - 3), 202; 97 
(1963 - 4), 133; Campbell & 
Sandeman, 116, no . 24 

PSAS, 26 (1891 - 2),171; 97 
(1963 - 4), 133; Campbell & 
Sandeman, 122, no. 62 

DES (/960) , 7; PSAS, 93 
(1959- 60), 67; 94 (l960- 1), 
327; Campbell & Sandeman , 
120, no. 56 

PSAS, 93 (1959- 60), 67; 
Campbell & Sandeman, 117, 
no.34 

PSAS, 93 (1959- 60), 76; 
Campbe ll & Sandeman, 117, 
nO . 34 

Wil son, D, Prehistoric Annals of 
Seolland, I (1863) , 381; PSA S, 
93 (1959 - 60), 88 

~ I USEU~ I AND 
ACCESS ION NU~IIJER 

Lost 

Lost 
1n veraray Castle 

R~ I S: DE 94 & 
DG 90 

R.\I S L. 1965. 1- 18 

RI\I S: DQ 116 & 
117 

R\I S: DQ 329 - 33 

Lost 

R~I S: DJ 44 

R,\IS: 111'0 18 

R.\I S: DC 132 

RM S: Ill' 74 

R\l S: DE 128 

RM S: HI'O 19 

R,\I S: 111'0 20 

Poss ibl y R,\I S: DO 7 
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A. Bronze dirk (scale 1:2), Loch Glashan (p.18) 
B. Socketed bronze axe (scale 1 :2), Loch Glashan 
C. Bronze hoard (scale 1:4), Ballimore (P.19) 

B 

A 

c 
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B 

c 
A. Bronze hoa rd (scale 1:2), Torran (p. 19) 
B. Gold arm le! (scale 1:2), Tullich, G len May (p.20) 
C. Socke!ed bronze axes (scale 1:2), Ballimore (P.19) 
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INTRO DUCTION : TH E IRON AGE AN D EA RLY HI STO RI C PERIO D 

Distribut ion map o f 
rorlS and duns 

THE IRON AGE AND EARLY HISTORIC PERIOD (600 BC- AD 1000) 
(Excluding Early Christian Monuments) 

The character of the archaeological evidence changes during the first millennium BC from one reflecting 

current burial or religious practices to one in which the defensive structures known as forts and duns 

predominate. Few of these have been excavated on any occasion, and none has been extensively examined 

in recent times. As a result, radiocarbon dates are available for only one fort (No.258), and any attempt to 

establish a chronological framework for the rest depends heavily on the evidence of structural analogy and 

a restricted range of diagnostic artefacts. 

On the other hand, in the cours~ of the millennium and a half following 600 BC several major historical 

events took place which had varying effects on Mid Argyll and Cowal. The first, comprising the Roman advance 

to the Moray Firth and attendant naval operations in northern and western waters (c. AD 77 -83), probably 
had little direct impact, but tenuous trading and diplomatic links established at this time may have been the 

means whereby Roman artefacts, including pottery, glass and coins found their way into the region. Certainly, 

a close acquaintance with the coastal districts of north-west Scotland is argued by the character of accounts 
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reported in roughly contemporary Greek and Roman sources. The geographer Ptolemy appears to indicate71 

that in the Roman period the adjacent peninsula of Kintyre was the territory of the Epidii, whose northern 

neighbours were the Creones, or Cerones, 72 but it is uncertain where the boundary between these two groups 

lay, and it is even possible that the lands of the Epidii extended as far north as Loch Leven. 73 Thus, as in 

other areas of Argyll, the identity of the tribal group or groups who inhabited Mid Argyll and Cowal at this 

time cannot be precisely determined. Nor is it possible to ascertain their fate when contact with Ireland, which 

may be traced intermittently throughout prehistory, took a more positive form in the years around AD 500 

with the settlement in Argyll of the Scotti from Dal Riata; by the 7th century the latter had become the controlling 

force in an area extending from Ardnamurchan to Arran. 74 Columba's foundation of the monastery of Iona, 

conventionally dated to AD 563, added a new dimension to this process of colonisation, establishing what was 

to become one of the most important centres of religious, and thus artistic, life in northern Britain. 7s The 

gradual spread of Irish influence continued, with only brief episodes of reversal, for about two and a half 

centuries. From about AD SOO, however, Argyll, together with the entire Atlantic seaboard of Scotland, was 

under increasing pressure from assault by Norsemen. Indeed, the Western Isles were eventually settled by them, 

but there is little evidence for their presence in Mid Argyll or Cowal. Of the monuments which can be assigned 

to this period, only those in the secular category, belonging to a tradition that originates in prehistoric times, 

have been included in this volume; contemporary ecclesiastical sites and structures are reserved for treatment 

in the final volume. 

In consideration of the great variety of fortified structures recorded in the area, much importance attaches 

to the campaign of excavations mounted by the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland between 1904 and 1905, 

in which several of the most interesting Iron Age and Early Historic monuments of Mid Argyll figured 

prominently.76 The four sites examined at that time-Ardifuir (No.270), Duntroon (No.257), Druim an Duin 

(No.293) and Dunadd (No.24S)-have provided much of the information on which discussion of this period 

is still based. The excavations were designed to examine different types of site, types that still form the basis 

of our descriptive classifications today: Duntroon provides our major source of information about the timber

laced forts in the area; Druim an Duin and Ardifuir, both of which are galleried duns, are still the only two 

duns in the region to have been examined in detail; Dunadd is considered separately, both because of the 

richness of the artefactual evidence and its carved rock surfaces, and because it is the only site in its category 

which can safely be set in a historical context. 

FORTS 

The system of classification of the defensive structures of the Iron Age and Early Historic periods which was 

28 adopted for previous volumes in this Inventory remains the basis for the description of the forts and duns 

of Mid Argyll and Cowal; 77 the distinction between the two groups is primarily one of size, but in general 

duns are of more regular plan, enclosing within disproportionately thick drystone walls an area that does not 

normally exceed 375 sq m. Several forts are not much larger (e.g. Nos.240, 246 and 254), but their occasional 

irregularity of plan and the presence of internal rocky outcrops suggest a di fferent intention on the part of 

the builders. It would be wrong to imagine, however, that either a cultural or a chronological distinction is 

implied in the classification of forts and duns outlined in this Inventory. 

The forts of Mid Argyll and Cowal are frequently more impressive for their location than for their 

preservation, and they display relatively few details that call for special comment. Several hill-top or ridge-top 

forts enclose large areas within their defences (Nos.243, 253 and 264). In no case, however, is it possible to 

identify a specific reason for this exceptional size, and there are no unequivocal traces of contemporary internal 
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structures. On the other hand, several small forts are little more than a defensive wall thrown round all or 

part of a rocky knoll with little of the internal area suitable for habitation. Only two examples (Nos.257-8) 

have been excavated, with varying results, but it seems likely that, as in other parts of Argyll, the majority 

of forts were earlier than duns, although the area contains no instances where such a relationship can physically 

be demonstrated. In at least one other case (No.248), however, there is little reason to suppose that the 

fortifications at present visible are earlier than the third quarter of the first millennium AD. With such a wide 
chronological span of stone-walled fort- and dun-building in Mid Argyll and Cowal it is unlikely that 

chronological, structural, or cultural patterns will emerge without a selective programme of excavation, based, 

primarily, on the data that is present in the volumes of this Inventory. There is thus little that can yet be 

said about the many sites in these categories which are so ruined as to have few distinguishing features. 

As far as can be seen, the builders of both forts and duns employed a wide range of techniques to ensure 

structural robustness. In several sites, the enclosing drystone wall incorporates timber cross-members specifically 

in order to increase its stability; if such walls caught fire, either by accident, or as a result of successful assault 

and its aftermath, the heat caused the stonework of the wall-core to fuse into vitrified masses. 78 In several 

cases the devastation was so complete that the site could not be refortified (e.g. Nos.257, 282, 317 and 325); 

in other cases it is possible that the use of timber was limited to sectors where more elaborate construction 

was appropriate (perhaps at the entrance or in those stretches of the perimeter where greater inequalities of 

ground demanded a higher degree of structural stability). This may be one reason for the discovery of localised 

masses of vitrified material on several sites (e.g. Nos.258-9, 262, 266 and 324), where the main work does 
not appear to have been entirely burnt. However, the failure of various attempts in modern times to reproduce 

the phenomenon of vitrifaction in more than attenuated form suggests that other factors may also be responsible. 

In at least one fort additional strengthening of the wall was provided by internal buttressing with stonework 

(No.252). 

There is very little dating evidence for the forts of Mid Argyll and Cowal. In his discussion of the artefacts 

from Duntroon, Christison noted that all the querns from the site were saddle querns, whereas at the other 

three sites excavated at that time only rotary querns were discovered/9 thus a chronological relationship may 

be inferred, with Duntroon earlier than the others, all of which belonged to a period after the introduction 

of the rotary quern in the area (i.e. not earlier than the I st century BC).80 None of the other small finds was 

sufficiently diagnostic to provide even an approximate date. Radiocarbon dates from charcoal recovered during 

salvage excavation from beneath the wall of the fort on Eilean an Duin (No.258) show that construction took 

place later than the end of the first millennium BC; unfortunately, no artefacts at all were recovered in the 

course of this examination. 

Two unusual sites have been included in this category, although in neither case is it possible to be certain 

that the structure served a purely defensive purpose or that it should be assigned to this particular period . 

Both occupy promontory locations and in both instances the defences comprise cross-walls which are unusually 

well preserved. At Sidhean Buidhe (No.264), the relationship of the walls to the half-enclosed lochan has given 

rise to the suggestion that the site might be a sacred enclosure connected with some form of water-cult,81 

but it is also possible that, like Dun na Ban-oige (No.253), it is just an exceptionally large hill-top stronghold. 
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Dun. Ardifui r (No. 270). from \\' 

D UNS 

The term dun is used here to describe a diverse group of stone-built defensive sites that were constructed and 

28 occupied from the second half of the first millennium BC to the later part of the fir st millennium AD. They 

exhibit a variety of structural forms ranging from enclosures defended by simple drystone walls to monuments 

whose defences display considerable structural complexity. Most duns are situated in positions of appreciable 

natural strength and occupy a readily discernible niche in the present-day agricultural environment; their location 

in or adjacent to existing areas of arable and good pasture invites comparison with the distribution of pre

improvement farmsteads . The distribution is, however, largely coastal, with little penetration into the hinterland . 

Within this broad uniformity of scale and location, there exists, as might be expected, a considerable variety 

of form. Most are relatively simple structures, tending to be oval or circular on plan, but frequently displayi ng 

an irregularity imposed by the natural configuration of the site. They may be accompanied by slighter outworks 

that either give additional protection (particularly to the entrance) or provide a defended annexe. In a few 

instances the dun is surrounded by more elaborate outer defences (e.g. Nos .266, 295-6 and 311), perhaps 

reflecting a higher social status or different function for the site. Fieldwork and excavation have shown that, 

in at least five cases (Nos.266, 282, 317 and 324- 5), the dun wall incorporated a timber framework which 

had subseqently been burnt, causing the surrounding stonework to be vitrified. In other duns (Nos.273, 277 

and 322) the problem of wall-core stability was solved by the construction of medial wall-faces which prevented 

the core-material from slumping. In addition to these, there are seven examples (Nos.270, 283, 285, 293, 304, 

310 and 315) that show a much greater degree of architectural complexity; because of the presence of an 

intramural cavity or passage , they are referred to as galleried duns. In addition to the 'gallery', this group 

shares a number of constructional and structural traits not seen in the simpler duns (e .g. mural chambers, 

guard cells, stai rs, scarcements, unusually thick walls, and straight-joints within the walls, which suggest gang

work or piecemeal construction of the walls). Furthermore, galleried duns also differ from others in respect 

31 of siting : with the exception of Ardifuir (No.270), which is situated on low-lying ground and is overlooked 

by higher ground immediately to the west, all are in more strongly defensive positions than most other duns. 

The construction of galleried duns probably represents a short phase of activity, coeval with the development 

of tower brochs, with which they share many characteristics, and dating to the last centuries BC and to the 
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first centuries AD. Their origins probably lie to the north, and it is unclear what their presence in Mid Argyll 

signifies in social terms, but it could be interpreted as an indication of an intrusive social element not dissimilar 

from that sometimes associated with brochs in southern and eastern Scotland. 

Only four of the duns in Mid Argyll and Cowal have been excavated; of these the galleried duns at Ardifuir 

(No .270) and Druim an Duin (No.293) were dug as part of the campaign of excavations mentioned earlier, 
while Macewan's Castle (No .324) was sampled in 1968-9, and Eilean Righ 1 (No.320) had a trench driven 

through it in 1982. The number and range of finds from all these sites are relatively restricted, but those from 

the first two include material whose date is consonant with that suggested for galleried duns elsewhere; such 

evidence may indicate that, with the exception of the vitrified examples, they are the earliest duns described 

in this volume. Radiocarbon dates from the vitrified dun at Shemore, Dumbarton, for example, indicate that 

at least some of these relatively simple duns may be of mid- to late-first millennium BC date. Certain finds 
from Eilean Righ 1 (No .320) and Ardifuir 1 (No.270), on the other hand, belong to the later first millennium 

AD and give support to the growing body of evidence that suggests that many duns were occupied, if not built, 

during this period (see below). 

The problems of the nomenclature of the small stone-walled defensive structures of the Atlantic coast have 

been examined on several occasions, and should not be confused with the equally intractable difficulties of 

their date and the ethnic identity of their builders or inhabitants. With the publication of this volume, the 

Royal Commission completes the recording of over four hundred and fifty forts and duns throughout Argyll. 

It would be idle to pretend, however , that this considerable increase of data has automatically made it possible 

to perceive the character of the material. The reason is not far to seek . Attention has already been drawn 

to the very small number of excavated sites and to their limited artefactual range, and the uncertain context 

of many of the small finds has been stressed. As for reliable independent dating evidence, there are radiocarbon 

dates from only three sites: Eilean an Duin (No.258); Balloch Hill, Kintyre; and Kildonan Dun, Kintyre. 82 

Most attempts to survey the problem have therefore relied heavily upon the evidence of the surviving visible 

remains. Maxwell drew together earlier instances of the use of the term dun in 1969;83 in 1984 Harding proposed 

a distinction between dun-houses, which could have been totally roofed, and dun-enclosures, which could 

not ,84 elaborating some of the premises upon which the distinction between forts and duns was based in 1971 

in the first volume of the Inventory of Argyll. 8s More recently, Alcock and Alcock86 have speculated on the 

political and social background of both the major centres at Dunadd and Dunollie, and also of the lesser 
forts and duns. They suggest that the duns were subordinate elements in a hierarchy which had Dunadd and 

Dunollie at the top; but they reject any simple correlation between size and social status or function. Various 

contextual studies have been advocated; for example, the importance of considering the function of duns has 

been stressed by Nieke, who has also suggested that some outworks may have enclosed external working areas 

for activities that could not have been undertaken within the covered interior. 87 Yet function is not readily 

inferred from form, which, without subjective interpretation, is the most that field-recording can provide. 

Clearly, in the absence of an extensive programme of selective excavation, the long period of use of all categories 

of stone-walled enclosures throughout Argyll will continue to be imperfectly understood. 

CRANNOGS AND ENC LOSU RES 

That there must have been other forms of habitation during this period than those just described cannot be 

denied, although few have left traces that may still be recognised. Among those that are accessible to field

survey crannogs, or lake-dwellings, form the most readily identifiable group. Radiocarbon dates from the 
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crannog at Oakbank, Perthshire, suggest that the construction of crannogs such as those in Loch Awe (No.352) 

may have been under way by the middle of the first millennium BC. 88 Morrison has pointed out that many 

of the crannogs in Loch Awe are adjacent to parcels of productive agricultural land,89 an indication that, 

in some respects, they may usefully be compared with duns and smaller forts. However, the crannog in Loch 

Glashan (No.354) is contemporary with the occupation of Dunadd and will be examined below, while the 

island dwelling of late medieval date in the same loch, together with other examples of the same period, will 

be discussed in volume 7 of this Inventory.9o 

Consideration should also be given at this stage to a series of slighter stone-walled enclosures, some of which 

are probably of Iron Age date, although others are almost certainly more recent. Of the larger enclosures, 

a number occupy positions of no little natural strength, and, were it not for the thinness of their walls 

(e.g. No.343) or the non-defensive use of an irregular rocky knoll (e.g. No.334), they might be classified as 

forts. It is possible that the small group of such enclosures (including Nos.329 and 337) on the east shore 

of Loch Fyne represents a contemporary response to a particular social or economic situation distinct from 

the demands of fortification. Other enclosures again may appear superficially to have more in common with 

hut-circles, but they lack features that might justify unequivocal comparison with hut-circles elsewhere-the 

important concentrations on Islay, for example. In one instance, a linear group of such enclosures is disposed 

along a ridge, which suggests that they represent a particular response to an agricultural problem. Craw described 

the group at Barnluasgan (Nos.274, 331, 339 and 341) as 'stock enclosures' and this may be the most likely 

so lution. 91 There is little or no evidence as to their date, but one example certainly overlies a dun (No.274). 

Material of Roman or provincial origin recovered from Iron Age or later sites recorded in this volume 

comprises: sherds of a 2nd-century samian bowl and a bronze ring from Ardifuir I (No.270); several sherds 

of samian ware, including a platter of 2nd-century date, as well as what may be a fragment of a glass bottle 

from Dunadd (No.248). In addition, three stray finds of Roman coins have been listed: a very worn sestertius 

of Hadrian from 'near Loch Goil', and two bronze coins of the emperors Commodus and Gallienus, from 

Glen Tarsan and Ormidale respectively.92 

DUNADD A N D L OCH GLASHAN 

The Scotti came from Deil Riata in Ireland, an area that corresponds roughly to the coastal part of Co. Antrim . 

The date at which the first settlers arrived is uncertain. The Senchus Fer nAlban, 'History of the Men of 

Scotland', a 10th-century compilation which incorporates material of the mid 7th century, places Fergus M6r 

mac Ere, in whose person the dynasty of Deil Riata moved from Ireland to Scotland, at about the beginning 

of the 6th century.93 The families and followers of his grandsons, Comgall and Gabrein, whose deaths are 

recorded around AD 550,94 occupied Cowal and Mid Argyll respectively, the former taking its present name 

directly from Comgall himself. 95 As mentioned above, it is not clear to what extent, if any, the arrival of 

the Scotti influenced native building-traditions, in what was presumably 'Pictish' territory.96 The subsequent 

st ruggles between different branches of the Deil Riata, the Cenel nGabreiin and the Cenel Loairn, and the 

fluctuating course of their relations with the neighbouring Pictish kings are given some definition in Mid Argyll 

through the entries in the Annals of Ulster that refer to Dunadd.97 But, for once, it is archaeological evidence 

34A that furnishes the richest source of information. Excavations of the impressive stone-walled fort at Dunadd 

(No.248) and a crannog in Loch Glashan (No.354) have revealed extensive assemblages of artefacts dating 

to the 7th and 8th centuries AD which provide a more detailed picture of the contemporary culture and 

conditions of life than is available for earlier, or indeed some later , periods. Similar, but more limited, evidence 

is available for the roughly contemporary, but somewhat enigmatic, site at Bruach an Druimein (No.350). 
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A. Fort , Dunadd (No. 248), from se 

The wealth of material from Dunadd, unearthed in successive excavations, combines with the written sources 

and the ritual or totemic character of the rock-carvings found within the fort, to identify not only its 

chronological context, but also the important and possibly unique role which it played. The evidence for jewellery 
production and the working of precious metals provides strong support for its position as a focus of wealth 

and patronage and as a centre for trade which extended far beyond Scottish shores. Among the pottery found 

at Dunadd are several classes of imported wares which have been identified on Early Historic sites elsewhere 
in western Britain, although the continental centres of manufacture have not been precisely located. 98 Pottery 

of class D (or D-ware) comprises wheel-made grey bowls, often with a pouring lip and a grit-studded interior; 

an origin in Atlantic France, almost certainly in the Bordeaux area, is currently favoured. Class E (E-ware) 
includes a more extensive range of forms-jars, beakers, bowls and pitchers. The origin of such pottery is 348 

probably also in Atlantic France and a date between the later 6th and 8th centuries is thought likely for the 

main period of importation. The assemblage of E-ware from Dunadd is the largest known from any site in 
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Britain, but this is clearly in part a result of the extensive nature of the excavations. The political importance 

of Dunadd may also be indicated by its structural character, as Stevenson suggested in his study of a class 

of defensive sites which he termed 'nuclear forts'. 99 Such fortifications comprise a relatively small citadel and 

a series of strongly defended peripheral annexes. Certain examples of this category, like Dunadd, appear to 

have attained the status of local capitals in Early Historic times, but it is not known whether all should be 

assigned to this period. There is, moreover, no clear dividing-line between such sites and the small stone-walled 

forts whose outworks, though probably intended to provide additional protection, as at Nos.250 and 256, 

also defined annexes of some extent. Stevenson's interpretation of Dunadd and Dundurn did not find favour 

with Feachem;loo a consideration of the historical evidence compiled with a programme of excavation has, 

however, more recently allowed Alcock to set such sites in a firmer archaeological and chronological 

perspective. 101 

The crannog at Loch Glashan (No.354) also yielded E-ware vessels, as well as imported pottery of later 

date. As only part of this site was available for excavation, it is difficult to discuss its function with any certainty. 

The presence of a crucible and slag indicates metal-working, while the occurrence of numerous leather fragments 

and wooden objects in the material forming the base of the crannog point to other types of manufacture. 

The water-logged nature of the site has preserved a range of artefacts which are normally missing from the 

drystone structures of Argyll and are best paralleled on the contemporary monastic site at Iona and on such 

Irish sites as Lagore. 102 The third site to be assigned to the Early Historic period, Bruach an Druimein, Poltalloch 

(No.350), has also produced imported pottery, possibly dating to some time between the 8th and 10th centuries, 

as well as evidence for metal-working. Although the destruction caused by gravel-digging makes it impossible 

to be certain about the character of this site, it seems likely that it represents a settlement with timber buildings, 

at least partially enclosed by a ditch; several periods of reconstruction over a considerable time-span may 

safely be presumed. 

As already mentioned, several forts and duns have yielded material belonging to the second half of the 

first millennium AD, but it is rarely possible to discover whether these finds represent stray losses or some 

form of occupation, either permanent or temporary. A gaming board was found among the rubble of the 

fort wall at Dun Chonallaich (No.250).103 The limited excavation of the dun, Eilean Righ 1 (No.320) produced 

a blue glass bead and a knife. 104 A stone mould and a crucible from Ardifuir 1 (No.270) resemble examples 

from Dunadd;los a rim-sherd of a coarse grey-ware vessel from Ardifuir, formerly thought to be Roman, 

has now been identified as E_ware. 106 The context of the blue and yellow glass bead from a small island near 

Crinan is unknown,107 as are the circumstances of the discovery of the fragments of a pen annular brooch 

at Clachan, Loch Fyne, now in the Inveraray Castle collection. lOB This brooch is similar in form to that from 

the crannog at Loch Glashan and to those which would have been produced from the moulds found at Dunadd. 

Evidence for Norse activity, whether in the form of settlement, trade, or raiding, is sparse, although Mid 

Argyll lies on an important trade route and the area is close to those where Viking incursions are recorded 

in historical sources. 109 What was probably a hoard, with at least one coin of Aethelred, was found in a cairn 

36 at Kilmartin. llo Part of a bronze balance was found at St Columba's Cave, near Ellary.111 No pagan burials 

of this period have been recognised, however, although an early reference to a spearhead 'composed of a 

mixture of brass and iron' and found in a stone coffin in one of the Kilmartin cairns might possibly refer 

to a secondary interment of Viking date. 112 Nor can the stones recorded on the small island of Danna be 

identified as a Viking burial. 113 A gold ring, which has been mentioned as an Early Christian or Viking find, 

cannot now be traced. 114 Even in the matter of place-names in Mid Argyll and Cowal, there is little evidence 

of Norse influence: no names with Norse settlement elements have been identified, and there are only a few 

containing topographic elements, in particlar dalr and vik, 'valley' and 'bay', as in Knapdale, Ormidale, Ormaig 

and Carsaig, the bay lying to the west of Tayvallich; Inverlussa contains the element laks-a, 'salmon river' .11 5 
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Bronze ba lance (s('(Ile I: I), 
SI Calumba' s Cave, EIIary 

This absence of linguistic influence is in marked contrast to the situation on the islands lying to the west of 

Mid Argyll, where Norse place-names are more prevalent. 

MISCELLANEOUS M ONUMENTS 

On the lower hill-slopes in many parts of Mid Argyll and Cowal there are groups of circular platforms of 

a variety of sizes; in earlier volumes of this Inventory, notably Lom,116 such sites were described as charcoal

burning platforms, and there is little doubt that for many cases this is the correct interpretation, Recent fieldwork 

and excavation by Miss E B Rennie have, however, shown that this class may have a greater range of function 
and date than had formerly been thought likely. Representative groups of platforms are currently being 

examined, and a full consideration of these interesting sites in their archaeological and historical context will 

be included in volume 7 of this Inventory.11 7 
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CHAMBERED CAIRNS 

The code number in round brackets immediately following 
the title of each article in this section conforms to the system 
outlined by Henshall, Chambered Tombs, 2, 312-13. 

The site at Carn Ban, Otter Ferry (ARG 13) ( R 994841) , 
should no longer be included in this category, as several of 
the upright stones appear to be part of a ruined house; this 
view is largely confirmed by Henshall, ibid., 367. 

Chambered Cairn, Achnagoul 1 ( A RG 7) 
NN 061056 June 1979 

This cairn is situated in a gent ly sloping field 300 m NE of 
Achnagoul and 190 m S of the cairn No . 2.1 Although 
severely robbed to provide material for the nearby head
dyke, it is sti ll an impressive mound of stones measuring 
about 34 m in length, 10·5 m in greatest breadth and up to 
1·2 m in height, with three large boulders belonging to the 
kerb visible at the sw end. There are two chambers, the 
main one at the NE end facing up the slope, and a lateral 
chamber on the SE side, The cairn was excavated by Phene 
in 1871 , and his deep trench may still be seen running down 
the centre of the mound. 2 

The NE end of the cairn has been particularly heavily 
disturbed, but one upright stone appears to belong to what 
was probably a crescentic forecourt, from which most of the 
blocking material has now been removed . The portal stones 
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Chambered cairn , Achnagoul I (N o. I); A . view I'rom N 

flanking the entrance to the main chamber stand 0·3 m apart 
and up to 0·9 m in height. The chamber is divided by a septal 
slab into two compartments, the inner of which retains its 
massive capstone. The roofless outer compartment is 2·2 m 
long and at least 0·8 m broad, with a very large slab forming 
each side, that to the NW being 0·95 m high and the other 
0·82 m . The displaced slab (1·8 m by 0·8 m and at least 
0·4 m thick) that lies just outside the portal stones is 
presumably one of the capstones. The septal slab measures 
O· 77 m by O· 3 m and stands to a height of O· 55 m. The inner 
compartment is 2·1 m long by 1· 1 m broad and about I m 
high. The end-slab (0·95 m by 0·3 m and 0·55 m high) is 
lower than the side-slabs, but an additional slab, some 0·3 m 
thick, which is set on top of it, helps to support the capstone 
(3 m by 2 m and at least 0·5 m thick). 

Three slabs of the lateral chamber survive to indicate that 
it measured 1·4 m by I m, but the precise relationship 
between the stones and the edge of the mound is not clear. 

The excavation of 1871 was unsatisfactory in many 
respects, and a discussion of Phene's interpretation has been 
given by Henshali,3 From the main chamber and from the 
central trench Phene recovered pottery fragments, charred 
wood and earth, which contained 'portions of bones', but 
the objects are now lost. 

2 Chambered Cairn, Achnagoul 2 (ARG 8) 
NN 061058 June 1979 

This cairn' is situated 190 m N of the cairn No. Ion a slight 
rise in a clearing within a forestry plantation; now heavily 
robbed , and crossed by a ruined field-wall, it measures 18 m 
by 12 m and 1·2 m in greatest height. At the NE end there 
is a concave forecourt, where the two outermost and three 
other stones of the facade, and the s portal stone, remain 
in position, projecting up to 0·85 m above the level of the 
blocking material in the forecourt. The top of the portal 
stone, however, is 1· 35 m above the floor of the now roofless 
chamber, which is entered from the centre of the facade , 
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B. mai n chamber 

with a sill-stone lying immediately behind the portal stone. 
Each side of the chamber is composed of three slabs, the 
central stone in each case overlapping its flankers and wedged 
by the septal slab so as to buttress the otherwise poorly 
supported side-slabs. 2 The stones on the SE side appear to 
have been slightly displaced. The septal slab divides the 
chamber into two compartments, the outer rectangular on 
plan, the inner trapezoid ai, and each of them is about 0·8 m 
deep . A slab lying beneath the septal stone may indicate that 
the floors of the compartments are paved . 
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A. Chambered cairn. 
Ardachcaranbeg 
(No. 3); plan 

3 Chambered Cairn, Ardachearanbeg (ARG 15) 
NS 005852 November 1982 

On the N side of the Auchategan Burn about 700 m SSE of 
Ardachearanbeg, there is a small chambered cairn, 1 situated 
at a height of 145 m OD overlooking the valley of the River 
Ruel, and in a position similar to that of the chambered cairn 
at Lephinkill (No. 18), about 900 m to the s. The cairn is 
about 7·5 m in diameter and 0·5 m high, the height being 
accentuated by the small natural knoll on which it stands . 
The simple two-compartment chamber is entered from the 
NE. Only one stone of the outer compartment remains, but 
all four stones forming the main chamber survive. The NE 

end-slab has split vertically, and both it and the sw end-slab 
are trapezoidal in profile with the side-slabs supported by 
them and leaning inwards . As shown on the plan, the 
chamber measures 1·1 m by 0·9 m at floor level, but the 
breadth decreases to about 0·4 m at the top, and the depth 
is about O· 7 m. An adjacent displaced capstone measures 
about 2 m by 1·3 m and 0·25 m in thickness . The chamber 
was excavated by L M Mann about 1930, and a small-rim 
sherd of pottery, found in the course of this work, is now 
in Glasgow Art Gallery and Museum . 

8 

Chambered cairn. Ardmarnock (No. 4) 
B. cup-and-ring marking on 

seplal slab 
C. plan 
D. view from I · o 
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4 Chambered Cairn, Ardmarnock (ARG 17) 
NR 916726 May 1985 

Access to this cairn,l which is situated on a NNE·SSW ridge 
200 m E of Ardmarnock farm and 150 m S of Ardmarnock 
House, is provided by a path cleared through an otherwise 
almost impenetrable rhododendron shrubbery. At the date 
of visit, it was not possible, because of the undergrowth, 
to measure the full extent of the cairn but, as seen in 1942, 
the cairn material was traced for 'at least 70 feet ' (21 m) 
along the axis of the ridge;2 this confirms the earlier account 
that the cairn was 20 yards long (18 m). J A spread of stones 
measuring at least 9 m in diameter and 1·2 m in height at 
present surrounds the chamber, which is aligned NNE and 
ssw and is composed of two compartments, of which the 
outer has two large side-slabs, that on the w leaning slightly 
to the w, and that on the E leaning considerably to the E, 

and each of them about 2 m high. The outer end of this 
compartment is obscured by a tree, but it is about O· 7 m 
wide. The inner compartment measures 1·45 m by 0·9 m and 
about lA m in depth; the septal slab separating the two 
compartments is about 0·35 m lower than the side-slabs and 
the end-slab, which is pointed at the SE corner and at least 
1·5 m high. The upper edge of the septal slab is slightly 
hollowed, but it is not possible to be sure whether this was 
deliberately shaped, as suggested by Chi lde, or is, perhaps, 
more probably the result of weathering. The septal slab is, 
however, decorated with two opposing cup-markings: 4 a cup
and-ring marking on the outside (0043 m from the w side 
and 0·3 m from the top) measures some 85 mm in diameter 
overall with the central cup 45 mm in diameter and 10 mm 
deep; the plain cup on the inner face (0 ·43 m from the w 
side and 0·32 m from the top) is 40 mm in diameter and 
10 mm deep . Several displaced slabs lie round the chamber, 
including the cover slab of the inner compartment (1 ·65 m 
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C hambered cairn , A rdn ad am (No. 5) 
A . plan 
8. sketch by J Skene, 1834 
C. view from sw 
D. view from NE 
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by 1-4 m and up to 0·15 m thick), and the massive slab that 
covered the outer compartment (2·2 m by 1·9 m and up to 
0·25 m thick). 

5 Chambered Cairn, Ardnadam (ARG 18) 
NS 161800 May 1981 

On a level terrace overlooking the Holy Loch about 
150 m E of Ardnadam there are the remains of a single
compartment burial-chamber situated within a cairn 
measuring about I1 m by 8 m and I m in height; it has, 
however, been so severely robbed that the present spread of 
stones probably does not reflect the original height or 
outline . I 

The chamber, which measures about 3·25 m by 0·8 m and 
I m in height above the present floor level, is aligned NE·SW 

with the entrance at the NE end. The portal stones stand to 
heights of 1·6 m and 1· 75 m above ground level on the NW 

and SE respectively; in the course of his excavation in 1904, 
Bryce discovered that they were set in socket-holes. 2 The 
massive NW side-slab of the chamber is 2·8 m long and 
0·5 m in greatest thickness, but the stones forming the SE 

side are now partly dislodged . The capstone (2 ·3 m by 2 m 
and 0·25 m thick), which still covers a large part of the 
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chamber, rests on cairn material along its SE edge and not 
directly on the side-slabs. The chamber had already been 
cleared out before Bryce's examination, and 'even by careful 
riddling' of the floor-deposits nothing was found. 3 

6 Long Cairn, Auchindrain ( A RG 38) 
NN 037033 May 1982 

This long cairn lies on a slight terrace on a north-facing slope 
700 m ENE of Auchindrain.1 It is closely surrounded by a 
coniferous plantation and much obscured by vegetation, with 
a row of large birch trees growing along its spine. Aligned 
NE and sw, the cairn, which is composed of substantial 
boulders, is 46·5 m long; for much of its length, it has a width 
of about 6 m, which increases to 8·8 m at the sw end, where 
a slab (1 m by O· 7 m and 0 ·1 m thick), is visible in the cairn 
material. About 0·6 m from the NE end of the cairn an 
upright transverse slab (0·57 m broad by 0·15 m thick), 
projects 0·32 m. 

7 Chambered Cairn, Auchnaha ( A RG 14) 
R 932817 November 1982 

Situated in a forestry plantation 300 m SE of Auchnaha , 
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there are the remains of what was originally a large and 
impressive chambered cairn. ' Aligned NE and sw, it now 
measures 23 m by 13·5 m, with the main chamber entered 
at the centre of a deep crescentic forecourt at the NE end. 
Two slabs of a lateral chamber survive near the sw end of 
the cairn. Five stones of the fa~ade remain upright, but those 
at each tip have fallen and others have been removed; the 
ta llest stone, at the s end of the arc, is 1·5 m high. Both 
portal stones have fallen from the line of the fa~ade, but 
a second, inner portal, 1·4 m high and sl ightly displaced, 
remains on the SE side. 

The chamber, some 5 m long by 1· 5 m broad internally, 
comprises four massive side-slabs, but nothing can be seen 
of the transverse slab that would originally have divided the 
chamber into two compartments, and there is now no trace 
of the further slabs, visible on the line of the chamber in 
1962, that suggested that there may originally have been three 
compartments. A displaced capstone sti ll spans the chamber 
at the entrance. 

The surviving side-slab and end-slab of the lateral chamber 
project up to 0-4 m above the cairn material. Some 24 m 
further to the swan upright slab set on the axis of the cairn 
measures 0·85 m by 0·4 m at the base and 0·9 m in height. 

The s face of the E standing stone of the fa~ade bears an 
incised Latin cross (150 mm by 110 mm) at a point abo ut 
0·2 m from the top. 2 

8 Chambered Cairn, Auchoish ( ARG 19) 
NR 870911 June 1981 

This chambered cairn is situated 900 m NE of Auchoish, on 
the SE side of the valley of the Auchoish Burn. ' Excavations 
were carried out on the site in 193 1, and the present account 
incorporates information from the published report. 2 

Lying at a slight angle to the contour, the cairn is about 
40 m long with a deep concave forecourt at the upper ( NNE) 

end, where it is 15 m broad and up to 1·6 m high; it tapers 
to a width of 3·5 m and a height of 0·6 m at the ssw end . 
On the uphill side the cairn material probably retains its 
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Chambered cai rn , Auchnaha (No. 7) 
1\ . view from SS\\! 

8. plan 
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Chambered cairn . Auchoish (No. 8); plan 

original outline, but it has been spread on the lower side. 3 

The forecourt, which measured about 8 m in breadth 
across the horns and about 2·6 m in depth, has been severely 
disturbed by stone-robbing. Of the spaced orthostats which 
appear to have formed its facade, only three stones have 
survived in position; three more which have probably been 
dislodged from the facade can be seen lying in the forecourt 
itself. About 5·3 m ssw of the estimated line of the facade 
the back slab of the main chamber can be seen protruding 
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I m above present ground level; excavation revealed that the 
full height of this stone was about twice as much. 

About 20 m ssw of the forecourt there is a curving lateral 
chamber, aligned roughly WNW and ESE, and entered from 
the ESE side of the cairn. It is about 5· 5 m long and divided 
into three compartments, which decrease in width from I m 
at the entrance to 0·4 m at the inner end. The walls are 
formed by a series of slabs standing up to O· 7 m in height, 
and three small slabs were found to have been set on edge 
as a kerb across the entrance to the chamber, but only one 
of them is now visible. 

Of the two stones that divided the outer and central 
compartments, only that on the s side survives; it projects 
0·4 m from the side of the chamber and appears to have been 
deliberately shaped to form one part of a 'porthole' opening. 
The septal slab between the central and inner compartments 
is 0·8 m wide, and the inner end of the third compartment 
is formed by two slabs set one behind the other. The more 
easterly of these is similarly shaped to that between the outer 
and central compartments, but could not have formed part 
of a 'porthole' arrangement in its present position. The side
slabs of the inner compartment project beyond the present 
end of the chamber, and, after a gap of 0·3 m, another slab 
continues the line of the ssw wall for a distance of 0·9 m 
beyond the chamber; it is possible that this represents part 
of a fourth compartment. 

In addition to the features that are visible at present, the 
excavation revealed a setting of boulders and slabs to the 
NE of the chamber running for a distance of some 5·5 m 
along the main axis of the cairn. It was suggested that these 
might be the remains of a chamber and a passage. No finds 
were made during the excavation, but a flint knife was found 
a little to the S of the cairn. 

9 Chambered Cairn, Barmore Wood (ARG 9) 
NN 058049 June 1979 

In a clearing in a forestry plantation known as Barmore 
Wood about 200 m NE of the bridge that carries the main 
road (A83) over the Douglas Water there are the denuded 
remains of a cairn and the two axial burial-chambers that 
it contained.! Almost all the cairn material has been 
removed, but the rough outline of the NE end, now overIain 
by a ruined drystone enclosure, can just be traced, and the 
original length of the cairn was at least 28 m. The chambers 
were excavated in advance of afforestation between 1963 and 
1965,2 and the following account includes a summary of what 
was discovered. The plan shows the present appearance of 
the remains, with a boxed detail to illustrate the results of 
the excavation of the NE chamber. 

Only the side-walls of the NE chamber are now visible, 
but excavation revealed that it measures about 5 m by I m 
overall, comprising two compartments entered from the NE 

between two portal stones at the centre of a concave facade . 
At the entrance there is a low sill-stone, and the division 
between the compartments is formed by an arrangement of 
four transverse slabs, designed also to give support to the 
side-slabs. The rim of a carinated Neolithic vessel was found 
in the inner compartment, and sherds of another vessel and 
a small flint flake were found in the outer compartment. The 
chamber had been deliberately filled after the final burials 
had been deposited; large stones in the outer compartment 



covered a clayey layer, which sealed the floor, on which there 
were burnt patches and traces of cremated bone. 

Of the three stones of the sw chamber that are visible, the 
portal stone (about 1· 1 m high) at the sw end and the back
slab remain in position and indicate that the chamber is about 
4 m long overall; it was found to be divided into two 
compartments by a septal slab, and part of a flint knife was 
recovered from it. 
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A. Chambered cai rn . Barmore Wood (No. 9); plan 

10 Chambered Cairn, Baroile (ARC 21) 
NR 847954 May 1982 

This cairn is situated about 650 m ENE of Rhudil Mill on a 
low knoll in the valley of the Rhudil Burn; I the grass-covered 
cairn, roughly oval on plan, measures about 26 m by 24 m 

C HAMBE RED CA I RNS No. 10 

C . 
Chambered cairn, Baroilc (No. 10) 

B. plan 
C. chamber from N 

and stands up to 1 m high on the s, with the facade, which 
faces NNE, lying 10 m from its N edge. 

Four upright stones and the stump of a fifth make up the 
facade, which measures 7·5 m across . The most easterly 
stone is 1· 1 m high, and the E portal stone 0·4 m high. 
Immediately behind the w portal stone, which is 1·25 m 
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high, there is a second stone, 0·8 m high, forming one side 
of a double portal; nothing can be seen of its counterpart 
on the E side. To the w of the w portal stone, level with the 
turf, there is the stump of a slab 0·9 m long and about 0·1 m 
thick. The most westerly facade stone stands 1·55 m in 
height. 

Entered through the gap between the portal stones, the 
chamber measures about 3·5 m in length by 0·8 m in breadth 
and up to 0·85 m in height internally. It is divided into two 
compartments aligned on slightly differing axes by a septal 
stone 0·5 m high, and there is a firmly set transverse slab 
(0·3 m long by 0·1 m thick and barely visible above the 
turf), situated 0·7 m to the N. The w side of the outer 
compartment is missing, but the E side-slab is exposed to a 
height of 0·5 m, overlapping the stone immediately to 
the s of it. This stone forms the E side of the inner 
compartment, which measures 1·85 m by 0·85 m internally. 
The back-slab, which is lower than the side-slabs, is exposed 
to a height of 0·55 m. Excavations carried out in 1929 
produced no finds. 2 

To the NNW of the cairn two large dislodged slabs lie 
partly buried. 

11 Chambered Cairn, Clach an t-Sagairt (ARG 48) 
NM 806045 June 1979 

The simple chamber of this tomb rises above the remains 
of what was probably a circular cairn about 13 m in diameter 
situated 250 m SSE of Soroba.! Three stones form the main 
part of the chamber, which measures 1·6 m by 1·3 m and 
0·6 m in present height internally, and which is covered by 
a single capstone (1·8 m by 1·6 m and up to 0·3 m thick). 
A little to the NW there is an upright slab (I m by 0·15 m 
and protruding 0·45 m), but its relationship to the chamber 
is not clear. There is a large displaced boulder to the SE of 
the chamber. 

When the chamber was emptied about 1920 'ashes and 
splinters of bone' were found near the floor, and fragments 
of pottery (now lost), which were said to resemble Food 
Vessels, were recovered from a layer above this. 2 Near the 
top of the deposits there were several brass plaid-brooches. 
The only surviving example is now in the West Highland 
Museum, Fort William. 
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A. Chambered ca irn . Cnoean Uamhach (No. 12); plan 

12 Chambered Cairn, Cnocan Uamhach (ARG 52) 
NR 799646 May 1983 

Situated a little to the E of the rocky bluff known as 
Cnocan Uamhach, within recently planted trees in 
Achaglachgach Forest and some 850 m N of Craig farm, 
there are the remains of a small chambered cairn. ! The simple 
chamber stands on the NE side of a low irregular cairn 
measuring about 6 m by 6 m and comprises two massive side
slabs, each of which is more than 2 m long and up to 0·9 m 
high. These stones are flanked by two other large earthfast 
slabs, and there is a flat slab, probably a capstone, lying 
dislodged to the NE; an attempt has been made to form this 
into a millstone, with the central hole and circumference 
partly scribed. The sw end of the chamber is obscured in 
part by a recent drystone lambing-pen, but an earth fast slab 
is visible, aligned with the NW side-slab, and there is a 
displaced slab on the SE. 

13 Chambered Cairn, Crarae (ARG 11) 
NR 985972 June 1979 

This cairn is situated within the gardens of Crarae Lodge 
and lies on a slight rise in the raised beach about 175 m N 

of the present shoreline.! It was partially excavated in 1955-7 
and the present account is based on the published report. 2 

Although the cairn has been much disturbed and its outline 
obscured by garden features, it was probably trapezoidal on 
plan, measuring about 38 m from ENE to wsw by 22 m 

Chambered cai rn , Clarh an (·Sagain (No. 11) 
10 B. plan 

C. view from s 
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transversely, with a flat facade at the ENE end, through 
which access was gained to a tripartite chamber. Originally, 
the facade comprised a series of orthostats linked by panels 
of drystone walling; all that survives, however, is a single 
large slab on the S (2-4 m high) and a pair of double portal 
stones (the present drystone walling is a modern 
reconstruction). The outer portal stone on the N is broken, 
but the s stone is complete and rises to a height of 2·5 m, 
suggesting that the stones of the facade were graded in height, 
with the portal stones being the tallest. The chamber, which 
lies to the s of the medial axis of the cairn, is roughly 
rectangu lar on plan, measuring 3·9 m by up to ] ·4 m, and 

4' 
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was entered from the E through the rather narrow gap 
between the portal stones; the sides are formed of large slabs 
standing to heights of ]·2 m to ]·7 m, and the two 
western most stones of the N side partially overlap, 
presumably to provide additional support for the more 
easterly of the two. The floor of the chamber is divided into 
three unequal sections by two transverse septal slabs with 
the largest compartment at the rear. 

The excavation showed that the fill of the chamber had 
been disturbed at an ear lier date, but enough survived to 
indicate that it had contained both inhumation and cremation 
burials. In a pit at the SE corner of the largest compartment , 
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there was a deposit of 2500 marine shells. Part of a lozenge
shaped flint arrowhead, a few Neolithic potsherds, some 
hazel-nut shells and marine shells were found scattered in 
the disturbed fill of the central compartment. At the s end 
of the forecourt , and below the level of the blocking material, 
there was another pit also containing about 2500 marine 
shells. The finds are in Glasgow Art Gallery and Museum. 

14 Chambered Cairn, Creag Mhor, Auchindrain (ARG 10) 
NN 034039 May 1982 

This cairn lies on a gently sloping terrace below the summit 
of Creag Mhor, 750 m NNE of Auchindrain . ' It is 39 m long 
and 11· 5 m wide at the ENE end, narrowing to 6· 5 m at the 
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C hambered cairn , 
Crcag Mhor, 
Auchindrain 
(No. 14); plan 

wsw end and standing up to 2 m in height along its s side . 
The original outline of the cairn, which is constructed of 
angular blocks of stone, may be traced on the NNW, but has 
spread slightly on the downward side. It has been suggested2 

that there are slight indications that the ENE end of the cairn 
may have terminated in horns, but these are now too 
indefinite to plan . 

All that survives of what was probably a straight fa~ade 
are one fallen and two upright slabs: the most southerly stone 
is exposed to a height of 0-46 m; the second, probably the 
s portal stone, to a height of 1·36 m; and the third, 
probably the N portal stone, has now fallen outwards and 
is partly concealed by a dislodged capstone. 

The 'chamber, which measures 5·2 m in length, is partly 
filled with loose stones concealing the actual height of the 
visible side-slabs and possibly covering septal stones at a 
lower level. The alignment of the outer section of the 
chamber is similar to that of the cairn, but the long axis of 
the inner section lies approximately NE and sw. At its outer 
end, the chamber measures 1·3 m in width, narrowing to 
0·7 m at a point 1·7 m from its inner end, the walls are 
formed by a series of slabs exposed to a height of up to 
1·32 m. A pillar-like stone, 0·65 m high and measuring 
0·15 m by 0·07 m, which may have formed part of a division 
in the chamber, stands 2·6 m from its inner end. A low, 
firmly set slab, lying transversely across the chamber 1·3 m 
from its inner end, but visible only for a width of O· 7 m, 
may be a septal slab. The back-slab is obscured by turf. The 
stones that oversail the N side-slabs of the chamber in up 
to two courses may be the remains of cor belling. About 
1·5 m from the wsw end of the cairn a firmly set upright 
slab measuring 0·9 m by 0·15 m is exposed to a height of 
0·32 m. 

15 'Long Cairn', Drimfern (ARG 6) 
NN 087147 June 1979 

An elongated pile of stones situated in a field 500 m E of 
Drimfern has been interpreted as a long cairn,' but it is more 
likely that it is merely the result of the dumping of field
gathered stones on to a natural ridge. Aligned NNE and ssw, 
it is 58·5 m long and up to 10·3 m broad at its s end; 
23·6 m from the s end a transverse slab protrudes from the 
stones, but there is no evidence to suggest that it ever formed 
part of a chamber. 

16 Chambered Cairn, Gartnagreanoch (ARG 25) 
NR 789903 June 1979 

This cairn , situated a little to the E of Gartnagreanoch, 
appears as an oval grassy mound measuring 14 m by 8 m 
and about 1 m in height, with a concave forecourt at its NE 
end.' The blocking material of the forecourt is abollt 0·4 m 
deep and extends 3·5 m in front of a fa~ade, of which four 
upright stones remain in situ. The two central uprights are 
probably the outer pair of portal stones of a double portal, 
with an inner pair behind them . The N and s stones of the 
outer pair stand to heights of 1·7 m and 0·86 m respectively, 
while the inner pair protrudes only 0·3 m above the cairn 
material, which conceals much of their height. The 
northernmost fa~ade stone is 0·96 m high and the 
easternmost 1·35 m. 
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A . Chambered cai rn, Gannagreanoch (No. 16); plan 

When the site was excavated in 1929, a cist was discovered 
set into the blocking material and almost abutting the NW 

tip of the facade,2 although one stone of this was still visible 
in 1961 'just showing through the turf', 3 there was no trace 
of this feature when the site was surveyed in 1979, but its 
approximate position is indicated on the plan. The cist, which 
measured about 1·05 m by 0·6 m, had no capstone and was 
empty. 

Behind the facade, facing the back of the N portal stone 
and not aligned on the gap between the portals, there is a 
small chamber measuring 1·05 m by 0-45 m internally, with 
a capstone, up to 0-4 m thick, covering the two side-slabs 
and end-slab; on excavation. it was found to be empty. 

17 Chambered Cairn, Kilchoan (ARG 24) 
NR 807964 June 1981 

Situated on a low ridge in rough grazing 150 m NW of 
Kilchoan Lodge there are the remains of a chamber, but only 
a small amount of the enclosing cairn survives, the remainder 
having been robbed to build the nearby walls.' The chamber, 

Chambered cairn, 
Kilch oan (No.1 7) 

B. plan 
C. view from NW 

CHAMBERED CAIR NS No. 17 

which was excavated by Mapleton in 1864,' is entered from 
the NE end. It comprises three compartments, divided by 
septal slabs, which are no longer visible, the rear two 
compartments still being partly covered by capstones; a 
displaced slab in front of the entrance was probably the outer 
lintel (2 m by o· 75 m and O· 2 m thick). The sides of the outer 
compartment are formed by pairs of large slabs, one set 
within the other; the outer slabs, which are in effect the portal 
stones of the chamber, stand to heights of 1·65 m and 
1·45 m, the lintel doubtless originally spanning the tops of 
these two stones. 

The chamber measures 4·8 m in length overall, and, as 
Mapleton recorded a height of about 2·5 m from floor to 
capstones , the chamber must at present be filled with debris 
to a depth of about 1 m. The three compartments measure 
I m, 1·6 m and 1·4 m in length respectively from front to 
back, with the septal stones standing to heights of up to 
0·66 m; the end-slab is about 0·6 m high and rises above the 
adjacent side-slabs of the rear compartment. The three 
capstones that still span the chamber measure 2·8 m by 1·6 m 
and 0·35 m in thickness, 2·1 m by 0·55 m and 0 ·2 m in 
thickness , and 1·95 m by 1·55 m and up to 0·25 m in 
thickness; it is possible that only the central one of the three 
remains in position . 
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A. Chambered cairn . Kilchoan (No.17), from NE 

Mapleton's account of the material found in the three 
compartments is unusually full for its time. In the outermost 
he found a firm compact white layer 'full of charcoal' 
extending over the whole of the interior; on this layer there 
were deposits of burnt bone, particularly along the sides and 
at the corners . A finely made flint object (probably an end
scraper) was recovered at the centre. In a sandy layer sealed 
by this firm upper layer, he found two 'oblong flint 
implements', half a rounded scraper, which he described as 
being of cornelian, as well as several unfinished implements 
and flint flakes. In the centre compartment large flat stones 
were placed in such a way as to form 'recesses, in which were 
burnt bone'. The objects recovered included a round stone, 
an unworked 'leaf-shaped' flint flake, as well as flakes and 
chips of flint. In the filling of the innermost compartment 
Mapleton found a portion of what is probably a Food Vessel 
and some unburnt bones, perhaps the remains of a secondary 
burial. Beneath the rubbish there was a rough paving of 
stones, which covered 'a great quantity of imperfectly burnt 
bone chiefly at the sides and in the corners', seven flint 
implements as well as flakes and chips of flint. The sand 
forming the basal layer was fire reddened and contained large 
pieces of charcoal, and the ground surface appeared to have 
been subjected to considerable heat; it is possible that the 
other two compartments had been similarly affected . 

Situated some 2 m to the sw of the chamber there is a 
cist , aligned NE and sw and projecting above the cairn 
material; it measures 1·2 m by 0·8 m and 0·6 m in depth, 
and the bottom 0·2 m is now filled with rubble. The NW 
side-slab is missing , but it was present at the time of 
Mapleton's excavation; there are two slabs at the NE end, 
one set behind the other. The capstone, which partly overlies 
the SE side, measures 2·3 m by 1-4 m and 0·2 m in 
thickness . The cist produced 'only one or two pieces of 
charcoal among the sand' . 

The Food Vessel is now in the West Highland Museum, 
Fort William, and the surviving flint implements are in the 
Royal Museum of Scotland, Queen Street, Edinburgh. 

18 Chambered Cairn, Lephinkill (ARG 16) 
NS 002843 October 1984 

This chambered cairn is situated 600 m E of Clachan of 
Glendaruel in a clearing within a forestry plantation; its 
position above the valley floor of Glendaruel at a height of 
140 m OD , is similar to that of the chambered cairn at 
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Ardachearanbeg (No. 3), about 900 m to the N.! The cairn 
appears as an irregular heather-clad mound of stones 
measuring about 25 m by 11 m and 2 m in height; it has been 
disturbed and robbed to provide material for several sheep
shelters, one of which survives almost intact on the mound 
itself. 
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B. Chambered cairn, Lephinkill (No. 18); plan 

The chamber is at the N end and is entered through a 
concave fa~ade, now partly hidden by blocking material; the 
E portal stone, measuring 1·0 m by 0·25 m, still protrudes 
about 0·5 m above the surface of the mound. A small 
earth fast stone situated behind the E portal and set parallel 
to it, which, as Henshall suggests, might indicate a double 
portal,2 could not be identified . The w portal stone does not 
survive, but a small supporting stone behind its likely position 
can still be seen; measuring only 0·4 m by 0·15 m and 
protruding 0·3 m, it is not itself a likely partner for the E 
portal. 

Two displaced side-slabs of the chamber are still visible, 
both over 0·6 m in height. An excavated hollow on the line 
of the continuation of the chamber suggests that it was 
originally between 3 m and 4 m long overall. Parts of what 
are probably corbel stones can be seen overlying the fallen 
side-slab on the E side of the chamber. 

19 Chambered Cairn, Nether Largie South ( ARG 23) 
NR 828979 June 1981 

This chambered cairn is situated at the centre of a linear 
setting of cairns at Kilmartin (see Nos . 62, 67-8) a little to 
the s of Kilmartin Primary School and Nether Largie.! In 
1864 Greenwell reported that the cairn had a diameter of 
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about 40 m and that it had already been severely robbed to 
provide material for walls and drains; it is now a grass
covered mass of stones measuring about 34 m by 27 m , and 
it is likely that in its final form it was a circular mound 
between 34 m and 40 m in diameter and over 4 m in height. 
In 1864 Greenwell excavated the chamber and examined two 
secondary cists, and the following account is based in part 
on his published report. 2 

The chamber, which belongs to the Clyde type, is at the 
centre of the cairn and is aligned NE and sw with the 
entrance at the NE end. Built partly of massive orthostats 
and partly of drystone walling, the chamber comprises four 
compartments separated by upright slabs and measures 6·1 m 

CHAMBERELJ CA IR NS No. 19 
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Chambered cairn, 
Nether Largie SOllth (No.19) 

A. plan 
B. plan and section 

of chamber (scale 1:125) 
C. barbed-and-tanged flint 

arrowhead (scale 1:2) 

in length by 1·9 m in breadth at the NE end and 1 m in 
breadth at the sw end; Greenwell records that the septal 
slabs were about 0·8 m in height, and, as they now protrude 
orlly a little above the gravel floor, the original floor level 
is clearly much lower. 

The first compartment is entered between two tall portal 
stones some 0·9 m apart, that on the NW being 1·85 m high 
and that on the SE being visible to a height of 1·4 m with 
at least another 0·4 m below present ground level; the sill
stone just protrudes, and the entrance itself is partly blocked 
by two flat slabs and drystone walling, which may form part 
of the original sealing of the tomb. The first compartment 
measures 1·9 m by 1·2 m with the side-slabs reaching to the 
height of the capstones of the chamber as shown on the 
section; only the back-slab is as tall, and the capstones are 
elsewhere supported on drystone walling on top of the 
orthostats at a height of about 1· 7 m above the present floor 
level. The slabs of the SE side all overlap one another, but 
on the N W side, apart from a basal slab in the rear 
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A. Chambered cairn, Nelher Largie Soulll (No.19); 
inlerior o f chamber from NNE 

compartment and the massive slab of the first, the walling 
is largely of drystone construction. A supplementary slab 
helps to support the SE side behind the second and third 
orthostats; it stands to a height of about 1·37 m above floor 
level, but it is likely that it was originally masked by drystone 
walling. It is possible that the stone that is embedded in the 
floor of the third compartment is a fragment of a broken 
lintel. At the end of the chamber a slab about 0·3 m in 
thickness is wedged into position against the back-slab at 
a height of about 0·3 m; Greenwell described this stone as 
being '2 feet 7 inches from the bottom' of the chamber (about 
0·8 m) and resting on 'two upright stones, one at each end, .3 
Henshall comments on the unusual relationship of the slabs 
at the end of the chamber with the back-slab which 
necessitated this bracing stone. 4 

Greenwell's excavation provided detailed information 
about the deposits recovered from the chamber. In the rear 
compartment a small cist composed of four upright slabs, 
a capstone and a basal slab was found in the SE corner; the 
cist had been rifled and the cover was lying nearby, but 
Greenwell considered that sherds of Beaker pottery and 
un burnt bones found scattered around probably represented 
the original interment. Several layers of filling were 
encountered beneath the cist. Just to the N of the cist and 
on a level with the basal slab, a further slab covered a 
cremation deposit. A carefully laid 'pavement' of small 
pebbles about 230 mm wide and with flat stones at each end 
ran down the centre of the compartment; beneath it there 
was a layer of dark earthy matter with cremated bones, the 
bones 'becoming more thickly spread in the space between 
the pavement and the sides of the chamber'. This layer also 
contained three perfect and two broken barbed-and-tanged 
arrowheads, several other flint implements, 'great numbers 
of broken quartz pebbles' and a bovine tooth. The black 
layer covered a second pebble pavement on the floor of the 
compartment. Several vessels were recovered: a fragment of 

CHAMBERED CA IR NS No. 20 

a Beaker (several other sherds of which were found in the 
third compartment) was discovered on the black layer to the 
w of the cist; a round-based Neolithic vessel was found to 
the N of the cist and close to the side of the chamber, 
'amongst the undisturbed layer of dark earthy matter' . 

The third compartment also contained a deposit of dark 
earthy matter with cremated bones resting on a pebble 
pavement; on top of this layer were sherds of three Beakers 
including a fragment of the same vessel that was found in 
the end compartment. The deposits in the third compartment 
were not in well-preserved layers, but human and bovine 
bones were found as well as 'a few fragments of a rudely 
made, dark coloured urn, without any pattern on it'. 

The outer compartment, which also contained unburnt 
bones and pottery in an upper deposit, apparently in some 
disarray, was distinguished by side-walls built against the 
main orthostats, with a space of some 0·66 m as a central 
passage between the two blocks of masonry ; some trace of 
this may still be seen in the floor of the chamber. Two flints 
were discovered, but there was no trace of any burial-deposit. 

Two secondary cists were also found within the cai rn 
material; one, no longer visible, was about 7 m to the N of 
the centr~ of the cairn and measured )·6 m in length, 0·94 m 
in breadth, and 1·2 m in depth. Although the cover slab 
remained in position, no traces of burial were discovered , 
but fragments of a Food Vessel were found. The second cist 
may still be seen 8·5 m to the ssw of the chamber beneath 
its substantial capstone; built of four massive slabs, it 
measures 1· 15 m by 0·8 m and 0·83 m in depth and was 
found to be empty. It is possible that the cairn was enlarged 
to incorporate these later burials. 

All the surviving finds are in the British Museum, London. 
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B. Chambered cairn , Po in/house (No.20); plan 

20 Chambered Cairn, Pointhouse ( ARG 12) 
NR 924899 June 1979 

About 570 m NE of East Kames there is a cairn measuring 
11 m by 8·5 m and 1 m in greatest height, from which several 
upright stones protrude to a maximum height of 1·2 m . I The 
cairn has been heavily robbed and further obscured by having 
been used as a dump for field-gathered stones; without 
excavation it is impossible to interpret with certainty what 
can still be seen of the original structure. The upright stones, 
however, appear to represent the remains of a small passage
grave. Two stones just visible on the S half of the mound 
may belong to the outer end of the passage, from which a 
depression now leads to the main group of upright and fallen 
stones, which appear to form the chamber. 
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A. Chambered cairn, 
Upper Rhudil (No.21); 
plan 

Chambered Cairn, Upper Rhudil (ARG 20) 
NR 857983 June 1981 

The remains of a chambered cairn, consisting of a ruined 
burial-chamber, are situated 1.8 km NNE of Kilbride on a 
level grassy terrace below the summit of a ridge. 1 The 
chamber, of which only four stones are still in position, was 
entered from the E, and comprises at least two 
compartments. The slab forming the NW side of the outer 
compartment is I m long and 0·3 m thick, and is exposed 
to a height of 0·97 m, while the NW side-slab of the inner 
compartment is 2·5 m long, 0 ·3 m thick, and 0·6 m high . 
Both of them lean inwards and may originally have 
overlapped, and 0·3 m from the junction there is a septal 
slab 0·6 m high. The transverse slab partly buried in turf 
at the sw end of the inner compartment is I m long and 
0·25 m thick. It may be a second septal stone rather than 
the end-slab, and the slabs lying a little to the sw may have 
belonged to a third compartment. 

HENGE MONUMENT 
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B. H enge monument, Ball ymeanoeh (No.22); plan (scale I: 1(00) 

22 Henge Monument, Ballymeanoch 
NR 833962 June 1979 

This henge monument is situated in an unploughed part of 
a field 150 m to the ssw of the standing stones No. 199; it 
comprises an outer bank with internal ditch, broken by 
entrance-causeways on the Nand s, and has two cists within 
the enclosed area. The henge measures about 40 m in 
diameter overall, but the bank, at best 0-4 m high, is so 
denuded that its edge is now uncertain; the flat-bottomed 
ditch is about 4 m across and at most about 0·4 m in depth. 

Two cists were discovered in the course of Greenwell 's 
excavations in 1864, both of them still partly visible .1 The 
larger and more central cist (1·8 m by 0·8 m and 0·7 m in 
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depth) was constructed with unusually long side-slabs (up 
to 2· 75 m) and is still covered by a massive capstone (2·4 m 
by 1·4 m and 0·25 m thick). The floor of the cist was formed 
of carefully laid small rounded pebbles. It had apparently 
been rifled before Greenwell's excavation, and nothing 
further was found in it. 

In the NE quadrant of the interior three stones remain of 
a second cist; this was still complete in 1864, comprising four 
slabs and a cover, and measuring 0 ·9 m by 0·4 m and 0·5 m 
in depth . It contained the remains of three inhumation 
burials, accompanied by a fragmentary Beaker; the pot is 
now in the British Museum, London. 

CAIRNS AND BARROW 

23 Cairns, Achaglachgach 
(I) NR 803634 (2) NR 802634 August 1986 

There are two cairns in an area of felled trees in 
Achaglachgach Forest 1·25 km sw of Torinturk Village and 
600 m SSE of Dun a' Choin Duibh (No. 296). The cairns 
were encumbered by trees and lopped branches on the date 
of visit, and, although they could still be seen, the following 
account is based on earlier descriptions made when they were 
more clearly visible. 

(1) This cairn measures about 10 m in diameter and 2 m 
in height; although many large stones protrude, no definite 
kerbstones could be identified. The centre of the cairn is 
hollowed and it has perhaps been disturbed by treasure
seekers.1 

(2) Some 11 m to the swan oval mound, locally known 
as Giant's Grave or Diarmid's Grave, measures 3·6 m from 
N to s and 2·4 m transversely. 2 Several large boulders have 
been incorporated on the perimeter of the cairn, that at the 
N end measuring 1·35 m in height and 2· 35 m in girth at the 
base, while at the s end there is a slumped stone some 0·6 m 
high, 0·6 m wide and 0·3 m thick . 

24 Cairns, Achanamara 
NR 782876 May 1982 

There are two cairns situated close together in a forestry 
plantation on a terrace above the easternmost arm of the 
head of Loch Sween about 500 m NE of Achanamara. The 
E cairn was excavated in 1935, and the following description 
is largely a summary of the published report. 1 

The E cairn measures about 14 m in diameter with several 
stretches of kerbstones still in position, particularly round 
the NE arc. Of the three cists that were uncovered during the 
excavation, only two are now exposed. Cist I was covered 
by a large slab (1·37 m by 0·9 m) and measured about 0·9 m 
by 0·6 m and 0·6 m deep internally . The disposition of the 
visible slabs now differs slightly from that of the excavation 
plan . Cist 2 was covered by a capstone measuring 1·3 m by 
0·9 m and had perhaps been sealed by a second slab (1·2 m 
by 1·07 m), which was lying on the surface of the cairn 
material nearby. The sw end-slab had already been moved , 
and on the date of visit both it and the SE side-slab were 
missing. The cist appears to have been about I m long, 
0-45 m broad and 0·2 m deep. The third cist, which lay to 
the w of the other two, was found to be undisturbed. 
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A. Cairns, Achanamara (No.24); plan 
B. Cairn. Achnaba (No.25); plan 

Aligned roughly Nand s, it measured 0·6 m by 004 m and 
004 m in depth internally and was covered by a capstone 
0·68 m long and 0·6 m broad, which had several other flat 
slabs laid horizontally on top of it. 

No burial-remains were found in any of the cists, but in 
the third cist there was a flat oval pebble with a central 
perforation, which may have been a pendant. Chert and 
quartz chips were also recovered in the course of the 
excavation. 

The w cairn, which adjoins the E cairn, appears as a low 
stony mound about 9 m in diameter and 0·5 m high, but 
fallen trees make precise measurement impossible. 

25 Cairn, Achnaba 
NR 898874 May 1982 

Situated on the summit of a rocky ridge about 350 m NNE 
of the township of Old Achnaba there is a round cairn 
measuring about 8 m in diameter and I m in height, with 
what has been a massive central cist. Aligned NE and sw, 
only the s half of the cist remains in position (the sw end
slab and the SE side-slab), but they indicate that it measured 
about lA m by 0·8 m internally and 0 ·85 m in depth. A 
displaced slab, shown on the plan , may have been the NE 
end-slab; it is 0·95 m by 0·85 m and 0·2 m thick.! 

26 Cairns, Ardnaw, Kilmory 
(I) NR 701752 (2) NR 698750 May 1983 

(1) Situated 100 m NW of Ardnaw, there is a large cairn 
about 22 m in diameter. 1 It has been severely robbed to 
provide stones for the walls that now run across it, but round 
the s arc, where the cairn material is 0·3 m high, a series of 
unusually massive kerbstones (most of them granite erratics) 
are still in position, measuring up to 1·5 m in length by 0·5 m 
in thickness and exposed to a height of 0·6 m. Round the 
N arc the robber-trench from which others have been 
removed is clearly visible. 
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(2) A cairn, known as Dun Fuarlit, occupies the summit 
of a rocky knoll 300 m wsw of Ardnaw;2 it has a diameter 
of about 19 m and an average height of 1·5 m, and several 
stretches of kerbstones remain in position, particularly round 
the S arc . A modern marker-cairn has been erected on it. 

27 Cairn, Ardno 
NN 156080 May 1986 

This cairn, situated on a low knoll on the hillside overlooking 
Loch Fyne and 800 m ESE of Ardno, measures about ID m 
in diameter and 2 m in height. A large central cist, aligned 
WNW and ESE, measures 2·05 m by I m and 0·9 m in depth; 
it was constructed of six large upright slabs, five of which 
remain in position. The two NE side-slabs have slipped a 
little, but the two end-slabs and one of the sw side-slabs are 
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B. Cairn, Ardno (No.27); plan 

still firmly set. The SE end-slab still stands to a height of 
0·9 m above the interior of the cist, and as it is of rather 
greater height than the other slabs, it is possible that the 
capstone may have butted against it rather than overlain it. 

28 Cairns, Burials and Cists, Ardyne (Sites) 
NS 0968 August 1986 

Cairns, cists and burials have been found on a number of 
occasions near Ardyne, some in the course of ploughing or 
agricultural improvement and others as a result of coastal 
erosion; not all need be of prehistoric date, but an account 
of the main discoveries is given here in broadly chronological 
order. 

(I) NS 0968. At the beginning of the 19th century two 
mounds situated close together near Ardyne Point were 
removed and six cists were discovered. 'Three of these cists 
consisted each of two large slabs, forming the whole length 
of the sides, with two small flags composing the ends. The 
length of the graves did not exceed 4 feet (1·2 m).' The cists 
were about 0 ·9 m deep. The cover slabs did not survive and, 
as there were no burial-remains, it was assumed that the cists 
had been disturbed. The cover slabs of the other three 
remained in position, and the inhumations were in a 
comparatively complete state, although they 'crumbled down 
on exposure to the atmosphere'. I 

(2) NS 0968. An immense cairn of stones was removed in 
1806 a little to the N of Ardyne Point, but no further details 
have been recorded. 2 

C. Burials, Ardyne (No.28 (4)); 
as illustrat ed in 1859 
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(3) NS 097683. Three cists were found in 1816 in the 
course of ploughing just to the E of Ardyne Point, an area 
now within the basin of the oilrig platform construction-yard. 
Two of the cists measured less than 1·5 m in length , but the 
third was rather longer. Aligned Nand s, the cists were 
about 1· 2 m apart and lay parallel to one another, each 
containing an unaccompanied inhumation burial. 3 

(4) NS 0968. In 1836 an unusual setting was found in the 
general area of Ardyne Point; a saucer-shaped setting of 
beach boulders 1·5 m in diameter had at its centre an upright 
clay 'urn' about 0·15 m in height 'containing a quantity of 
black ashes'. The vessel is described as having nearly 
perpendicular sides 'and round its upper edge was a circular 
moulding'; it was surrounded by three upright flat slabs .4 

(5) NS 097683. Coastal erosion in 1856 revealed a cist 
measuring 1·5 m in length, 0-4 m in breadth, and about 
O· 3 m in depth; aligned almost E and w, it contained the 
inhumation of an adult male apparently accompanied by a 
flint implement. 5 

(6) NS 098686. Two other cairns were recorded in 1863, 
although they had by that time been partly removed in the 
course of cultivation; they were still visible as slight mounds 
in 1973, but have since been destroyed during the building 
of the yard. 6 

29 Cairns, Asgog Bay 
NR 943677 May 1985 

There are two cairns to the E of the small stream that runs 
into Asgog Bay and about 1 km s of Stillaig farm .! Cists 
found nearby are described under No. 80. 

(I) Situated in a pasture field about 900 m s of the farm 
and 250 m from the shore, this grass-covered cairn, about 
17 m in diameter and 1·8 m high, has been clipped by the 
plough on the N flank. During excavations undertaken in 
1927 a large slab (1·5 m by 1 m) at the centre of the cairn 
was found to be covering a small cist aligned Nand s and 
containing a Food Vessel near its S end. No burial remains 
were recovered, but the excavators considered that the cist 
was too small to have contained an inhumation. Teeth and 
portions of bones of at least two pigs, however, were 
discovered immediately outside the cist. The Food Vessel is 
preserved in Glasgow Art Gallery and Museum. 

Two flat stones lying on the hollowed surface of the cairn 
material may have been the slabs of a cist, but it is also 
possible that they have been cleared from the adjacent field; 
they measure O· 73 m by O· 7 m and 0·07 m in thickness and 
O· 7 m by 0·6 m and 0·05 m in thickness. 

(2) Situated some 70 m to the ssw, the second cairn 
measures 15 m by 13·5 m and 1 m in height; only a stony 
rim survives, as the central part of the cairn has been severely 
robbed. 

30 Cairn, Asknish 
NR 919912 March 1985 

This cairn is situated on the afforested hillside between Loch 
Glashan and Loch Gair on the N side of a forest ride 600 m 
NW of Loch Gair Power Station and 370 m ssw of the cup
marked boulder No. 120. 1 Heavily overgrown by conifers, 
the cairn measures about 17 m in diameter and over 2 m in 
height and is now over lain by two walls, which may be seen 

CA I RNS A ND BARROW No. 33 

crossing the ride. The centre of the cairn is probably 
undisturbed. 

31 Barrow and Cairn, Ballymeanoch 
(I) NR 835963 (2) NR 833964 June 1979 

(1) Situated between the public road and the henge 
monument No. 22 there is a large turf-covered mound, which 
appears to be a prehistoric barrow; measuring about 30 m 
in diameter and 1-4 m in height, it was the subject of 
exploratory excavation by Craw in 1928, who showed that 
it 'consisted chiefly of earth, but a large number of boulders 
irregularly placed was met with'. Beneath the boulders, at 
a depth of about 1 m, a layer of charcoal covered the old 
ground surface, but no cists or burials were encountered.! 
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(2) About 135 m to the WNW, at the corner of an arable 
field and 29 m NE of the standing stones No. 199, there is 
a kerb-cairn. 2 A drainage ditch has removed a small portion 
of the E arc of the cairn, but originally it was roughly 
circular on plan, measuring about 6·9 m in diameter over 
a kerb of upright boulders, and it now stands to a height 
of 0·7 m. Stone-robbing has reduced the number of 
kerbstones to eleven, and several of the remainder survive 
only as stumps; the stones of the kerb, however, appear to 
have been graded in height, with the tallest (up to 1·4 m high) 
on the sw. 

32 Cairn, Barbreck 
NM 832065 May 1982 

This grass-covered cairn, situated 250 m NE of Barbreck 
House on the terrace known as Druim Righ, measures 8 m 
in diameter and 0·3 m in height. The List of Ancient 
Monuments and Historic Buildings prepared by the County 
Council of Argyll in 1915 records the presence of a cairn 
at 'Druim-nan-Righ till about 1846, and some of the large 
stones which surrounded it still lie there' . ! There is now no 
sign of any kerb to the cairn, but two displaced slabs, one 
on the s side and one on the W side, may have belonged 
either to the kerb or to a destroyed cist; it is also possible, 
however, that they are merely stones cleared from the field. 

33 Cairn, Barr a' Chuirn 
NR 812978 April 1984 

This cairn is situated on a subsidiary summit of Bim a' 
Chuirn at a point about 450 m NW of Ballygowan and 
280 m ssw of the fort No . 235.! In the 19th century a seat, 
constructed of large slabs and called the Lady's Seat, was 
set up on the cairn to take advantage of the extensive views, 
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A. Cairn , Him a' C huirn (N o.33); plan 

particularly to the s and E; the views are now obscured by 
trees. 

The cairn measures some 15 m in diameter and still stands 
to a height of 2·5 m; a path providing access to the seat has 
disturbed the cairn and altered its shape, but a central cist 
is still partly visible. 

Mapleton, who excavated here in the middle of the 19th 
century, is said to have found the remains of two cists and 
some burnt bones, with 'a skeleton of later date, between 
the two cists, but probably put there by the men who 
destroyed the cairn'. 2 In 1929 Craw re-examined the site and 
found that the central cist had chamfered and grooved slabs. 3 

The cist is aligned ENE and wsw, and the E end-slab is now 
missing; the cist measured about 1 m by 0·5 m and about 
0·3 m in depth internally. The N side-slab is grooved at the 
wend, the groove being 40 mm broad. 

The Lady's Seat probably makes use of the slabs from 
several cists, but it is itself now rather obscured by trees. 
A postcard in NMRS shows that it was constructed of three 
large slabs at the back, one forming the seat itself, supported 
on slabs, and two smaller upright stones at each end. 

C. Cai rn , Carnassaric (No.35 (I» , from NNE 
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.34 Cairn, Caisteal nan Con Duibh 
NM 797076 April 1978 

The remains of this cairn are situated on gently sloping 
ground between two rocky ridges about 220 m WNW of the 
dun, Caisteal nan Con Duibh (No. 283).1 Roughly oval on 
plan, it measures 5 m from NE to sw by 4·5 m and stands 
to a height of 0·7 m. At the centre there are two upright slabs 
which are probably the NW side-slab and sw end-slab of a cist. 

3S Cairns, Carnassarie 
(I) NM 841014 (2) NM 833006 
(3) NM 844020 June 1982 

(I) A massive cairn, known as Carn Biw, occupies the 
summit of a ridge 700 m NNE of Carnassarie Castle and 
400 m NNE of Carnassarie farmhouse; I it commands wide 
views, particularly to the ssw down the Kilmartin Burn, and 
measures 20 m in diameter and over 3 m in height with 
intermittent kerbstones in position throughout its perimeter. 
The height of the cairn is accentuated by the incorporation 
of natural outcrops, some of which protrude on the w, and 
it is now surmounted by a modern cairn . 

(2) Situated about 135 m ssw of the standing stones 
No. 202, there is a severely denuded cairn measuring about 
25 m in diameter and 1·3 m in height;2 before excavation 
in 1930 it is reported to have been some 2·5 m high and to 
have been already heavily robbed. 3 Craw discovered a cist 
about 4·3 m SSE of the centre; it was aligned NW and SE and 
was covered by a large slab (1·85 m by 1·37 m and 0·2 m 
thick) . The cist measured 1·2 m by 0·6 m and 0-45 m in 
depth and contained a Food Vessel, charcoal and ochre; it 22B 

had been carefully paved with small water-worn pebbles . 
Further charcoal and a piece of flint were found outside the 



cist, and another flint was discovered in the N part of the 
cairn. The Food Vessel is now in the Royal Museum of 
Scotland, Queen Street, Edinburgh. An arc of twenty 
boulders, possibly the kerb of an earlier cairn or a 
constructional feature within the mound, was found at the 
base of the cairn. 

(3) What may be a poorly preserved burial-cairn lies on 
a spur 1 km NNE of Carnassarie farmhouse and 600 m NNE 
of (1). The roughly circular mass of stones, which measures 
21 m by 19 m, and up to 1 m in height, has been much 
disturbed by robbing and the addition of field-gathered 
stones. Two projecting upright slabs are visible on the NNW, 
but the suggestion that they are portal stones belonging to 
a chambered cairn cannot be substantiated without 
excavation. 4 

A 
lll r Ft ., 10 j(l 

36 Cairn, Carn Bim, Cairnbaan 
NR 840907 June 1981 

This cairn, situated on the s bank of the Crinan Canal at 
a point 120 m SE of the Cairnbaan Inn, occupies the summit 
of a rocky outcrop; 1 it is probably about 8 m in diameter 
and 2 m high, but its edges merge with the sides of the knoll. 
The central cist, built on the surface of the rock,2 is aligned 
E and w and measures 1·07 m by 0·4 m and 0·4 m in depth 
internally. The capstone is 1·7 m long, 0·8 m broad and 
0·12 m thick; at its wend, an incised linear design makes 
use of a natural crack, and there is a cupmark (28 mm in 

B 
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Cairn, Carn l3iln, C airnbaan (No .36) 
A. plan 
13. C ciecoralcci slab (scale I: 15) 
D. incised design 0 11 ra pslOnc 

(scale 1:15) 

No. 40 

diameter and 7 mm in depth) near the centre of the slab . 
When it was originally excavated, 'some years' before 1867, 
a schist slab was discovered 'slid in as an upright loose 
panel . . . resting against the stone forming the western end 
of the grave, .3 The slab, of Craignish phyllite, measures 
0·62 m by 0·45 m and 0·07 m in thickness and is decorated 
with pecked multiple lozenge motifs on the front and with 
a recent chiselled scroll design on the back;4 it is preserved 
in the Royal Museum of Scotland, Queen Street, Edinburgh. 

37 Cairn, Carn Ban, Stronmagachan (Site) 
NN 085143 June 1979 

There is now no trace of the cairn that was situated on a 
small knoll about 400 m NE of Stronmagachan and 400 m 
ssw of the 'long cairn' at Drimfern (No . 15) .1 

38 Cairn, Carn Fionn, Coulaghailtro (Site) 
NR 709657 May 1983 

There is now no sign of the cairn known as Cam Fionn, 
which formerly stood on the highest point a t the w end of 
the ridge known as Sliabh Mhic Eoin Duibh some 450 m 
WNW of Coulaghailtro. 1 It had already been destroyed by 
the time that the Ordnance Survey Name Book was compiled 
in 1868, and no traces of it were then visible, 'only a little 
roughness of the ground where it stood,. 2 

39 Cairn, Colintraive 
NS 032744 May 1986 

This cairn is situated in an arable field 100 m ssw of 
Colintraive Hotel and about 50 m from the shore; measuring 
13 m by 12 m and 1 m in height, it stands on a stony 
platform about 1 m above the level of the field . The 
platform, which has been much mutilated by ploughing , 
measures about 18 m by 17 m. There are two possible 
kerbstones on the sw side of the cairn and other irregularly 
set boulders on the Nand s sides of the platform. The centre 
of the cairn has been extensively disturbed. The cup-and
ring marked slab (No. 137), which was found nearby, may 
originally have come from this site . 

40 Cairn, Corr Eilean 
NR 676756 May 1983 

On the highest point of Corr Eilean there is a cairn measuring 
about 8·5 m in diameter and 1·2 m in height. Although the 
cairn material has been used to construct two field-banks 
and a modern marker-cairn on its summit, it is still a 
substantial pile of stones. 1 
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41 Cairn, Creag Evanachan 
N R 953879 November 1986 

Situated on the summit of Creag Evanachan (195 m OD), a 
position commanding extensive views in all directions, this 
cairn measures about 18 m in diameter and 2 m in height; 
a hollow at the centre suggests that it has been subjected to 
treasure-hunting . 

42 Cairn, Crinan Moss 
NR 809940 April 1984 

Situated in moorland about 1·6 km NNE of Islandadd Bridge 
and almost level with the surface of the moss, there is a small 
grass-covered cairn up to 0·2 m high and about 4 m in 
diameter. I Several stones of the kerb survive in position, the 
largest standing 1·2 m high. A group of standing stones some 
80 m to the WNW is described under No . 211. 

43 Cairns, Dail nan Ceann 
NM 777044 March 1985 

There are two cairns at the end of a ridge 750 m NNW of 
Barrackan overlooking the s end of the bay known as Bagh 
Dail nan Ceann . ' The NE cairn is 11· 5 m in diameter and 
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1·4 m high; although it has been robbed, it is likely that any 
burials remain undisturbed. The other cairn, which is situated 
2 m to the sw is up to 12 m in diameter and 1·8 m high, 
with what may be several large kerbstones on the perimeter; 
a lambing-pen has been built within the cairn material in the 
NE quadrant. 

\ , 

A. Cairn, Crinan Moss 
(No.42); plan 

B. Cairn , Droineac h 
(No.44) ; plan 
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Situated on the summit of a long ridge 350 m NNW of 
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Droineach, there is a roughly circular cairn 8 m in diameter, 
which, although considerably denuded, still stands to a height 
of 0·9 m.l A notable feature is the series of large boulders, 
up to 0·7 m high by 1·2 m wide and 0·5 m thick, which forms 
a kerb around the perimeter; the kerb is now discontinuous, 
and it is likely that the four dislodged boulders shown on 
the plan also belonged to it. 

45 Cairn, Druim a' Chladha, Castle Sween 
NR 715787 May 1983 

The remains of what has been a large cairn some 30 m in 
58C diameter are situated in a pasture field overlooking Castle 

Sween; 1 it has been severely robbed and subsequently used 
as a dump for field-gathered stones. Stretches of kerbstones 
remain in position, particularly in the N arc, where there are 
several massive erratic boulders . Elsewhere the edge of the 
cairn is less easy to define, but it stands generally to a height 
of 0·5 m. Several earth fast stones protrude from the cairn 
material, including two upright slabs in the sw quadrant, 
but in the absence of excavation their purpose is not known. 

N 

Cairn , Dunamuck (No.46 (I)) ; pl an 
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46 Cairns, Dunamuck 
(1) NR845919 (2) NR848923 May 1982 

(I) Occupying the summit of a low knoll overlooking the 
flood plain of the River Add, 375 m SE of Dunamuck, there 
is a cairn measuring about 33 m by 31 m and standing up 
to 2 m in height. 1 Ploughing, robbing and the dumping of 
field-gathered stones have given the cairn an irregular outline 
and profile. Two upright slabs, one 1·7 m long by 0·3 m 
thick and up to 0·45 m high and the other O· 7 m long by 
0·3 m thick and up to 0·7 m high, lie almost at right angles 
to each other 0·2 m apart and about 10 m from the s edge 
of the cairn; a slab 2·4 m long and 0·2 m thick embedded 
in the cairn material lies nearby . The suggestion that these 
stones may have formed part of a ruined chamber can be 
proved only by excavation. An upright earth fast slab 0·5 m 
long by 0·1 m thick projects 0·2 m from the cairn material 
at a point 12 m N of the upright slabs . 

(2) Two mounds, both much denuded by ploughing, lie 
respectively 16·6 m NW and 42 m ESE of the fallen standing 
stones No. 213 (3) and about 450 m ENE of Dunamuck . 
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They measure 18·5 m by 16 m and 0·6 m in height and 7·8 m 
by 4 m and O· 3 m in height respectively, and may represent 
the only surviving remains of 'three large cairns' whose 
existence is mentioned in 1862 (one of them said to be 'in 
a few feet of the recumbent monoliths,).2 Three 'circles and 
cairns', which had been destroyed by gunpowder, are 
described as lying in an adjacent field, but these have left 
no visible remains. 

47 Cairn, Dun Beag, Castle Sween 
NR 718795 May 1983 

This cairn is situated on a terrace above the shore at the edge 
of a pasture field 175 m NNE of Dun 8eag (No. 300); 1 it 
measures 7 m in diameter and about 1 m in height and 
appears to be undisturbed. The kerb survives around the s 
arc and is particularly well preserved on the SE. There is a 
large slab on the E side of the cairn, but it is not known 
whether this was part of a cist or is merely the result of field
clearance; it measures 1·25 m by 0·95 m and 0·15 m in 
thickness. At a distance of 2·5 m to the w of the cairn, 
another large slab )·8 m in length protrudes from the turf. 

; -
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48 Cairn, Dunchraigaig 
NR 833968 June 1981 

On a slight tree-covered terrace 280 m NW of Dunchraigaig, 
there is a cairn of water-worn boulders measuring about 30 m 
in diameter and up to 2·5 m in height. 1 Three stones, which 
probably form part of the kerb, are visible on the N, but 
ploughing and stone-robbing have obscured its original 
outline. 

Excavations by Greenwell in 1864, following those of 
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Cairn , Dunchraigaig (No.48) 
A. view from N Nl:. 

B. plan 



Mapleton, revealed a cist within the cairn material, slightly 
to the N of the centre.2 Aligned ENE and wsw and measuring 
lA m by 0·8 m internally and 0·8 m in depth, the cist is now 
constructed of five slabs, one of which is cracked, although 
Greenwell mentions only four. On the cover slab, which 
measures 1·9 m in length and 0·23 m in thickness and is now 
partly concealed by cairn material, there was, according to 
Greenwell's account, an extended burial. The cist contained 
a Food Vessel, cremated bone and charcoal, some flint 
chippings, as well as a mixture of sand, gravel and clay; 
beneath an apparent floor of rough paving, the excavators 
uncovered a crouched burial with the head at the NE end of 
the cist. A second cist, which is not now visible, lay about 
6·5 m to the E with its long axis NE and sw; it measured 
about 0·46 m by 0·38 m and 0·38 m in depth and was partly 
filled with gravel. On the surface of the gravel there was a 

22 D Food Vessel, and cremated bone and flint chippings were 
found among the gravel. A third cist, which Greenwell 
thought to have contained the primary burial, lies in the SE 

quadrant of the cairn. Its floor was hollowed into the old 
ground surface and the sides are formed by roughly built 
drystone walls; part of the SE side has been removed. 
Aligned NE and sw and covered by a massive slab (3 ·8 m 
long and 0·35 m thick, and partly hidden by cairn material) , 
the cist measures 2·6 m by 1·3 m and 1 m in depth; it 
contained burnt and unburnt bone from eight to ten 
individuals with the deposits roughly separated by fragments 
of stone. A whetstone, a greenstone axe, a flint knife and 
some fragments of pottery were found among the cairn 
material. Traces of an excavation trench across the E half 
of the cairn may still be seen. The two Food Vessels are 
preserved in the Royal Museum of Scotland, Queen Street, 
Edinburgh, but the other finds have not survived. 

Cairn, fincharn 
(No.53); plan 
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49 Cairn, Dim Mac Samhainn 
NM 826003 

No. 53 

June 1983 
This cairn, previously identified as a dun, is situated on the 
crest of a ridge 970 m W N W of Upper Largie farmsteading 
and 370 m ENE of the dun No. 290 . 1 It lies in an 
impenetrable forestry plantation and could not be located 
on the date of visit, but in 1970 it was reported to measure 
about 16 m in diameter by 1 m in height and to be 
surmounted by a modern cairn. 2 

50 Cairn, Eilean Carnaich 
NM 814050 November 1983 

On the sw end of Eilean Carnaich, a small tidal islet near 
the head of Loch Craignish, there is a ruined cairn measuring 
about 14 m in diameter and 1 m in height/ a few possible 
kerbstones are visible on the NW and s sides. The cairn has 
been robbed of stone on at least two occasions, namely the 
building of the pier at Ardfern and also the reconstruction 
of the nearby hotel. 

51 Cairn (probable), Fairy Knowe, Crarae 
NR 987973 June 1979 

Situated in a pasture field 110 m SE of Crarae Lodge, there 
is a circular mound, probably a prehistoric burial-cairn , 
measuring about 25 m in diameter and up to 1 m in height. 
In 1865 it was reported that a 'standing stone' had formerly 
surmounted the mound and that excavation had revealed a 
'stone coffin' containing bones and ashes. 1 Further 
excavations carried out in 1923 showed that the mound was 
composed of a mixture of earth and stones, and that at the 
centre there were two stone slabs which probably represented 
the remains of the 'stone coffin', possibly a cist. Beneath 
the mound material there were midden-like deposits 
containing marine shells, an antler tine, and the bones of 
horses, cattle and sheep .2 

52 Cairns, Fearnoch 
(1) NR 926793 (2) NR 924790 April 1987 

(I) Situated in an arable field on the raised beach 300 m 
s of Fearnoch, there is a grass-covered stony mound about 
15 ID in diameter and 1· 2 m in height. The N edge of the 
cairn has been trimmed by the plough. 

(2) A cairn on the s side of the Kilfinan Burn is recorded 
in the Cowal Gazetteer. 1 Now severely denuded, the cairn 
is situated on the edge of an arable field 450 m sw of (1) 
and 75 m E of the foot-bridge across the burn; it measures 
about 8 m in diameter and 0·5 m in height. 

53 Cairn, Fincharn 
NM 902039 May 1983 

The cairn situated immediately NE of the farm, though 
severely robbed, is still 1·2 m high and about 24 m in 
diameter. 1 Near the edge of the cairn material on the SSE 

there is a cist, now obscured by a large tree; it measures 
1·35 m by 0·8 m, the s side-slab protruding some 0·4 m. 
The large slab on the w side of the cairn appears to be 
firmly set; it measures I · 55 m by O· 3 m and stands to a height 
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of 0·6 m, but in the absence of excavation its purpose is 
uncertain . In the NE half there is the foundation of a 
rectangular structure of no great age . 

54 Cairn (possible), Ford 
NM 868037 May 1983 

What may be the remains of a small cairn are situated on 
a pasture terrace 220 m N of the Ford Hotel; it is about 8 m 
in diameter and O· 7 m in height and has been slightly quarried 
on the NW arc . 1 

N 

55 Cairn, Gariob 

A. Cairn , Gariob (No.55); 
plan (a ft er Marshall) 

B. Cairn, Glasvaa r (No. 57); 
plan 

NR 780891 September 1985 
This cairn is situated on a terrace overlooking the head of 
Loch Sween 100 m wsw of Gariob Cottage (Knap Studio) 
and measures about 8 m in diameter and O· 7 m in height. 
Partial excavation in 1977 and 1978 revealed a central cist,1 
aligned NW and SE , and measuring 1·15 m by 0·6 m . It was 
divided into two unequal compartments by an upright slab; 
the smaller ( SE) compartment was filled with a deposit of 
charcoal, earth and a few stones, while the larger 
compartment had a filling composed of stones, earth and 
clay, with a few quartz pebbles and a little charcoal. In the 
quadrant that was examined most fully , the remains of two 
lines of kerbstones were revealed, the inner line accompanied 
by quartz fragments along its inner edge; much disturbance 
had , however, been caused by the roots of trees which had 
stood on the cairn material. 

56 Cairns, Garvie (Sites) 
(1) NS 036905 (2) NS 034904 November 1986 

Two cairns near Garvie are recorded in the Ordnance Survey 
Name Book , although both had been removed by the time 
of its compilation in 1866. An ' urn' found to the N of 
Garvie is noted under No. 94. 

(I) About fifty years earlier a cairn known as Carn Beag, 
situated about 130 m N of Garvie , was destroyed; 'the 
workmen discovered two Stone Coffins, which on being 
opened were found to contain urns filled with ashes ' . 1 

(2) About twelve years before the compilation of the Name 
Book , the second cairn, known as Carn Mor, and situated 
230 m WNW o f Garvie, was removed-'the workmen 
discovering five Stone Coffins, four of them containing Urns 
filled wi th ashes, and the fifth containing human bones '. 2 
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57 Cairn, Glasvaar 
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N M 884013 May 1983 
This cairn, which stands in gently sloping pasture 75 m ssw 
of Glasvaar, measures 22 m in diameter over a kerb of large 
boulders and, although it has been reduced by stone-robbing, 
survives to a maximum of 1·2 m in height. 1 It is uncertain 
whether the fringe of stones on the NW represents a 
reshaping of the cairn in prehistoric times or merely recent 
field clearance. 

58 Cairns, Glen nan 
NM 856011 June 1982 

Situated on level ground 440 m sw of Creagantairbh Beag 
farmhouse and 20 m E of the public road (B840), there are 
two cairns . 1 The N cairn measures 11 · 5 m in diameter by 
1· 5 m in height, and its centre has been disturbed , revealing 
what is probably the overturned cover slab of a cist. This 
slab, which measures 1·6 m by 1·2 m, bears at least nine 
cupmarks. A slight depression surrounding the cairn may 
indicate the presence of a ditch . About 3 m to the ssw there 
is a second cairn, measuring 6·6 m in diameter by 0·8 m in 
height, and its centre has also been disturbed. 

59 Cairn, Inverliever 
NM 889052 May 1982 

Situated on the summit of a rocky ridge overlooking Loch 
Awe 400 m wsw of Shepherds Cottage, Inverliever, and 
170 m uphill from the public road, there is an oval cairn 
measuring 18·5 m by 16 m and 1 m in height. The central 
cist has measured about 2 m by 0·75 m and 0·45 m deep, 
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A. Cairn, Inverliever (No.59); plan 

but several of the slabs are now displaced and the capstone 
is missing. Two other earthfast slabs shown on the plan may 
be the remains of a secondary cist. Partial clearance in 1961 
revealed flakes of calcined bone. 1 

Although it has been described as a chambered cairn,2 the 
present disposition of the cairn material and of the stones 
forming the cist does not support this view. 

60 Cairns, Kilail 
(1) NR 944841 (2) NR 934843 April 1986 

(1) This cairn is situated on a slight rise at the E end of 
the col that separates Bim nam Manach from higher ground 
to the N; it measures about 2 m in diameter and 0·3 m in 
height, with kerbstones visible on all sides except. the N . 

(2) The Ordnance Survey Name Book records the 
destruction of a cairn of 'considerable size' which was 

13. Cairn, Kilmartin Glebe 
(No.o2). from SSI\' 

CA IRN S AND BARROW No. 62 

situated on the N bank of the Kilail Burn 150 m s of Kilail 
and 400 m ESE of Otter Ferry; several large stones, possibly 
the remains of cists, were also removed during this 
destruction. 1 

61 Cairns and Cist (Site), Kilberry 
NR 7163 May 1983 

(1) NR 710637. In an arable field 450 m SE of Kilberry 
Castle and 300 m NW of Keppoch, there is a grass-covered 
cairn measuring about 17 m in diameter and 1·3 m in height. I 
The Name Book records that five cists were discovered in 
the middle of the 19th century, when stones were removed 
from the mound. 2 

A little to the s of the cairn, a cist ( NR c. 710637) 
containing a 'cinerary urn' was discovered , but no further 
details are known. J 

(2) NR 710637. It has been suggested that the former 
burial-ground, which was situated about 70 m to the ENE of 
(1), was on the site of a large plundered cairn, but there is 
now no trace of the possible kerb that was visible in the 
1950s.4 

(3) NR 705633. About 840 m ssw of Kilberry Castle and 
730 m wsw of Keppoch, just below the lowest field-wall and 
150 m from the shore, there is a ruined cairn about 11 m 
in diameter and at most 1 m high. Still visible in the NE 

quadrant there is a cist (0·9 m by 0-45 m and up to 0·2 m 
deep); aligned NW and SE, it is choked with rubble and 
bracken, and the NE side-slab has been displaced. The Name 
Book records the discovery within it of an 'urn' containing 
black ashes .5 Further examination of the cairn shortly 
afterwards uncovered two flint blades, pottery and ' human 
bones much decayed', which were reinterred. 6 The flint is 
preserved at Kilberry Castle. 

(4) A mound situated about 130 m to the N of (3) appears 
to be natural (NR 705634). 7 

62 Cairn, Kilmartin Glebe 
NR 833989 April 1986 

Situated on the glebe land of Kilmartin 180 m NW of the 15 

parish church, there is a large cairn which was 33·5 m in 
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diameter and 4·1 m high before being reconstructed to its 
present diameter of 30 m and height of 3 m. Excavations 
were carried out in 1864 by Greenwell, and the following 
account is based on his published report. 1 

In the sw quadrant of the cairn he found two concentric 
rings of boulders set about 1·5 m apart and measuring 8·2 m 
and 11 ·3 m in diameter respectively, the outer ring lying 
about 2·4 m inside the perimeter of the cairn material and 
about 4·9 m from the centre of the cairn. In each ring 
individual stones were about 0·9 m high and 0·6 m broad 
and were placed at intervals of between 0·9 m and 1·6 m, 
except on the NE arc, 'where, in both circles, four stones 
were found placed together' , and nearby the space between 
two upright stones had been filled by 'a wall of smaller stones 
placed flat' . At the centre of this circular setting there was 
a cist composed of four slabs and a capstone; aligned NE 
and sw and measuring about I m by 0·7 m and 0·5 m in 
depth, the cist was half filled with river gravel and contained 

22F a Food Vessel 'covered by the gravel' with a jet necklace 
placed above it. The vessel and necklace had probably 
accompanied an inhumation, of which no trace remained . 
The necklace, which comprised two spacer-plates, three 
cylindrical beads and twenty-three disc-beads has not 
survived,2 but the Food Vessel is in the Royal Museum of 
Scotland, Queen Street, Edinburgh. 

At the centre of the cairn there was a cist, which is 
described as 'a hollow sunk into the surface of the ground, 
and lined with rounded boulders, and having a large slab 
of schist ... for its cover'. The cist was aligned NE and sw 
and measured 2·3 m by 0·9 m and 0·9 m in depth; the cover 
slab measured 2·7 m by 1·4 m. At the sw end, about 0·3 m 
above the floor, there was a flat slab on which there was 
'a quantity of black unctuous matter', and about O· 3 m from 

22G the slab, and some 0·2 m above it, there was a Food Vessel 
in fragments. At the NE end there was a similar slab with 
a comparable deposit both above and below it. The cist had 
subseqently been filled with gravel to within 0·3 m of the 
underside of the cover slab. The Food Vessel is preserved 
in the British Museum, London. 

Greenwell records that the Nand E sides of the cairn were 
not examined, but from the available evidence it is likely that 
two periods of construction can be distinguished, the earlier 
represented by the boulder rings and the slab-built cist, and 
the later by the boulder-built cist and the enlarged cairn. 

Cairns, standing stone and enclosure, 
Kint raw (No.63) 

A. site plan (scale 1:25(0) 
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63 Cairns, Standing Stone and Enclosure, Kintraw 
NM 830049 July 1980 

Situated on a terrace at the mouth of the Bealach M6r about 
200 m SSE of Kintraw farmhouse and commanding an 
extensive view down Loch Craignish, there is an important 
group of monuments comprising two cairns, a standing stone 
and what may be a prehistoric enclosure. The cairns were 
excavated in 1959-60 and in 1979 the socket of the standing 
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Cairns, standing stone and enclosure, KinlJ'aw (No.63) 
A. view from NI-

B. 'fa lse portal ' and recumbent slab, from sw 

CAIRNS AND BARROW No. 63 

stone was examined after the stone had fallen in the preceding 
winter; this account is based in part on the published reports .! 

The larger cairn, which was rebuilt after the excavation, 
measured 15·5 m in diameter and stood to a height of 2·6 m. 
It was surrounded by a kerb of boulders, which rested on 
the old ground surface, and the stones were graded in size 
with the largest lying on the sand w. On the sw the kerb 
incorporated a setting of three slabs, which resembled a 'false 
portal'. The projecting slabs that formed the jambs of the 
portal (each about 1·3 m high) were set at right angles to 
the kerb, flanking a kerbstone of similar proportions. All 
three stones were set in ramped holes about 0·45 m in depth. 
The space between the uprights was packed with layers of 
small stones and charcoal. Immediately opposite this setting 
a recumbent slab was found lying on the old ground surface. 
The body of the cairn was composed entirely of stone with 
larger stones towards the base and a preponderance of quartz 
around the rim, which the excavator suggested might have 
been the remains of a quartz capping to the cairn . At the 
centre of the cairn, and apparently resting on the old ground 
surface, there seems to have been a timber post which rose 
through the cairn material to a height of at least 1·02 m; its 
function is unknown but it seems unlikely that it served 
simply as a marking-out post of the cairn. The only burial 
under the cairn came from a cist situated close to I he kerb 
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in the NW quadrant; it contained fragments of cremated 
bone and carbonised wood. Finds from the cairn were 
restricted to mussel- and cockle-shells and the teeth of ox 
and sheep or goat, as well as six fluted jet beads and a bronze 
buckle, which the excavator suggested had been dropped on 
the surface of the mound and had slipped down between the 
stones. 

About 8·5 m sw of the larger cairn there are the remains 
of a roughly ~ircular kerb-cairn measuring 7·3 m in diameter, 
which formerly stood to a height of 0·46 m. Only three of 
the kerbstones remain in situ, several having been removed, 
and the remainder have fallen since the excavation. The only 
feature revealed in the interior was a small cist, 0·2 m square, 
which had been built against one of the kerbstones in the 
NW quadrant; all that was found in it were fragments of 
carbonised wood . After excavation the cairn was only 
partially back-filled and the baulks are still visible criss
crossing the interior. 

Between the two cairns there is a large standing stone 
which, before it fell in the winter of 1978-9, rose to a height 
of about 4 m and was aligned with its long axis NNE and 
ssw. Excavation of the stone-hole did not reveal any 
foundation deposit but showed that only I m of the stone 
was set below the ground surface. The stone has now been 
re-erected and set in a concrete plinth, but it is no longer 
aligned on its original axis . 

Situated 18 m NW of the standing stone, there are the 
slight remains of a circular enclosure, which measures 17 m 
in diameter within a low earth-and-stone bank up to 2 m 
thick. Its date and purpose are not certain, but it and the 
other monuments are all shown on a copy of Edward 
Lhuyd's drawing of Kintraw made about 1699,2 and it is clear 
that the enclosure was then already regarded as ancient. 3 The 
drawing also shows a circular stone setting within the 
enclosure and four stones extending from the exterior; neither 
of these features is now visible. 

Besides the early monuments on the terrace, there are 
numerous traces of recent agriculture, including a good 
example of a stone-built sheep-fank, various small 

Cairns, standing stone and enclosu re, 
Kintraw (No.63) 

A. 'false portal' , from sw 
B. copy o f drawing made by 

Edward Lhuyd in 1699 
C. view from NNE 



enclosures, clearance heaps, and earth-and-stone banks . The 
possibility that the standing stone may have had significance 
in astronomical observations in prehistoric times has been 
discussed on a number of occasions. 4 

64 Cairn (probable), Lindsaig 
NR 936803 May 1986 

The remains of what may be a cairn are situated in a forestry 
plantation 950 m NNE of Lindsaig farmhouse. It has been 
reduced to a mound of stones about 8·5 m in diameter by 
up to 0·3 m in height and has been mutilated by forestry 
ploughing.! 

65 Cairn, Lochan Druim an Rathaid 
NM 825038 May 1982 

The overgrown remains of this cairn are situated in a forestry 
plantation towards the NE end of a rocky ridge overlooking 
Lochan Druim an Rathaid; it measures 9 m in diameter and 
1·6 m in height.! 

Cairn. Nether Largie Mid (No.67); 
plan 
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66 Cairn, Meal! Reamhar 
NR 952826 April 1985 

Situated on a subsidiary summit of Meall Reamhar, a 
position that offers magnificent views to sand w, this cairn 
is a grass- and heather-covered mass of medium-sized stones 
measuring about 13 m in diameter and 1·7 m in height. There 
are several possible kerbstones on the sw arc. A large 
modern cairn has been built on the N. 

67 Cairn, Nether Largie Mid 
NR 830983 May 1982 

This cairn is situated 400 m NNE of the chambered cairn 
No. 19 and 150 m ssw of Nether Largie North Cairn (No. 68), 15 

on a low terrace in the Kilmartin Valley . It was excavated 
in 1929, and the following description is largely based on 
the published account.! 

The cairn measures about 30 m in diameter and was until 
the 1920s as much as 3 m in height, but by the time it was 
excavated much of the cairn material had been removed 'not 

-
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long before for repairing roads'. It is now an irregular 
platform of stones up to 1 m high, in which several 
kerbstones can still be seen, particularly on the s arc. 
Excavation revealed two cists; the position of the more 
northerly, which was set in a pit beneath the cairn, is now 
indicated by low concrete posts, but the other is still visible 
near the s edge of the cairn. Aligned NE and SW, the N cist 
measured 1·2 m by up to O· 7 m and 0·6 m in depth, and was 
paved with flat slabs. The massive lozenge-shaped capstone 
was 2·5 m by 1·8 m. The side-slabs had been carefully 
grooved in order to receive the end-slabs; on the inner face 
of the SE side-slab, outside the NE end-slab, there are two 
additional grooves, one of which had been pecked for a 
length of only O· 2 m from the upper edge of the stone. The 
cist was empty. The s cist, which had been inserted into a 
pit dug into the natural gravel, is now displayed with the 
massive capstone supported above it, so that the interior may 
be viewed. The capstone is a large triangular slab measuring 
1·9 m by 1·9 m and 0·28 m in thickness, with the cist below 
aligned NW and SE and measuring about 1·4 m by 0·6 m and 
0·55 m in depth. The cist was found to be empty. On the 
inner surface of the NW end-slab there is at least one 
recognisable cupmark, which measures 50 mm in diameter 
and 10 mm in depth, and at the centre of the slab there is 
a pecked marking of a bronze axehead, which measures 
150 mm in length and 110 mm in breadth at the blade and 
70 mm in breadth at the butt. 2 Although both cists were 
devoid of burial remains and accompanying grave-goods, 
the excavator considered that they had not suffered earlier 
disturbance. About 9·5 m NE of this cist, there is a slab 
measuring 0·95 m by 0·63 m and 0·21 m in thickness, and 
bearing five cupmarks up to 50 mm in diameter and 10 mm 
in depth. 

Cairn, Nether Largie North (No.68); A. plan B. view from sw 
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68 Cairn, Nether Largie North 
NR 830984 May 1982 

This cairn is situated 150 m NNE of cairn No. 67 and 500 ID 

ssw of the cairn on Kilmartin glebe (No. 62); during 
excavations in 1930 it was entirely removed, and its present 
appearance is thus the result of subsequent reinstatement. 
The following description is largely based on the published 
account. 1 
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Cairn . NClhcr Largie Nonh (No.68) 
A, R underside of capslone (scale I : 15) 
C. D, decoraled end -s lab (scule 1:15) o 
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Cairn. Nether Largie North (No.68) A 

A. eisl from NW 

B. decorated slab (sca le 1:15) 

This cairn measured 21·6 m from N to s by 20 m 
transversely and 2· 7 m in height; there were no kerbstones, 
but Craw states that the central area of the cairn (14 m by 
13·4 m) was enclosed within a bank of stones some 2·4 m 
thick and standing 0·6 m high externally and 0·3 m 
internally. A little to the N of the centre there was a massive 
cist aligned Nand s and set into a pit dug into the natural 
gravel, with the top of the cover slab about 150 mm below 
ground level. The underside of the capstone, which measures 
2 m by 1·07 m and up to 0·35 m in thickness, is decorated 
with about forty cupmarks and at least ten axeheads. The 
cist had been additionally protected by eighteen flat slabs 
which lay on top of the capstone, two overlapping the edge 
of the cover stone at the ends of the cist and the others 
arranged along the edges and across the top. The cist, which 
measures 1·6 m by 0·65 m and 0·6 m in depth, contained 
soil, in which were found a human molar tooth, a little ochre, 
and a few fragments of charcoal. The inner face of the N 
end-slab was decorated with two large axeheads, their edges 
to the top. To the s of the central cist an arrangement of 
slabs suggested that there might have been a further burial, 
but none was found; at either end of the setting, however, 
there were two upright slabs, one of which, at the E end, 
was decorated with two pecked circles each about 180 mm 
in diameter. This slab is now in the Royal Museum of 
Scotland, Queen Street, Edinburgh. A second grave was 
found 3·3 m NE of the central cist; here an oval pit dug into 
the natural gravel measured 1·5 m by 0·7 m and 0·8 m in 
depth and contained an ox molar and fragments of charcoal. 

69 Cairns, Newtown, Inveraray 
NN 0808, NN0807 April 1981 

There are four cairns situated in rough pasture on the gently 
undulating raised beach to the w of Newtown, Inveraray.! 

(1) NN 088081. This mutilated cairn measures 21·3 m 
from N to s by 19·2 m transversely and stands to a height 
of about 1 m. There are many large stones close to the 
perimeter, but only one, on the s, is probably a kerbstone. 

(2) NN 087081. Situated about lOOm wsw of (1), this cairn 
measures 8 m in diameter and 1 m in height. At its centre 
there is a large oak tree, and the cairn, which has had many 
field-cleared stones dumped on it, is flanked on the E by a 
modern ditch. 
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(3) NN 087080. The third cairn lies about 120 m ssw of (I) 
and measures 13 ·5 m from E to w by 9 m transversely. The 
original cairn material survives to a height of about 1 m, 
but it has been capped by field-cleared stones. There is a large 
tree-stump at the centre of the cairn. 

(4) NN 086078. Situated in a small plantation some 270 m 
to the ssw of (1), there are the remains of what is probably 
a cairn measuring 14·5 m by 11 m and 0·5 m in height. 

70 Cairn, Pointhouse 
NR 925899 June 1979 

Some 120 m E of the chambered cairn No. 20, there is a 
ruined cairn about 6 m in diameter and 0·6 m in height.! 

71 Cairn (probable), Poltalloch 
NR 820969 June 1981 

Situated 670 m ssw of North Lodge, Poltalloch, and 470 m 
wsw of Ri Cruin cairn (No. 76), there is a large earth-and
stone mound spread to a diameter of 20 m and having a 
height of about 1 m, which may be a prehistoric 
burial-cairn.! 

72 Cairns, Port Ann 
(1) NR 905865 (2) NR 909866 May 1983 

(1) A large cairn situated on the highest point of the pasture 
field immediately s of Port Ann village was removed before 
the middle of the nineteenth century and 'a great number 
of Human Bones' were discovered.! There is now nothing 
to be seen except a slight rise in the field. 

(2) A second cairn is situated 250 m E of Port Ann village 
and 100 m s of an electricity substation at the edge of a 
coniferous forest; it measures about 9 m in diameter and 
O· 7 m in height with possible kerbstones on the Nand w. 2 

73 Cairns, Portavadie 
(1) NR 933691 (2) NR 930698 
(3) NR 929694 

Several cairns have been 
Portavadie, although only 
preserved state. 

May 1985 
recorded in the vicinity of 
one now survives in a well-

(I) Situated 350 m ESE of Portavadie farm, this cairn was 
partly excavated in advance of a road-widening scheme 
designed to improve access to the now derelict oilrig platform 
construction-yard, and the following description is a 
summary of the published report.! There were two main 
structural elements, a low central mound of earth and stones 
within a well-built kerb some 5 m in diameter, and an outer 
band of earth and clay enclosed by a kerb of long slabs set 
on edge and having an overall diameter of 6 m. The outer 
element was not a later addition, but rather the perimeter 
of a low platform on which the inner mound had been built; 
the lowest layer of stones forming the kerb · of the inner 
element could be seen to be on a level with the tops of the 
outer kerbstones. The inner kerb was best preserved on the 
E side, standing to a height of about 5 m in four horizontal 
courses. Several pieces of quartz were incorported in the cairn 
material. The remains now lie buried beneath spoil dumped 
in the course of the road-widening. 



Cairn, Portavadie (No.73) 
A . view from w 
B. plan (scale 1:1(0) 

(a fter Marsha ll) 

(2) Situated to the NE of the abandoned construction
basin some 550 m N of Portavadie farm, on a level terrace 
to the s of an unnamed stream, there is a grass-covered 
mound about 10 m in diameter and 0·9 m in height. 

(3) At the head of the raised beach 120 m NW of 
Portavadie farm there is what may be a cairn measuring 
6 m from E to w by 5 m transversely and 0·4 m in height; 
traditionally a burial-place, it has been protected from plough 
damage. 

Cairn, Rhudil (No.75 (I)) 
C. piano-convex flint knife 

(scale 1:2) 
D. plan C 
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74 Cairn, Port Leathan, Stillaig 
NR 932675 May 1985 

This cairn, situated in rough grazing NE of Port Leathan 
and 370 m sw of the standing ·stone No. 209, measures 
about 17 m in diameter and, although severely disturbed, 
is still up to 1·5 m high; many quartz pebbles can be seen 
among the cairn material. 1 

75 Cairns, Rhudil 
(1) NR840954 May 1985 
(2) NR 845953 May 1982 

(1) Immediately s of an old boundary-wall, where it 
crosses a clearing in a forestry plantation, and about 250 m 
NNE of Anaskeog and 240 m NW of Rhudil Mill, there is a 
ruined cairn measuring about 16 m in diameter and about 
0·6 m in height. 1 Two cists, each partly covered by a large 
capstone, can be seen in the E half of the cairn . The more 
easterly cist measures 0·9 m by 0·5 m and about 0·65 m in 
depth internally, but the N end-slab is now missing . The 
capstone measures 1·06 m by O· 87 m and 0·15 m in 
thickness. The second cist measures 0·95 m by 0·8 m and 
is at present about 0·4 m deep; the capstone measures about 
1·3 m by 1·2 m and is 0·1 m thick . 

Greenwell, who examined the site in 1864, recorded three 
cists ' all upon the south-east side, and of small size '. One 
contained a Food Vessel, but without trace of any 
accompanying burial; another held part of an inhumation 
burial, a Food Vessel and a flint knife. The third cist, which 
had been rifled previously, was empty. 2 Two of the cists were 
re-examined without result in 1929, but the third could not 
then be located. 3 The Food Vessel from the first cist is in 
the Royal Museum of Scotland, Queen Street, Edinburgh; 
the sherds of the second Food Vessel and the pIano-convex 
flint knife are in the British Museum, London . 

N 
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(2) This cairn stands on a low knoll 400 m ENE of Rhudil 
Mill and 250 m sw of the chambered cairn No. 21. The 
original form of the cairn is uncertain, but it appears to be 
oval, measuring about 24 m from ENE to wsw by 18 m 
transversely and surviving to a height of up to I m, with the 
remains of a kerb on the w. A capstone, 1·75 m by 1·3 m 
and 0·15 m thick, lies near the centre of the cairn about 8 m 
from its ENE end. Defining the SE edge of the slight hollow 
beneath it there is a slab 1·7 m long and 0·15 m thick , set 
on edge and aligned EN E and wsw ; below the capstone on 
the NW is a possible fallen side-slab . A shallow depression 
about 4 m sw of the cover slab suggests that the cairn has 
been dug into . A turf-and-stone dyke partly over lies the cairn 
material on the SE. The evidence does not support the 
identification of the site as a chambered cairn.4 

76 Cairn , Ri Cruin 
NR 825971 May 1982 

This cairn is situated in trees 200 m S of Ri Cruin and is 
accessible from the public road along a signposted path. 
Excavations were undertaken by Mapleton in 1870, by Craw 
in 1929, and by Childe in 1936, when the site was prepared 
for public access. The following account makes use of the 
published reports and of Childe' s notes in the Office of 
Works papers.! 

As it appears today, the cairn is largely reconstructed, but 
it probably measured between 18·3 m and 19·5 m in diameter 
with intermittent traces of kerbstones, visible or recorded 
in excavation, on the s and E arcs. The cairn may originally 
have been intended to cover the most northerly cist visible 
at present, which was set in a pit at the centre of a mound . 
Aligned NNE and ssw and covered by a massive slab (3 m by 
1·05 m and 0·18 m thick) ,2 the cist measures 1·25 m by 
0·62 m and 0·65 m deep internally; the floor was formed by 
a carefully inserted slab, with the space at the side 'filled 

72 

up very neatly with a border of small boulders'. The side
slabs were grooved to receive the N end-slab. Mapleton 
discovered cremated bone on the basal slab, but, as the cist 
had been investigated some forty years previously , it is 
possible that any accompanying grave-goods had been rifled. 

Set within the cairn material about 7 m to the SSE , and 
just inside the kerb of the cairn (here represented by four 

N 

B. Cairn, Ri Cruin (N o.76); plan 
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Cairn, Ri Cruin (N o.76) 
A. view from SE 
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B, C. decorated end-slab (scale I: 15) 
D. pla n a nd section of N cist (scale 1:50) 

No. 76 

massive stones), there are the side-slabs of a second cist, now 
collapsed; the slabs are grooved at the wend to receive an 
end-slab, and in Mapleton's day one end-slab remained in 
position. Aligned roughly ENE and wsw, this cist measured 
about 1·1 m by O· 3 m internally . There were no finds. 

Lying just outside the line of the kerb and set into a pit, 
there is a third cist, now partly covered by a large capstone; 
aligned approximately E and w, it is formed of a series of 
upright slabs and measures 2 m in length, 1 m in breadth 
at the wend, 0·6 m in breadth at the E end, and 0·8 m in 
depth . Each side consists of a pair of slabs, those on the N 

forming a straight line, while those on the s now bow 
inwards. The wend-slab is decorated with seven pecked 
axes. There was formerly a narrow vertical slab at the E end 
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Cairn, Ri Cruin (No.76) 
A. s cist from NE B. decorated slab (scale 1:15) 

of the cist decorated with a vertical groove with shorter 
strokes at right angles to it, and the end stroke rather more 
bulbous; this has been variously interpreted as a boat or a 
halberd with a beribboned haft. The slab was later destroyed 
in a fire at Poltalloch House, but a cast is preserved in the 
Royal Museum of Scotland, Queen Street, Edinburgh. 

The cairn had been seriously disturbed by the building of 
a lime-kiln in its sw quadrant, but in the course of 
restoration all trace of this intrusive feature has been 
removed. 

77 Cairns and Standing Stones, Sluggan 
(1) NM 839076 (2) NM 840076 
(3) NM 840075 March 1982 

There are several cairns and at least one standing stone in 
the fields to the s of TurnaIt and to the NW of Sluggan.1 

(1) The most conspicuous cairn stands on the top of the 
stony ridge about 300 m sw of TurnaIt; it is at present 
about 23 m in diameter and 3 m high with a few possible 
kerbstones on the w side. There is a hollow a little to the 
s of the centre, and it was recorded in 1970 that, after a 
heavy frost some years previously, the central part of the 
cairn had fallen in, perhaps indicating the collapse of a 
chamber. 

(2) Situated 110 m to the SE of (1), there is a small cairn 
measuring 7·3 m in diameter and 0·5 m in height. 

(3) Some 34 m to the SSE of (2), there is a standing stone, 
aligned Nand s, which rises with a projection on each side 
to a pointed top; it is 2·5 m high and 0·9 m by 0·2 m at the 
base. 

Other mounds in the vicinity of this standing stone are 
more likely to represent field-gathered stones than to be the 
remains of prehistoric burial-cairns. 2 

78 Cairns, Tigh a ' Charnain 
(1) NM 860015 (2) NM 862016 
(3) NM 866017 June 1982 

There are three cairns situated near Tigh a' Charnain, on 
the s side of the public road from Glennan to Stroneskar. 
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(1) What are probably the remains of a cairn are situated 
on a rise in a pasture field 110 m ssw of Tigh a' Charnain 
and 150 m E of the standing stone No. 216; 1 robbing has 
reduced it to a spread of stones about 15 m in diameter and 
0·3 m in height, to which field-clearance has been added. 

(2) This heavily robbed cairn is situated on the crest of 
a slight rise in a pasture field 70 m E of Tigh a' Charnain 
and about 170 m NE of (1);2 it measures some 31 m in 
diameter and up to 0·6 m in height, with two possible 
kerbstones on the w. The N side has been clipped by a road, 
and field-cleared stones have been dumped elsewhere on it. 

(3) Situated 500 m ENE of Tigh a' Charnain on a fJat
topped ridge above the public road, there is a grass-covered 
stony mound about 13 m in diameter and 0·4 m in height, 
which is probably a prehistoric burial-cairn .3 

BURIALS AND CISTS 

79 Cist, Allt Creag Raonuill (Site) 
NR 780792 October 1983 

In 1867 the Name Book records that about thirty years 
previously 'a Stone Coffin was discovered a few feet below 
the surface' at a point about 1·1 km NNE of Lochead Farm; 
although a stone on edge was still visible in the 1950s, perhaps 
associated with others buried nearby, nothing is now visible. 1 

80 Cists, Asgog Bay (Sites) 
(1) NR 943677 (2) NR 943679 May 1985 

In 1951, two cists, discovered many years earlier, were 
reported for the first time,1 but they could not be precisely 
located then, and there is now no trace of them. The first, 
about 50 m wsw of cairn No. 29, contained cremated 
bones, while the second, situated about 100 m N of the 
cairn, had a large capstone, but the interior had previously 
been disturbed. 



A 

Cist, Badden (No.81) 
A, B. decorated side- slab (scale 1:15) 

81 Cist, Badden (Site) 
NR 858890 October 1985 

In 1960 the side-slab of a cist was discovered in the course 
of ploughing at a point about 300 m SE of Badden 
farmhouse and at a depth of 0·25 m; no other slabs were 
found and there was no indication of the contents of the cist. 1 

The slab measures 1·53 m by 0·55 m and 0·08 m in thickness 
and is decorated on the upper part of what has been its inner 
face with double and triple lozenge motifs; these are slighted 
at each side by pecked grooves (50 mm wide and 20 mm deep 
and about 170 mm from the right edge of the slab and 
130 mm from its left edge), which originally were designed 
to accommodate the end-slabs of the cist. The bottom edge 
of the slab has been dressed in order to allow a smooth fit 
with a basal slab. The stone is in Glasgow Art Gallery and 
Museum. 

Excavations at the time of the discovery revealed an area 
of boulders 5·2 m by 2·4 m in extent with some deposits of 
charcoal and worked flint, but the interpretation of this 
setting is uncertain. There is a local report that another flat 
slab had been found in the field some thirty years earlier, 
but there need be no connection between the discoveries. 

82 Cists, Bagh Dun Mhuilig, Craignish (Sites) 
NM 777017 April 1978 

In 1936, in the course of gravel extraction from a shingle 
bank at the w side of the small bay known as Bagh Dun 
Mhuilig, three cists were discovered;l two were immediately 
destroyed without further record, but a substantial portion 
of a Food Vessel was recovered from one of them. The third 
cist was, however, excavated before its eventual destruction; 
it had originally been composed of six slabs (the sides, ends, 
cover and floor slabs), but one of the side-slabs was 
dislodged. The cist measured about 1·2 m by 0·6 m and 
0·5 m in depth and contained a fragmentary inhumation, 

BURIALS AND CISTS No. 84 

accompanied by a Food Vessel and a stone axe . The 
'considerable quantity' of hair that was also recovered has 
been identified as bovine.2 

It has also been recorded that 'many other cists' were noted 
in the course of gravel digging, but there are no further 
details. 3 The gravel workings have also been identified as 
the site of the discovery of a socketed bronze axe and a 
bronze spearhead, now in the Royal Museum of Scotland, 
Queen Street, Edinburgh. 4 

83 Cists, Ballymeanoch (Sites) 
NR c. 8396 April 1986 

(1) In 1965, a cist was discovered on the crest of the ridge 
known as Monadh an Tairbh to the w of the standing 
stones of Ballymeanoch (No. 199), an area now thickly 
forested; it measured 0·9 m by 0·5 m internally and 0·46 m 
in depth and had been paved with small pebbles, on which 
a dark stain suggested the former presence of an inhumation 
burial. The upper surface of the cover slab (1·6 m by 1·1 m 
and 0·25 m thick) bore three small cupmarks, one with a 
possible ring.! 

(2) Cists, 'in one of which a bronze dagger and an urn 
still lie buried', are said to have been found in the wood to 
the w of the standing stones at Ballymeanoch (No. 199), but 
no trace of the site is visible .2 

84 Cists, Barsloisnoch 
(1) NR 810958 (2) NR 813956 June 1981 

(1) There is now no trace of the small cist which the 
Ordnance Survey recorded in 1865 as having been found 'a 
few years ago' near the NW corner of the Barsloisnoch 
steading; it contained a cremation burial accompanied by 
an 'urn', probably the Food Vessel marked 'Barsleisnach ', 
which is now in the Royal Museum of Scotland, Queen 
Street, Edinburgh.! 
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A. Cists, Barsloi snoch (No.84 (2)) ; plan 

(2) Two cists situated in a marshy hollow 250 m ESE of 
Barsloisnoch and a little to the s of the public road were 
excavated by Craw in 1929.2 The larger, aligned N and s, 
measures about 1·2 m by 0·6 m internally and 0·75 m in 
depth, but the N end-slab is missing. The E slab has a groove 
220 mm from the N end, which formerly held the end-slab; 
the groove is some 60 mm broad and 5 mm deep. The w 
side-slab has three grooves, two of them 240 mm and 
270 mm from the N end, and the third at the s end of the 
slab; the grooves at the N end are 30 mm and 70 mm broad 
and 5 mm and 20 mm deep respectively. The inner face of 
the E side-slab bears two adjacent cupmarks,3 one of them 
measuring 50 mm in diameter and 15 mm in depth, and the 
other (of similar size but not exposed at present) slighted 
by the groove. The capstone is a substantial slab measuring 
2·8 m by 1·24 m and up to 0· 17 m in thickness. A small 
fragment of jet, polished on one side, was the only object 
discovered in the course of the excavation. 

Only the capstone (1·4 m by 0·8 m and 0·08 m thick) of 
the second cist, situated 10 m to the NW, is still visible; 
aligned NW and SE, this cist was found to measure 1·02 m 
by up to 0·6 m and 0·5 m in depth, and the floor was partly 
paved with flat stones. The side-slabs were not grooved, but 
the end-slabs were carefully placed between them . Neither 
burials nor grave-goods were discovered. 

The low mounds that surround both cists may be the last 
vestiges of cairn material, but are perhaps more likely to be 
the result of field clearance. 

85 Cist, Carnassarie 
NM 839005 November 1984 

Two side-slabs of an earth-filled cist are visible to the N of 
the track leading to Carnassarie Castle and some 90 m WNW 
of Carnassarie Cottage; aligned E and w, the cist has 
measured about 1·2 m by 0·6 m. l When it was discovered 
in the early part of this century it was not opened, but in 
1971 it was reported to have been examined several years 
earlier, when it was found to be empty. 2 The N side-slab is 
about 1· 3 m long and 0·07 m thick with a groove (50 mm 
broad and 10 mm deep) some 0·24 m from the wend; the 
s side-slab is 1·44 m long and about 0·1 m thick with slight 
traces of a groove 0·24 m from the wend corresponding to 
that on the N side. 
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B. Cists, Clachbreck (No.86); site plan 
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86 Cists, Clachbreck 
NR 764760 May 1983 

Cists have been found on several occasions at Clachbreck, 
on the E shore of the head of Loch Caolisport on a raised 
terrace above the s bank of the Baranlongart Burn . In 1867 
the Name Book recorded the discovery of several cists 'a 
good many years ago' in the course of ploughing, but there 
was no information about their contents.! Between 1962 and 
1963 ten cists and a burial found in the course of ploughing 
some 450 m WNW of Clachbreck were excavated; three 
(nos. 8-10) have subsequently been protected by the erection 
of a timber shed, and several others are still visible outside 
it (nos. 2_4).2 Brief descriptions of the ten cists are given 
below in the order of excavation, and their positions are 
shown on the plan. Because of the hummocky nature of the 
ground, it is difficult to be certain about the relative depths 
of the cists, but there is no indication that there were ever 
covering cairns or barrows. 

(I) This cist measured about 0·5 m by 0·25 m internally, 
but the slabs were removed and broken up in 1962-3; it 
contained cremated bone and a burnt flint. A 'hone' or 
'whetstone' was found nearby . 



A 

(2) Trapezoidal on plan, this cist measures 0·92 m by up 
to 0·6 m and about 0·5 m in depth; it contained a crouched 
inhumation, which was accompanied by a complete Food 

22C Vessel. The capstone had already been removed before the 
excavation. 

22E 

(3) The least well-preserved of those that are still visible 
(one side has fallen inwards and the other is now cracked), 
this cist measures 1·05 m by about 0·5 m and 0·55 m in 
depth; the capstone was taken away in 1962-3. The cist 
contained a crouched inhumation with small flakes of 
cockle-shell. 

(4) This cist has been carefully constructed of thin slabs 
with the side-slabs overlapping the end-slabs; it measures 
0·8 m by 004 m and up to 0·45 m in depth. The packing
stones of the pit in which it was built are still visible on one 
side. The cist contained an unaccompanied inhumation. 

(5) This poorly preserved cist contained a Food Vessel, 
and there was merely a stain in the floor to suggest that it 
had accompanied an inhumation burial. 

(6) Only one end-slab remained to indicate the position 
of this cist, but there were fragments of bone to show that 
the burial had been an inhumation; an accompanying Food 
Vessel had been crushed by the collapse of the other slabs. 

(7) Excavation revealed a pit situated some 16 m SE of (6) 
and measuring about 0·6 m in diameter, with stone packing 
around the perimeter. It contained traces of burnt bone, 
charcoal, a Food Vessel sherd and a burnt flint. 

(8) Constructed of four large well-shaped slabs, this cist 
measures 1·07 m by 0·61 m and 0·66 m in depth; the E side
slab is 0·9 m deep at its centre. The massive capstone, now 
leaning against the wall of the shed, is 1· 54 m by 1·44 m and 
up to 0·05 m thick. A second, smaller cover slab leans behind 
it. The cist contained an inhumation accompanied by a Food 
Vessel and a number of cockle-shells. 

B 

CiSIS. Clachbrcck (No.86) 
A. plans (scale 1: 50) 

(after Campbell) 
B. ciSI 8 frol11 sw 
C. ciSI 9 frol11 ssw C 

BURIALS AND CISTS No. 86 

(9) This cist, constructed of four large slabs of bluish 
schist, measures 0·85 m by 0·5 m and 0·4 m in depth; it 
contained three inhumation burials and at least two 
cremation deposits as well as a Food Vessel. 

(10) This small cist measures 0·43 m by 0·22 m and 0·25 m 
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in depth internally, the only large slab being the w side-slab; 
it is now covered by an oval slab. A worked flint was found 
in it, but no skeletal remains. 

(11) Only three slabs of this cist, which measured about 
0·7 m by 0·35 m, remained; it contained a cremation deposit 
and a burnt flint. 

Excavation revealed a trench apparently marking out a 
horseshoe-shaped area to the E of the cists; the ditch 
contained a marked concentration of flints. In a further 
ditch, which abutted the first, flints and cremated bones were 
discovered. 

Two cists, not now visible, have also been reported. One, 
situated at NR 774762, is covered by a dyke to one side of 
the road; it is said to have been discovered by the dyke
builders and deliberately built over to avoid disturbance. The 
cover slab, which could be seen in 1963, measured 1·65 m 
by 0·5 m and 0·11 m in thickness. J Another cist, at 
NR c. 765759, was found when water-pipes were being laid 
to the adjacent bungalow, but nothing further is known of 
the site, and its position is approximate. 4 

87 Cist, Creagantairbh Beag (Site) 
~8~1 M~I~3 

The discovery of a cist in the arable ground of Creagantairbh 
Beag many years ago was reported in the 1960s;! the precise 
location of the cist, which was reburied without further 
disturbance, is not, however, known. The cist has been 
associated with a mound at NM 860019, but the latter is 
probably the result of field-clearance: 2 

88 Cist, Crinan Moss (Site) 
NR 814948 June 1981 

In the nineteenth century a cist containing human bones was 
uncovered at a point 950 m SSE of Barsloisnoch;! it has 
since been dismantled, and a considerable number of slabs 
now lie scattered in a boggy hollow. A probable side-slab, 
measuring 1·73 m by O· 76 m and 0·15 m in thickness, has 
two grooves 0·18 m apart at one end and traces of a third 
at the other. The presence of another slab bearing grooves 
was noted in 1929;2 on that occasion an arc of seven narrow 
slabs, of which five were upright, was seen about 1 m to the 
E of the cist, but there is now no trace of this feature. 

89 Cists, Dunamuck (Sites) 
NR 849923 May 1983 

In 1973 two cists were exposed by ploughing at a point 80 m 
ENE of the fallen standing stones No. 213, and 550 m ENE 
of Dunamuck farmhouse. The cover slabs measured 2·1 m 
by 1·0 m and 1·3 m by 0·8 m respectively.! It is recorded 
that one of the cists contained bones, when it was uncovered 
during the last century. 2 

90 Cist, Diman Aula, Barbreck 
NM 834069 May 1982 

Set into the top of Dunan Aula, a natural knoll situated 
650 m NNE of Barbreck House, and a little to the N of the 
mausoleum, there is a massive cist constructed of four large 
slabs and a gabled capstone; aligned NE and sw, it measures 
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Cist, Dunan Aula, Barbreck (No.90) 
A. plan 
R view from s 
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A 

B 

1·2 m by 0·7 m and 0·8 m in depth internally. In the l ~ter 

18th century the cist was broken into and an 'urn' and 
cremated remains were discovered;! the 'urn' was destroyed. 

About 9·5 m to the NNW, on the side of the knoll, there 
is an upright slab, which is aligned NW and SE and measures 
0·6 m by 0·4 m at the base and 1 m in height ; it has 
straightish sides and a flat top. 

91 Cist, Diman na Ciste (Site) 
NR 747600 April 1984 

In 1868 the Ordnance Survey recorded the position of a stone 
cist discovered some years previously on a small inland ridge 
900 m NW of Ardpatrick House, but there is now no trace 
of it. The cist measured 0·9 m by 0·45 m and was lacking 
its cover slab.! 

92 Cist, Ford 
NM 868035 May 1983 

This cist is set into the w side of a natural gravel knoll 
opposite the Ford Hotel; aligned Nand s, it measures 
0·85 m by 0·65 m internally. Both end-slabs and the E side
slab remain in position, but the w side-slab has been 
removed. The cover slab measures 2· 3 m by 1·1 m and 0·1 m 
in thickness, and still protects the N half of the cist.! A 
Food Vessel, now in the Royal Museum of Scotland, Queen 
Street, Edinburgh, 'found in a cist in the neighbourhood of 
the lower end of Loch A we', may have been found in it ; 
however, apart from the notice of the donation of the vessel 
to the museum in 1886,2 there are no further details . 



93 Cists, Furnace (Sites) 
N N c. 028001 

During turf-stripping operations at Furnace Quarry, two cists 
containing Food Vessels were discovered ;! the site has 
subsequently been quarried away, and the date of the 
discovery has not been recorded, but both Food Vessels are 
preserved in the Inveraray Castle collection. 

94 Burial (probable), Garvie (Site) 
NS 036905 

Although the discovery of an 'urn ' is noted on the first 
edition of the OS map , at a point 120 m N of Garvie , no 
additional details of the vessel or its contents are provided 
in the relevant Name Book.! 

95 Cist, Gemmil (Site) 
NM c. 787055 

A cist uncovered at a point about 400 m ssw of Gemmil 
some time before 1922 was found to contain a Food Vessel 
and three jet disc-beads.! The cist was aligned NE and sw 
and was composed of five large slabs, the SE side-slab being 
additionally supported by several courses of flat slabs at its 
base. It measured 0·8 m by 0·45 m and 0·6 m in depth and 
was covered by a substantial capstone (1·4 m by 1·1 m and 
0·2 m thick). The Food Vessel and the beads are in the West 
Highland Museum, Fort William.2 A report of 1947 describes 
a number of adjacent boulders and suggests that the cist may 
originally have been covered by a cairn,3 but this 
interpretation cannot now be substantiated, and there is no 
sign of any cairn material at the relevant location .4 

96 Cists and Burial, Graham's Point, Kilmun (Sites) 
NS 175812 May 1985 

The OS Name Book records the discovery of burials on two 
separate occasions at Graham's Point. 'About thirty years 
ago (from the present time 1863) a number of Stone Cists, 
of the usual description, containing human bones were found 
here. The present gardener, Alxr. McKenzie, also found 
about two years ago at the same spot, a human skeleton but 
without any slabs around it. d 

97 Cists, Kames (Sites) 
NR 973713 

Three cists were recorded at Kames during the compilation 
of the Name Book in 1870,! but there are now no traces of 
them. 'A stone cist stands here untouched by the plough, 
beside it another was dug up recently containing an urn and 
a small copper hammer, with an iron shank or handle, the 
hammer was similar to a modern smith's hammer, but small; 
another cist was discovered a little north of this but 
containing neither bones nor urn.' The first two were found 
about 150 m SE of the standing stone in the hedge (No. 219) 
and the third some 60 m N of the stone. The Name Book 
entry also mentions the discovery of other cists found 'in 
and about' Tighnabruaich. 

BUR IALS AN D CISTS No. 100 

Cist, Kil bride (No.98 (5)) ; decora ted side-slab (scale 1:15) 

98 Cists, Kilbride (Sites) 
N M 838077 April 1982 

Cists have been found on several occasions in a sand-and
gravel pit 700 m SSE of Kilbride. 

(1) The List oJ Ancient Monuments and Historic Buildings 
in the County oJ Argyll prepared by Argyll County Council 
in 1915 records the finding of a number of 'graves ' with 
'burnt clay vessels ' while sand was being extracted for the 
building of Arduaine House/ the vessels no longer survive. 

(2) In 1955 a fragmentary cist measuring about 1 m by 
0 ·5 m internally was discovered; two other slabs (perhaps 
a side-slab and a capstone) and pieces of what were probably 
femurs were found in the collapsed material below the cist.2 

Traces of two further cists were reported at this time. 
(3) One of these cists was excavated in 1957; aligned N 

and s, it was found to measure 1·06 m by 0 ·6 m and O· 58 m 
in depth, and to contain a fragmentary inhumation .3 

(4) A cist , measuring 1· 7 m by 0·9 m and 0·9 m in depth , 
was reported in 1971, but no details of its contents are 
known .4 

(5) A severely ruined cist was discovered in the course of 
the present survey in 1982; aligned NNW and SSE, it had 
measured about 0 ·8 m by 0 ·5 m and 0·45 m in depth , and 
contained a cremation, possibly an adult femal e , 
accompanied by a flint knife .s The ENE side-slab (probably 
of the local rock, the Craignish phyllites) appears to have 
been decorated with three roughly pecked triangular moti fs, 
probably axes . The flint and the decorated stone are 
preserved at Craigdhu ( N M 820054) . 

99 Cist, Killean (Site) 
NN c. 049046 April 1981 

There is now no trace of the cist , 'the covering' of which 
is said to have been removed to provide building-material 
for the farmhouse of Killean.! Several large boulders, 
however, indicate the approximate site . 

100 Cist, Kilmory Knap (Site) 
NR 702749 September 1985 

In 1956 sherds of Beaker pottery and what appears to have 
been a ruined cist were discovered in a field on the E side 
of the Kilmory Burn about 200 m S of Ardnaw .! 
Investigation at that time revealed one side-slab of the cist 
still in position; it was aligned NNE and ssw and measured 
about 0·64 m by up to 0-43 m and 0· 1 m in thickness. A 
second slab, which was not in position , rested against this 
upright. There was a layer of pebbles, many of them of 
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1 
A. CiSIS, Ormsary (No.ID3); plan (after Morrison) 

quartz, up to 0·1 m in thickness, on which the cist had been 
built, but it is uncertain whether this was a natural deposit 
or an artificallayer; there was no trace of any burial. The 
Beaker sherds were found near the slabs and in soil that had 
been thrown out in digging round the cist; the sherds are 
now in the Royal Museum of Scotland, Queen Street, 
Edinburgh. At the time of this discovery a local tradition 
that 'urns' had been found in the same field 150 years earlier 
was also reported; the vessels were said to have been sent 
to Edinburgh, but nothing further is known about them. 

On top of a low sandy rise in the dunes some 350 m to 
the sw of this site, further upright slabs were noted in 1983; 
one, which may have been the side-slab of a cist, was aligned 
WNW and ESE , with what may have been an end-slab at right 
angles to it. In the absence of excavation, however, the 
interpretation of these slabs is uncertain, and by the time 
of a subsequent visit in September 1985 the slabs had been 
removed. 

101 Cists, Knockdow (Sites) 
NS 104704 November 1986 

Nearly twenty years before the compilation of the OS Name 
Book in 1863 several stone cists containing human bones were 
uncovered at a point about 250 m s of Knockdow. 1 

102 Cists, Lochead (Sites) 
NR c. 777782 October 1983 

The Statistical Account records the discovery near what is 
now Lochead of 'six or seven' cists 'all of them too short 
to contain a human body'; 1 all were said to be aligned E and 
w, and all were empty except one, which contained a small 
fragment of human bone. 
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103 Cists, Ormsary (Sites) 
NR 740724 

In 1971, in the course of earth-moving operations 
preparatory to the building of new steadings at Ormsary, 
four cists were discovered on the edge of a low natural 
mound; two were immediately destroyed (nos. 3 and 4 on 
the plan). Two cists were, however, excavated and recorded 
prior to their removal. 1 

Aligned NE and sw, the first cist (no. 1) measured about 
1·1 m by O· 7 m and 1·1 m in depth, with stones at each end 
of the interior jammed in to support the side-slabs. The 
capstone was a massive slab measuring 1·9 m by 1·64 m and 
up to 0·25 m in thickness. A few tiny fragments of cremated 
bone were recovered, and a perforated stone battle-axe was 
found beneath one of the supporting stones at the N end of 
the cist. An unusual feature of the NW side-slab was the 
presence in it of a perforation close to the sw edge and 
0·3 m from the top; it measured about 100 mm in diameter 
at the surface and about 70 mm at the centre. The second 
cist was less well preserved; aligned NNE and ssw, it 
measured about 1·3 m by 0·8 m, but the NNE end-slab did 
not survive, and the capstone had been broken and was 
scattered in the interior. No traces of the burial remained; 
charcoal and some tiny fragments of flint were the only items 
recovered from the interior. 

104 Cists, PoItaIIoch 
(1) NR 823976 (2) NR 821973 
(3) NR 820972 (4) NR 820971 April 1984 

At least two groups of short cists, one single cist and a burial 
have been exposed in the gravel terraces to the WNW and sw 
of North Lodge, Poltalloch; they are here described in the 
order in which they occur from NE to sw. 

B. CiSI, Pollalloeh (No.l04 (I)). 
from SE 

(1) A single cist is visible on the edge of a gravel terrace, 
about 0·5 m below present ground level, 65 m WNW of 
North Lodge. Aligned NE and sw, it measures 1·34 m by 
about 0·6 m and 0·64 m in depth internally. The SE side
slab has fallen outwards, revealing a groove close to each 
end with a distance of 1·05 m between them, while the NW 

side-slab has a slight rebate at its NE end and what may be 
a groove concealed by the sw end-slab. The capstone, which 
is still in position, is only partly visible. When the cist was 
investigated in 1928, it had already been opened, and no finds 
were made. l 

(2) Between 1960 and 1962 four cists and two settings of 
stones became exposed during gravel extraction about 320 m 
sw of North Lodge, and the following description, which 
includes information provided by the surviving field-evidence 
and by the excavator's original notes, is primarily a summary 



Cists. Polta lloch (No.I04) 
A. cist 104( 1), plan and section 
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B. location map 
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of the published account,2 in which the features are named 
Graves 1-4 and Clusters A-B. 

A hollow 0·35 m deep marked the site of the first cist 
(Grave 1), which was destroyed by a mechanical digger. 
Nearby lay several slabs, including a possible side-slab and 
a capstone measuring 1·07 m in length, 0·5 m in average 
width and 0·1 m in thickness, and having some seventy 
cupmarks on what was its underside when covering the cist. 
The hollow contained fragments of bone (some cremated) 
and teeth, representing an adult and a child. 

The second cist (Grave 2) measured about 1 m by 0·5 m 
and 0·55 m in depth internally, and was aligned NNE and 
ssw . The capstone, which was found in position, is 1·27 m 
long, 0·68 m broad and 0·1 m thick. The floor was formed 
of carefully laid pebbles. Skull fragments were uncovered 
at the ssw end of the grave and the body had lain crouched 
on its right side facing E. The pebbles of the floor were 
discoloured by burning, and there were fragments of charcoal 
among the bones, suggesting that a fire had been lit in the 
cist before the body was deposited. A Beaker was found near 
the NW side-slab towards the sw end of the cist. 

The third cist consisted of an irregular slab-lined hollow 
(Grave 3) situated 0·8 m w of Grave 1. Aligned roughly E 

and w, it measured 1· 37 m by O· 74 m internally, and several 
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Cist. Poltalloch 
(No.104(4) CiSI B); 
jet neck lace 
and nim knife 

pieces of stone found in the interior may have formed a 
covering. A Food Vessel was found in what appears to have 
been a shallow pit set into the floor of the cist. 

The fourth cist (Grave 4) was situated about 6·5 m NNW 

of the first cist (Grave 1). Aligned WNW and ESE, it measured 
about 1·2 m by O· 5 m and up to 0·67 m in depth, with the 
floor formed by a pavement of rounded pebbles; its 
rhomboidal shape was thought to have been caused by the 
impact of the bulldozer that disturbed it. The capstone 
(1·68 m by 1·12 m and 0·3 m in greatest thickness) had at 
least twelve plain cupmarks on its underside, and the ESE 

end-slab had a single cup on its inner face and several others 
on its back. Six teeth and the leg bones of a young adult 
were recovered, indicating that the body had been laid on 
its right side facing s; near the teeth a little to the W of the 
centre of the S half of the interior there was a Food Vessel 
with a piano-convex flint knife close to it. 

A setting of eleven small slabs (Cluster A) surrounding 
a neatly paved floor, which probably had an original 
diameter of about 0·9 m, was uncovered 27 m to the NW of 
the first cist (Grave 1). There was also a second setting of 
stones (Cluster B), which had been almost completely 
destroyed. 

The lowering of the terrace as a result of gravel extraction 



has left the disturbed remains of the second cist (Grave 2) 
isolated on the summit of a small grassy hillock with the 
cover slab of the first cist lying about 2m to the s. What 
survives of Cluster A lies 25 m WNW on the summit of 
another hillock . 

The pottery from the cists is at Duntrune Castle, and the 
flint knife is in the Royal Museum of Scotland, Queen Street, 
Edinburgh. 

(3) In 1960 in the area of the settlement (No. 350) about 
500 m sw of North Lodge and about 50 m N of (4), the 
remains of a cremation burial were salvaged after having 
been disturbed by a bulldozer; the burial, which had been 
deposited in a pit without any accompanying grave-goods, 
was that of a single individual. 3 

(4) A group of four cists was discovered in a gravel pit 
on a small promontory 550 m sw of North Lodge. Three of 
these were excavated in 1928, and in the published account 
they are lettered A, Band C. 4 The first cist (Cist C), which 
had already been opened in 1910 and found to contain bone 
fragments, consisted of four slabs and a capstone; aligned 
NNE and ssw, it measured about 1·02 m by 0·64 m and 
0·56 m in depth. The second cist (Ost A), which is still partly 
visible, was found about 1·8 m to the s. Aligned NE and sw 
and constructed of four slabs and a capstone, it measured 
0·94 m by 0·51 m and 0·41 m in depth . There was a shallow 
groove in the NW side-slab, but the end-slab did not lie in 
it. The cist contained partially cremated bone in the N half, 
and in the s half there was a jet necklace and a flint knife. 

The third cist (Cist B), 3·35 m to the s, was aligned NNE 
and ssw and measured 1·14 m by up to 0·69 m and 0·48 m 
in depth, with the floor formed by flat, water-worn stones. 
Both of the side-slabs were grooved, but the end-slabs were 
not fitted into them. The cover slab was 2·06 m by 1·04 m 
and up to 0·13 m thick with tool-markings on its underside. 
The cist appeared to have been filled with sand and gravel 
before the cover slab was put in place. Lying on the paved 
floor were fragments of un burnt bone and teeth, a piece of 
flint and some pieces of charcoal. A Food Vessel was found 
near the NE corner, and a fragment of bronze between the 
slabs of the cist. 

The jet necklace, flint knife and Food Vessel are in the 
Royal Museum of Scotland, Queen Street, Edinburgh. 

A fourth cist was reported in 1961 at a rather lower part 
of the terrace,5 but there is now no trace of the site. 

(5) It is recorded that a number of cists at Poltalloch were 
said to have been opened 'many years before the excavations 
of Canon Greenwell and Dean Mapleton by a factor called 
GoW,.6 The objects recovered were removed from the district 
and their present location is unknown . 

105 Cist, Port nan Athlaich 
NR 760999 June 1983 

This cist, which is situated on a grassy bank below a rock 
spine about 600 m sw of Aird, was excavated in 1963. 
Aligned Nand s, it measured 0·86 m by 0·48 m and 0·46 m 
in depth and contained the remains of an inhumation burial 
on a roughly cobbled floor with the head at the .s end. The 
cover slab, which has been repositioned over the cist, 
measures 1·2 m by 0·9 m and 0·07 m in thickness.! 

BURI A LS A N D CISTS No. 108 

CiSI. Rowanfield (No.I06); plan 

106 Cist, Rowanfield 
NR 821962 March 1985 

This cist is situated on a low ridge in a small plantation 250 m 
sw of Rowanfield Cottage,! Aligned NNE and ssw, it 
measures 0·8 m in width and has a visible depth of 0·32 m. 
The N end-slab is missing, but the original length was 
probably about 1·3 m. Although the w side-slab has been 
described as having a groove at its s end, there is only a 
slight and possibly natural rebate in the stone.2 The cover 
slab, which partly overlies the cist, measures 2·35 m by 1·3 m 
and 0·35 m in thickness. 

107 Cists, South Hall (Sites) 
Ns059718 May 1985 

The OS Name Book records that 'stone coffins and several 
Urns were found' in the course of ploughing in afield on 
the N side of the public road at a point about 200 m ssw of 
South Hall.! There is now no trace of the cists, and nothing 
is known about the 'urns' . 2 

108 Cists, Tayvallich (Sites) 
NR 741872 November 1984 

In 1984 three cists were discovered 70 m WNW of Tayvallich 
post office in the front garden of a house which was being 
renovated. Excavation was carried out by the Central 
Excavation Unit, Historic Buildings and Monuments: 
Scottish Development Department , and the following 
account has been prepared from in formation supplied in 
advance of publication.! 

The cists were all set within a single large pit with steeply 
sloping sides and a fill of dark brown clay and stones . The 
pit appeared to have been dug originally to contain Cist 3, 
and the flat surface of a natural outcrop thus exposed was 
used as a base for Cists 1 and 2. A surface spread above 
the cists, some 0·25 m deep and consisting of a mixture of 
stony , clayey soil and large rounded stones, was interpreted 
as the remains of a covering cairn; more than two hundred 
fragments of flint and twelve of quartz were recovered from 
this layer. 

Aligned N and s, the first cist (Cist 1) measured 0·67 m 
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and 0-45 m and 0-4 m in depth internally; it was constructed 
o f two side-slabs with a single slab set between them forming 
the s end and five small stones forming the N end. The floor 
was composed partly of bedrock and partly of made-up 
earth . Two of the flat slabs that originally covered the cist 
had been dislodged, and the interior had been disturbed, but 
a small amount of cremated bone (probably from one adult) 
was recovered . 

Situated about 0 ·35 m to the s, the second cist (Cist 2; 
0· 5 m by 0 ·5 m and 0-45 m deep) was composed of four 
sla bs, but without a capstone , and contained the cremated 
rema ins of one individual , probably a young adult. 

The largest ci st of the group (Cist 3) was situated I m NE 

of the other two ; although the interior was completely 
excavated, it was not possible to expose the cist fully, as part 
lay beyond the area available for surface excavation . It 
measured 1·3 m by 0 ·72 m and 0·6 m in depth internally, 
the la rge upright slabs being covered by a particularly massive 
capstone. The floor was covered by a deposit of cremated 
bone mixed with many small oval pebbles and on top of this 
deposit there was a complete Food Vessel containing more 
cremated bones. The bones represent the remains of two 
indi viduals , an adult and an adolescent. 

109 Burials and Cists, Upper Largie (Sites) 
NR 831993 

Several burials and cists have been discovered on the summit 
o f a gravel terrace 400 m NW of Kilmartin village. In 1982 
and 1983, in advance of gravel extraction, the Central 
Excava tion Unit, Historic Buildings and Monuments: 
Sco tti sh Development Department, carried out a 
magnetometer survey and trial excavation, and further work 
was undertaken later in 1983 after the discovery of additional 
fea tures . The present account makes the use of information 
prov ided by the excavation teams. I For cupmarks found on 
the E side of the gravel ridge, see No. 191. 
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(I) Cist I, situated 750 m ssw of Upper Largie,z was 
aligned NE and sw and measured 1·25 m by 0 ·7 m and 0·7 m 
in dept.h internally; it was composed of four large slabs and 
a ma~slve capstone (1·95 m by 1·5 m and 0·15 m thick). The 
mtenor, which contained a disturbed filling of earth and 
stones, had clearly been rifled in the past. Craw recorded J 

that the upper surface of the cover slab bore 'what may be 
a cupmarking', but it is likely that this is a natural hollow 
The cist appears to have protruded above ground level, and 
although the stones that had accumulated round it in recent 
times were probably the result of field-cl~arance, it is likely 
that It was ongmally covered by a caIrn . After excavation 
the ci s~ was repositioned 120 m to the s ( NR 83199921), 
where It IS now partly covered by a lay-by. 

(2) Situated about 10 m to the NE , Cist 2 was aligned NW 

and SE, and measured 0·9 m by 0·5 m and 0·5 m in depth; 
It was composed of four large slabs with a substantial cover 
slab and basal slab, but no burial-deposits survived. The cist 
had been constructed in a pit, and the spaces between the 
upright slabs and the edge of the pit had been back-filled 
with stones and earth; the gaps between the basal slab and 
the side- and end-slabs had been neatly filled with cobbling. 

(3) Cist 3 was discovered 75 m ssw of Cist 2; aligned NNE 

and ssw, it measured 0·35 m in length by 0·27 m to 0·24 m 
m brea.dth and 0-4 m in depth. It had been set in a pit 
measurIng 1·5 m by 1·3 m, which had been back-filled with 
boulders . There was no capstone, and the cist contained 
charcoal and burnt bone. A radiocarbon assay of charcoal 
from t~e cist yielded a date of 1645 bc ± 70 (GU-1978), 
suggestIng a date in calendar years late in the third 
millennium BC. Some 2 m to the N there were the remains 
of a Cinerary Urn containing a cremation and a pIano-convex 
flint knife. 

(4) Further features, named Features 1-4 by the excavator 
and including what are probably the remains of two cists' 
were excavated in August 1983 , some 30 m w of Cist 1. ' 

Feature 1 was a ruined cist aligned NNW and SSE, which 
had been constructed in an oval pit measuring about 1· 25 m 
by 1·15 m and 0·35 m in depth. The floor of the cist had 
been covered, except on the w, by a layer of grey clay some 
120 mm thick, with the E side-slab resting on this layer. 
There were no finds. 

Feature 2 was a shallow pit (1·15 m by O· 75 m and 0·6 m 
deep), which contained a layer of grey clay on which there 
was a deposit of dark soil with charcoal and tiny scraps of 
cremated bone. Sherds of pottery, charcoal and burnt stones 
were recovered, and it is possible that the burning took place 
within the pit, after which the upper part of the pit was lined 
with stones and the rest of the pit subsequently filled with 
further burnt material and rubble . Charcoal from the fill 
of this feature furnished two samples for radiocarbon assay' 
one yielded a date of 1050 bc ± 65 (Gu-1976) the other of 
1020 bc ± 55 (Gu-1977). The degree of agreement and the 
limited margins of error suggest a date in calendar years 
between 1300 BC and 1200 BC . 

Feature 3 was a pit (1·1 m by O· 75 m and 0·4 m deep) filled 
with brown soil and only a few stones; there were no finds 
from within the pit, but the rim of an urn-like vessel was 
found nearby. 

Feature 4 was a small hollow (0· 55 m by O· 5 m and 0·1 m 
deep) with a grey clayey fill and a few flecks of charcoal. 
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C isls, Upper Largie (No. I09) 
A . ciSl I , from NNE 
B. CiSl I, from [SE 
C. ciSl 2, from ESE 

D. cisl 3, from NNE C 

E. Cup-and-ring markings, 
Achanarnich (No.11l (I)); view from SE 

CUP-AND-RING MARKINGS 

110 Cup-markings, Achadachoun 
NR 982673 April 1986 

There are two cupmarked boulders situated on the fringe 
of a forestry plantation immediately w of the abandoned 
farmstead of Achadachoun. 

(1) This rectangular slab (0·79 m by 0·31 m by 0·16 m) 
rests against the E side of a ruined building and bears fifteen 
plain cup marks which measure up to 60 mm in diameter by 
20 mm in depth. 1 

CU P-AND-R ING MARKINGS No. III 

(2) About 20 m to the SE there is a second boulder 
(0·75 m by 0·5 m by 0·2 m) , on which there is a much 
weathered cup and single ring. 

111 Cup-and-ring Markings, Achanarnich 
(I) NM 774027 (2) NM 775028 
(3) NM 777030 June 1985 

There are three groups of cup-and-ring markings in the 
vicinity of Achanarnich. 1 

(I) This dispersed group of markings is situated towards 
the middle of a whale-backed ridge 135 m sw of 
Achanarnich and comprises one cup with four rings, one cup 
and three rings, three cups with two complete or partial rings, 
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No. III CUP·AND-RING MARKINGS 

Cup-and-ring markings, 
Achanarnich (No. 1I1 (I)) 

/~ 

seventeen cups with single rings, and some fifty-nine plain 
cupmarks. Of particular note are two unusually broad and 
shallow cups, one surrounded by a partial ring and the other 
plain. 2 

(2) There are two groups of four and five plain cupmarks 
on a rock-sheet 60 m N of Achanarnich; they range from 
70 mm to 25 mm in diameter by up to 15 mm in depth. 3 

(3) At the sw end of Cnoc Fraoich there is a rock-sheet 
bearing at least one cup and single ring, and forty-seven plain 
cupmarks (up to 85 mm by 15 mm).4 



112 Cup-and-ring Markings, Achnaba 
NR c. 9086 April 1984 

A cup-and-ring marked rock-sheet, which is reported! to lie 
near Achnaba House and N of the Lochgilphead to 
Inveraray road (A83), could not be located. 

113 Cup-and-ring Markings, Achnabreck 
(I) NR 855906 (2) NR 857906 
(3) NR 856905 May 1984 

On rising ground to the N of Achnabreck farmhouse there 
are three cup-and-ring marked rock outcrops. The largest 
(I) forms the most extensive and impressive group of 
prehistoric rock-carvings in Scotland.! 

(I) The major group of cup-and-ring markings is situated 
in an enclosure at the edge of a forestry plantation 350 m 
N of Achnabreck farmhouse. 2 The undulating surface of the 
rounded outcrop is partially overgroWn, and the decoration 
occurs as three discrete exposures which are here described 
from sw to NE. 

The largest exposure lies at the foot of the enclosure and 
comprises three clusters of markings. Towards the lower end 
of the sheet there is a group dominated by multi-ringed and 
guttered cups (with up to seven rings) accompanied by an 
extensive network of grooves and, close to the base, a line 
of four exceptionally large plain cupmarks. At the centre 
of the sheet there is another group of multi-ringed cups and, 
higher up the outcrop, there is a third cluster of multi-ringed 
cupmarks. 

The middle group is the smallest of the three decorated 
exposures. At the centre lies one of the largest cup-and-ring 
markings in Scotland, measuring up to 0·97 m in diameter 
over the outermost of its seven rings, and it is accompanied 

CUP-AND-RING MARKINGS No. 1\3 

on the s by a cup with a quadrant of three rings. To the NE 

and SE there are other multi-ringed cups, one of which has 
two central cupmarks, and all have well-defined gutters 
extending southwards from their cups. In addition to the 
larger marks there are several single-ringed cups and plain 
cupmarks. 

The carvings on the upper sheet, which are concentrated 
at its N end with only a peripheral scatter elsewhere, 
comprise cups (some with gutters) and up to six rings, large 
numbers of plain cups, lengths of grooving (several of which 
form enclosures), and some modern graffiti. Amongst the 
concentration of carvings at the higher (N) end of the 
outcrop, there are two double spirals, one triple spiral, and 
several multiple rings (lacking central cups), which are of 
special interest (for further discussion, see the Introduction). 
These markings are badly weathered and worn, and in some 
instances they are overlain by other carvings; it is probable, 
therefore, that they represent an early phase of carving on 
the outcrop, predating the majority of the other cups and 
rings. 

(2) This rock outcrop, sometimes referred to as 
Achnabreck Wood, is situated in a forestry plantation 150 m 
E of (1).3 The decoration includes at least fifteen multi
ringed cup marks (with up to six rings) many of which have 
extended gutters trailing from their cups, numerous single
ringed cups, and a large number of plain cupmarks. 

(3) On the crest of a rock outcrop which lies in a pasture 
field about 140 m SE of (I), there are faint traces of what 
may be a group of cup-and-ring marks, but on the date of 
visit they were too indistinct to record in detail. 4 Morris 
records that the decoration included one cup with two 
probable rings, three cups with single rings and a single plain 
cupmark. 
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Cup-and-ring markings, Achnabreck (No.1I3 (I)); site plan 
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Cup-ancl-l lIlg markings. Achnabl cck (No.113 (1)); 
lower glOlIp. I sheet 

CU P-AND-RING MARK INGS No. 113 
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No. 113 CUP-AND-R ING MARKINGS 

Cup-and-ring markings. Achnabreck (No.113 (I)); 
lower group. w sheet 
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CUP-AND-R ING MARK INGS No. 113 

Cup-and-ring markings. Achnabreck (No.113 (I)); middle group from NNE 
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Cup-and-ring markings, Achnabreck (No.1I3 (I)); 
mIddle group 
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No. 113 CUP·AN D·RING MARKINGS 

A. Cup·and·ring markings, Achnabreck (No. 11 3 (I)); 
detail of middle grou p 

B. Cup-and-ring markings, Achnabreck (No. 113 (I)); 
detail of middle group 
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CUP-AND-R ING MARKINGS No. 113 

C up-and-ring marklllgs, Achnabrcck (No.113 (I)); upper group, send 95 



A. C up-and-rl ng markings. Achnabreck (No.113 (I)); upper grouP. N end 
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No. 113 CUP·AND·R ING MARKINGS 
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Cup-and-ring markings, Achnabreck (No.ID (2» , from s 

114 Cup-and-ring Markings, Allt Bealaich Ruaidh 
NM 894007 April 1984 

This cup-and-ring marked rock-sheet is situated in broken 
moorland about 1·2 km SE of Glasvaar farmhouse; it lies 
about 50 m NE of a forestry plantation and overlooks the 
N bank of the Allt Bealaich Ruaidh. The gently sloping rock 
surface has weathered decoration comprising: two cups with 
two rings and gutters (190 mm overall); one cup and two 
rings (170 mm overall) ; four cups with single rings (up to 
115 mm overall); and at least four plain cups (up to 60 mm 
by 10 mm).! 

115 Cup-markings, Anaskeog 
NR c. 842956 June 1983 

This cupmarked boulder is situated in a forestry plantation 
about 450 m E of Killinochonoch farmsteading, but could 
not be located on the date of visit. It has been reported! that 
it bears fourteen circular and two oval cupmarks. 

116 Cup-marking (probable), An Lodan, Ford 
NM 872043 March 1984 

There is a single probable cupmark (70 mm by 20 mm) on 
the NE face of a vertical coping-stone on the wall flanking 
the SE side of the Ford to Torran road about 700 m NNE of 
Ford Church and 7·6 m sw of a field-gate .! 

117 Cup-and-ring Markings, Ardentraive 
(I) NS 032750 (2) NS 040760 
(3) NS 035747 April 1986 

There are three groups of markings at Ardentraive . 
(I) Scattered along the crest of a prominent rocky ridge 

320 m NNE of Ardentraive farmhouse, there is a series of 

CUP-AND-RING MARKINGS No. 119 

cup-markings.! The uppermost comprises one weathered cup 
(60 mm by 15 mm); 2 m to the SSE there are three plain 
cups and one cup-and-ring; a further three cups lie 2 m to 
the s; and 3·5 m to the w there are at least ten plain cups, 
two of which may be surrounded by much-weathered single 
rings. About 40 m to the ssw there is a tabular outcrop 
bearing a single cupmark (40 mm by 10 mm). 

(2) Situated 110 m E of the Milton Burn and lying within 
a recent forestry fence, there are two cupmarked boulders. 2 

The surface of the N slab projects only 0·2 m above the 
ground and bears at least twelve cupmarks and two dumb
bells. Lying about 12 m to the s, the second boulder is 
decorated with six plain cups. 

(3) There is a possible single cup on a boulder which forms 
the S corner foundation-stone of a ruined building lying 
immediately w of the track to the deserted farmstead at 
Milton. 3 

118 Cup-and-ring Markings, Ardgowan 
NN 099045 April 1986 

This badly weathered cup-and-ring marked rock outcrop is 
situated about 90 m E of a trackway and lies in a small 
clearing within a forestry plantation. It bears two cups with 
two rings, six cups with single rings and at least twenty plain 
cupmarks .! 

119 Cup-and-ring Markings, Ardifuir 
NR 7896, 7897, 7997 May 1980 

In the valley to the N of Ardifuir farmhouse there are at 
least eleven groups of cup- and cup-and-ring markings. 

(1) NR 789970. A boulder lying in the NW angle of the 
pasture field immediately N of Ardifuir dun (No. 270) bears 
two single cup marks (45 mm by 20 mm and 45 mm by 
15 mm respectively) . 
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No. 120 CUp·AND·R ING MARKINGS 

A 

There are eight decorated rock outcrops along the crest 
of a ridge which bisects the valley floor, and these are 
described below from 5 to N (2 - 9) . 

(2) NR 789969. About 40 m ESE of (1) there is a twin
peaked outcrop; the E peak has four cupmarks (up to 
75 mm by 25 mm) on its upper surface, and on the w peak 
there are three cupmarks measuring up to 60 mm by 20 mm. 

(3) NR 790970. On a gently sloping rock-sheet 4·5 m N of 
an E·W wall and about 25 m NNE of (2), there are thirty-four 
plain weathered cupmarks, three cups with 'eyebrows', and 
what may be a badly eroded cup-and-ring mark. 

(4) NR 790970. A group of at le'ast thirty plain weathered 
cupmarks is visible on an outcrop 12 m NE of (3). 

(5) NR 790970. On the upper edge of a gently sloping 
spine of rock about 5 m w of (4), there is a single large 
cupmark (100 mm by 40 mm) and a small cup flanked by 
half a ring. 

(6) NR 790970. About 4 m NNE of (4) there is a line of 
three cupmarks measuring up to 65 mm by 20 mm. 

(7) N R 790970. On a conspicuous projecting outcrop 30 m 
NNE of (6) there are four plain cupmarks and one cup-and
ring; the largest cup measures 70 mm by 25 mm and the cup
and-ring is 120 mm overall. 

(8) NR 790970. About 20 m NNE of (7) there is a group 
comprising: one cup and two rings; seven large cups and 
single rings, four of which have gutters; one small cup and 
single ring; and at least eighteen plain cupmarks. 1 

(9) NR 790971. The crest of a rock outcrop 50 m NNE of 
(8) bears nine plain cupmarks measuring up to 60 mm by 
10 mm . 

(10) NR 788970. In the colon the N flank of Dun an 
Fheidh and immediately N of a stone wall about 180 m NNW 

of Ardifuir dun (No. 270), there is a gently sloping rock
sheet, which bears one cup and two rings, four cups and 
single rings (two with gutters), and ten plain cupmarks.2 

(11) NR 788970. Situated on a rock outcrop 30 m NE of 
(10), there is a group of fifteen plain cups, one cup-and-ring 
with gutter, and a dumb-bell. The cupmarks measure up to 
60 mm by 10 mm and the cup-and-ring mark is 100 mm 
overall. 
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120 Cup-markings, Asknish 
NR 920916 

B 

Cup-and-ring markings, 
Ardifuir 

A. No. 119 (8) 
B. No. 119(10) 

March 1985 
This cupmarked boulder lies in a forestry plantation about 
800 m WNW of Asknish House. On its upper surface there 
are at least twenty-eight plain cupmarks (up to 80 mm by 
30 mm) and one kidney-shaped mark .! 



CUP-AND-RING MARKINGS No. 121 

A . Cup-and-ring marki ngs, 
Auchalick Wood (No.1 21 ( I)), from s 

B. Cup-and-ring markin gs, Auchalick Wood (No.1 21 (I)) 
)) 1 pi ===='=;==~===;-~ __ "---' 
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121 Cup-and-ring Markings, Auchalick Wood 
(I) NR919740 (2) NRC. 921740 June 1986 

There are two cup-and-ring marked rocks in Auchalick 
Wood; for further cup-markings in the vicinity, see No. 234. 

(I) Situated on the edge of a slight terrace 50 m s of the 
fort No . 234, there is a boulder bearing five cups with two 

.' 

rings, six cups with single rings, and some fifty-nine plain 
cupmarks. Several of the ringed cups have gutters, and some 
of the plain cups are linked by channels _ 1 

(2) This rock outcrop now lies in a dense forestry 
plantation and could not be located on the date of visit. Its 
decoration is reported to comprise six cups with single rings 
(all with gutters) and upwards of eleven plain cupmarks.2 
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No. 122 CU P-AND-RING MARKINGS 

])1 

11 

122 Cup-markings, Auchbraad 
NR 838814 September 1982 

A boulder situated near the corner of a field to the s of 
Auchbraad and 6 m s of the garden wall measures 1·3 m by 
at least 1·2 m and protrudes about 0 ·2 m; its surface slopes 
down slightly from N to s and bears at least nine plain cups 
on its E half. Two of them are unusually deep (70 mm in 
diameter and 30 mm in depth), but on average they measure 
60 mm in diameter and 20 mm in depth, with the smallest 
some 40 mm in diameter and 15 mm in depth . l 
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A. Cup-and-ri ng markings. Ballygowan (No.123) 

B. view r rom w 

123 Cup-and-ring Markings, Ballygowan 
NR 816977 May 1980 

This cup-and-ring marked rock-sheet lies in rough pasture 
about 85 m NNW of Ballygowan Cottage and is surrounded 
by iron railings. l The decoration on its gently sloping surface 
comprises: four cups with three rings, two of them with 
gutters; an unusual cup with three horseshoe-shaped rings 
and a gutter; one cup and two rings; three cups with single 
rings, two with gutters; three cups with partial rings; at least 
forty-three plain cupmarks, some of which are artificially 



A. Cup-and-ring markings, Ballygowan (No.123); detail 

enlarged natural cracks or fissures; and several lengths of 
grooving. 

About 8 m S of the enclosed rock-sheet there is a low 
ridge of rock which bears three weathered cupmarks 
measuring up to 60 mm by 15 mm. 

124 Cup-and-ring Markings, Baluachraig 
NR 831969 June 1985 

Situated within a protective enclosure in a pasture field 
230 m NW of Dunchraigaig cairn (No. 48), there are three 
cup-and-ring marked rock outcrops. 1 

104·5 (1) The largest and most profusely decorated rock-sheet 
bears some seventeen cups with double rings, fifteen cups 
with single rings, and at least 127 plain cupmarks. 

(2) To the w of (1) there is an outcrop on which there are 
ten plain cupmarks. 

(3) On an outcrop N of (1) there is one cup with single 
ring and a plain cupmark. 

125 Cup-and-ring Markings, Barr, Minard 
NR 968953 April 1984 

On a sloping rock-sheet, situated at the edge of the terrace 

CUP-AND-RING MARKINGS No. 128 

that overlooks the drive leading to Barr farmhouse, there 
are the weathered remains of a cup with three rings (360 mm 
overall), a gutter which leads towards a partially ringed cup, 
and a plain cupmark (60 mm by 20 mm). An adjacent 
outcrop to the S bears two cupmarks, the larger of which 
measures 80 mm by 20 mm .1 

126 Cup-and-ring Markings, Barrackan 
(1) NM 787038 (2) NM 787040 May 1985 

(1) On a boulder which lies 21 m N of the track to 
Barrackan there are at least twenty-six plain cupmarks 
measuring up to 100 mm by 40 mm and one cup with a single 
ring. 1 

(2) About 150 m to the NNW of (1) there is an extensive 
rock-sheet on which there are at least three groups of 
cupmarks. The most southerly comprises at least thirty 
cupmarks which measure up to 60 mm by 10 mm. A short 
distance to the N there are three plain cups (up to 80 mm 
by 15 mm) close to the wedge of the outcrop, and a further 
large cup (110 mm by 20 mm) accompanied by four small 
cups about 1 m to the E. About 14 m to the N there are five 
plain cupmarks and one dumb-bel1. 2 

127 Cup-markings, Barravullin 
NM 816079 March 1985 

On a rock-spine situated about 50 m SE of a sharp bend in 
the Oban to Lochgilphead road (A816), there are at least 
six plain cupmarks measuring up to 90 mm by 20 mm . A 
second boulder bearing a single cupmark, which formerly 
lay 15 m to the NW, could not be located . 1 

128 Cup-markings, Blairbuie 
NS 119740 June 1986 

This boulder, which is reported to bear twelve plain 
cupmarks, is now enveloped in a forestry plantation and 
could not be located. On the date of visit, however, a slab 
with a single cupmark (70 mm by 20 mm) was found close 
to the position of the other stone. 1 

B. Cup-and-ring markings, Baluachraig (No.124 (I)); detail 
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CUP-AND-R ING MARK INGS No. 124 

A. Cup-and·ring markings. Baluachraig (No. 124 ( I» B. detai l 
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No. 129 CU P-AND-RING MARKINGS 

A. Cup-and-ri ng markings. Cairnbaan (No. 132 (I)) B. detail from SE 

129 Cup-and-ring Markings, Blarbuie 
(I) NR 890898 (2) NR c. 882890 May 1983 

(I) This cup-and-ring marked rock outcrop is situated in 
a mature forestry plantation and could not be located on 
the date of visit. The decoration has been reported l to 
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comprise: a spiral; two cups each with five rings and a radial 
groove; three cups with three rings and a radial groove; and 
one cup with two rings. Another cup-and-ring marked stone 
is said to have been found within 100 m of the above, but 
it could not be found. 2 

A 

B 



Cup-and·ring markings. 
Cairnbaan (No.132 (2)) 

(2) A third cupmarked boulder, also found near Blarbuie, 
cannot now be located. 3 

130 Cup-markings, Brainport Bay 
NR 975951 May 1983 

Situated in a clearing within a forestry plantation about 50 m 
above the high-water mark of Brainport Bay and a little to 
the NW of lower platforms described under No. 365, there 
are two decorated rock surfaces (d and e on plan). 

(1) About l7 m NW of the lower platforms there is a low 
outcrop of rock, which bears two plain cupmarks (70 mm 
by 20 mm) on its upper surface. 

(2) On a gently sloping rock-sheet 45 m NW of the lower 
platforms, there are fourteen worn cupmarks (the largest 
measuring 70 mm by 20 mm) at the upper end and a single 
plain cup at the lower end.! 

CUP-AND-RING MARKINGS No. 132 

131 Cup-markings, Brenachoille 
NN 020022 April 1984 

This cup-marked rock outcrop is situated in rough woodland 
about 150 m ENE of the former farmhouse at Brenachoille 
and overlooks the s bank of an unnamed stream. Its upper 
surface is decorated with one large (140 mm by 70 mm) and 
three small cup marks (up to 65 mm by 20 mm). Immediately 
to the E, on an adjacent outcrop, there is a rock-cut basin 
flanked by two irregular man-made depressions.! 

132 Cup-and-ring Markings, Cairnbaan 
(1) NR 839910 (2) NR 838910 June 1985 

On high ground to the N of the Cairnbaan Inn there are two 
groups of cup-and-ring markings.! 

(1) Situated within a metal railing there are three cup-and-
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ring marked rock outcrops. The decoration on the largest 
rock-sheet comprises a pair of cups surrounded by three 
partial rings, one cup with two rings, three cups within a 
single ring, sixteen single cups with single rings, at least sixty 
plain cups, and several lengths of grooving. A particular 
feature of this rock-sheet are the long gutters that run 
downs lope from seven of the cups at the s end of the 
outcrop. 

On a rock outcrop which lies towards the centre of the 
enclosure there are six plain cupmarks, and another outcrop 
at the NW of the enclosure bears three cups with double 
rings and six plain CUpS. 2 

(2) In open moorland 100 m W of (1) there is a rock
sheet, flush with the surface of the ground, on which there 
is a complex series of markings, the most distinctive of which 
are a number of conjoined multiple-ringed cups . Six of these 
are surrounded by four rings, one by three rings, seven by 
two rings, and eight by single rings; several of the ringed 
cups have gutters. In addition, there are at least fifteen plain 
cups and stretches of wandering grooves. An unusual mark 
lies at bottom right of the outcrop; it is badly weathered, 
but appears to comprise a broad shallow cup surrounded 
by a single ring which is linked to the cup by a series of rays.3 

133 Cup-markings, Carnassarie Castle 
NM 838008 May 1983 

Some 9 m W of the NW angle of Carnassarie Castle, there 
is a slab of stone, 0·7 m by 0·42 m by 0·15 m, lying in a patch 
of rough grass. It appears to be a fragment of a larger slab, 
as five of the seven cups on its upper face are cut by the sides 
of the stone. The cups measure up to 100 mm by 55 mm. 

134 Cup-markings, Carnassarie Cottage 
NM 839004 May 1983 

On the upper face of a rectangular block of stone (0·5 m 
by 0·42 m by 0·35 m), which lies immediately N of the track 
to Carnassarie Castle and about 20 m w of Carnassarie 
Cottage, there are two roughly pecked cupmarks, each 
measuring 80 mm by 15 mm.! 

135 Cup-markings, Castle Sween 
NR 710781 May 1983 

This prominent cupmarked boulder is situated on the edge 
of the raised beach about 740 m SSE of Castle Sween. On 
the N end of its level upper face there are seven weathered 
cupmarks, measuring up to 70 mm by 30 mm, and an eighth 
towards the send .! 

136 Cup-markings, Cnoc a' Chuilinn, Kames Golf Course 
(1) NR 972708 (2) NR 972709 
(3) NR 973708 May 1987 

There are three groups of cup-markings on the flanks of 
Cnoc a' Chuilinn about 200 m SE of Kames Golf Course 
club-house. 

(I) About 15 m s of the crest of the knoll and lying at the 
edge of the rough, there is a rock outcrop, which bears on 
its upper surface four plain cupmarks (up to 60 mm by 
20 mm). 

CUP·AND- RING MARKI NGS No. 140 

(2) On the w of the knoll and a short distance below the 
crest, there is a single large cupmark (110 mm by 20 mm) 
situated on a rock-sheet and lying flush with the surface of 
the surrounding ground. 

(3) This cupmarked boulder lies on the E edge of the 
fairway about 80 m SE of (I). It bears a group of five cups 
at the centre of its upper surface and a further four to the 
E; the largest measures 60 mm by 15 mm . 

A 

Cup-and-ring markings, 
Colintraive (No.137) B 

137 Cup-and-ring Markings, Colintraive 
NS 033745 May 1986 

This cup-and-ring marked boulder, which is now in the Isle 
of Bute Museum, Rothesay, was found in the demolition 
debris from the former inn at Colintraive.! It is a roughly 
rectangular block measuring 0·66 m by 0-49 m by 0 · 15 m 
and bears one cup with four rings and a second with three 
rings; both markings have been damaged by later reshaping 
of the stone. 2 It is possible that the boulder came originally 
from the cairn No. 39. 

138 Cup-marking (possible), Corlarach 
NS c. 125717 May 1985 

This rock, which is reported! to bear a single cupmark, could 
not be located on the date of the visit because of dense 
forestry. 

139 Cup-markings, Corra 
NR 936839 April 1986 

Situated in a pasture field to the s of Tom Buidhe and 200 m 
NE of Corra farmhouse, there is a boulder, measuring 1·35 m 
by 0·95 m and 0·3 m in height, which bears at least ten plain 
cups (up to 80 mm by 30 mm).! 

140 Cup-and-ring Markings, Creagantairbh 
(I) NM 843012 (2) NM 844012 June 1985 

In a pasture field which lies to the E of the Kilmartin to 
Oban road (A816) and about 400 m N of the turning to 
Ford, there are two decorated rock outcrops .! 

(1) The major group is situated on the level top of a rock
sheet 15 m E of the public road; at the s end of the exposure 
there is an erratic boulder and, on the w, turf has grown 
over part of the worked surface. The decoration comprises 
twelve cups with single rings, at least 134 plain cupmarks 
(some with gutters) and, at the NE end, an unusual group 
of grooves, some of which form irregular enclosures . At least 
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one of these has previously been interpreted as a footmark/ 
but it is unlikely that it was originally designed to represent 
the impression of a foot or shoe. A deep mark at the NE 
angle of the outcrop is probably modern. 

(2) On the highest point of a bluff about 60 m to the SE 
of (I) there are two cupmarks which measure 50 mm by 
15 mm. 

141 Cup-markings (possible), Crinan 
NR 783940 September 1982 

Built into the NW corner of a barn on the NE side of the road 
to Crinan Harbour, 100 m from the shore, there is a stone 
on which there are several possible cup-markings measuring 
up to 60 mm in diameter and 10 mm in depth.! 

142 Cup-markings, Crinan Ferry 
NR c. 792936 May 1983 

In 1976, during a period of unusually low water, a 
cupmarked boulder was found in a lagoon on the w side of 
the Crinan Canal a short distance sw of the Crinan Ferry 
swing-bridge.! Subsequent examination revealed at least 
twenty-two plain cupmarks .2 

143 Cup-markings, Croitachoimbie 
(1) NR 737872 (2) NR 738872 March 1984 

There are two cupmarked stones near Croitachoimbie 
Cottage. 

(I) On the top of a boulder which lies immediately w of 
the cottage, there are five plain cupmarks (up to 90 mm by 
30 mm) and a more recent basin with a gutter. The SE flank 
of the stone is decorated with an incised sailing ship and 
recent initials. 

(2) About 3 m S of the track to Croitachoimbie and 
c. 100 m E of the cottage, there is a large boulder which 
bears a single cupmark (60 mm by 20 mm) on its upper 
surface. 

144 Cup-and-ring Markings, Crubageen Boulder, Kilbride 
NR 858977 May 1983 

On the upper surface of an erratic block known as the 
Crubageen Boulder, which lies 1·3 km NNE of Kilbride 
farmhouse and 30 m E of an unnamed stream, there are at 
least thirty plain cupmarks (up to 75 mm by 20 mm) and 
a single cup-and-ring mark.! 

145 Cup-and-ring Markings, Derybruich 
NR 937703 April 1986 

This decorated rock outcrop is situated immediately to the 
S of the path from Millhouse to Portavadie about 150 m E 
of the cottage at Derybruich. There are at least thirty-one 
plain cupmarks (up to 85 mm by 30 mm) and a faint single
ringed cup. 

146 Cup-and-ring Markings, Druim Buidhe 
NM 826010 May 1983 

This cup-and-ring marked rock outcrop is situated in a 

CUP-ANO-RINU MARKINGS No. 153 

forestry plantation and could not be located. It is reported! 
that it bears: one cup and single ring; a cup and radial groove 
with two partial rings; a cup and radial groove with two 
complete rings; four plain cups; and several grooves. 

147 Cup-markings, Duine 
NM 786032 May 1984 

On a rock outcrop, which lies on the SE crest of a ridge 
700 m WNW of Duine, there is a group of ten plain 
weathered cupmarks (up to 50 mm by 10 mm) and an oval 
mark. 

148 Cup-markings, Dunamuck 
NR843919 March 1985 

At the SE end of an isolated rock outcrop situated in a 
pasture field 240 m ssw of Dunamuck farmhouse there are 
at least ten weathered cupmarks (up to 70 mm by 25 mm) 
and one cup with a possible ring .! 

149 Cup-markings, Dun Mhuilig 
NM 778018 March 1985 

This cupmarked boulder is situated among trees immediately 
N of the Craignish to Ardfern road (B8002) and 60 m w of 
Dun Mhuilig Cottages. It bears eight plain cupmarks, the 
largest of which lies at the centre of the slab and measures 
80 mm by 30 mm. 

150 Cup-markings, Dunmore, Kilmory 
NR 876864 March 1985 ' 

At the sw end of the ridge known as Dun Mor a large flat
topped boulder situated some 7 m to the N of a fenced well 
bears two cup-markings;! the boulder measures 1·7 m by 
I· 5 m and just protrudes above the forest floor. Pecked near 
the crest of the boulder and set some lOO mm apart, the cups 
are 50 mm in diameter and 10 mm deep; a natural groove 
runs from the E cup. 

151 Cup-marking, Dun Righ, Eilean Righ 
NM 797010 June 1983 

Situated on the highest part of a ridge to the s of the 
summit of Dun Righ there is a single well-preserved cup
marking measuring 90 mm in diameter and 20 mm in depth.! 

152 Cup-markings, Eilean Math-ghamhna 
NS 034986 May 1986 

On the SE flank of the tidal island at the wend of Newton 
Bay, and 4 m to the E of the dun that occupies the sw end 
of the island (No. 318), a flat outcrop of rock bears five cup
markings, the largest measuring 80 mm in diameter and 
20 mm in depth and the other four 50 mm in diameter and 
15 mm in depth.! 

153 Cup-markings, Erallich Water, Glen Aray 
NN c. 0711 April 1981 

A boulder 'covered in cupmarks' was reported to Campbell 
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No. 154 CUP·ANO-RING MARKINGS 

and Sandeman 'near the head' of the Erallich Water,1 but 
they were unable to locate it, and examination of likely 
boulders on the date of visit was also unsuccessful. 

154 Cup-markings, Eurach 
(1) NM 848010 (2) NM 849011 June 1981 

Situated on rocky outcrops close to the shepherd's house at 
Eurach there are two groups of cupmarks. 

(1) On the level surface of a rocky boss overlooking a cliff 
immediately N of Eurach, there are at least thirty plain 
cupmarks (some linked by grooves), an oval pecked enclosure 
surrounding two cups, and many recent initials . About 5·5 m 
to the E there is a single large cupmark which measures 
120 mm by 40 mm . Some 6 m to the sw a rock-spine bears 
nine plain cups, the largest measuring 90 mm by 25 mm. 

(2) Two plain cupmarks (70 mm by 25 mm) are situated 
on the top of a roche moutonnee which lies on the N side 
of the Ford road (B840) about 105 m NNE of Eurach.! 

155 Cup-markings, Fearnoch 
(1) NR 926798 (2) NR 918800 
(3) NR 920801 (4) NR 921803 April 1985 

There are four groups of cup-markings to the NW of 
Fearnoch farmhouse . 

(1) At the N end of a rock outcrop 150 m NW of Fearnoch 
farmhouse, there are eight cupmarks measuring up to 80 mm 
by 35 mm. A further three are visible to the w and slightly 
below the highest point of the outcrop .! 

(2) Situated in rough pasture about 90 m NE of a ruined 
farmstead and 960 m NW of Fearnoch farmhouse, there is 
a boulder (1·2 m by 1·2 m by 0·5 m) on which there are seven 
cupmarks which measure up to 50 mm by 20 mm. 2 

(3) On the level top of a prominent rock outcrop 230 m 
ENE of (2), there are at least three cupmarks measuring up 
to 90 mm by 35 mm .J 

(4) About 260 m NNE of (3) there is a rock outcrop 
bearing four cupmarks which measure up to 65 mm by 
10 mm . 

156 Cup-and-ring Markings, Fincharn 
(I) NM 905042 (2) NM 907043 
(3) NM 908042 May 1983 

Three groups of decorated rock surfaces have been found 
close to the former shepherd's cottage at Fincharn . 

(I) At the sw end of a rocky ridge, which flanks the N side 
of the track from Fincharn farmsteading, and about 100 m 
wsw of the cottage, there are at least nine widely-spaced 
cupmarks measuring up to 80 mm by 30 mm .! 

(2) This group of cup-and-ring markings lies on a gently 
sloping rock outcrop at the NE end of a ridge about 50 m 
NE of the cottage. The decoration comprises: a cup with two 
rings; a cup with a gutter and one and a half rings; and a 
cup with a gutter and a single ring. 2 

(3) On a horizontal rock surface about 140 m SE of the 
cottage, there are at least ninety weathered cupmarks 
accompanied by the basin of a knocking-stone. J 
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157 Cup-and-ring Markings, Ford 
NM 8603 June 1982 

Situated close to the drove road from Ford to Salachary, 
there are six groups of markings. 

(1) NM 865038. A rock outcrop about 11 m N of the track 
bears a much weathered group of carvings which includes: 
one cup with two rings; five cups with single rings; one dumb
bell; and six plain cups .! 

(2) NM 865038. This outcrop lies about 45 m WNW of (1) 
and immediately N of the highest point of the track; on its 
upper surface there are two plain cupmarks. 2 

(3) NM 865039. About 3 m NE of the enclosure No. 336, 
there is a prostrate slab which bears a faint cup-and-ring 
mark on its sw end. J 

(4) NM 864039. This decorated boulder, known locally as 
the Dun Dubh Boulder, lies about 35 m w of the enclosure 
No. 336; it measures 2-4 m by 1·1 m and has at least eight 
plain cups and two dumb-bells on its upper surface. 4 

(5) NM 864037. There are eight plain cupmarks on the 
upper surface of a boulder (1 ·1 m by 1·0 m), which lies on 
the w flank of a rocky knoll situated to the s of the track. 5 

(6) NM c. 867038. This cup-and-ring marked outcrop is 
situated in a forestry plantation about 200 m SE of the 
enclosure No. 336, and could not be located on the date of 
visit. The decoration is reported to extend over a length of 
17·6 m and includes cups and cups-and-rings. 6 

Other Bronze Age activity in the area is indicated by the 
discovery of an unusual polished stone cup at a point about 
60 m SE of (3); the vessel, decorated with two incised zigzag 
lines, is now in Glasgow Art Gallery and Museum. 7 

158 Cup-markings, Garraron 
NM 802089 May 1984 

On a rock outcrop situated 6 m s of the sw angle of the wall 
of Dunan Garbh-shr6ine, there are the weathered remains 
of at least six plain cupmarks, up to 90 mm by 30 mm, one 
dumb-bell and an oval mark. 

159 Cup-and-ring Markings, Glasvaar 
NM 8801 May 1984 

There are six groups of cup-and-ring markings in the fields 
around Glasvaar farm-steading.! 

(1) NM 882013. There are at least fifteen plain cupmarks 
measuring up to 90 mm by 30 mm on the level top of a 
prominent erratic boulder which lies in a field about 200 m 
sw of Glasvaar farmhouse. 2 Immediately to the NE three 
other cupmarks are visible on the outcrop on which the 
boulder rests. 

(2) NM 884014. This cup-and-ring marked boulder has 
been incorporated into the foundation course of the wall that 
extends w from the s side of Glasvaar farmhouse garden 
towards a gateway across the farm track. J The decoration, 
which is exposed on the N side of the wall, comprises three 
cups with single rings (one incomplete), some twenty-four 
circular or oval plain cups (two with gutters), a large oval 
mark and an unusual array of channels. It is possible that 
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the boulder has been removed from a large cairn (No. 57) 
which lies 90 m to the s. 

(3) NM 884014. Immediately s of (2), there is a rock-sheet 
to the s of a field wall; on it there are two weathered plain 
cupmarks and two small depressions . 

(4) NM 885019. This group of cup-and-ring markings lies 
on a whale-backed outcrop immediately w of the track that 
leads NE from Glasvaar farm-steading and 22 m s of a 
forestry plantation. 4 The outcrop has two decorated surfaces, 
one on the crest of the ridge and the other on a terrace to 
the E. 

On the crest there are the weathered remains of seven cups 
with single rings , forty plain cups, three cups with gutters , 
and a later knocking-stone basin . The decoration on the 
lower surface is more complex and is largely unweathered 
as it is normally covered with turf. 5 The principal feature 

)) 1 ~ 
ft 
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CUP-AND-RING MARKINGS No. 159 

-' 

is a cup and single ring with seven partial rings on the E; 
it is accompanied by a series of cups , some surrounded by 
single or double rings, others grouped within rings, and a 
number of plain cups and channels. 

(5) NM 886018 . About 7 m SE of (4) , on the E side of the 
trackway, there is a gently sloping rock-sheet bearing the 
weathered remains of three cups with single rings and gutters, 
one plain cup and gutter, one cup set in a depression , two 
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No. 160 CUP·AND-RING MARKINGS 

cups linked by two grooves set in a cartouche, and seven plain 
cupmarks. 6 

(6) NM 886018. On a rock-sheet 6·5 m to the E of (5) there 
are four plain cupmarks. 7 

160 Cup-markings, Gleann 8eag 
(I and 2) NN 174062 (3) NN 174063 April 1986 

On the S side of the Allt Glinne Bhig about 140 m S of a 
sheepfold and situated amongst the recently afforested 
remains of a ruined farmstead, there are three cupmarked 
rocks.! 

(I) The southernmost stone, an erratic block, lies 
immediately NW of a corn-kiln; its upper surface is 
decorated with at least thirty-nine plain cups which measure 
up to 80 mm by 30 mm. 2 

(2) About 8 m N of (I) there is a second erratic boulder, 
on which there are twenty-five plain cups measuring up to 
70 mm by 20 mm. 

(3) The last slab lies about 40 m NW of (2) and 
immediately s of a ruined building; on its upper surface 
there is a barley-husking mortar and nine cupmark-like 
depressions which may be of comparatively recent date .3 

161 Cup-and-ring Markings, Glendaruel 
NR 998840 April 1986 

This decorated boulder is situated in a recent deciduous 
plantation 100 m SE of the road bridge (A886) over the 
Clachan Burn. Its upper surface bears ten cupmarks, one 
of which is surrounded by a single ring and another by a 
keyhole-shaped ring.! 

162 Cup-and-ring Markings, Glenmoine, Upper Largie 
NM 828000 May 1985 

This cup-and-ring marked boulder lies 5 m w of the NW wall 
of a disused sheepfold and immediately E of a track through 
a forestry plantation. On its upper surface there are the 
weathered remains of at least nineteen cupmarks, which 
measure up to 70 mm by 15 mm, and two cups surrounded 
by single rings.! 

163 Cup-and-ring Markings, Glennan 
NM 858009 May 1983 

On the highest point of a rock outcrop, which lies on the 
s bank of an unnamed stream a short distance above a 
waterfall, and about 140 m SSE of the ruined farmstead of 
Glennan, there is a group of cup-and-ring markings. They 
are badly weathered and obscured by moss, but on the date 
of visit at least forty-one cups ranging in size from 150 mm 
by 60 mm to 60 mm by 10 mm (three of the larger cups may 
be surrounded by single rings) and three pairs of dumb-bell
like markings were visible.! 

At the base of the outcrop there are a pair of large plain 
cups and at least eight smaller ones. 

164 Cup-markings, Goirtein 
NR 960895 April 1986 

This decorated rock outcrop, which is situated on the edge 
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of a terrace amongst rig-and-furrow cultivation about 700 m 
NE of Goirtein Croft, bears two cupmarks 1· 2 m apart, the 
larger measuring 80 mm by 20 mm. 

165 Cup-markings, Inverliever 
NM 893055 May 1983 

On the w face of an upright boulder set in the remains of 
an old wall immediately E of the SE gable of a ruined 
cottage, there are at least three weathered cupmarks, which 
measure up to 50 mm by 10 mm. Other slight indentations 
may be the remains of additional cups, but a large hollow 
at the centre of the w face is of natural origin.! 

166 Cup-markings, Inveryne 
NR 921757 April 1985 

On a low rock-sheet, which lies close to a disused dam and 
3 m E of the track to lnveryne, there are at least sixty-three 
cupmarks measuring up to 100 mm by 50 mm.! 

167 Cup-and-ring Markings, Kilail 
NR 943840 May 1986 

Situated on the S flank of Bim nam Manach there is a 
group of cup-and-ring marked rocks lying to the N of an old 
roadway about 1·1 km ESE of Kilail farmhouse. They are 
here described from s to N . 

(1) This outcrop measures 1·6 m by 1·1 m and 0·5 m in 
height; its upper face bears six weathered plain cup marks 
up to 90 mm by 10 mm. 

(2) About 2 m N of (1) there is a rock outcrop with 
eighteen cupmarks (the largest measuring 100 mm by 
10 mm), four of which may be surrounded by the weathered 
remains of single rings. 

(3) Immediately N of (2) an extension of the same outcrop 
bears at least eleven plain cups which measure up to 100 mm 
by 10 mm. 

(4) The final group lies on an outcrop 4 m N of (3); it 
comprises one cup with two probable rings and four plain 
cups measuring up to 80 mm by 20 mm. 

168 Cup-and-ring Markings, Kilbride 
NR 8596 May 1983 

Disposed at intervals along a low rocky spine, which runs 
sw from Kilbride farmhouse, there are five groups of cup
and-ring markings and a decorated boulder. Two of the 
groups (I - 2) and the boulder (3) lie in the rockery of the 
farm garden and the remainder are in a pasture field. 

(I) NR 852964. On the highest point of the rock outcrop 
which flanks the SE garden wall there are four plain cups 
(60 mm by 10 mm). About 4 m to the S two plain cups 
(70 mm by 10 mm) have been cut into the rock surface, and 
3 m to the ENE of the first group there is a cup with two 
rings (220 mm overall). 1 

(2) NR 852964. The crest of the ridge close to the NW 

garden wall is decorated with about seventy plain cupmarks, 
to which the basin of a knocking-stone has been added. 2 

(3) NR 852964. About 1960 this hog-backed boulder 
(1· 5 m by O· 7 m by 0·2 m) was found in a ploughed field 
at NR c. 85039593, it was subsequently moved into Kilbride 
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A. Cup·and· ring markings, Kilmichael Glassary (No.170 (I» 

garden and now lies adjacent to the cupmarks described 
under (2). Its rounded upper surface bears one cup with two 
rings, one cup with one ring, three plain cups and a cup with 
a possible groove. 3 

(4) NR 852964. In the field 55 m sw of (2) and IO m SE of 
the field-wall, there is a small outcrop of rock decorated with 
two cups with single rings and at least three plain CUpS.4 

(5) NR 851964. About 60 m sw of (4) a rock outcrop bears 
a triangular setting of three large cupmarks (up to 120 mm 
by 30 mm), two of which are surrounded by single rings while 
the third has a partial ring. Two plain cups lie within the 
triangle and a third has been placed to one side .s 

(6) NR 851963. The OS field-surveyors reported6 a group 
of five and another of three plain cups about 35 m sw of 
(5); these could not be located on the date of visit. 

(7) NR 855963. On the floor of a side valley about 330 m 
SE of Kilbride farmhouse, there are two decorated erratic 
boulders. 7 The larger lies about 20 m NNE of a field-wall, 
and on the sw end of its flat upper face it has a single, much 
worn cup-and-ring marking which measures 160 mm overall. 
About 50 m to the NE there is a smaller boulder which bears 
two plain cup marks (65 mm by IO mm). 
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B. view from l: 

169 Cup-markings, Kildalven 
(1) Ns017889 (2) Ns 013886 April 1987 

(I) A little to the SE of the township of Kildalven there 
is a boulder (1·45 m by 1· 15 m and O· 3 m thick) decorated 
with at least twelve plain cups, measuring up to 90 mm in 
diameter and 40 mm in depth, and a pair of conjoined cup
markings. A hollow, 260 mm in diameter and 150 mm deep , 
has been used for barley husking . 

(2) Some 480 m to the sw of (I) there is an isolated 
boulder on the hillside with at least twenty-nine plain cups 
and one dumb-bell marking . 

170 Cup-and-ring Markings, Kilmichael Glassary 
(1) NR 857934 (2) NR 858935 June 1985 

Situated in rough pasture to the NW of Am Baile Mor, 
Kilmichael Glassary, there are two groups of cup-and-ring 
markings . 

(I) This rock outcrop lies a short distance NW of the 
public road and is surrounded, in part, by iron railings. 
Within the fence the rock-face dips to the SE and two 
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No, 170 CUP-AND- RING MARKINGS 
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A. Cup-and-ring markings, Kilmi chael Glassary (No.l70 (1» B. detail B 
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A. C lIp-and-ring markings, Kilmichael Glassary (No.170 (I)), from SE 

parallel terraces are profusely decorated with cups, rings and 
other motifs. Of particular note are four cups with keyhole
like rings, which occur on both the upper and lower terraces, 
and three large oval marks which lie on the w side of the 
lower terrace. 

Outside the NW angle of the enclosure an extension of the 
rock-sheet has been exposed, revealing at least forty-seven 
plain cups and five cups with single rings.! 

(2) About 60 m NNE of (1) there is a second cup-and-ring 
marked rock outcrop which lies immediately outside the N 

corner of a garden fence and is crossed by a track. The 
decoration comprises one cup with five rings, one with four 
rings, three with two rings and two cups with single rings, 
as well as seventeen plain cups. This outcrop probably forms 
part of a larger group, but the remainder is buried beneath 
the root system of a nearby tree. 2 

B. C lIp-and-ring mar kings, Ki lmichael G lassa ry (No.170 (2)) c. detai l 

CU P-AND-RING MARKI NGS No. 172 

171 Cup-markings, Kilmory Burn 
NR 712765 May 1983 

About 11 m E of the Kilmory Burn and a short distance w 
of a ruined shieling, there is a low boulder which bears, on 
its flat upper face, at least forty -three plain cupmarks 
measuring up to 85 mm by 50 mm.! 

172 Cup-marking (possible), Kilmun Arboretum 
NS c. 159829 June 1986 

A boulder bearing what has been described as a single 
cupmark is reported to lie about 50 m NE of the track 
through the Kilmun Arboretum immediately NW of the 
uppermost gate. This area is now obscured by fallen trees, 
and the stone was not located on the date of visit. ! 

C 
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No. 173 CUP-AND-R ING MARKINGS 

173 Cup-markings, Learg Mhor, TayvaIlich 
NR 722852 March 1985 

This heavily cupmarked erratic boulder is situated on the 
sw flank of Learg Mhor, about 400 m w of the abandoned 
farmstead of Lower Fernoch. The surface of the boulder is 
badly weathered, but at least sixty-five plain cups are visible, 
the largest measuring 85 mm by 30 mm.! About 300 m to 
the SSE a cup-and-ring marked boulder has been reported, 
but it was not located on the date of visit. 2 

174 Cup-and-ring Markings, Lindsaig 
NR 9379 NR 9380 
NR 9479 NR 9480 May 1985 

There are nine groups of cup-markings at Lindsaig.! 
(I) NR 931796. About 180 m NW of Jock's Lodge there are 

two plain cupmarks, some 4 m apart, on a rock outcrop.2 
(2) NR 934799. This cup-and-ring marked rock outcrop 

lies in rough ground immediately N of improved pasture 
and on the line of a turf dyke 450 m N of Lindsaig 
farmhouse. Its sloping surface bears two cups with single 
rings and at least fourteen plain cups measuring up to 60 mm 
by 15 mm. 3 

(3) NR 935800. About 10 m N of the highest point of Dun 
Mor, there is a sheer-sided rock outcrop on top of which 
there is a single large cupmark measuring 90 mm by 30 mm. 

(4) NR 937794. On the crest of this whale-backed rock 
outcrop, which lies in improved pasture 330 m E of 
Lindsaig farmhouse, there are two plain cupmarks (80 mm 
by 25 mm and 55 mm by 15 mm respectively). 

(5) NR 943795. This boulder is situated in a forestry 
plantation and lies towards the bottom of a steep slope about 
10 m E of a small stream; it bears two plain cupmarks, both 
measuring about 60 mm by 10 mm. A third mark on the 
stone is natural. 

(6) NR 940797. Lying on level ground within an area of 
rig-and-furrow cultivation 680 m NE of Lindsaig farmhouse, 
there is a boulder, its upper face almost flush with the ground 
surface, which bears six plain cups (up to 80 mm by 15 mm) 
and two dumb-bell marks. 

(7) NR 937803. This cup marked rock outcrop is situated 
in a forestry plantation about 10 m E of an old field-dyke; 
the decoration comprises fifteen plain cupmarks measuring 
up to 100 mm by 30 mm. About 110 m to the wsw a single 
cupmark has been recorded on a rock outcrop, but it was 
not located on the date of visit. 

(8) NR 940806 and NR 939805. Two cupmarked rocks have 
been described on the sw flank of Cnoc an Fair;4 the area 
is now afforested and only one boulder with a single cupmark 
was located on the date of visit. The second rock is described 
as bearing nine plain cups and a dumb-bell mark. 

(9) NR 945804. A cupmarked stone is reported to lie on 
the E flank of the Strone Burn, but it was not located on 
the date of visit. 

175 Cup-and-ring Markings, Loch Michean 
NR 803987 May 1982 

On the gently sloping upper face of a rock outcrop, which 
lies on the w flank of a minor valley about 550 m N of Loch 
Michean, there are seven cups, each surrounded by single 
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rings, and at least twelve plain cups. The cups all measure 
about 45 mm by 10 mm and the rings are about 105 mm 
overall. 

176 Cup-markings, Low Stillaig 
NR 931679 May 1987 

This cupmarked boulder is situated in a prominent position 
in rough pasture about 250 m NE of the ruins of Low 
Stillaig. On its upper surface it bears at least eighteen plain 
cups measuring up to 80 mm by 30 mm. 

177 Cup-markings, Middle Inens 
NR 975730 May 1987 

There are four weathered cupmarks (up to 90 mm by 30 mm) 
at the top of a rock outcrop, which is situated in a gorse 
thicket about 120 m NNW of the ruined farmsteading of 
Middle Inens. 

178 Cup-markings, Nether Largie 
NR 830984 May 1983 

This group of thirteen plain cupmarks is situated on a gently 
sloping rock outcrop, which lies immediately w of a field 
wall opposite the entrance pathway to Nether Largie North 
cairn (No. 68). For the most part they measure 40 mm in 
diameter by 10 mm in depth, but there is also an oval cup, 
which is 95 mm by 80 mm and 20 mm deep.! 

179 Cup-and-ring Markings, Ormaig 
NM 822027 June 1985 

This cluster of cup-and-ring marked rock outcrops, which 
lies partly within a forestry plantation and partly in a 
clearing, is situated on the w shoulder of Creag Mhor 
330 m S of Ormaig farmhouse and 90 m E of the bridge 
over the Eas Mor. There are two principal groups of marks 
(1-2), as well as four lesser sets (3-6), and they are described 
here as they occur from s to N.! 

(I) The lower of the two major exposures is a gently 
sloping rock-sheet on which the decoration is divided into 
two sections; that to the w has been open to the elements 
for many years, while the other was only revealed in 1974, 
and the carvings on it are unusually fresh, with individual 
peck-marks clearly visible. The w section bears seven cups 
with single rings, at least fifteen plain cups and several lengths 
of grooving, with a marked concentration at the wend. 
Besides the ancient carving, there are some modern graffiti, 
which include the names John Campbell 1874 and Archie 
Camp bell 1877. On the lower part of the sheet there is a mass 
of carving comprising four cups with double rings, twenty
seven with single rings, numerous plain cups (some with 
gutters), and several channels, including a parallel group of 
three, which lie towards the E end of the sheet. The most 
interesting feature of this group, however, are the three 
marks sometimes referred to as 'rosettes'. They comprise a 
cup-and-ring marking with a circle of pits or small cups lying 
between the central cup and the surrounding ring. In addition 
to the three complete rings of pits, one of the cups with two 
rings has half of its inner ring formed of similar pits, but 
in this case it is not clear whether it was deliberate or marks 



CUP-AND-RING MARKINGS No. 179 

A 

Cup-and-ring markings, Ormaig (No.179 (I)) 
A. detail from E 
B. view from SE B 
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CUP-AND-R ING MARKINGS No. 179 

A 

A. Cup-and-ring markings, Ormaig (No.179 (I)) B. detail B 
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No. 180 CUP-AND-RING MARKINGS 

A. Cup-and-ring markings, Ormaig (No.179 (2»; S portion 

an intermediate stage in the completion of a normal ring. 
(2) At the E edge of the clearing a short distance N of (I), 

there is a steeply sloping finger of bare rock; it is much 
weathered and fractured, but is so profusely decorated that 
the entire surface appears to have been modelled. Amongst 
the concentration of closely spaced cups, rings and channels, 
there are two marks that are especially worthy of note. 
Firstly, at the bottom left of the outcrop, there is a cup-and
gutter surrounded by a circle of pits (similar to the rosettes 
in (I) above), which in turn is enclosed within multiple rings, 
the inner and outer of which lead into a guttered cup and 
another ring respectively. The second mark lies 1·1 m above 
the first and comprises seven short parallel grooves; this is 
a most unusual feature for Scottish rock art. 

(3) An outcrop immediately w of the top of (2) bears two 
groups of marks both badly fractured and weathered. The 
eastern comprises twelve cups with single rings and at least 
seven plain cups, while to the w there are four cups with 
single rings and six plain cupmarks. 

The remaining three groups all lie in the afforested area 
and are partially obscured by vegetation: 

(4) About 2 m NNW of (3), there is an outcrop bearing six 
plain cups measuring up to 50 mm by 20 mm. 

(5) On an outcrop 1 m N of (4), there are five cups with 
single rings, nine cups (three with gutters) and numerous 
channels. 

(6) Some 4 m N of (2), there is an outcrop which bears 
ten weathered cupmarks measuring up to 60 mm by 15 mm. 

180 Cup-and-ring Marking, Pier House 
NR 945857 May 1986 

At the centre of the level upper surface of a boulder, which 
lies immediately s of an unnamed stream and about 500 m 
E of Pier House, there is an unusually finely worked cup-
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and-ring mark. The cup is only 20 mm in diameter and the 
ring measures 165 mm in diameter overall. 

181 Cup-and-ring Markings, Point 
NR 991643 June 1986 

This cup-and-ring marked erratic block is situated in an 
arable field and lies on the crest of a slight rise 300 m SSE 

of Point farmhouse. On its sloping s face there are ten cups 
with single rings (one of which has a radial groove) and 
eighteen plain cupmarks. A second cupmarked stone, which 
is reported to lie in the adjacent field, was not located on 
the date of visit. 1 

HI.r Ft ; j 

B. Cup-and-ring markings, Point (No.ISI) 
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CUP-AND-RING MARKINGS No. 182 

Cup-and-ring markings, Ormaig (No.179 (2»; N portion B. detail 

C. Cup-and-ring markings, Poltalloch (No.182 (I)) 

111 ! , 
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182 Cup-and-ring Markings, Poltalloch 
(I) NR 812963 (2) NR 815968 May 1983 

(1) This impressive cup-and-ring marked rock outcrop is 
situated in woodland 160 m sw of the ruins of Poltalloch 
House. 1 The rock surface dips steeply to the E and is cri ss-
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No. 183 CU P-A ND-RI NG MARKINGS 

Cup-and-ring mark ings, Torbhlaran (No.1 88 (2)) 

9A crossed by deep fractures, which, in places, have led to the 
shearing-off of some of the marks. The decoration 
comprises: seven cups with four rings (one of which has 
widely spaced rings, giving it an unusually broad diameter); 
nine cups with three rings; nine cups with two rings; thirteen 
with single rings; and at least eighty plain cupmarks. To the 
NN W of the largest of the four-ringed cups there are two 
star-shaped marks, one of which is surrounded by a ring (for 

p. 10 the significance of these marks, see the Introduction) . 
(2) The group of cup-and-ring markings situated about 

lOO m NW of the walled garden at Poltalloch House, and 
immediately SE of the junction of two paths, could not be 
located on the date of visit, as the outcrop on which they 
are carved was obscured by dense vegetation. A photograph 
taken about 1933 ,2 however, shows that there is at least one 
multi-ringed cupmark similar in style to (1) . Other marks 
were destroyed in the nineteenth century , when part of the 
outcrop was blasted away during the construction of a path .3 

183 Cup-marking, Rubha Breac (Site) 
Ns c.013780 April 1986 

Road construction has buried a boulder bearing what may 
have been a single prehistoric cupmark and a barley-husking 
mortar; it lay to the E of a deserted settlement at Rubha 
Breac. 1 

184 Cup-and-ring Markings, Stillaig 
(I) NR 942683 (2) NR 942682 
(3) NR 941683 (4) NR 942683 

There are four groups of cup-markings 
about 350 m s of Stillaig farmhouse. 
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April 1986 
In pasture fields 

(1) Close to the W side of an improved pasture field there 
is a low rock-spine, the two ends of which are decorated with 
markings. On the ENE there are thirty-six cups, two of which 
may be surrounded by single rings, and on the wsw end 
there are at least eight plain cupmarks. Immediately to the 
SE , a lower rock-sheet bears some twenty-nine much
weathered plain cups. 

(2) About 50 m to the S of (1) five plain cups are visible 
on a rock outcrop. 

(3) At the s end of a partially gorse-covered ridge in the 
field to the w of (1), a rock outcrop bears at least twenty 
plain cupmarks. Some 26 m to the s a rock-sheet at ground 
level is decorated with at least seven plain cups . 

(4) About 120 m ENE of (3) there is a further rock 
outcrop; at its S end there are four plain cups, and 6 m to 
the N two additional cups. 

185 Cup-and-ring Marking, Stronshira (Site) 
NN c. 115098 April 1981 

A 'slab with a couple of circles round a cup' is said to be 
built into one of two dykes to the E of Stronshira, but 
neither Campbell and Sandeman nor Morris' was able to 
locate it, and extensive examination of the field-walls on the 
date of visit was also unproductive . 

186 Cup-markings, Tigh a' Charnain 
NM 862015 May 1983 

This group of six plain cupmarks (measuring up to 65 mm 
by 20 mm) lies on the crest of a rock outcrop situated 
between the edge of the level valley floor and a post-and
wire fence about 200 m SE of Tigh a' Charnain Cottage. 1 



187 Cup-markings, Tom a' Bhhlir, Pole 
NN 200035 May 1986 

On the upper surface of one of a group of boulders situated 
about 45 m E of a disused sheepfold, there are eight 
cupmarks, the largest measuring 60 mm by 25 mm.! 

188 Cup-and-ring Markings, Torbhlaran 
(1) NR 863945 
(2) NR 862943 

May 1983 
June 1985 

(1) Situated in an arable field 190 m N of Glenalva 
Cottage and 50 m NW of the standing stone No. 229, there 
is an isolated spine of rock with its long axis aligned NE and 
sw. The NE end of the spine is bifurcated, and on the E spur 
there are three cups with single rings, one cup with four rings 
(300 mm overall) and three plain cups, while on the w spur 
there is one cup and single ring. In a hollow to the w of the 
middle of the spine there are faint traces of a cup and single 
ring and at least three plain cups.! 

(2) The NE flank of this whale-backed rock outcrop, 
which is situated in an arable field 190 m sw of (I), bears 
the much weathered remains of a group of cup-and-ring 
markings. The decoration comprises two cups with five 
partial rings, six cups with three rings, seven cups with two 
rings, thirteen with single rings (many of the ringed cups 
having gutters), and some sixty-eight plain cups. Part of the 
SE edge of the outcrop has been removed by blasting, and 
at least two shot-holes are visible. 2 

CU P-AND-RING MARKINGS 

Cup-and-ring markings, 
Torradh na Feinne (No.1 89) 

189 Cup-and-ring Markings, Torradh na Feinne 

No. 190 

N R 855874 May 1983 
This cup-and-ring marked slab is situated about 30 m s of 
the house at Torradh na Feinne, and was placed in its present 
position shortly after its discovery in a nearby wall.! The 
exposed portion of the slab measures 1·1 m by 0·8 m by 
0·3 m and it bears: one cup-and-ring with gap; four cups 
and single rings; at least fifty plain cups; and several grooves. 
The largest cupmark measures 60 mm by 30 mm. 

190 Cup-and-ring Markings, Torran 
NM 879046 May 1983 

Below the crest of a rock outcrop 4 m E of a field-wall that 
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No. 191 CU P-AN D-RING MARKINGS 

leads down to the shore of Loch A we, and 220 m SSE of the 
new farmhouse at Torran, there are four cups with single 
rings (one of which has a gutter), one cup with an eccentric 
ring and two plain CUpS.1 

About 100 m to the SE a single cupmark (50 mm by 
15 mm) has been cut into the crest of a crag (NM 88030455). 

191 Cup-markings, Upper Largie 
NR 834994 March 1984 

Situated in the corner of an arable field, and about 2 m S 
of the highest point of a low rocky outcrop 500 m ssw of 
Upper Largie farmhouse, there is a rock-sheet which bears 
four weathered cupmarks (up to 80 mm by 20 mm); a single 
isolated cupmark is visible 1·6 m to the S.l A single large 
cupmark (90 mm by 20 mm) lies 31 m to the NNE. 

STANDING STONES 
AND STONE CIRCLES 

192 Standing Stone, Achadh-Chaorann 
NR 757601 April 1984 

This stone stands in a field 220 m NNE of Achadh-Chaorann 
on the E side of the road from Tigheata to Ardpatrick 
House; 1 aligned NNW and SSE and now leaning towards the 
NNW, it rises to a height of 2·1 m with an irregular top. It 
is 1·4 m wide by O· 2 m thick at the base. On the ENE face, 
between 0·3 m and 0·45 m from the base and near the SSE 
edge, there are at least four cupmarks up to 50 mm in 
diameter and 5 mm deep; at a height of 1· 5 m there is 
another cup of similar size. On the other face, at a height 
of 1·4 m above ground level, there is a doubtful cup. 

193 Standing Stone, Achnabreck 
NR 855901 June 1981 

This fallen stone, situated about 140 m SSE of Achnabreck, 
is 4·6 m long, 0·92 m wide and 0·22 m thick at its wend; 
the other end is obscured by turf. It is recorded that the stone 
had already fallen by 1867, and that excavation close to it 
produced human bones. 1 

194 Standing Stone, An Car, Leckuary 
NR 875955 May 1982 

This stone, situated on the N bank of the River Add 200 m 
sw of Leckuary, measures 0·9 m by 0·3 m at the base and 
3·9 m in height; it rises with straight sides to a tapering top. 1 

Field-gathered stones have been piled round its foot, but 
there is no evidence that there was ever a prehistoric cairn. 

195 Standing Stone, Ardachearanbeg 
NS 002861 May 1985 

Situated 260 m N of Ardachearanbeg near the edge of a 
field on a level gravel terrace overlooking the River Ruel, 
this stone measures 1· 57 m in height and 1 m by O· 2 m at 
the base; aligned NE-SW and now leaning distinctly to the SE , 

A 

A. Standing stone, Ardachearanbeg (No.195), from NW 

B. Standing stone, Auchnagarran (No.196), from sw 

196 Standing Stones, Auchnagarran 
NS 006821 

B 

October 1984 
Situated on the crest of a broad ridge in a pasture field 200 m 
ssw of Auchnagarran, there is an irregular boulder, with its 
long axis aligned E-W and now leaning a little to the N. The 
stone measures 3 ·15 m in girth at the base and about 1 m 
in height and has an irregularly gabled top with the apex a 
little to the E of the centre. 

Another stone is said to have stood in the field known as 
the 'Ra Field' (NS 004822), but it was 'overthrown by a farm 
tenant' some years before 1915. 1 

197 Standing Stone, Avinagillan 
NR 839674 May 1982 

Situated 350 m NE of Avinagillan and now leaning to the s, 
this stone is aligned Nand s and measures 1·8 m in height 
and 1·05 m by 0·2 m at the base; the N side is straight, but 
the s side has a slight step before rising to a flat top. 1 

198 Standing Stones, Balliemore 
NS 056845 May 1984 

In a level field at the head of Loch Striven and 140 m s of 
Balliemore there are two standing stones some 2 m apart. 

it rises with slanting sides to a pointed top . C. Standing slones, Balliemore (No. 198), from NE 
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Slanding SlOnes. Balliemore (No.198) 
A. plan 
B. view from ESE B 

The N stone is a slim slab of schist 2·44 m high and up to 
0·18 m thick; the N side rises almost vertically but is now 
damaged, while the s side is slanting, and the top was 
probably gabled. The s stone is an irregular block now 
leaning slightly to the E; it is about 1·65 m high and 
includes a conspicuous vein of quartz . 

Standing stones. 
l3a llymcanoch (No.199) 

C. view from NI.: 
D. sto ne G, as drawn 

by C M ac1agan 
E. view frolll \V by 

C Maclagan 

.. 

STANDING STONES AND STONE C IRCLE 

199 Standing Stones, Ballymeanoch 
NR 833964 

No. 199 

June 1979 
This group of standing stones is situated in an arable field 
230 m sw of Dunchraigaig, 29 m sw of the kerb cairn 
No .31(2) and about 130 m NNE of Ballymeanoch henge 
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No. 199 
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STANDING STONES AND STONE CIRCLES 

c-air'n 
,¥,IJ 

., .. , 

A 

E. 'F 
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a r 

(No.22) . r Originally, there were seven stones, disposed in 
two roughly parallel linear settings of four stones (A - D) and 
two stones (E-F) respectively, the seventh (G) being an 
outlier to the NW. Stone G, however, fell at some time after 
/881, and its stump was excavated and removed in 1977; the 
shattered remains have been dumped in the drain close to 
the kerb cairn No.31(2).2 

The two linear settings are aligned approximately NW·SE, 

with the long axes of the individual stones parallel to the 
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Standing stones, Ballymeanoch (No.199) 
A. site plan (scale 1:5(0) 
B. stone B , NE face (scale 1:25) 

main alignment. The four E stones (A-D) are graded in 
height from SE to NW and measure: A, 4·1 m high, 1·4 m by 
0-4 m at the base; B, 3·6 m high, 2·0 m by 0·5 m at the base; 
C, 2·75 m high, 0·9 m by 0·35 m at the base; D, 2·75 m high, 
1·4 m by 0·5 m at the base. Two of the stones bear 
decoration: on the E face of stone B there are at least 
seventy plain cupmarks, as well as five cups with single rings 
and gutters, and eight cups with complete or partial single 
rings, the w face of stone C is decorated with some forty 



A 

Standing stones , Ballymeanoch (No.199) 
A . stone B from NE 

B. stone C , sW face (scale 1:25) 
C. stone G, E face (scale 1:25) 
D. stones E and F from w B 

plain cupmarks, one large cup and single ring, and one cup 
with a gutter and ring.] 

Standing stones E - F are situated roughly opposite the 
central stones of the four-stone alignment and are separated 
from it by a distance of about 41 m. As in the E alignment, 
the taller of the two stones (E) lies on the s; it rises to a 
height of 3 m and measures 0·6 m by 0·4 m at the base, while 
stone F is 2·7 m high and 0 ·8 m by 0·3 m at the base . 

The excavated stone (0) , which stood 18 m to the W N IV 

of stone F, rose to a height of 2·85 m4 with its long axis 
aligned roughly NW _ SE.

s An unusual feature of the stone 
was an hour-glass perforation through its centre, which was 
probably at least partially man-made. Like stones A , Band 
C, it was decorated, bearing on its E face two large 
cupmarks , about fifteen smaller cups and a dumb-bell. 
Excavation around the stump of the stone, which had 
remained in the ground after the upper portion had fallen, 
revealed three small patches of cremated bone, probably 
buried as a foundation deposit when the stone was erected. 
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No. 200 STANDING STONES AND STONE CIRCLES 

A 

200 Standing Stones, Barbreck 
NM 831064 May 1982 

Immediately to the ENE of Barbreck House there is a group 
of standing stones which comprises: a pair of large monoliths 
(A, B), about 23 m to the E, a large upright (C), with 
earth fast stones (D, E) to E and S of it respectively, and a 
massive block (F), now leaning towards the E, to the w of 
it; a displaced boulder (G), a little to the sw of stone c. l 

Stones A-E are indicated in black on the plan, but stones 
F and G are shown in white, as they are not wholly earth fast. 
The dimensions of the stones are as follows: 
A Standing to a height of 1·5 m, it measures 1·6 m by 

0·25 m at the base and has slanting sides, which rise to 
what has been a flat top; the top and the s side are 
broken . 

B This straight-sided slab measures 2·5 m in height and 
1· 5 m by o· 3 m at the base, a flake has been knocked out 
of the N side . The hollow on the top of the stone is 
natural. 

C Aligned N and s and now leaning slightly to the w, it is 
2·6 m high with straight sides to a height of \·7 m, from 
which level it tapers to an irregularly gabled top; the stone 
measures 1· 7 m by o· 35 m at the base. 

D Situated 1·8 m to the E of stone C, a smaller stone 
(0 ·85 m high and 0·75 m by 0·35 m at the base) has 
straight sides with a slanting top; a fragment has been 
knocked off the s side. 

E Aligned E and w, this stone is 0·7 m high and 0·95 m by 
0·2 m at the base; the E side is straight, but the w side 
is slanting. 

F To the w of stone C there is a massive block, 0·7 m high 
and 1·0 m by o· 25 m at the base, now leaning towards 
the E. 

G Some 3 m sw of stone C there is a further boulder, not 
apparently earthfast, measuring 0·5 m by 0·09 m and 
0·25 m in height. 

It is possible that there were formerly other stones in the 
group . 

201 Standing Stone, Barnashalg 
NR 729864 November 1984 

Situated 250 m s of Barnashalg on the E side of the upland 
Loch Dun Calltuinn, this stone is 3·5 m high and 2·5 m in 
girth at the base; lozenge-shaped in section with the longer 
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Standing slOnes, Barbreck (No.2oo) 
A. stones A and B from NW 
B. plan (scale I: 500) 

axis NW and SE, it now leans slightly to the sw. The NW tip 
has broken off, but otherwise the stone rises with tapering 
sides to a pointed top. There are two plain cupmarks on the 
SE face at a height of some 0·77 m with their centres about 
30 mm apart; the cups are 50 mm and 70 mm in diameter 
and 15 mm and 20 mm in depth respectively. Two small 
depressions slightly higher on this face are probably natural. 
At the centre of the N face, at a height of about 1 m, there 
is a single cupmark 50 mm in diameter and 15 mm deep. 1 

C. Standing slones, Carnassarie (No.202), from sw 

202 Standing Stones, Carnassarie 
NM 834007 May 1982 

There are two standing stones situated 450 m wsw of 
Carnassarie Castle and 135 m NNE of the cairn No. 35 (2).1 
The first, which stands 2·3 m NE of the other, is aligned N 
and s; it is 2·6 m high and 3·3 m in girth at the base. Its 
sides are straightish, although there is a slight shoulder on 
the N and the top is rounded. The hollow (80 mm in 
diameter and 20 mm deep) on the w side, at a point 0·7 m 
from ground level, is probably natural. The second stone, 
also aligned Nand s, now leans considerably to the E; it is 
2·65 m high and 2·8 m in girth at the base. The lower part 
of the stone is straight-sided, but it then tapers to a flat top. 

203 Standing Stone, Carron 
NR 932980 May 1982 

This stone stands in moorland near the left bank of the River 
Add about 2 km sw of Carron; aligned E and w, it stands 
1·8 m in height and is 2·4 m in girth at the base. It has 
straight sides and a flat top. 1 
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Slanding slOnes, Carse (No.204) 
A. plan 
B. Slones A and B f ram w B 

204 Standing Stones, Carse 
NR 742616 April 1984 

Situated in level fields sw of Carse House at the head of 
Loch Stornoway, there are three standing stones, a pair (A, 
B) and a single stone (e) 110 m to the WNW.! Stone A, 
which is aligned Nand s, is 2,4 m high, 1·25 m broad and 
0·4 m thick; it rises to a rounded top on the N and to an 
angled top on the s. Stone B, situated 2·5 m to the s and 
also aligned Nand s, measures 0·65 m by 0·45 m at the base 
and 3·2 m in height; it rises with straight sides for 1·5 m, 
then its sides converge, finally outcurving to a point on the 
N. The surface has distinct veins of white quartz. The third 
stone (C) has been surrounded by field-gathered boulders, 
but some of the original packing-stones of the stone-hole 
are also visible. Aligned approximately NE and sw, and now 
leaning a little to the NE , it is lozenge-shaped at the base, 
measuring 1·85 m in girth and rising to a height of 2·3 m. 

In 1864 'fragments of Bronze Plates found at the base of 
a Standing Stone on the estate of Carse' were presented to 
the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, but they have not 
survived; they are described as showing 'traces of small 
projecting embossed ornaments of Vandyke pattern, and 
knobs, etc' .2 
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STAN DING STONES AND STONE Cl RCLES No. 207 

205 'Standing Stone', 'Clach na Beithir' (Site) 
There is now no trace of the standing stone that is said to 
have been situated by the roadside between Dunans and Loch 
Sween near 'Loch na Behhir', a place-name which cannot 
now be identified. It is reported to have been about 4·5 m 
high , but by 1830 it already lay broken. ! 

206 Standing Stone, Cnoc M6r (Site) 
NS 005945 May 1986 

The Ordnance Survey Name Book records the position of 
a standing stone 'near the top of Cnoc Mor measuring 3ft 
6 in (1·07 m) in height',! but this could not be located on 
the date of visit, although there are several large slabs lying 
near the position indicated on the map. 

207 Standing Stones, Cnoc Pollphail, Low Stillaig 
NR 931683 May 1985 

Two stones stand in open moorland 660 m NNE of Low 
Stillaig commanding extensive views westwards across Loch 
Fyne. Aligned NNW and SSE, stone A is about 2·9 m high and 
now leans at a distinct angle to the NNW; it would originally 
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No. 208 STAND ING STONES AND STONE C IRCLES 

A. Slanding Slone, Creaganlairbh 8 eag (No.208), from sw 

have been about 3 ·15 m high and has straight tapering sides 
rising from a basal girth of 1·93 m to a pointed top. Stone 
B is quadrangular at the base (0·5 m by 0·35 m), but has 
been broken off at a height of 0·65 m. The missing part is 
said to have been used as a lintel for a byre at Low Stillaig. 1 

208 Standing Stone, Creagantairbh Beag 
N M 859015 June 1982 

This broken standing stone is situated immediately E of the 
public road B840 in a pasture field and about 140 m E of 
Creagantairbh Beag farmhouse. 1 Aligned E- W, the stump 
measures 1·4 m by 0·5 m at the base and rises to a height 
of 1·8 m. From the size of the broken portion, which was 
blown down in 1879, and now lies immediately to the E, 

it would appear that the original height of the stone was 
about 5 m. 

209 Standing Stone, Creag Loisgte , Low Stillaig 
NR 935677 May 1985 

Situated to the N of Creag Loisgte and 550 m E of Low 
Stillaig, this quadrangular stone (1·9 m high and 0·85 m by 
0·3 m at the base) is aligned approximately NNW and SSE ; it 
rises to a pointed top with the NNW side vertical and the SSE 

side slanting. 

210 'Standing Stone', Cretshengan 
NR 707668 June 1983 

Situated on the crest of the coastal cliffs 650 m W of 
Cretshengan, this stone has been set upright in a cleft in the 
rocks.l Its position suggests, however, that it is a navigation 
marker rather than a prehistoric standing stone. Aligned 
E and wand now leaning to the w, it is 1·6 m high and 
0·6 m by 0·25 m at the base. 

211 Standing Stones, Crinan Moss 
NR 808940 April 1984 

In moorland about 1·6 km NNE of Islandadd Bridge and 
80 m WNW of the small cairn No. 42, there is a series of 
upright stones, several of which protrude through the peat. 1 

Three appear to form part of what may have been a 
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C. Slanding Slones, Crinan Moss (No.2 11); plan 

B. Slanding slOne, 
Creag Loisgle, 
Low Sl ili aig (No.209), 
from sw 

rectangular setting of stones, with one corner missing, and 
there are two outlying stones. The stones are lettered on the 
plan and measure as follows: 
A Aligned NE and SW , this stone is 0·6 m high and 1·1 m 

in girth at peat level; it has straight sides and an irregularly 
rounded top. 

B This is a well-set slab, aligned NE and sw and standing 
to a height of 1 m; it measures 0·4 m by 0·2 m at peat 
level. 

C This slab protrudes from the peat to a height of 0·55 m 
and is 0·25 m by 0·15 m at peat level; it is a pointed, 
firmly set stone. 

D This stone is not necessarily in position and protrudes only 
0·15 m above the peat. 

E There is a single earth fast stone about 200 m ESE of the 
possible four-poster setting; it protrudes 0·2 m and 
measures 0·4 m by up to 1·8 m. 

212 Standing Stones, Dunadd 
(I) NR 839934 (2) NR 838936 June 1983 

(1) This stone, which was upright in 1867, but had fallen 
by 1903, 1 lies in a level field 220 m SSE of Dunadd 
farmhouse. It measures up to 4·3 m in length by 1·8 m at 
its broader end, its maximum visible thickness being 0·4 m. 

(2) An irregularly-shaped block of stone, 1· 35 m high and 



A 

B 

1·35 m in girth at the base, is situated 25 m s of Dunadd 
farmhouse , it is aligned NNW and SSE, and the top and the 
SSE edge appear to have been broken off. 

213 Standing Stones, Dunamuck 
(1) NR 847929 (2) NR 848924 
(3) NR 848923 May 1983 

There are three groups of standing stones situated NW and 
NE of Dunamuck on the level ground on the W side of the 
River Add. 

(1) The first group , comprising three stones , of which the 
central one has fallen, is situated about 750 m NNE of 
Dunamuck.1 The two upright stones are 4·4 m apart, with 
their longer axes aligned roughly NNW and SSE . The most 
northerly stone measures 2·63 m in height and 1·35 m by 
0·35 m at ground level. The fallen stone measures 3·75 m 
by 0·8 m and 0·3 m in thickness. The third stone is almost 
3 m high and measures 1·6 m by 0·35 m at the base. 

(2) Two standing stones form the second group, situated 
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Standing stones, Dunamll ck 

A. No.213 (I ); view from NE 

B NQ.213 (2); view from sw 
C. No.213 (I); plan 
D. No.213 (2); plan 
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500 m ENE of Dunamuck .2 The more northerly stone, which 
is aligned NW and SE, is 2·75 m high, has a breadth of up 
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No. 214 STANDING STONES AND STONE CIRCLES 

to I m and is about 0·35 m thick at ground level. The other 
stone, which is fissured, is aligned NNW and SSE; it stands 
4 m high with a pointed top and measures I· 5 m by 0·45 m 
at its base. On the W face, at a height of 0·9 m above 
ground level, there is a single cupmark (60 mm in diameter 
and 20 mm deep); a groove at a height of 0·9 m is probably 
of natural origin. 

(3) About 470 m E of Dunamuck there is a third group, 
consisting of two stones 3·2 m apart, both now fallen. 3 The 
more northerly measures 1·75 m by 0·23 m and up to 4·1 m 
in length, and the other stone 1·4 m by 0·3 m and 3·1 m in 
length. 

A. Standing stone, Fearnoch (No.214), from wsw 

214 Standing Stone, Fearnoch 
NR 926793 April 1985 

This standing stone is situated on the w side of a wall 400 m 
s of Fearnoch and about 90 m sw of the cairn No. 52 (1); 
aligned NNW·SSE, it is about 2· 5 m high and 1·95 m in 
greatest width, measuring 1·15 m by o· 34 m at the base. The 
N side is vertical and the S side has a pronounced hip before 
rising to a pointed top. 

215 Standing Stones, Ford 
NM 866033 June 1982 

Situated on the top of a slight rise in a pasture field 270 m 
sw of the Ford Hotel, there is a standing stone which 
measures O· 7 m by O· 55 m at the base and rises with straight 
sides to a flat top at a height of 3 m. 1 Originally there were 
two stones; the OS Name Book records that 'one of the 
stones is about 10 ft. high the other only a few inches. They 
are supposed to mark the site of an ancient grave'. 2 Only 
one, however, is indicated on the map of 1900,3 and the other 
stone is said to have been removed to Auchinellan House 
(NM 865026).4 

216 Standing Stone, Glennan 
NM 857011 June 1982 

Incorporated into a ruined wall which forms one of the 
enclosures around the disused farmstead of Glennan about 
470 m ssw of Creagantairbh Beag farmstead, there is a 
standing stone; aligned NNE- SSW , it measures 1·2 m by O· 5 m 
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at the base, and rises to a pointed top at a height of 2·2 m. 1 

217 Standing Stone, Inveraray Castle 
NN 094090 April 1981 

This standing stone is situated in the policies of Inveraray 
Castle about 210 m sw of the castle. Now leaning slightly 
to the SE, it measures 1·3 m by 0·5 m at the base and 2·8 m 
in height, and rises with straight sides to a sloping top. Its 
long axis is aligned NNE.SSW.
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218 Standing Stones, Inveryne 

Standing stones, Inveryne (No.2I S) 
B. view from \\' 
C. plan 

NR 915749 April 1987 
These three stones form a linear setting at the edge of a field 
800 m sw of Inveryne. Stone A is a straight-sided slab with 
an irregularly rounded top; it measures 0·6 m by 0·15 m at 

D. Standing stones, Ford (No.2I S), 
from s 



the base and O· 75 m in height. Stone B has a straight NE 
side, a rounded sw side and a gently rounded top; it 
measures 1·1 m by O· 2 m at the base and 0·95 m in height. 
A depression (70 mm by 60 mm and 20 mm deep) at the 
centre of the SE face is natural. Stone C has slanting sides 
and a jagged top; it measures 0·8 m by 0·35 m at the base 
and 1·05 m in height.) 
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219 Standing Stones, Kames 
NR 971714 

Standing stones, 
Kames (No.219) 

A. site plan 
(scale I : 5(0) 

B. N group, from NE 

October 1984 
There are three standing stones at the crossroads in Kames, 
one in a railed enclosure beside the War Memorial, the other 

STAN DING STON ES AND STONE Cl RCLES No. 222 

two 39 m to the N, partly embedded in a bank and a hedge 
on the opposite side of the road.) The S stone, in the 
enclosure, measures 1·2 m by 0·45 m at the base and rises 
in an equal gable to a pointed top at a height of 1·45 m . 
The larger stone of the pair to the N measures 2·8 m in 
height and 1·9 m by 0·4 m at the base; it rises with straight 
sides to a slanting top . The smaller stone, about 1 m to the 
N, is about 2 m in girth at the point where it protrudes from 
the bank, and is at least 1·5 m high; quadrangular on plan, 
it is aligned roughly Nand s. The pair of stones has been 
interpreted as the portal stones of a chambered cairn, the 
remainder of which has been destroyed, but there is no 
evidence to support this. 

220 Standing Stone, Kilmory Castle 
NR 867865 June 1979 

This standing stone is situated at the junction of two 
driveways leaving Kilmory Castle;) aligned NNW-SSE , it 
measures 0·9 m by 0· 18 m at the base and rises with straight 
sides to a pointed top at a height of 2·03 m. Other upright 
stones in the castle policies are probably garden features of 
relatively recent date. 

221 Standing Stone, Lochead 
NR 777780 May 1983 

This stone is situated on the N bank of the Allt Cinn-Iocha 
about 220 m SSE of Lochead and 20 m sw of a small circular 
graveyard. Aligned WNW and ESE, it is 2·05 m high and 
measures 1·1 m by O· 35 m at the base; there is a distinct step 
in the ESE side, but otherwise it rises uniformly to a flat 
top .) 

222 Standing Stones, Nether Largie 
NR 828976 November 1983 

Situated in fields on the W side of the Kilmartin Burn and 
about 250 m SE of the Temple Wood stone circles (No. 228), 
there is a complex setting of standing stones aligned 
approximately NE and sw. At each end of the alignment 
there is a pair of upright stones with two intermediate settings 
of four stones and five stones respectively; lOO m to the NW 
of the N end of the alignment there is a single outlying 
stone. In 1973 excavation revealed the stump of a further 
stone some 300 m w of the S end of the alignment, but it 
has since been covered up again. 

The southernmost pair of stones (A, B) is aligned roughly 
NNW- SSE, and the long axis of each stone has the same 
alignment. 
A This stone is 2·75 m high and 0·8 m by 0·5 m at the base, 

and tapers to a pointed top. 
B Standing to a height of 2·8 m and measuring 0·8 m by 

0·37 m at the base, this stone has straight sides and a top 
which falls from NW to SE . On the NE face there are three 
cupmarks; the largest is 70 mm in diameter and 15 mm 
deep, and the other two are 60 mm and 50 mm in 
diameter and 15 mm deep. 

The four-stone group is situated some 24 m to the NNE of 
A and B. Stones C and E stand 4·4 m apart, the long axes 
of each lying parallel with the main a lignment of the entire 
setting, but that of D approximates to that of A and B. 
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Slanding Slones, Nelher Largie (No.222) 
A. view from S5\I,,' 

B. plan (scale 1:5(0) 
C. stone F, sw face (scale 1:25) 
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C This stone is 0,92 m high and 1·05 m by 0,2 m at the base , 
It has straight sides and a broken top. 

D An upright slab 0,75 m high and 1·3 m by 0·15 m at the 
base; it has straight, slightly tapering sides and a flat top, 

E A further slab 0 ,4 m high and 0,68 m by 0,2 m at the 
base, it has straight sides and a broken top, 

A further stone, now fallen, appears to complete the 
sw side of this setting; just protruding through the turf, 
it measures 0 ,53 m in length, but its thickness is 
uncertain, 1 

Situated some 6·5 m to the NN E, the five-stone group 
comprised a large central upright (F) and two pairs of 
fIankers (G, 1; J, H), only three of which remain in position. 
There is some field clearance round about, but there is no 
evidence that it represents a denuded cairn , 



F This stone is 2·8 m high and 0·95 m by 0·2 m at the base; 
it rises with slightly bowed sides to an irregularly pointed 
top. On its sw face there are about forty cupmarks, one 
complete cup-and-ring marking, and two cups with 
gapped circles, in one case with a radial groove.2 

G This stone now slopes slightly inwards towards stone F 
and measures 0·83 m in height and 0·9 m by 0·3 m at the 
base. 

H This small upright stone is 0·3 m high and 0·9 m by 0·2 m 
at the base. 

1 This upright stone is 0·6 m high and O· 7 m by 0 · 15 m at 
the base. 

J A fallen slab which measures I m by 0·6 m and about 
0·2 m in thickness. 

The northernmost pair (K, L) lies 34 m further to the 
NNE, in disposition and alignment corresponding very 
closely to the southernmost pair (A, 8). 
K This stone (2·85 m high and 0·96 m by 0·38 m at the base) 

has straight sides, which rise to what would have been 
a rounded top with a slight point, but a piece of the SE 

side has been broken off. 
L This rectangular block is 2· 7 m high and 1·1 m by 0·4 m 

at the base; its sides slope slightly outwards and it rises 
to a flat top. There are three cupmarks on the sw face 
at a height of about 1·5 m, measuring between 40 mm 
and 50 mm in diameter and up to 15 mm in depth . A 
fourth marking may either be another cupmark or 
perhaps a natural depression.] 

M Situated lOO m to the NW, aligned NE- SE and now leaning 
to the SE , this stone was formerly about 1·8 m high; it 
has straight sides and a top slanting from SE to NW; it 
measures 0 ·55 m by up to 0·3 m at the base. 

N The stump of a standing stone was discovered in 1973 
at a point about 300 m to the w of the main alignment 
and 260 m ssw of Temple Wood. Aligned NW and SE , it 
was 0·82 m long and appears to have been a thin slab 
broken just below present ground level. 4 

223 Standing Stone, Oakfield 
NR 857885 May 1983 

Situated immediately w of the former stable-block of 
Oak field, this stone is aligned WNW and ESE and measures 
1·67 m in height and 1·0 m by 0·23 m at the base; it rises 
with outward flarin g sides to a top which falls from the ESE 

to WNW and has a maximum breadth of I· 7 m. I 

224 Standing Stone, Rowanfield 
NR 820958 May 1982 

This sto ne, situated on a terrace 600 m ssw of Rowa nfield 
Cottage, is aligned NNW - SSE ; it measures 2·6 m in height and 
0·8 m by 0·4 m at the base, from which it rises with straight 
sides to an irregular top. A shallow depression 50 mm in 
diameter, which is visible on the SSE side of the stone at a 
point about O· 7 m above ground level , is probably of natural 
origin. I 

225 Standing Stones, Salachary 
NM 840040 May 1982 

On a terrace on the w side of an unnamed valley to the S 

STANDING STONES AND STONE CIRCLES 

A 

1 
Slanding SlQnes, 
Sa lachary (No.225) 

A. view from s\\ 
B. plan 

No. 226 

of Bealach M6r and about 850 m SII' of Salachary, there is 
a sett ing of three large standing stones which is aligned from 
N to S .I Only the stone (A) is still upright; it measures 
O· 7 m by O· 72 m at the base and rises with straight sides to 

a pointed top at a height of 2· 75 m. The central stone (8) 
is of similar proportions, but it now leans to the NE at an 
angle of about 15 ° to the horizontal. The s stone (e), which 
measures 3·4 m by 0 ·65 m, has fallen with its top to the SE . 

226 Standing Stone, Stane Alane, Lochgilphead Cemetery 
NR 856899 June 1981 

Incorporated in a turf-and-stone dyke 30 m N of the wall 
of Lochgilphead Cemetery, there is a standing stone, which 

C. Slanding'iIOIlC, 
RowanficId (No.224). 
from I NI 
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measures 2·45 m in height and 1 m by 0·28 m at ground 
level, with its longer axis aligned nearly Nand S. l 

227 Standing Stone, Strachur House 
NN 089016 May 1985 

A fallen standing stone lies in a level playing-field 90 m 
WNW of Strachur House . When it was visited in 1942,1 
before it fell, it measured 0·56 m by 0·53 m and 3· 1 m in 
height, and was leaning to the N. Close to its present s end 
there a re several other stones including a small upright slab 
and another measuring 1· 17 m by 1·05 m and about 0· 1 m 
in thickness, which formerly stood on edge and may have 
been the side-slab of a cis!. 

The earliest published reference, in 1792, recorded the local 
tradit ion that there were formerly 'two stones of the same 
appearance, one of them much larger than the one described ; 
all wit hin 300 or 400 yards of each other'. 2 These were 
thought to have been part of a ' Druidical circle', but they 
had been broken up for building-sto ne about fifteen years 
earlier. Ear ly in the 19th century a flint knife and a stone 
axe-head from the same area were donated to the museum 
of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, now the Royal 
Museum of Scot land , Queen Street, Edinburgh. J 

Sto ne circle,. Temple Wood (No. 228); view by W Dani ell, 1818 
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228 Stone Circles, Temple Wood 
NR 826978 September 1985 

At the heart of the densest concentration of prehistoric 
monuments in Mid Argyll, the stone circles of Temple Wood JI 

lie on the NW side of the road between Nether Largie and 
North Lodge, Poltalloch; the chambered cairn of Nether 
Largie South (No. 19) is 250 m to the NE and the standing 
stones of Nether Largie (No. 222) are some 300 m to the SE. 
Excavations on two occasions, by J H Craw in 1929 and 
J G Scott between 1974 and 1979, have revealed a broad 
chronological sequence that links Temple Wood to many 
of the sites in the Kilmartin Valley; Craw's work was, 
however, little more than a superficial exploration, carried 
out during his more extensive digging at Dunadd (No. 248) . 
The structural complexity of the site was revealed for the 
first time during the six seasons of excavation undertaken 
by Mr Scott, and the following account makes use of the 
published interim reports as well as information kindly 
provided by Mr Scott. 1 In addition to the previously recorded 
circle, Scott's excavations revealed a second, and in fact 
earlier, structure, here called the North-East Circle. 
Following the recent excavations, both circles have been 
consolidated and prepared for public display by Historic 
Buildings and Monuments: Scottish Development 
Department. 



Slone circles, Temple Wood (No.228); view of sw circle from NE 

The chronological relationship of the main structural 
features of the two monuments could not in all cases be 
precisely determined, but the main phases may be outlined 
as follows: the earliest is represented by a timber setting in 
the North-East Circle; this was later replaced by a stone 
setting on the same spot, although this may never have been 
completed. Subsequent activity seems to have been focussed 
on the South-West Circle, the most important part of the 
site, the earliest element of which is a circle of twenty-two 
standing stones; two small cairns, both containing cists, were 
built outside the stone circle on the NE and w; the spaces 
between the stones of the circle were filled with upright slabs, 
here called 'interval slabs', and the circle was thus made into 
a closed ring; this ring was then surrounded by a bank of 
stones covering both the external cairns . It is difficult to be 
certain at what point the structures inside the circle were 
built; there is a small stone setting on the SE, a central cairn 
with a cist, and a further circular setting to the NE of the 
central cairn. All the internal features were later sealed by 
a covering of cairn material. 

SOUTH-WEST CIRCLE 

The major feature of the site is a ring of standing stones now 
partly masked by cairn material; the stones are laid out not 
in a true circle, but in an ovoid measuring about 13 m by 
12 m. There were originally twenty-two uprights, standing 
to heights of 1·6 m above ground level, but the stones of 
the SE quadrant have now been removed. When Craw 
examined the circle fourteen stones were recorded and the 
stone-holes of a further two were found on the Sw; one of 
these contained the pinning for a stone that had been 
removed, and the stump of the second stone still remained 
in position . On the SE arc the positions of the missing four 
stones were 'clearly traceable by the deep soil' and in one 

STANDING STONES AND STONE CIRCLES No. 228 

of the stone-holes broken fragments of the stone were 
discovered . There is a stone on the SE, which is the only 
upright set at right angles to the circle; it measures 1·05 m 
in height, 1 m in width, and 0·1 m in thickness. 

Two of the standing stones (a and b on the plan) are 
decorated with pecked ornament: one bears concentric circles 
(now very faint); the other has a double spiral spread across 
two faces of the stone, the better executed side (the outer 
face) bearing three-strand orname!1t, which curls to form a 
single-strand spiral. On the outer face of one of the uprights 
(e) there are several small possible cupmarks, and two more 
small cupmarks were recognised on one of the interval slabs 
(d). At the time of the destruction of the SE arc, one of the 
fallen slabs was partly shaped to form a millstone (e), but 
this was abandoned in an unfinished state. 

Both of the cairns which were constructed outside the stone 
circle on the NE and w covered cists containing inhumation 
burials. The NE cairn measures some 3 m in diameter , the 
kerbstones of the SE quadrant remaining intact; elsewhere 
the perimeter was represented only by the trench from which 
the kerbstones had been removed in antiquity. The central 
cist (I m by 0·6 m and 0·6 m deep) was covered by a massive 
slab (1·65 m by 0·95 m and 0· 15 m thick); on its pebble floor 
were found a fine Beaker, three barbed-and-tanged 
arrowheads and a flint scraper, all of which had probably 
accompanied an inhumation burial, as the phosphate analysis 
of the floor deposits clearly suggests. 

The w cairn held a cist (1 m by 0·6 m and 0·5 m deep) , 
which was covered by a large slab. The cist was floored with 
flat stones, on which there was a thin layer of gravelly earth 
containing only the tooth of a child aged between four and 
six years . A strong phosphate reaction from the earthy fill 
suggests , however, that there was formerly an inhumation 
burial, of which only the tooth survived. The cairn measured 
4·2 m by 3·6 m and 0·5 m in height , and had a carefully 
constructed perimeter of upright stones linked by drysto ne 
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SlOne ci rcl es, Temple Wood (No.228); SII ' circ le 
A. cCnlral ca irns 
B. \\' cairn from 1\.1:::, showing cis{ 

and ' post-and-panel' kerb 

walling in a ' post-and-panel' style. The cairn is not circular, 
and it may be suggested that the straighter E flank has been 
designed to respect the position of the upright of the earlier 
stone circle O· 7 m to the E. 

Other burials were deposited within the circle. The central 
cist, which was covered by a cairn with a low kerb, measured 
1·4 m by 0·8 m and 0·65 m deep. It was composed of four 
very large slabs and was set in a pit in such a way that it 
was partly below and partly above ground level. The N end
slab was over 1·3 m in height, but its lower edge was set 
O· 75 m below the level of the floor of the cist in order to 
keep its upper edge on a level with those of the side-slabs. 
The s end-slab was also set in a deep socket. Any capstone 
appears to have been removed before the early 19th century, 
for, although a hollow in the centre of the cairn is shown 
on Daniell's coloured engraving of 1813, there is no sign of 
any cover slab. 2 The kerb consisted of upright slabs 0·3 m 
high with a 'false portal' setting on the inner side of the ring 
in the SE quadrant. Much of the kerb was destroyed in 
recent years, and its position is shown as a narrow trench 
on the plan (0·35 m deep and 0·1 m to 0·25 m broad); the 

E 
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ring of stones that is visible today is largely reconstructed. 
Cremated remains were found both in the central cist and 
in the small box-like setting of the 'false portal'. 

The cist, the ring of upright slabs and the setting were all 
subsequently sealed by cairn material. To the NE of these 
central structures there is a small kerb-cairn, 2·5 m in 
diameter and 0·75 m high, with a 'false portal' arrangement 
on the SE; at the centre of the cairn there was a cremation 
in a pit (0·7 m by 0·8 m) covered by a flat slab. A later burial 
was found at a higher level, probably inserted at a stage when 
the cairn was enlarged and the uprights were enclosed within 
an outer slab-built kerb. 

A further cremation deposit was found to the SE of the 
central burial; it lay within a setting of flat slabs defining 
an area I m by 1·1 m externally and 0·6 m by 0·6 m 
internally. 

The role of the uprights of the stone circle as free-standing 
monoliths was completely changed by the addition of smaller 
orthostats designed to fill the spaces between them and to 
form a closed ring; this ring was thus composed of the taller 
stones of the circle and the lower slabs, here described as 
'interval slabs' . In one instance horizontal slabs were found 
on top of an interval slab. This ring of uprights formed the 
internal revetment of a bank of stones that enclosed the stone 
circle and covered the cairns on the NE and w. It is uncertain 
how this external bank was constructed, and it is possible 
that the interval slabs had an independent existence before 
the building of the bank itself. The interval slabs stood to 
heights of about 0·4 m above ground level, and some of the 
stones of the circle were trimmed so that these slabs could 
be neatly set in position. Excavation has shown that the upper 
part of the bank, as at present visible, is of recent origin and 
may be the result of field-clearance. 

Early in the second millennium BC, peat began to form 
over the site. A ditch on the w side, which ran past the edge 
of the bank, appears to be ancient in origin , but to have been 
recut in more recent times, perhaps in the course of drainage 
and peat-clearance during the 19th century. The state of the 
site in the early 19th century is shown in the Daniell engraving 
mentioned above, which also illustrates peat-cutting in 
progress. A manuscript note accompanying the Hutton 
Drawings in the National Library of Scotland is dated to 
30 May 1818: 'Rase/la near Kilmartin Loch Crenan 
Argylshire. Mr Daniell informed me that several years ago 
(probably about 25), a great many Coins were found in the 
excavation in the Center of the Druidical Circle, which were 
afterwards distributed among various hands'. This 
presumably records the discovery of a cache of coins, perhaps 
of medieval date, but none appears to have survived. 3 During 
the 19th century the site was masked by field-gathered stones. 
Later that century the trees around the circles were planted 
and the grove was given the name Half-Moon or Temple 
Wood. 

N ORTH-EAST CiRCLE 

The North-East Circle, which was discovered in 1979, has 
been reconstructed with concrete markers to indicate the two 
main phases of activity, the ear lier being a timber setting 
(circular markers), which was subsequently replaced by 
upright stones (rectangular markers). The timber posts, set 
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A. Stone circles, Temple Wood (No.228); plan o f Nl circ le 
(after SCQ( () 

upright in deep sockets, were carefully positioned with the 
four largest posts in pairs some 10 m apart. Because the posts 
were later removed, it is not certain how many were standing 
at any given time, but there were certainly six, and possibly 
a further three, and there was also a post at the centre of 
the ring. After the post-ring was dismantled preparations 
were made for a stone setting, the stone holes being dug and 
at least five stones erected, with an upright slab at the centre. 
The setting was elliptical rather than circular, measuring 10 m 
by 10·5 m; one of the uprights is still visible, and the stump 
of a second was found during the excavation, as well as traces 
of two other stones, all within the western arc . The two stones 
of the setting and the central stone are indicated on the plan; 
the positions of stones which were slighted in antiquity and 
of stone-holes that were dug but not necessarily filled are 
also shown on the plan. Parallel to the central slab and 1 m 
to the w there was a shallow hollow, which may have been 
the socket for a second upright. Analysis of a charcoal 
deposit in the socket for a stone has provided a radiocarbon 
date of 3075 bc± 190 (Gu-1296), and it is clear that the circle 
was dismantled in prehistoric times and finally covered by 
a layer of cobbling. 

B. Standing ,(one, 
rorbhlaran (No.229); ,\\ face 

229 Standing Stone, Torbhlaran 
NR 863944 May 1985 

This standing stone is sit uated about 450 m NNW of 
Torbhlaran farmhouse in an arab le field immediately NW of 



the public road from Kilmichael Glassary to Ederline .1 

Aligned with its long axis NW- SE , it rises with slanting sides 
to a flat top, and measures 1·2 m by 0·15 m at the base and 
2· 1 m in height. There are up to thirty cupmarks on the sw 
face and a further nine on the NE . 

About 570 m to the sw there is what may be a fallen 
standing stone which measures 3·4 m by 0·8 m by 0 ·2 m; 
it lies in an arable field s of the public road on the w bank 
of the River Add, and has been reused as a bridge over a 
ditch .2 

A. Standi ng stonc. Torran (No.230). from N II' 

230 Standing Stone, Torran 
NM 878048 May 1983 

This massive standing stone is situated 50 m E of Torran 
and measures about 3·3 m in height and 1·2 m by 0·55 m 
at the base.! Aligned NE and sw, it rises with straight sides 
to a pointed top. There are pecked crosses on both faces, 
that on the SE bei ng less well defined than that on the NW; 
the latter contains a cup-like depression 50 mm in diameter 
and 20 mm deep within the right arm of the cross. 

231 Standing Stone, Upper Fernoch 
NR 72886 1 March 1982 

This stone is situated some 200 m NW of Upper Fernoch at 
the SE end of Loch Dun Calltuinn; it is a ligned NE- SW and 
has straight sides and a rounded top.! It measures 1·3 m in 
girth at the base and has originall y been about 2·5 m in 
height, but it now leans considerably to the SE. There are 
several small natural depressions in the surface of the stone. 

No. 234 
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B. Fan, A lI t an Dubhair (No.232): plan 

232 Fort, Allt an Dubhair 
NR 947975 May 1983 

The remains of a fort occupy the precipitous E end of a 
ridge 900 m w of Feorlin.! The wall, which encloses an area 
of rough grass and rocky outcrops measuring some 45 m by 
30 m, is built markedly below the level of the summit on 
the N and w, where it measures about 2·25 m in average 
thickness. On the s and E, where the site is defended by 
cliffs, there are only slight traces of walling. The entrance, 
which is some 2 m wide, is situated on the w. 

233 'Fort', An Fhang, Craignish Point 
NR 756992 November 1982 

In 1947 it was suggested that there was a defensive structure 
on the long narrow ridge 1·5 km sw of Airds at the sw end 
of the Craignish peninsula.! A drystone wall of relatively 
recent date runs across the NE end of the ridge for about 
25 m; parallel to this, and between 2 m and 3 m inside it, 
is a band of loose stones varying in width between O· 5 m 
and 2 m, but it seems unlikely that this is of any antiquity . 
An animal-pen is recorded on the site in the late 18th 
century.2 

234 Fort , Auchalick Wood 
NR 920740 May 1986 

The wasted remains of this fort are situated in a clearing in 
Auchalick Wood on the summit of a rocky knoll. Irregular 
on p lan, it measures 50 m from sw to NE by a maximum of 
42 m transversely within a heavily robbed wall which, fo r 
the most part, has been reduced to a stony bank about 2 m 
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thick and up to 0·4 m high, but which has been completely 
removed for a short stretch on the E. Along the course of 
the outer face of the wall there are several large blocks which 
appear to be displaced facing-stones. The principal entrance 
lies on the w, where the knoll is approached up a natural 
gully; what may be a second entrance is situated on the E. 

The interior is composed of a series of terraces traversed 
by numerous rock outcrops between which it is possible that 
houses may have been built. Two of these outcrops bear 
cupmarks; on the E rock there are four cups up to 80 mm 
by 15 mm and on the w rock three cups measuring up to 
60 mm by 15 mm . The low upright boulder on the terrace 
to the E of the fort may have been artificially placed, but 
its significance is unknown. 

Cup-and-ring markings 120 m SE of the fort are described 
under No. 121. 
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235 Fort, Ballygowan 

B. Fon , Ball ygowan 
(No.23S); plan 

C. Fon, Barm orc 
(No.236); plan 

NR 814980 May 1982 
The wasted remains of this fort occupy the top of an isolated 
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knoll situated 360 m NNW of Ballygowan Cottage. ' The SE 

flank is protected by crags, but on the NW the approach is 
up a steep grassy slope. Oval on plan, it measures 34 m from 
NNE to 5SW by about 15 m transversely within a wall which 
has been reduced on the N, wand 5 to a low stony bank with 
occasional outer facing-stones, while on the 5 and E no 
more than a grassy scarp and intermittent bands of rubble 
now survive. The position of the entrance is not certain, but 
it probably lay on the w, where there is a gap in the wall. 
Extensive areas of rig-and-furrow cultivation surround the 
fort, and below the wall, on the NE, there is a recent 
field-bank. 

236 Fort, Barmore 
NS 002823 May 1985 

This fort occupies the summit of Barmore, an isolated hill 
near the head of Loch Ruel, to the SE of Kandahar Cottage 
and to the w of Auchnagarran.' Roughly circu lar on plan, 
it measures about 60 m in diameter within a drystone wall 
now reduced for the most part to a low stony bank up to 
3 m thick and 0·4 m high . The position of the entrance is 
probably indicated by the debris-strewn hollow in the wend 
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of the transverse ridge that crowns the summit. Running 
along the edge of the shelf that lies some 3 m below the 
summit on the NW is an outer wall; the entrance through 
this wall is particularly well preserved, portions of the E 
passage-wall, including the outer cornerstone, surviving in 
position. 
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237 Fort, Barranlongairt 
NR 921815 
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A. Fort, Barranlongairt 
(No.237); p lan 

June 1985 
Situated on a rocky ridge 1·6 km 5 of Ballimore and 250 m 
N of the fort No. 238, there are the remains of a small 
single-walled fort measuring about 45 m by 18 m internally. 
Except on the E, where it has been removed by stone
robbing, the wall survives as a band of rubble in which 
occasional stretches of the outer facing-stones can still be 
seen, as shown on the plan. The entrance probably lay at 
the s end of the fort, immediately to the SE of a ruinous 
modern enclosure. 

238 Fort, Barr an Taolain 
NR 920813 June 1985 

This fort occupies the summit of an elongated rocky ridge 
situated in Biur an Taolain forestry plantation about 
400 m E of the shore of Loch Fyne and 250 m s of the fort 
No. 237. The ridge is aligned roughly Nand S with a sheer 
cliff on the w, which afforded strong natural protection on 
this flank; elsewhere the summit of the ridge was defended 
by a stout wall enclosing an area some 40 m by 22 m. The 
wall was constructed of massive blocks, particularly in its 
foundation courses, and several stretches of outer and inner 
facing-stones remain in position, notably on the SE. The 
main entrance is on the E, but there is also a gap in the wall 
on the sw. The interior is featureless apart from a natural 
depression on the wand the foundations of a small bothy 
which abuts the inner line of the fort wall on the E. 

239 Fort, Barr Lagan 
NR 941822 May 1985 

On the summit of an iso lated rocky ridge 800 m NW of 
Strone and 700 m SE of Bim lola (No. 277) there are the 

FORTS No. 241 

denuded remains of what has been one of the largest stone
walled forts in the area. The ridge is aligned approximately 146A 

Nand 5, with the E and w sides rising steeply from the 
surrounding moorland, and reasonably easy access is 
available only on the N. The fort measures about 110 m by 
32 m within the main wall, which has been drawn round the 
margin of the summit. Little of the wall survives on either 
flank, but on the Nand 5 it appears as a low bank of stony 
rubble in which a few short lengths of individual stones of 
the outer face can still be seen. The entrance lies on the NE , 
and the interior, apart from several rock outcrops, is 
featureless. The fort has been additionally protected on the 
N by two outer walls, both of which have been reduced, for 
the most part, to low bands of stony debris. 

240 Fort, Binnein Mor 
NR 859958 May 1983 

This very ruined fort encloses most of the rocky spine that 
crowns the summit of Binnein M6r 1·2 km w of Kirnan/ 
the position commands extensive views over Crinan Moss 
and the lower reaches of the River Add, looking out over 
Loch Crinan towards Jura . The fort measures about 40 m 146B 

by 20 m within a single drystone wall, now reduced to an 
intermittent band of rubble that runs for the most part round 
the base of the spine and, on the E, encloses a narrow 
terrace lying some 4 m below the level of the summit; a gap 
in the rubble on this side probably indicates the position of 
the entrance. Apart from a level shelf at the sw end most 
of the interior of the fort is taken up with rocky outcrops. 

241 Fort, Caisteal na Sidhe 
NR 963691 April 1985 

Now densely planted with conifers, this fort is situated on 
the crest of a bluff 900 m NNE of Kilbride church. Roughly 
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D-shaped on plan, it appears to measure about 80 m by 55 m 
within a drystone wall drawn in an arc from the edge of the 
steep cliff which has been its sole protection on the w. The 
wall is up to 3·3 m thick and on the SE, where it is best 
preserved, it stands to a height of 0·8 m in four courses. 
There are three gaps in the wall, on the N. NE and s 
respectively, but only the last may indicate the position of 
an original entrance. The interior is featureless except for 
a recent turf dyke which runs along the top of the cliff. 

242 Fort, CDoe Breae, Ardpatrick 
NR744598 April 1984 

This fort occupies the summit of an elongated rocky ridge 
about I km NW of Ardpatrick surrounded by marshy 
ground at the head of a small bay.l The fort measures about 
122 m by 37m, within a well-built drystone wall, whose 
thickness, in those sections where both wall-faces survive, 
appears to be about 2 m. Two entrances can be identified, 
on the wand SE respectively; in each case portions of one 
passage-wall remain in situ. The small U-shaped enclosure 
that over lies the fort wall on the N and the two banks drawn 
between adjacent rocky spines in the SE part of the interior 
are all of recent origin. 

243 Fort, Creag a' Chapuill 
NM 855024 
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FORTS No. 243 

where sheer cliffs provide sufficient natural protection, the 
defences consist of what has been a massive wall, now well 
preserved only at the NE end; here, between knobs of bare 
rock, there are several stretches of outer facing-stones 
accompanied by a considerable spread of rubble, which 
suggest that the wall was at least 3 m thick. Along the SE 
side the remains of the core material and intermittent lengths 
of the outer face followed the very edge of the cliff; a slightly 
lower terrace does not appear to have been defended, but 
there is a short stretch of walling at its NE end with a central 
entrance-gap. 

On the N and NW the wall has been heavily robbed, 
probably to provide material for the modern drystone wall 
at the foot of the knoll, but traces of rubble can be seen at 
intervals. The entrance was probably situated about the 
centre of the N side, where there is relatively easy access 
from a col. 

There may have been a small cell at the NE corner, where 
a stretch of walling, which might be mistaken for one side 
of an entrance, runs into the thickness of the fort wall for 
a distance of 0·9 m, standing to a height of 0·5 m in four 
rough courses. Nearby there are three modern sheep-shelters. 

N 
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244 Fort, Druim an Achanarnaich 
NM 769027 May 1983 

This fort, measuring about 57 m by 20 in internally, occupies 
the narrow summit of a ridge 600 m \\' of Achanarnich. 1 

On all sides except the NW, where precipitous cliffs provide 
a natural defence, the summit is enclosed by a wall about 
2·5 m thick, built of rough blocks with only a few 
recognisable outer and inner facing-stones. Both in the course 
of the fort wall, and in that of the annexe, which lies on 
the NE , much use is made of outcrop ping rock. The 
entrance to the fort probably lay on the NE (a on the plan), 
where the rubble wall-core is at its lowest; a second possible 
position is on the SE (b), where the rubble is also 
continuous, but where the angle of the line of facing-stones 
may indicate a turn towards an entrance. A thin line of 
scattered rubble (e) running between rock outcrops within 
the interior may indicate the site of a house. The annexe wall, 
which encloses an area 18 m by 12 m, has an outer face 
composed of large boulders, and ' there is an entrance on 
the NE . 

A recent field-wall , constructed of stone from the fort, 
runs along the NW side of the site, between 2 m and 3 m 
from the cliff edge, and a modern cairn marks the highest 
point of the ridge. A small animal-pen overlies the fort wall 
on the s. 

245 Fort, Dun a' Bhealaich 
NR 738871 May 1982 

Situated on the level summit of the rocky hillock that forms 
the NE end of an elongated ridge some 200 m W of 
Tayvallich village , there are the denuded remains of a fort. 1 
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The summit may be approached with relative ease from the 
E, but on all other sides there are steep rocky slopes or 
precipitous crags. 

The fort is roughly triangular on plan, measuring some 
36 m by 32 m within a single stone wall. Now best preserved 
on the s and E, where it survives as a grass-grown stony 
bank about 3·5 m in average thickness, the wall seems to 
have originally been of timber-laced construction, for a few 
small fragments of vitrified stone can still be seen projecting 
from the bank or incorporated in the modern boundary-wall 
that crosses the fort. The position of the entrance is protably 
indicated by a wide gap in the bank on the SE. 

It is noteworthy that the NW portion of the summit 
appears to have been left outside the fort's defensive 
perimeter. While it is possible that the immediate approach 
on this side could once have been barred by an outer wall 
drawn along the margin of the summit area-and an earlier 
report might be construed as a description of such a 
work2-close inspection on the date of visit failed to reveal 
any traces of such protection. Similar disregard for 
advantageous natural features may be observed in timber
laced forts elsewhere in Argyll. 3 

246 Fort, Dun a' Bhuilg 
NR 703748 May 1983 

Situated on the summit of a rocky hillock overlooking 
Kilmory Bay there are the remains of a stone-walled fort and 
its outwork. 1 Steep slopes and nearly vertical rock-faces 
afford natural protection, particularly on the SE, where the 
summit rises some 16·5 m above the level of adjacent ground. 
Roughly ova! on plan, the fort measures about 26 m by 18 m 
within a drystone wall. Between 3·0 m and 3·7 m in original 
thickness, the wall survives as a partly grass-grown band or 
scarp of stony debris in which considerable stretches of outer 
facing-stones and several stones of the inner face can still 
be seen. Within the body of the wall at various points, but 
most conspicuously on the NW, there is evidence of the core 
material having been laid in bands running parallel to the 
wall-faces, but not so compactly or regularly as the true 
medial revetments noted elsewhere in Argyll. 2 The wall has 
been very severely disturbed at two points, on the NE and 
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A. Fort , Dun a' Bhuilg (No.246); plan 

sw; either position would have been appropriate for an 
entrance. 

The interior is strewn with stony debris, much of it having 
probably been used to build secondary enclosures, of which 
the sole surviving structural trace is a sinuous grass-grown 
scarp about 10 m long. The small, crudely-built shelter in 
the NE portion of the interior is clearly of recent date, 
however, as is the marker-cairn that overlies the inner line 
of the fort wall on the s (a on the plan). The two short 
settings of earth fast boulders that lie immediately outside 
the fort on the s and sw may have formed part of a revetted 
foundation-platform, as at the dun, Lon Broach, Islay. 3 

An outer work, consisting of a less robustly built stone 
wall, was drawn round the fort on the outer edge of the series 
of rocky shelves lying from 2 m to 7·5 m below the level 
of the summit. Its course may still be traced on all sides but 
the NW, although there is little more to be seen than a 
narrow intermittent band of stony debris from which 
occasional outer facing-stones project. The position of the 
entrance is not apparent. 

247 Fort, Dun a' Chogaidh 
NR 745877 May 1982 

This fort is situated on the summit of a prominent rocky 
spur about 200 m NNW of Leachive farmhouse. 1 On the NW 
the summit is separated from the lower slopes of Torr Mor 
by a steep-sided gully, while the entire SE flank of the spur 
is rock-studded and precipitous; access along the spine from 
the NE and sw, however, is comparatively easy. 

An irregular oval on plan, the fort measures about 49 m 
by 27 m within a single stone wall, which now survives as 
a heavy band of debris, 3·4 m in average thickness, on the 
margin of the summit area. Several stretches of the outer 
face can still be seen, the best preserved lying on the SSE, 
where it stands to a height of almost 2 m in at least fifteen 
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1 
B. Fort, Dun a' Chogaidh (No.247); plan 

courses; no inner facing-stones have been identified. There 
appear to be two entrances, diametrically opposed on the 
NE and sw respectively; at the former, two adjacent 
earthfast boulders may belong to the outermost portion of 
the SE passage-wall. Two hollows in the wall debris on the 
NNE are apparently the result of recent disturbance . 

On the level shelf some 6 m below the summit on the NW 
there are the remains of a stone wall, about 2 m in average 
thickness, cutting off a roughly D-shaped area which 
measures 28 m by 14 m . The course of the outer face of this 
wall can be traced for much of the perimeter, and two short 
sectors of the inner face can also be seen. Many of the facing
stones are of considerable size, the largest measuring almost 
2·5 m in length , but there is curiously little core material. 
The entrance, about 2 m wide, is situated on the sw. 

It is possible that the lower work, which does not enhance 
the defensive strength of the site and is itself overlooked from 
higher ground lying outside the fort, was constructed after 
the abandonment of the fort itself; this might account for 
the absence of outer facing-stones in the adjacent sector of 
the fort wall and the preponderance of particularly massive 
blocks in the outer work. 

248 Fort, Dunadd 
NR 837935 July 1980 

The isolated rocky massif of Dunadd rises to a height of 54 m 
OD above the boggy flats of Moine Mhor, through which 
the River Add meanders towards the sea at Loch Crinan. 
The massif is roughly triangular on plan with peaks at the 
Nand wangles and a broad fl at apron to the SE bounded 
by a rocky ridge, through which a natural defile gives access 
from the lower ground. The w summit , the series of shelves 
between the twin peaks and the lower apron have been stoutly 
defended by a series of walls which make skilful use of the 
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strong natural position, but the irregular N peak does not 
appear to have been defended in any way. The site was first 
set in context as a result of David Christison's fieldwork on 
the forts of this part of Argyll in 1903. 1 Excavations were 
undertaken in 1904- 5 by the Society of Antiquaries of 
Scotland under Christison,2 by the same body in 1929 under 
J H Craw ,3 and in 1980-1 by Dr Alan Lane, for Historic 
Buildings and Monuments : Scottish Developm en t 
Department;4 the following account makes use of the 
published reports as well as further information and 
photographs kindly made available by Or Lane. In 
Christison 's report the various elements of the fort were 
lettered (A - F), and to facilitate comparison between his 
plan , prepared by the eminent architectural historian Dr 
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Fort, Dunadd (No.248); plans 
A. Thomas Ross, 1904-5 B. J H C raw, 1929 
C. R W Feachem, 1955 D. exeava lion trenches, A Lane, 1980-1 

Thomas Ross, and the recent survey the former is also 
reproduced here, with Christison's nomenclature retained. 
Ross's plan is important as it formed the basis for subsequent 
illustrations of the site, but the subtlety of his hatching has 
been ignored in later versions, The plan shows a grading in 
wall preservation from good (black hatch) to uncertain 
(greyer) or fugitive (white), the sort of representation that 
might be made by differences in the weight of stipple on a 
Commission plan, but which the uniformly black bands of 
all later plans of Ounadd cannot convey. 

Christison divided the fort into two main portions, the 
'Upper Fortress' (A - C) and the 'Plateau Fort' (D- F), a 
distinction that is still useful, and he also gave names to other 
parts of the fort, to which reference will be made later. The 
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summit area (A) will be described first, followed by an 
account of the walls that enclose a lower shelf (E) and defend 
the area between E and the N peak (e). The walls that 
defend the lower apron (D-F) will then be examined, along 
with a series of outer features, including a line of set 
boulders, a lower outer wall on the NW flank, and three cup
markings. There is a brief account of some of the finds from 
the site. The important group of carvings on the upper 
terrace, including a boar and an ogam inscription, will then 
be discussed, as will a graffito of unknown date on a vertical 
rock face in the N portion of the interior. Mention is made 
finally of two references to Dunadd in the Annals of Ulster 
and to its position in historical studies of Dal Riata and 
Pictland. 

Christison's excavations involved 'following the line of 
the walls ' and ' turning over the interior' of the fort, but the 
extent of his work is not certain. Craw excavated in three 
areas: Trench X, a triangular trench at the W extremity of 
the interior of the summit fort (A); Trench Y, in the gully 
to the NW of shelf E; and Trench Z, on a flat area to the 
w of enclosure D. The positions of the trenches are shown 
on Craw's plan, which is reproduced here to allow 
comparison with earlier and later versions. During the back
filling of his trenches, Craw positioned upright stones 'at 
the corners of the excavations, projecting about I foot from 
the ground, as a guide to any future excavations that may 
be undertaken' . The stones at the corner of Trench Z were 
the only stones that could be plotted in the course of the 
present survey. Craw's work, which involved two men for 
twenty-four days, was more successful in recovering small 
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finds than in elucidating the structural remains. Few relics 
were found in Trench X, but fragments of animal bones were 
picked up; midden material and small finds were collected 
from Trench Y, though not apparently as stratified deposits. 
The positions of Dr Lane's trenches are indicated on a 
separate plan (Sites J -4). 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL D ESCRIPTION 

'UPPER FORTRESS'. Before the most recent excavations, the 
unusual pear-shape of the summit fort, Christison's 'Upper 
Ridge-fort' (A), was difficult to interpret. The excavations 
of 1980- 1 in Site J revealed, however, that it is of two 
periods: in the earlier, the fort was oval and measured about 
20 m by 13 m internally, but later there was an extension 
to the sw producing both the odd plan and the conspicuous 
kink in the NW wall. In both periods the entrance was on the 
NE, where an uneven path, which according to Christison 
'had apparently been cut into steps', allows access to the 
summit. Only a short stretch of the wall of the earlier fort 
was revealed; it measured about 3·5 m to 4 m in thickness 
and it overlay the debris of earlier occupation. As 
radiocarbon determinations are not yet to hand, however, 
the evidence for the date of this wall must remain 
inconclusive; it appeared to be later than a pin-mould 
comparable with examples dated to the 7th or 8th century 
AD. Moreover, the rim of a pottery vessel of a class known 
as E-ware (see Introduction) was found sealed beneath the 
rubble representing either the demolition of the earlier wall 
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or the construction-debris of its successor. Whatever the 
precise date of this structural alteration, its result was to 
increase the area of the summit fortress to about 30 m by 
13 m within a wall some 4 m thick. Christison says that the 
'wall was traceable all round' still standing to a height of 
1·2 m, but he does not make it clear whether it was the inner 
or the outer face. At the present time, stretches of both faces 
can be traced, the inner still standing on the NE to a height 
of 0 ·65 m in four courses. Christison also recorded that 
several feet of friable earth 'containing many relics' covered 
the interior, but few finds were made in the course of Craw's 
work. Possibly at the same time as the reconstruction of A, 
the decision was taken to enclose with walls both the terrace 
to the w of the summit and the shelf lying some 5 m below 
it on the NE. The latter (Christison's 'Middle Ridge-fort') 
measures about 22 m by 11 m and slopes appreciably from 
sw to NE. It is defended by wall B, about 2 m in average 
thickness, linking a series of rocky outcrops and well 
preserved on the NE side, but barely traceable on the NW and 
SE . The best-preserved stretch of the inner face is on the E, 
where it stands to a height of 0·6 m in four irregular courses. 
The outer face may be traced in several places: on the E, 
where it stands to a height of o· 7 m in four courses; on the 
E in the cleft between two rock outcrops; and a short stretch 
just below the entrance to the summit fort. Wall B thus 
encloses the important group of carvings and inscriptions 
discussed below and indicated on the plan (a). Christison 
records that 'relics abounded' in the interior, where the 
deposits were as much as '4 or 5 feet deep' (up to 1·5 m). 
There are slight traces of a cross-wall, visible on the w as 
a line of facing-stones apparently springing from B and as 
a thin scatter of debris that runs towards a rocky outcrop 
on the E side. This wall was exposed in the course of 
Christison's excavation; it was not, however, bonded into 
wall B and 'was of inferior masonry, and in all probability 
of secondary origin' . There is a further stretch of walling 
in the interior on the NE , measuring 3·5 m in length, 0-4 m 
in thickness and standing to a height of 0·15 m; it may have 
been part of an internal building, but without further 
excavation its relationship to the main wall is uncertain. 

A ccess to the 'Upper Fortress' (A, B) from D is up a 
curving path from the bottom of the rocky massif on the 
SE . There is, however, now no certain trace of the steps 
clearly indicated by Christison, and the stones have 
presumably been dislodged by visitors to the summit. 

Abutting the NE side of B, there is a rectangular area of 
stonework (b) on the top of a rock overlooking the E side 
of the interior of the fort; the outer facing-stones of this small 
plinth are still in position on the SE side, but the line on the 
NE is less clear. Christison described this feature as a 
buttress 'measuring 12 feet (3·65 m) in length and 6 feet 
(1 · 8 m) in breadth'; its interpretation is uncertain. 

C hristison postulated that the irregular terrace between 
wall B and the northern peak had been defended by two other 
walls (e), forming his' Lower Ridge-fort', in order to block 
access from the NW, where the slopes , though steep, are not 
unscaleable. It is likely that this apparent chink in the 
defences would indeed have been filled, and that the two 
short stretches of stony debris that extend between the N 
angle of B and the base of the northern peak represent the 
remains of a defensive wall that has since tumbled downhill. 
On the E side of the terrace there is a short stretch of wall-
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debris on the proposed line, as well as a single surviving outer 
facing-stone. The cross-walls are shown unambiguously on 
Christison's sketch plan of 1903. 

On the lower slopes of the western peak, there are slight 
traces of an outer work (here lettered G), which provided 
further protection to the summit fort on all sides except the 
s, where the rock faces are most precipitous. Boulders have 
been manipulated into position across clefts in the rock, and 
there are traces of wall-debris both in the gullies and along 
the tops of rock faces. The cross-wall within enclosure B may 
be a continuation of this line of defence, and there are 
indications of a further stretch of walling on the sw side of 
the ridge, but here the traces are rather tenuous. 

'PLATEAU FORT'. The largest part of the fort 
(Christison's 'Plateau Fort') occupies an irregular terrace, 
its wall springing from the natural rock on the N and 
running in a series of straight alignments with some almost 
right-angled changes of direction (perhaps suggesting several 
periods of construction or gang-work) to terminate against 
the base of the rock below the summit fort on the w. In 
places the wall is well preserved, particularly on the E, 
where it stands to a height of 1·1 m in six courses, but 
elsewhere, notably where it meets the rock face, it is 
represented merely by a band of rubble, and at these points 
its line is less certain. In some stretches the line of the outer 
face is indicated only by the robber trenches from which 
stones have been removed. 

In 1980 the wall was sectioned on the NE side (Site 2) in 
order to examine its structure, and a building sequence was 
established. In the earlier phase the wall measured between 
3·1 m and 2·6 m in thickness, with both the outer and inner 
faces being battered; the second-phase wall was between 
4· 7 m and 4 m thick . 

The entrance is through a natural cleft on the SE , which 
measures some 3 m in width with sheer rock walls some 
2·3 m in height; there was presumably a substantial timber 
gateway at the point where the stone walls of the fort meet 
the rock faces of the cleft. Thomas suggested that the 
entrance had been bridged and that the wall was continued 
over it. 5 

In 1904 Christison traced several walls in the interior, but 
not all can now be seen; there is no sign of the curving wall 
which formed the S side of his sub-division E and measured 
some 18 m in length, 1·2 m in thickness and from 0·22 m 
to 1·06 m in height. It was not visible on the surface before 
his excavations, and it may now be covered up again . It was 
carefully built of large flat slabs 'with a scarcement to the 
outside'. A short straight stretch of walling in approximately 
the same position appears to be of comparatively recent date. 
A well found at the N end of this enclosure can still be seen 
(e); about 1·8 m in depth, it is 1·2 m in diameter and was 
'surrounded by a pavement of thin flat slabs set on edge and 
radiating outwards ' , but this may also be of recent date. The 
adjacent gap in the wall is said to have been made in order 
to allow access to the well by a farmer in Victorian times. 6 

Two rectangular foundations, which can still be seen in the 
interior further to the s, are indicated on the plan . 

The W third of the lower fort is defended by a wall, 3·5 m 
in average thickness, which takes in a D-shaped area about 
37 m by 20 m and incorporates a small cell or chamber (e) 
in its w angle. The physical relationship of this cell to wall 
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Fort, Dunadd (No.248), during excavat io n, 1980· 1 
A . 'Upper Ridge-fort ' (Site I) 

D is not clear. The large slab noted by Christison (d) can 
sti ll be seen, but it is perhaps unlikely that it served the 
purpose of a 'door slab ', as he suggested. The 'postern' 
shown on Christison's plan is no longer visible, perhaps 
because this area is covered by rough drys tone walling of 
very recent date; part of a second ' door slab' mentioned by 
him can still be seen, and thus the position of what he 
describes as a narrow entrance can be identified, though the 
entrance itself cannot, and the interpretation is not without 
uncertainty. Christison noted that, as with the summit fort 
(A) and the lower enclosure (8) , his excavations in (D) 
revealed an appreciable depth of black soil with an 
'abundance of relics'. Excavations across the line of wall D 
in 1980- 1 (Site 3) revealed the outer, but not the inner, face 
and also cut across the corner of Craw's Trench Z. The outer 
face of the wall survived to a height of o· 7 m in four courses , 
with an inner core of well-laid rubble . A bronze ringed pin 
of 6th- to 9th-century AD date was found on top of the 
rubble core of the wall. To the inside of wall D thick, 
charcoal-rich deposits of black soil were encountered, in 
which there were large quantities of clay mould fragments, 
crucible fragments and other artefacts. Analysis of this 
material is still under way, and the interpretation of the finds 
is tentative. It seems likely, however, that they represent the 
debris of bronze- and iron-working. The excavation of Site 
3 was not completed and a deposit of at least 0·5 m in depth, 
presumably including earlier material, remains to be 
examined. 

The irregularly-shaped cell (e), incorporated within the w 
angle of D, measures a bout 1·2 m by 1·2 m at ground level, 
with the rock face forming the wall some 1·5 m in height 
on the NE side. It is entered from the E, through a passage 
about 3 m long and 1· 1 m broad, whose N side-wall stands 
to a height o f O· 7 m in three massive courses. 

Outside the fort to the NE and some 30 m beyond the 
outermost wall there is a line of boulders (here labelled H) 
filling gaps between the rocky ridges. This feature was first 
noted by R B K Stevenson 7 and was subsequently illustrated 
by R W Feachem.8 A small cutting was made across this band 
of stones in 1981 (Site 4) , but there was no indication that 
it had ever formed part of a more substantial defensive work. 
Burnt bone, carbonised cereal and the debris of iron-working 
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B. 'Plateau Fort' (Site 2) 

were found beneath the stones. Similar settings have been 
recorded as the outermost element of several fortified sites 
in Argyll,9 and in most cases it has been assumed that these 
represent a late phase in the sequence of fortification . 

The fortification described above is unlikely to belong to 
a single period of construction, though any suggested 
sequence can be no more than conjecture. The small dun 
represented by the earlier wall of A may belong to the first 
st ructural phase recognised so far, perhaps with the outer 
work G offering additional protection. 8 forms a natural 
extension to the enclosed area, and it is likely that D formed 
at one stage an independent barrier, for otherwise the dog
leg of the s wall of D-F makes little sense; the recent 
excavations have suggested that wall D was demolished at 
some time after the metal-working activity in the 8th-9th 
centuries AD. At what stage the summit dun (A) was 
enlarged and the whole of the lower apron (E- F) was 
defended will not be known until a series of radiocarbon 
analyses from the most recent excavations is available. 

At various points outside the fort on the s and E, the rock 
outcrops bear pecked markings of prehistoric date: a flat 
outcrop at the base of the rocky massif on the S (f) bears 
a cup-marking, which measures 150 mm in diameter and 
50 mm in depth; on a flat rock surface (g) a little to the E 
of the entrance there is a rather more oval cup-marking, 
80 mm by 70 mm and 40 mm deep; on an outcrop 40 m to 
the ENE of g and a little to the NNW of the modern entrance 
wicket-gate (beyond the area shown on the plan), there is 
a third cup measuring 70 mm in diameter and 20 mm in 
depth within an oval 'ring' 380 mm by 320 mm overall and 
up to 50 mm broad. 

Situated on level ground 20 m to the s of the fort there 
is a ruinous rectangular building of no great age; its walls 
incorporate several massive boulders, doubtless derived from 
the outermost work of the fort. 

ARTEFACTS . The artefacts recovered from the three 
campaigns of excavation provide one of the largest 
assemblages from any Early Historic site in Scotland. There 
is, however, no record of any stratification from the early 
excavations and little indication in which part of the site 
individual finds were made. Finds were few in the 'Upper 



Fortress' (Trench X), but plentifu l in the midden deposits 
of Trench Yand Trench Z; Craw records of Trench Y that 
'the irregu larity of the slope made it difficult to follow the 
deposits in their successive order, and no differences in the 
character of the relics could be distinguished between those 
from the higher and the lower levels'. The finds from 
Christison's and Craw's excavations, listed in summary form 
in their reports, are now in the Royal Museum of Scotland , 
Queen Street, Edinburgh . Those from Dr Lane's excavations 
will, after conservation, also be deposited in that museum 
and have been mentioned here with Dr Lane's kind 
permission. Industrial activity on the site is attested by a wide 
range of moulds, crucibles and perhaps also by a number 
of incised stones which are 'sketch-pads' or 'motif-pieces', 
on which ornamental patterns were worked out. The moulds 
include examples for casting rings, pins and brooches in 
distinctive styles dating to the 8th and 9th centuries AD; 

several are comparable in some respects with those of the 
St Ninian's Isle hoard, 10 others belong to the group known 
as Class G, 11 and four would have produced finely decorated 
bird-headed brooches. A representation of a brooch is 
scratched on a small piece of slate , part of the design having 
been drawn with the aid of compasses; the brooch is 
penannular with expanded terminals, one of which is 
decorated with representations of bosses. 12 A slate motif
piece, found in an unstratified location in the 'Upper Ridge-

c 
FOri , Dunadd (No.248) 

A . crucible and 
mould fragmelll s 

B. brooch mou Ids (scale I : I) 
C, D. slate motif-pi ece (scale 1:2) 
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FOri , Dunadd (No.248) 
A. iron objects (scale 1:2) B. rotary querns C. incised stones (scale 1:2) 

fort' (A), bears animals, a bird and intricate rosette motifs. 
The date of this interesting object is not, however, certain. IJ 

Elaborate metalwork finds include a garnet in a gold setting 
decorated with filigree-probably an example of high
quality, 6th- or 7th-century Anglo-Saxon workmanship. 
Other unusual or exotic finds include a small enamelled 
bronze disc with interlace decoration, a glass tessera 
decorated with gold leaf (possibly of Mediterranean origin) 
and a glass bead with trellis ornament. 

Pottery found on the site includes a rim fragment of a 
Bronze Age Food Vessel, four tiny fragments of samian 
ware, as well as a large number of sherds of imported pottery 
of later 6th to 8th centuries AD date, known as E-ware (see 
Introduction). A sherd of a wheel-made grey bowl belonging 
to another class of imported pottery, akin to D-ware, is also 
present. Other imported vessels of, as yet, less well-defined 
types and fabrics, and of somewhat later date, have also been 
found. Ironwork, which was recovered in some quantity, 
included weapons (a sword fragment and spearheads) , knives 
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and tools (among them, enigmatic 'slotted and pointed' 
objects, a three-pronged 'scratcher', 14 and shears). Objects 
of personal adornment include jet armlets, a composite bone 
comb, a few bone pins, a bronze projecting ring-headed pin 
and glass beads. IS The discovery of fragments of Germanic 
glass may be indicative not only of the import of vessels, 
but also of the use of scrap in the manufacture of jewellery. 
A glass fragment of Roman origin has also been found. 

The stonework includes a Neolithic carved stone ball, as l C 

well as whetstones, polishers, whorls and a large number of 
rotary querns, one of which is decorated with an incised 
cross. One stone disc bears the inscription I(N)NOM INE ('in the 
name (of the Lord),), in a style of lettering that suggests an 
8th-century date. 16 Among the more unusual discoveries was 
a small piece of yellow sulphide of arsenic known as 
orpiment, which was occasionally used as a yellow pigment 
in the decoration of manuscripts . The inscription and the 
pigment may indicate that some of the inhabitants of the 
site were literate and Christian, perhaps ecclesiastics. 



ROCK-CARVINGS. This remarkable group of carvings (a on 
the plan) occupies a level ledge forming the s end of the 
area enclosed by wall B. One feature, a rock-cut basin, lies 
at the foot of the slope below the entrance through the E 

wall of the summit fort. The remaining carvings, beginning 
with a shallow 'footprint' about 2 m NE of the basin, extend 
a further 3 m to the NNE along the gently sloping E face of 
a continuous rock surface. This is for the most part smooth, 
although considerably weathered and dissected by ancient 
cracks. Whereas the rock-basin and the more obvious of the 
two footprints were known some time before the first 
published description in 1878, the boar was exposed during 
Christison's excavations in 1904, the ogam inscription was 
recognised ip the 1950s and published in 1965, and the second 
footprint and a further graffito (here identified as modern) 
were described in 1976. 17 The boar was in 1928 given the 
protection of a glass-topped box, later replaced by a glass 
panel on metal legs. In 1978 the entire carved surface, except 
for the basin, was covered by a protective layer below a 
facsimile of artificial sto ne . The accompanying illustrations 
were prepared from the original carvings shortly before they 
were concealed. 

The rock-cut basin measures 0·25 m in diameter by 0·14 m 
in depth, and is bisected by a crack. It is surrounded by a 

Fan. Dunaclcl (No.248) 
A. rock -c ut basin B. inci sed boar 
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shallow pecked ring about 40 mm in width, but parts of this 
have been worn away, especially to the 5 where the path 
from enclosure D passes the basin. 

At the 5 end of the main rock surface there is the lightly
pecked outline of a shod right foot, 0·24 m long and 0·1 m 
in maximum width, with a pronounced taper to the heel. 
There are further peck-marks within the outline, and a 
sunken footmark was presumably intended but not 
completed. This print is on almost the same alignment as 
the more prominent footprint some 2 m to the N , which 
measures 0·27 m from NNE to ssw by 0· 1 m in maximum 
width and 25 mm in depth . It is somewhat broader at the 
heel than the incomplete mark, and its sides are straighter. 
There is no indication of the relative age of the two carvings. 
The carving of sunken footprints is found in Britain from 
the Iron Age onwards, and their use in inauguration 
ceremonies, including those of the MacDonald Lords of the 
Isles, is recorded in Scotland and Ireland in the late medieval 
period. 18 

The incised boar, o· 35 m N of the incomplete footprint, 
measures 0·54 m in maximum length . It is shown moving 
to the right, or N, and the nearside fore and hind legs are 
juxtaposed, an attitude not found in the two boar-carvings 
in Pictland, but represented in some other animal-carvings, 
including the Burghead bulls. 19 Although the upper part of 
the figure is heavily weathered, a long crest, lozenge-shaped 
ear , small eye and short tusk can be distinguished, and the 
short tail, as on the Pictish boar at Knocknagael, follows 
the curve of the hindmost leg. The underside of the body 
shows the double outline characteristic of incised Pictish 
animals, and although it lacks the elaborately scrolled joint
terminals found in many of these carvings, a Pictish origin 
for the artist seems certain. The carving probably dates from 
the 7th or 8th century AD. 

Immediately behind the boar there is a lightly-incised but 
unweathered outline of the trunk and head of a man, in 
profile, smoking a pipe and wearing a hat or crown; an 
associated inscription reads 'King Fergus'. There is no 
evidence of any earlier carving incorporated in this graffito, 
and it was probably incised between 1904, when the 
surrounding turf was removed, and the installation of the 
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protective box in 1928. Some linear incisions in this area 
mark the outline of the former box. 

At the N end of the rock outcrop there is a much 
weathered ogam inscription which has been studied in detail 
by Professor K H lackson, under whose supervision the 
accompanying drawing was prepared .2o It is in two lines , 
each of which is carved above a natural crack in the rock, 
but the stem-lines that should define the letters are omitted . 
Professor lackson's reading is as follows: 

H CS D · T ·· V ·N H · T 

LV 

L ···· VQR ~ HMD N HQ 

An alternative reading by Padel introduces some vowels 
but remains unintelligible .2 1 Both scholars agree that the 
inscription is probably Pictish . Comparison of the letter
forms suggests that it occupies an early place in the Pictish 
series, retaining some traces of Irish infiuenceY 

B 
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A further graffito is incised on a vertical rock face 11 m 
W N W of the well in enclosure E (h on the plan) . Much 
damaged by scraping since its discovery in 1929,23 it shows 
an animal 0 · 17 m in maximum length, whose 
disproportionately large head may be the result of later 
recutting. 24 

HI STO RI CA L N OTE 

Dunadd is mentioned twice in the Annals of Ulster, whose 
Scottish material up to about AD 740 is based largely on a 
set of annals kept at Iona. The entry for AD 683 reads 'The 
siege of Dun At and the siege of Dun Duirn'; a longer entry 
in AD 736 records that' Aengus son of Fergus, king of the 
Picts, laid waste the territory of Dal Riata and seized Dun 
At and burned Creic and bound in chains two sons of 
Selbach, i.e. Donngal and Feradach'. 25 Such military action 
between the Picts and the Scots in the 7th and 8th centuries 
provides the context for fortifications such as Dunadd; 
Donngal and Feradach were leading members of the Cenel 
Loairn, 'the kindred of Loarn ' , one of the three leading 
familes of Dat Riata, and it is likely that Dunadd was an 

Fa n . Dunadd (N o.248); view by J Skene, 1833 
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important seat of one of the kindreds-perhaps originally 
that of the Cenel nGabrain, but possibly by this date that 
of Cenel Loairn itself. 

The distinguished Celtic scholar, W F Skene, drew 
attention to the historical references to the site in a lecture 
given at Poltalloch in 1850, and in 1876 he identified Dunadd 
as the capital of Dal Riata. 26 F W L Thomas's discussion 
of the site and the importance of the footprint in ceremonies 
of inauguration helped to increase the status of the site in 
popular imagination.27 Many of the references used by Skene 
and Thomas are, however, to Dun Monaidh , an 
identification refuted by Watson .28 

The strands of archaeological and historical evidence have 
been reviewed on many occasions with a variety of results; 
Stevenson interpreted the site as a classic example of a 
' nuclear fort' or Dark Age capital;29 Feachem, on the other 
hand, saw it as an Iron Age fort, the defences of which may 
have been 'repaired or improved by undiscriminating or 
desperate persons until as late as the seventh century' . 30 
While it is unlikely that an isolated massif in this important 
location would have been ignored by Iron Age builders, there 
is no firm evidence that any of the walls at present visible 
are earlier than the third quarter of the first millennium A D. 

That the site was occupied, in some form , at a much earlier 
period is strongly suggested by the carved stone ball , the 
Food Vessel sherd, and the cup-markings. The same 
inference may also be drawn from the presence of sherds 
of samian ware, the fragment of Roman glass, a spiral finger
ring and projecting ring-headed pin-all of which have been 
found on sites of the earlier and later Iron Age in Atlantic 
Scotland. 3! It is most unlikely, however , that surface traces 
of any structure associated with these earlier occupations of 
Dunadd would have survived the extensive remodelling of 
the site in the 7th-early 9th centuries AD , when it evidently 
attained its highest status as a settlement of considerable 
political significance.32 

249 'Fort', Dun Buidhe 
NR 801893 April 1984 

The summit of Dun Buidhe, a precipitous rocky ridge about 
1·5 km ssw of Dunans, was examined for traces of 
fortification; the features that had formerly been recorded,! 
however, were thought to be natural, and no prehistoric 
structures were noted . 
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250 Fort, Dun Chonallaich 
NM 854036 June 1983 

A rocky massif overlooking the Abhainn Airidhcheoduis, 
1·5 km NE of Tibertich, is occupied by an irregularly shaped 
stone-walled fort and its outworks.! Aligned NE and sw, the 
fort measures about 37 m by 16 m within a wall that follows 
the irregular outline of the summit area. Regrettably the 
monument has been subject to wanton destruction in recent 
times . Shortly before the Commission's visit, the sw end of 
the summit was severely disturbed by the construction of a 
replica stone-walled round-house (a) for use as a film-set; 
shortly afterwards vandals destroyed a particularly fine 
stretch of the outer face to the sw of the main entrance, 
which had been recorded as standing to a height of 2 m in 
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nineteen courses. The wall evidently varied in thickness, 
attaining as much as 4·5 m on the NW, but barely 1·5 m on 
the s. The core material along the centre line of the wall 
appears to have subsided slightly, which may indicate the 
presence of a mural gallery . However, it is only on the NE 

that an intramural feature can be seen and it is uncertain 
what purpose this short length of facing served, since it 
appears to be set at an angle to the line of the wall. 

Much of the interior is occupied by a rock spine, which 
is surmounted by a modern cairn (b), but the NW half is 
relatively level and it contains, in addition to the modern 
round-house already mentioned and an S-shaped structure 
associated with film-making, a number of ruined stone 
foundations. On the N there is a rectilinear building (e), 
and between the modern round-house and this rectilinear 
building, there is a further structure, shown on the plan as 
an arc of walling , but its precise shape cannot now be 
determined without excavation. A stone gaming-board of 
Early Historic date was found in the course of the survey 
on the surface of the rubble of the fort wall at the point 
shown on the plan. 2 

It seems probable that the heavy spread of stony debris 
that covers the slopes of the massif immediately below the 
summit conceals the presence of an outer work affording 
add itional protection on the NE half of the perimeter. 
Access to the shelves forming the lower s portion of the 
massif was barred by a second series of outworks, traces of 
which survive now only on the E and w; the best-preserved 
sector is the southernmost portion of the former, where a 
massively built wall bars access to a lower shelf, but elsewhere 
only a low bank of stony rubble is visible with gaps indicating 
the position of entrances. A line of boulders blocking a small 
gully on the NE may have been intended to provide cover for 
one such entrance. 

The small subrectangular structures whose ruined 
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foundations can still be seen on the lower shelves to the SE 

appear to be of no great age . 

B. Fon , Dill1 M6r, Drilllllaga ll (No.25 1); plan 

251 Fort, Dun Mor, Drimnagall 
NR 715847 May 1982 

This fort occupies the summit of a rocky ridge 350 m NW 

of Drimnagall farmhouse and 130 m NW of the dun 
No . 301. 1 Although the flanks of the ridge afford strong 
natural protection on the NW and SE, access to the summit 
is easy along the relatively broad spine. 

The fort measures 30 m by 20 m within a single drystone 
wall, now reduced to a low , grass-covered stony scarp in 
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which several short stretches and individual stones of the 
outer face remain in position . The entrance probably lay on 
the ssw, where there is a gap about 1· 5 m wide in the wall
debris. The NW sector of the fort wall appears to have been 
incorporated in the line of a comparatively recent boundary
wall , and a subrectangular stone-built enclosure of no great 
age abuts the outer face of the fort wall on the NNE. 

4(J 5,0 
50 150 

A. FOri , Dun M or, Dunmo re (No.252); plan 

252 Fort, Dun Mor, Dunmore 
NR 792619 May 1982 

This well-preserved fort occupies a position of considerable 
natural strength on the summit of Dun Mar, an elongated 
ridge 200 m NNE of Dunmore House .1 Aligned NE and sw 
and subrectangular on plan, it measures 45 m by 22 m within 
a stout stone wall up to 4 m in thickness. Long stretches of 
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both outer and inner facing-stones survive; on the sw the 
outer face stands in one place to a height of 1· 7 m in ten 
courses and in two sections to heights of 1·7 m in eight 
courses. The builders have made careful use of the natural 
rocky terraces and spines, the SE side being built along the 
crest of a spine that rises some 2·5 m above a level shelf on 
the exterior of the fort; on the top of the spine the wall still 
stands with a carefully built batter to a height of 1·1 m. On 
the SE there is also a short curious feature of the inner face, 
which appears to represent a rebuilding or buttressing of the 
wall, the face here being some 0·9 m high in five courses. 
There are entrances at the centre of the NE and sw ends of 
the fort; the inner angle and one side-slab of the SE side of 
the NE entrance remain in position, but much of the 
opposite side is hidden by tree roots. The walling at the sw 
end of the fort has been heavily robbed, and the entrance 
is now little more than a gap in the rubble. Two hollows in 
the wall on the sw side appear to be small recent bothies. 
At the centre of the interior of the fort there is a 
subrectangular buiiding of no great age. A band of rubble 
at the sw end is all that remains of a cross-wall which also 
appears to be comparatively recent in date. 

About 44 m to the sw of the fort there are traces of an 
outer wall, now reduced to little more than a band of rubble 
in which occasional stones of the outer face have remained 
in position . 

B. FOri , Dun na Ban-6ige (No. 25 3); plan (scale 1: 2500) 

253 Fort, Dun na 8an-oige 
N M 837049 May 1983 

A fort having an area of about 1·75 ha occupies the broken 
summit of Dun na Ban-oige, 1·1 km WNW of Salachary. ' 
The ground falls steeply on all sides except the NE , where 



A. Fort, Dun na Ban -bige (No.2S3l, from sw 

it slopes to a narrow col between the fort and an adjacent 
hillock. 

The wall, which was probably continuous around the 
margin of the summit, has been partly destroyed by landslip 
and considerably disturbed by stone-robbing for buildings, 
pens and field-walls of relatively recent date. It survives as 
an intermittent band of rubble not more than 4 m thick with 
a few outer and inner facing-stones stilI in position, and is 
best preserved on the NE, where the natural defences are 
weakest. The site of the entrance is unclear: it may have been 
on the N (a), where the wall-debris thins at the head of a 
broad gully running steeply up from lower ground, or on 
the E (h), where a sheep path now enters the fort and the 
course of the wall changes to take in a lower terrace (although 
the line of the wall appears to continue across the path). 

Apart from a number of stone-clearance heaps, as well 
as traces of agriculture and the stone-built structures referred 
to above-all of recent date-the interior of the fort contains 
no significant features. 

254 Fort, Dun "na Doide 
NR 704769 May 1983 

The summit of an elongated coastal ridge, about 280 m wsw 
of Doide farmhouse, is occupied by the wasted remains of 
a single-walled fort. 1 The position is a strong one, the steep 
landward (SE) flank of the ridge consisting largely of 
smooth rock-sheets, while on the NW rocky precipices and 
boulder-strewn slopes fall 20 m to the shore . 

The fort measures about 35 m by 16 m internally. Its wall 
is now reduced, for the most part, to a grass-grown stony 
band or a Iow scarp in which a few isolated stones and, on 
the NNW, a short stretch of the outer face can stilI be seen; 
at this point the face stands 0·6 m high in three courses. The 
position of the entrance is uncertain, but it may have lain 
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B. Fort, Dun na Doide (No.2S4); plan 

on the NNE, where the wall debris is significantly lighter and 
a gully between two rocky outcrops offers convenient access 
to the summit. Until quite recently a flagpole stood within 
the NE portion of the interior. 

255 Fort, Dun na h-Earb 
NR 711631 May 1983 

The wasted remains of this fort occupy the top of a Iow knoll 
situated in rough pasture 370 m ssw of Keppoch 
farmsteading. 1 It is oval on plan, measuring about 29 m by 
20 m within a wall which has been reduced to no more than 
a light band of rubble up to 4 m thick. Only four outer 
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A. cort, Dim na " -Ea rb (No.255 ); plan 

facing-stones remain in position, while others lie dislodged 
at the foot of the knoll, and on the w there is a clearly 
marked robber-trench. No inner facing-stones can be seen, 
and because of the extensive robbing of the wall, the line 
of the inner face is difficult to ascertain. The entrance is on 
the sw and is marked by a large upright block (1 ·1 m high) 
which lies on the N of the passage. Apart from an outcrop 
of rock on the SE , the grass-grown interior of the fort is 
fea tureless. 

I 
B. Fort, Dun na Maraig (No.256); plan 
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256 Fort, Dim na Maraig 
NR 852907 May 1982 

This fort is situated 450 m NNW of Achnabreck on the 
summit of a heavily wooded hill, the N and NE sides of 
which are formed by cliffs, while elsewhere the ground falls 
steeply over a series of rock scarps and terraces.! 

The wall of the fort, which encloses an area measuring 
about 43 m by 37 m and takes in a rocky knoll with a grassy 
apron below it, survives as a bank of rubble about 3 m thick 
and 0·6 m in average height, although on each side of the 
entrance, where the wall thickness increases to 4·5 m, it is 
up to I m high. On the s and E sides of the knoll the 
walling, which is here of slighter construction, is founded 
about 0·4 m from the rock edge. The entrance, situated on 
the wsw, measures 2 m at its outer end and 1·5 m at the 
inner. There is a bar-hole 0·16 m by 0·15 m and 0·85 m deep 
on the W side of the entrance-passage at a height of 0·5 m 
above the ground level. Below the fort wall on the sw a 
natural terrace is partly enclosed by a rough outwork 
constructed of large boulders. The oblique track which 
approaches the summit from the sw is bordered by isolated 
blocks of similar proportions, an unusual and not readily 
explicable feature. 

257 Fort, Duntroon 
NR 802959 June 1981 

The heavily wooded summit of a ridge about 130 m N of 
Duntroon Lodge is occupied by the remains of a vitrified 
fort and its outworks. On the NW the fort is protected by 
a steep cliff rising some 15 m from the adjacent ground, and 
on the NE a narrow gully impedes access along the spine of 
the ridge. On the sw and SE , however, approach is up the 
broken slopes of the ridge, and it is on these flanks that 
additional protection has been afforded by a series of 
outworks . Excavations were undertaken in 1904 as part of 
an exploratory programme by the Society of Antiquaries of 
Scotland designed to examine the forts of the Crinan district, 
and the following description makes use of the published 
report.! 

The main fort wall (A), which encloses an area about 45 m 
by 27 m, survives for the most part as a band of stony rubble 
up to 2·5 m thick; two short stretches of the outer face are 
visible on the w, standing to a height of 1·3 m in three 
courses at a point where the surrounding rubble has been 
cleared away . Most of the circuit of the outer face was, 
however, traced in the course of the excavation, although 
the inner face could not be found . The wall was originally 
constructed with strengthening beams of timber , which in 
the course of conflagration have burned with such intensity 
that the wall-core has been heavily vitrified; long stretches 
of the inner half of the vitrified wall-core may be seen on 
the N and w, and, although little sign of vitrification may 
now be recognised elsewhere, it is clear from the report that 
the phenomenon was formerly evident on all sides . No traces 
of vitrification were found on the outer face of the wall. 

The excavators also noted that the surface of the bedrock 
had been discoloured by intense heat for a distance of about 
4 m inside the wall, but only 1 m on the outside. It is 
uncertain whether the 'large quantity of charred wood' , 
which was discovered 'inside the walls', represented the 
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FOri , Dunlroon (No.257) 

A. saddle querns ;1 1P ~ ~Jo : 
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remains of internal timber-lacing or, for example, of wooden 
buildings abutting the inner face of the wall. Although the 
interior was stripped to bedrock, no structures were 
recognised. The position of the entrance is not clear; it may 
be indicated by the broad gap in the wall-debris on the NW, 

at a point where a zig-zag path offers a precarious approach. 
An outer wall (B), incorporating several isolated masses 

of vitrification, which are apparently derived from the ruins 
of wall A, has been drawn round the edge of a lower terrace, 
except on the NW, where the cliff made such additional 
protection unnecessary. The wall is now severely robbed and 
is for the most part a band of rubble about 2 m thick with 
a single stretch of outer facing-stones on the sw. The 
excavators reported that the masses of vitrified material 
found in the core of the wall were in positions 'where they 
could not have fallen from the main work', but whether they 
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were incorporated during its original construction, which 
would imply that it was a secondary work, or merely in some 
subsequent repair cannot be determined. 

On the spine of rocky outcrop lying beyond the gully at 
the NE end of the fort there is a band of rubble (e), which 
may possibly be the remains of another outwork .2 On the 
sw side of the fort stretches of two outer walls may be 
traced (D and E), but stone-robbing has obscured their course 
and made it impossible to establish their original extent. 

Among the finds recorded during the excavation were 
thirty-six saddle querns, three flint scrapers, various flakes 
and cores, a piece of jet or lignite, five hammer stones, four 
whetstones or polishers, six pebbles with indications of wear, 
and a possible stone sinker; the surviving finds are in the 
Royal Museum of Scotland, Queen Street, Edinburgh .J 
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A. Fort. Eilean an Dllin (No.258); view from SE 

B. Fort. Eilean a n Dui n (No.258); plan 

258 Fort, Eilean an Duin 
NM 792079 May 1984 

Until 1983 Eilean an Dtiin was a small island situated 280 m 
off the N shore of the Craignish peninsula, but in that year 
it was linked to the mainland by a causeway to form part 
of the breakwater for the Craobh Haven Marina. During 
the construction of the causeway much of the N sector of 
the fort wall was destroyed and part of the interior disturbed. 
The Commission survey, however, had been undertaken 
before the damage occurred, and the plan is reproduced here 
without modification . 

The fort is situated on a rocky knoll which formed the 
NE end of the island; oval on plan, it measured about 53 m 
from NW to SE by 28 m transversely within a stone wall up 
to 4 m thick.! Several stretches of the outer face survive in 
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position, and on the NNE the wall rose to a height of 1·1 m 
in six courses. There were at least two lumps of vitrified 
material in the wall, on the sand w respectively (the latter 
has been destroyed), and elsewhere many of the stones of 
the wall core show signs of scorching. The position of the 
entrance is not certain, but it probably lay on the 5, where 
a natural gully provides easy access to the top of the knoll. 
The interior was featureless except for the remains of a 
circular stone-walled hut of no great age, which has now been 
removed. Before the construction of the causeway there were 
three parallel stretches of rough walling at the foot of the 
cliff below the fort wall on the N; they were dug into the 
wall tumble and may have been boat-noosts. 

Salvage excavation carried out after the partial destruction 
of the fort revealed traces of occupation debris, but no 
artefacts, and charcoal from beneath the wall has produced 
radiocarbon dates of 340 bc±65 (Gu-1814) and 210 bc±55 
(Gu-1815).2 

259 Fort (probable), Hill Park 
NM 829068 November 1984 

The slight remains of what was probably a fort occupy the 
summit of a narrow grassy knoll 400 m NNW of Barbreck 
House. An area about 60 m by IS m is enclosed by a low 
bank of earth and stones, which fringes the knoll on all sides 
except the N, where it is protected by a rock outcrop. Only 
two outer facing-stones and no inner ones survive; fragments 
of burnt stone and a piece of vitrification were found on 
the NE. The entrance probably lay on the sw, where there 
is a gap in the walling. On the E side of the entrance the 
bank is much spread, giving the appearance of a double 
rampart, but its original form is unclear. The site has been 
extensively robbed, possibly in connection with the building 
of Barbreck House. 

260 Fort (possible), Invernoaden 
NS 121976 May 1987 

The isolated knoll 200 m SSE of lnvernoaden, now 
dominated by the memorial to John Lauder, may have been 
the site of a small stone-walled fort measuring some 28 m 
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A. FOri (pro ba ble), Hill Park (No.259); plan 

by 26 m overall. What appears to be a band of stony debris 
interrupted by the trenches of stone-robbers can be seen 
around the perimeter of the summit, but even these slight 
traces have been disturbed during the construction of the 
memorial and its surrounding plinth. 
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FORTS No, 263 

261 Fort, Kilmichael Glassary 
NR 855946 July 1987 

Situated about I· 2 km N of Kilmichael Glassary, on the 
summit of an elongated rocky ridge aligned roughly 'NE and 
sw, there are the wasted remains of a stone-walled fort. 1 

The precipitous NW and SE flanks of the ridge provide strong 
natural protection, and access from the sw is barred by a 
transverse natural gully. The fort measures 37 m by 19·5 m 
within a drystone wall which may once have followed the 
entire perimeter of the summit area but can now be traced 
only on the NE and sw, where it appears as isolated bands 
of stony rubble not more than 2 m thick; a short stretch of 
the outer face survives on the sw. At the NE end, there is an 
outer wall 2·4 m thick, in which stretches of outer facing
stones can still be traced. In neither the inner nor the outer 
work can the position of the entrance be determined, 

262 Fort, Kintraw 
NM 832048 May 1982 

This oval fort, measuring 32·5 m by 18 m internally, occupies 
the summit of a rocky knoll which lies immediately NW of 
the standing stone No. 63 and about 400 m SSE of Kintraw 
farmhouse. The wall has been reduced to a low band of 
rubble in which occasional outer facing-stones are visible on 
the s and E; small patches of vitrified stonework can be seen 
on the Nand ssw, as well as fire-reddened stones elsewhere 
along the course of the wall. The position of the entrance 
is not clear, but it almost certainly lay on the N, where an 
outwork was built to enclose a small terrace. There is a low 
grassy scarp in the NW of the grass-grown interior, which 
may indicate the site of a timber building. 

263 Fort, Rubha Cladh Eoin 
NR 761860 May 1985 

Rubha Cladh E6in forms the sw tip of the promontory that 
lies between Port Lunna and the easternmost inlet at the head 
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C. FOri , Rubha C1adh Eoin (No.263 ); pla n 
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of Loch Sween. 1 The end of the promontory is crossed by 
a massive wall, which springs from a rock on the NW flank 
to run E for about 20 m before turning sharply s to cut off 
an area measuring about 55 m by 30 m. The wall is unusually 
well preserved, standing in places to a height of I m, and 
the neatness of coursing is well displayed at the NE angle. 
The entrance was probably situated in the gap on the E. The 
interior is planted with conifers. 

264 Fort, Sidhean Buidhe 
NR 721743 May 1983 

A fort of most unusual form has been identified on Sidhean 
Buidhe, a conspicuous massif at the sw end of a coastal 
ridge overlooking the w shore of Loch Caolisport about 
2-4 km SIV of Ellary.1 The massif comprises two rocky 
spines that unite to form the tip of the sheer-sided headland, 
partially enclosing Lochan Sidhein Buidhe. A roughly 
triangular area measuring about 440 m by 260 m has been 
cut off by two lengths of wall, which can be traced from 
the NW and SE shore of the lochan respectively across the 
neck of the adjacent spine; the loch an itself, in earlier times 
probably more extensive, thus served as a broad moat to 
complete the line of defence. The most westerly section of 
walling measures about 85 m in length, running from the 
cliff edge to a rock outcrop above the present shore of the 
lochan, while the eastern section, which is about 65 m long, 
begins on the opposite bank and ends against a rock outcrop. 
In both sectors the wall makes considerable use of the natural 
rock, in places running along the edge of a projecting shelf, 
or occasionally incorporating outcrops within its structure. 
It measures barely 2 m in greatest thickness and is composed 
largely of slabs, some of which are laid as headers; long 
stretches of both inner and outer face survive, and where 
best preserved the latter stands to a height of 2·3 m in ten 
courses. The break in the wall-line in the western section 
where a modern path approaches the fort from the N may 
be the site of an original entrance. On the E side there is no 
clear indication of an entrance, but it may have been at the 
point marked a on the plan. 

Since most of the interior is occupied by rock outcrops, 
and much of the low-lying ground was probably subject to 
flooding, there would have been little open space suitable 
for permanent habitation. On a low grassy ridge running up 
from the SE shore of the loch an there are several scoops 
which may have been the sites of timber houses . All other 
structures, including the pen that overlies the line of the fort 
wall on the NW and the short length of walling that blocks 
a gully on the sw (b), are of recent origin. 

DUNS 

265 Dun, Ach' an Duin 
NR 789760 May 1983 

This dun occupies the summit of an isolated hillock 1·45 km 
E of Baranlongart. 1 The dun wall, which makes much use 
of natural rock outcrops, encloses an area measuring about 
19· 5 m by 13 ·5 m. Stone-robbing has reduced it for the most 
part to a low bank of rubble up to 4 m thick, with a few 
outer and no inner facing-stones in position. On the sw, in 

DUNS No. 266 

I 
Dun, Ach' an Di.in (No.265); plan 

the area of the entrance, the wall stands to a height of 0·4 m, 
probably as the result of reconstruction at a relatively recent 
date . Three stones of the NW side-wall of the entrance
passage survive, but the line of the outer side is uncertain, 
and the entrance gap has been blocked. 

To the E of the dun there are the remains of several 
structures, which appear to be shielings, and there are traces 
of rig-and-furrow cultivation in the vicinity; there are also 
slight remains of structures in the interior of the dun, too 
indefinite to plan, which may be contemporary with the 
shielings. 

266 Dun, A' Chrannag 
NR 727759 May 1983 

The NE end of A' Chrannag, an elongated rocky ridge a 
little over 1 km w of Ellary, is occupied by the remains of 
an oval dun and its extensive outworks. 1 The steep rocky 
NW and SE flanks of the ridge provide strong natural 
protection, and access along the spine is impeded by 
numerous outcrops. 

Roughly oval on plan and measuring 16·5 m by 12 m 
within a drystone wall, the dun occupies the highest point 
of the ridge; the wall, which for the most part has been 
reduced to a grass-grown band of stony debris in which 
several stretches of inner and outer facing-stones survive, 
appears to have varied in thickness from barely 2 m on the 
sw to more than 3 m elsewhere . At several points on the 
circuit the core material contains vitrified and fire-reddened 
stones, an indication that the dun was probably of timber
laced construction; a particularly large mass of vitrifaction 
can be seen on the N. The entrance, which is situated on the 
sw, measures I· 55 m in width and does not appear to have 
been checked for a door. The line of earth fast boulders that 
carries the line of the outer face across the entrance mouth 
probably represents secondary blocking. At two points, on 
the NNE and ssw respectively, the wall-debris is surmounted 
by marker-cairns of comparatively recent origin. 
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No. 267 DUNS 

A. Dun, A' Chrannag (No.266); plan 

The dun was additionally defended by two outer walls, 
neither of which appears to incorporate any vitrified 
material. The upper (A) was constructed on the margin of 
the series of rocky shelves lying immediately below the dun 
on the wand NE ; it thus effectively defined two extensive 
annexes. Wall A survives as an intermittent spread of stony 
rubble, not more than 2 m thick, in which several stretches 
of the outer face, and a few stones of the inner, can still 
be seen; the best-preserved portion of the former is on the 
sw , where it stands I m high in eight courses. The position 
of the entrance is probably indicated by a conspicuous gap 
in the wall-debris at the head of a gu lly on the w, from 
which a series of natural grassy ramps gives access to the 
entrance of the dun. Lying just within the outwork to the 
NE of the dun there is a subcircular depression, possibly a 
spring or well, which is choked with reedy growth and 
enclosed by a rough setting of boulders. Two unnaturally 
level platforms immediately to the s may possibly have 
served as the stances of timber houses; the two crudely built, 
stone-founded structures situated on the shelf below the dun 
on the w, however, are probably of quite recent date . 

The second outwork (8), which now consists of two 
isolated sectors, springs from the outer face of outwork A 
some way to the s of its entrance and sweeps in a broad arc 
to the SE. It appears to have been of relatively slight 
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construction, only a few isolated outer facing-stones and a 
thin scatter of wall core now being visible. Like the upper 
outwork, it incor.porates rock outcrops and spines in its 
course, its main purpose evidently being to cut off the less 
arduous avenues of approach offered by the various 
transverse gullies on this side. 

B. Dun, Aird (No.267); plan 

267 Dun, Aird 
NR 764992 November 1984 

This dun, which occupies the summit of a coastal rock stack 
1· 1 km ssw of Aird, measures about 20 m by 8 m internally . 
The best-preserved section of walling is at the SE end, where 
for a length of 3 m the outer face, which is set well below 
the level of the interior, stands to a height of O· 5 m in three 
courses; elsewhere the wall survives only as a scattered band 
of rubble, and there are no traces along the sw side, which 
is a sheer rock-face 9 m high. The entrance lies on the NNW , 

where access to the dun may be gained up a rocky path; three 
stones of the w wall of the entrance-passage can be 
identified, and the present gap is about 1·25 m wide. On the 
landward side of the dun there are the remains of structures 
of relatively recent date. 

268 Dun, An Dun, Barravullin 
NM 819073 April 1978 

Little remains of this dun and its outwork, which are situated 
on a knoll 200 m sw of East Barravullin .! The dun wall, 
like that of the outwork, has been reduced to a mere grassy 
scarp, but the robber-trench from which the outer facing
stones have been removed can still be traced, indicating that 
the dun measured about 18 m in internal diameter and was 
probably entered on the NW, where there is a slight dip in 
the crest line . The outwork enclosed a terrace some 4 m 
below the level of the interior of the dun on the sw side. 

269 Dun, An Dun, Inverglen, Slrachur 
NN 097018 May 1984 

On the summit of a tree-covered knoll 100 m sw of 
Inverglen farmhouse there are the remains of a dun and its 
outwork. The dun has been severely robbed, presumably to 
build the field-walls at the base of the knoll, but the outline 
of the wall, which encloses an area about 12 m in diameter, 
remains clear; several stretches of the outer face may be seen, 
including a number of massive boulders, and the line of the 
inner face is reasonably certain, particularly on the N. In 
general, the s half of the site is less well preserved than the 
N. The entrance was probably on the w, where there is a 
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A. Dun, An Dun, Inverglen, Strachur (No.269); plan 

large gap in the wall. Several hollows in the rubble core 
material may indicate the presence of cells, but only one (on 
the SE) is shown on the plan; there is now no sign of the 
'cell (or stair)' noted by Childe in the thickness of the wall 
on the NE.l 

The outwork consists of a wall enclosing an annexe to the 
w of the dun. The wall is very ruinous, but a few facing
stones remain in position; springing from the dun wall near 
the gap on the w, it probably continued across the gap at 
the E end of the N side to rejoin the dun wall on the N or 
NE . The entrance to the annexe is on the s, in line with the 
top end of a track leading up the flank of the knoll. 

270 Dun, Ardifuir 1 
NR 789969 June 1981 

Occupying a position of little natural strength on the left 
bank of the Ardifuir Burn, immediately to the NW of the 
steading of Ardifuir, there is an exceptionally well-preserved 
dun, 1 which was excavated in 1904 as part of a programme 
of research carried out by the Society of Aptiquaries of 
Scotland, and the following account incorporates details 
from the published report. 2 Circular on plan, the dun 
measures about 19 m in internal diameter within a carefully 

Dun, Ardifuir I (No.270) 
B. plan and detail 

with section 
C. view from E C 

DUNS No. 270 
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built drystone wall about 3·5 m in greatest thickness. Almost 
the entire circuit of both the inner and outer faces can still 
be traced, the latter, which displays a conspicuous batter, 
attaining a maximum height on the NW , where it stands 
some 3 m above the level of the ground outside, in about 
twenty courses . Both faces are constructed of regularly 
shaped or carefully selected blocks brought to a level course 
by small pinnings, and it may be this feature which has 
ensured the survival of the monument in so handsome a 
condition. The inner wall-face rises 2·6 m at most above the 
present level of the interior, but at an average height of 1·8 m 
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A 
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it is stepped back to form a ledge or scarcement, now best 
preserved on the ENE, where it is O· 3 m wide. The 
excavation plan suggests that the scarcement gradually 
decreased in width towards the sw, but since it also shows 
the feature continuing across the entrance to a mural staircase 
on the WNW, which is contradicted by the evidence of the 
excavation photographs, it may be necessary to reject this 
testimony . 

The entrance, which is situated on the wsw, has been 
checked for a door at a distance of about 1·8 m from the 
line of the outer face; the passage' measures 2 m in width 
at its outer end and 2·8 m at the inner, the depth of the 
rebates in the N and s side-walls being 0·6 m and 0·45 m 
respectively. There is no trace in either passage-wall of a bar
hole or slot for securing and housing a wooden draw-beam. 
Lying athwart the passage at the rebate is a massive sill-stone, 
originally measuring 1·8 m in length, but now broken, which 
rises about 0·3 m above the paved floor. 

A doorway about 0·8 m wide and 0·75 m high, with a sill 
set 0·6 m above the entrance paving, gives aCcess through 
the inner portion of the s passage-wall to a flight of four 
steps leading down to an intramural cell; oval on plan, it 
measures about 1 m by 0·8 m and may originally have been 
as much as 2 m high, its dry stone walls rising vertically to 
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Dun, Ardifuir 1 (No.270) 
A. illlramural stair 
B. imramural stair, during excavation, 1904 
C. entrance from NE, during excavation, 1904 

a level about 1 m above the cell-floor before corbelling 
inwards. 

To the N of the entrance on the W side of the dun there 
is an opening on the inner face of the wall to provide access 
for an intramural stair; thirteen steps rise from rather below 
present floor level to the top of the wall; at this point there 
is a gap and then a further two steps (three in 1904) rise a 
little higher. The stairway appears to run at a slight angle 
to the outer and inner faces of the dun wall. 

Eccentrically positioned within the interior there was a 
pen annular wall composed of orthostatic slabs and smaller 
pinnings, which served as a revetment to a mass of earth and 
stones filling the space between it and the inner faGe Of the 
wall; the present height of the revetting wall does not exceed 
0·8 m, and the subcircular internal area thus defined 
measures about 15 m from N to s. The purpose of this 
feature cannot be determined. 

The excavation, which took place between 5 May and 13 
June 1904, 'consisted mainly in clearing out debris 4 or 5 
feet in depth from the interior'; apart from the strip of paving 
which extended for a distance of 2· 7 m from the entrance, 
no structural features, such as hearths, paving or post-holes 
appear to have been noted in the process. The small finds 
recovered included a polished stone axe, four whetstones, 
a quartzite polisher, a stone mould, a sandstone whorl, 
perforated discs, a crucible fragment, a bronze ring, and a 
fragment of samian ware (probably datable to the second 
century AD). A rim sherd of a greyish white ware, formerly 
thought to be the lip of a Roman dish, has been identified 
as a fragment of E-ware (see Introduction). 3 There is no 
record of any stratification. The finds are now in the Royal 
Museum of Scotland, Queen Street, Edinburgh. 
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A. Dun, Ardifuir 2 (No.271); plan 

271 Dun, Ardifuir 2 
NR 791973 June 1981 

On the summit of a conspicuous rocky knoll 500 m NNE of 
the dun No, 270, there is a ruined dun with its outwork.! 
The dun measures 14 m by 12 m within a wall some 3 m 
thick, which follows the edge of the summit except on the 
NE, where it diverges slightly as it crosses the easiest line of 
approach. Several well-preserved stretches of the outer face 
survive, standing up to 0·4 m in height in two carefully laid 
courses, which are set, on the NW, about 2 m below the level 
of the interior. The position of the entrance is uncertain, 
but it was probably on the NE. 

A lower terrace on the s was enclosed by a wall, which 
is reduced to an intermittent band of rubble about 1· 5 m 
thick, in which a few outer facing-stones remain in position. 
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B. Dun, Baile M6r (No.272); plan 

272 Dun, Baile Mor 
NR 844938 May 1983 

In a forestry plantation on the summit of a hill 900 m SSE 

of Rhudil farmhouse there are the slight remains of a dun 
measuring about 10 m by 8 m internally;! the wall has been 
reduced to an irregular band of rubble, and only two 

DUNS No. 274 

probable outer facing-stones can be seen. The entrance was 
probably on the N. 
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C. Dun, Ballymeanoch (No.273) ; plan 

273 Dun, Ballymeanoch 
NR 843962 May 1982 

This dun is situated 650 m ENE of Ballymeanoch in a 
forestry plantation;! the ground falls away steeply to the SE , 

but on all other sides the immediate approach is relatively 
level. The wall survives as a broad band of rubble enclosing 
an area 10 m in diameter which is now largely obscured by 
tumbled stone. The inner face can be traced for much of 
its circuit, measuring at most about 1 m in height in three 
courses, but only two stretches of outer face can be identified, 
the maximum height being 0·95 m in six thin courses. The 
slope has caused both inner and outer faces to bulge on the 
downhill side. Where the outer face survives on the s, the 
lowest course is set about 2 m below the level of the interior; 
at this point the wall is 4·8 m thick. There are traces of 
possible medial faces within the thickness of the wall , of 
which only that on the N arc was sufficiently distinct to 
plan . The upper surface of the wall is now stepped, and the 
apparent medial faces may reflect a concentric laying of 
stones throughout the course of the wall. The entrance, which 
lies on the wsw, is 1 m wide at its inner end and is blocked 
with rubble to a height of 0·6 m. 

274 Dun and Enclosure, Barnluasgan 
NR 787911 April 1984 

Situated 250 m w of Barnluasgan on the top of a rocky 
ridge, which has in recent times been partly planted with trees 
(some of them now felled), there are the remains of a dun 
and a substantial enclosure which over lies its sw half.! 

The dun measures about 25 m by 12 m within a wall some 
2 m in thickness, which on the NW stands to a height of 
0·8 m in three courses; a modern boundary-wall crosses its 
sw end. The wall has been severely robbed, and the only 
section that is at all well preserved is within thick forest cover 
on the sw. The position of the entrance is presumably 
indicated by the gap on the NE, where there is access along 
the spine of the ridge. 

The ruinous enclosure, which can be compared with 
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No. 275 DUNS 

A. Dun and enclosure, Barnluasgan (No.274); plan 

several adjacent sites (e.g. Nos. 331 and 339), measures about 
12 m by 14 m within a drystone wall which is about 2 m 
thick. In places the original dun wall has been reused, but 
elsewhere, notably on the E and w, it is clear that the 
enclosure wall has 1;Jeen built on top of it. 

B. Dun Bim Crom (No.275); plan 

275 Dun, Barr Crom 
NR 807986 May 1982 

Occupying the summit of a steep-sided rocky knoll which 
forms the highest part of a prominent ridge 1·27 km NW of 
Ballygowan Cottage, there is a dun.! It is oval on plan and 
measures 17 m by about 9 m within a wall 2 m thick, which, 
where best preserved on the s, still stands to a height of 
0·7 m in four courses. Long stretches of the outer face are 
visible on the N, E and s, with several inner facing-stones 
surviving on the E; on the w, however, the wall has been 
completely removed, probably to build the stock-pens which 
lie at the foot of the knoll. The entrance is on the NE and 
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has been refaced in modern times. Immediately outside the 
entrance there is a recent enclosure, another lies to the NW, 
and stretches of walling Nand s of the dun may also be of 
recent date. 

C. Dun, Bim Ganuisg (No.276); plan 

276 Dun, Barr Ganuisg 
NR 928808 June 1985 

The slight remains of a dun measuring about 18 m by 14 m 
internally occupy the summit of a rocky massif 550 m ESE 
of Barr Ganuisg. The dun wall, which incorporates several 
large blocks of stone that appear to have been deliberately 
moved into position, has been reduced to a low bank of 
rubble barring access to the summit from the Nand E. The 
entrance probably lay at one or other end of the surviving 
wall.! 

277 Dun, Barr Iola 
NR 938828 May 1985 

Situated on the summit of Barr Iola, a position that 
commands extensive views over Loch Fyne, there is a large 
and comparatively well-preserved dun measuring 24 m by 
17 m internally. The dun wall measures about 3 m in 
thickness and is best preserved on the N, where the outer 
face stands to a height of 0·6 m in three courses; several other 
extensive stretches of the lowest course of the inner and outer 
faces survive elsewhere, while on the SE the outer facing of 
the wall has been carried across a cleft on a neatly built 
substructure 0·6 m deep. Within the body of the wall about 
1·2 m from the inner face there are traces-too indefinite 
to plan-of what may have been a medial revetment. The 
entrance, situated on the w, is not well preserved, and there 
are no traces of the 'cell-like structure built on to the main 
wall just within it on the left';! nor can any sign of a cell 
in the thickness of the wall be found at this point. 

A low grassy scarp runs across the middle of the interior, 
the lower (NW) half now overgrown with reeds. On the NE 
there is a short length of the inner face of the dun wall that 
diverges from the expected alignment, but, although the 
purpose of this feature is not clear, it seems unlikely that 
it was part of an internal building. 

There is no evidence to suggest that the dun was ever 
surrounded by outworks, or that the group of boulders some 
60 m to the sw is a 'stone circle', as has been claimed. 2 The 
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A. Dun. Bim (ola (No.277); plan 

ruined rectilinear building situated on a platform immediately 
to the s is presumably of relatively recent date. 
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B. Dun. Bim Mor. Barrackan (No.278); plan 

278 Dun, Barr Mor, Barrackan 
NM 781032 March 1985 

This dun occupies the top of a rocky knoll situated on the 
SSE flank of Bim Mor, overlooking Loch Mhic Mhairtein 
from a height of about 60 m 00.

1 Oval on plan, it measures 
17 m by 12 m within a wall which has been reduced to a low 
bank of rubble with only a single stretch of outer facing
stones visible on the NW. The entrance probably lay on the 
w, where two earthfast stones may form part of the s 

DUNS No. 280 

passage-wall. Immediately below the dun, on the N, there 
are the remains of what may be a rectangular building of 
no great age, similar to another lying a short distance to the 
WNW. 
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c. Dun. Bim na Cour (No.279); plan 

279 Dun, Barr na Cour 
NR 782614 May 1982 

This dun and its outwork occupy the summit of an isolated 
rocky knoll 700 m W of Dunmore Home Farm and within 
about 600 m of the NW shore of West Loch Tarbert. 1 

The dun measures 14 m by 10 m internally, but the wall 
has been severely robbed except at the NE end, where 
stretches of both inner and outer facing-stones remain, the 
outer still standing to a height of 1·1 m in six courses. The 
entrance is on the NE, and several facing-stones of each of 
the side-walls of the passage remain in position; a short 
stretch of relatively recent walling now partly obstructs the 
passage. 

The outwork, situated on a terrace some 2 m below the 
level of the interior of the dun, consists of a wall, which 
survives to a height of 1·3 m in six courses on the SE; the 
outer angle of the wall is well preserved on the N, but little 
now remains on the NW. The entrance is on the NE, in line 
with that of the dun, and the outer corner-stone and part 
of the NW side-wall of the passage remain in position. 

J 
D. Dun. Beinn an Duin (No.280); plan 

280 Dun, Beinn an Doin 
NM 807049 May 1983 

The remains of a dun, which has been severely damaged by 
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No. 281 DUNS 

Dun, Caislea l Aoidhe (No.282); A. view from N B. plan 

stone-robbing, occupy the summit of a low hill 750 m NNE 
of Ardfern. 1 The dun wall, which encloses an area 25 m by 
14 m, has been reduced to a band of rubble about 4 m thick, 
with only a few outer and inner facing-stones visible; the 
entrance probably lay on the sw. In the interior there are 
several animal-pens of relatively recent date. 
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C. Dun, Bonnach Mor (No.281); plan 

281 Dun, Bonnach Mor 
NM 774036 May 1983 

This dun is situated on the N side of Bagh Ban and about 
600 m w of Barrackan on the summit of a rock boss, from 
whose sw side a conspicuous geological dyke runs towards 
the sea. Overhanging cliffs provide strong natural protection 
on the Nand w, but elsewhere the sides of the boss are 
largely grass-covered. 

The dun wall, which survives as a continuous band of 
rubble , was drawn along the sand E margin of the summit, 
cutting off an area measuring about 15 m by 10 m. Its outer 
face, which is founded some 2 m below the level of the 
interior, stands at one point to a height of 1 m in seven 
courses; no inner facing-stones remain, but the wall was 
probably about 3 m thick. The entrance appears to have been 
situated on the E, where a modern path enters the dun; a 
stone with its long axis aligned at right angles to the wall 
may mark one side of the entrance-passage. An unusual 
feature on the s side of the path is an isolated section of 
walling 1·6 m long, which stands up to I m high in four 
courses, the lowest of which is set about 4 m below the line 
of the outer face of the dun; its function is uncertain, but 
it was probably designed to give added protection to the 
entrance. 
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282 Dun, Caisteal Aoidhe 
NR 909710 May 1985 

This spectacular vitrified dun and annexe occupy a tidal 
island off the E shore of Loch Fyne some 2 km s of 
Ardmarnock; the rocky shingle-covered spit between the 
island and the shore may have been partly improved and 
heightened to assist access, and there are some large carefully
placed boulders near the landward end. Some impression of 
the conflagration that consumed this timber-laced dun may 
be gauged by the large lumps of vitrified material that have 
rolled from the dun wall on to the spit. 

The dun measures about 11 m in diameter within a wall 
some 3·5 m thick, but only on the s do stretches of both 
inner and outer facing-stones survive. Vitrifaction has been 
most intense on the N and sw, where large quantities of 
fused core material are visible. On the NE the rubble of the 
wall still stands to a height of at least 3 m above ground level 
outside the dun . Fallen debris has obscured the position of 
the entrance. 

The annexe, which is situated on the N, measures about 
12 m by 8 m and has been defended by a timber-laced wall 
probably as much as 1·2 m in thickness . A stretch of outer 
facing-stones about I· 7 m beyond and 2 m below the vitrified 
material further emphasises the impressive nature of the 
original wall-construction. There are only slight traces of the 
wall on the SE flank, where it occupied a rocky crest line, 
and the entrance to the annexe may have been at this point. 

283 Dun, Caisteal nan Con Duibh 
NM 800076 April 1978 

The remains of what is probably a galleried dun occupy the 
highest part of a rocky ridge aligned NE- SW about 1·2 km 
NNE of Lunga House. 1 

Oval on plan, the dun measures about 13 m by 10 m 
within a wall which varies from 3 m to 4 m in thickness. 
Considerable stretches of the outer face survive and on the 
N it rises to a height of 1· 7 m in ten rough courses; the inner 
face is less well preserved, but a long stretch is visible on 
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A, Dun. Caisteal nan Con Duibh (No.283); plan 

the NW. There are traces of a gallery within the thickness of 
the wall on the NW; it was entered through a narrow 
passage, the S side-wall of which stands to a height of 0·4 m 
in three courses. A second break in the line of the inner face, 
2·5 m to the NE, is either another entrance to the gallery or 
the entrance to a second chamber. Depressions in the 
thickness of the wall on the S may indicate the presence of 
yet another intramural feature. The entrance to the dun lies 
on the wsw; it measures about 1 m in width at the outer 
end, 1·8 m at the inner end, and is checked for a door 1 m 
from the exterior. On the NE there is a short stretch of 
facing at right angles to the line of the wall, and this may 
be a straight-joint similar to that at Castle Dounie (No. 285) 
or one side of a postern gate. In the interior there are the 
remains of at least two animal-pens and a modern rectilinear 
cairn. There is no trace of the midden-deposit noted by 
Campbell and Sandeman to the w of the dun, and the 
cairns and stretches of field-walling on the N flank of the 
ridge are of relatively recent date. 

284 Dun, Caisteal Torr 
NR 785780 May 1983 

This dun and its outworks! are situated at the NE end of an 
elongated rocky ridge about 680 m NE of Achahoish church. 
Perched upon the craggy boss that forms the highest point 
of the ridge, the dun enjoys strong natural protection on all 
sides, but particularly on the NW, where there are sheer rock 
faces 13·5 m high; relatively easy access to the summit is 
possible only on the NE by means of a sinuous route 
between the numerous outcrops. 

The dun is roughly D-shaped on plan, measuring about 
16 m by 12 m within a much-wasted drystone wall. Except 
on the w, where it has been destroyed by a collapse of the 
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B. Dun. Caisteal Torr (No.284); plan 

rock face, the wall survives as a heavy band of core material 
or a stony scarp, in which occasional outer facing-stones can 
still be seen. The best-preserved sector of the outer face is 
on the SSE, where it stands 1 m high in six courses, although 
the lowest course lies as much as 3 m below the level of the 
summit area. The entrance probably lay on the NE, where 
the weight of wall-debris is appreciably lighter. 

The outworks, for the most part, comprise short lengths 
of drystone walling of relatively slight construction, drawn 
along the outer edge of rocky shelves lying below the dun 
on the NE and SW, their purpose being to impede immediate 
access to the summit; the lowest stretches on the ENE, 

however, have been constructed in a rather irregular fashion 
of peculiarly massive slabs and boulders-a feature of 
outworks at several prehistoric defensive sites in other parts 
of Argyll.2 

285 Dun, Castle Dounie 
NR 767932 June 1979 

This unusual dun occupies the summit of a rocky knoll which 
lies at the NE end of a steep-sided ridge known as Creag 
Mhor, about 1·5 km sw of Ardnoe Point. The surrounding 
area has been afforested, but the dun may be approached 
from the NE along a Forest Trail.! 

Irregular on plan, the dun measures 18 m by 14 m within 
a wall which can be traced with ease on all sides except the 
NW. The wall shows considerable variation in thickness, 
ranging from 3·8 m on the sw to as little as 1·6 m, and there 
is a marked thickening on the w side of the entrance
passage. Where best preserved, on the wsw, the outer face 
rises to a height of 2·6 m in fourteen courses with a 
pronounced inward batter, but elsewhere it has been reduced 
to its basal course. In general, the inner face is not as well 
preserved as the outer face, and for much of its course its 
lower portion is obscured by debris. On the sw there is a 
straight-joint visible in the outer face, which rises vertically 
from the foundation course to the top of the surviving 
masonry, and appears to run through the body of the wall 
to join the inner face. The sizes of the stones used in the 
basal course of the outer face differ on each side of the joint, 
and the SE section is stepped in from the line of the wall on 
the NW side, which all points to the joint being the junction 
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I Dun, 
Castle Dounie (No.285) 

A. plan 
B. view from s 

between two phases of wall-building, and suggests that the 
wall may have been constructed by different work-gangs . 

Along the E side an extra skin was added to the inner face 
of the wall, and it is pierced at two points by open chambers, 
the back walls of which are formed by the inner face of the 
outer wall. A large slab at the NE end of the N chamber may 
be the lowest course of a corbelled roof; in the same chamber, 
on the s wall, there is a small aumbry. At the SE angle of 
the dun wall there is a further chamber; it has been built 
partly within the thickness of the dun wall, but its NE side 
is formed by the extra skin on the E wall. There is little 
doubt that the thickening of the E wall is an original feature 
and contemporary with the construction of the dun as a 
whole, and it may have served as the base for a stairway, 
which rose from a little to the E of the entrance to reach the 
wall-head above the SE chamber. 

The well-preserved entrance lies on the NNE; originally it 
measured 2·1m across, unusually broad for an entrance
passage, but it was subsequently reduced to a width of 1 m 
by a stretch of inferior walling attached to the w side of the 
passage. The narrowing of the entrance may have occurred 
in antiquity, but the possibility remains that it may be 
contemporary with a stretch of more recent walling which 
lies adjacent to the inner face of the dun wall on the NE. 

Apart from an outcrop of rock on the N, the interior of the 
dun is featureless. 
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C. Dun, 
Cnoc a' Chaisteal, 
Lergychoniebeag 
(No.286); plan 

286 Dun, Cnoc a' Chaisteil, Lergychoniebeag 
NM 828088 June 1982 

A dun, measuring 11·5 m by 9 m within a wall 2·75 m thick, 
occupies the highest point of a narrow ridge 800 m NE of 
Lergychoniebeag. 1 On the NW the ground has fallen away, 
taking part of the wall with it, but elsewhere the outer face 
survives up to O· 7 m in height with a pronounced batter. Two 
short lengths of inner face remain, that on the NE standing 
O· 7 m high in four courses. The stones of the wall core have 
been laid in roughly concentric lines, but there is no clear 
indication of a medial face, and several stones have been 
laid transversely through the thickness of the wall. The 
entrance, which lies on the E and is about 1 m wide, has 
been considerably disturbed, but one long slab remains to 
indicate the line of the S side-wall of the passage. A fallen 
slab in this area may have been a lintel or jamb. There are 
slight traces of later occupation within the interior and below 
the dun to the NE and sw. 

287 Dun, Cnoc Creagach, Lephinchapel 
NR 972911 April 1987 

This dun occupies the summit of a rocky knoll 700 m NNE 

of Lephinchapel, a position commanding extensive views 
across Loch Fyne. The dun measures about 20 m by 10 m 



A. Dun, Cnoc Creagach, l..ephinchapel (No.287); plan 

within a wall some 2 m in thickness, which is best preserved 
on the E where it stands to a height of 1· 1 m in six rough 
courses . The line of the E half of the wall is clearly visible, 
but the w half is severely ruined and the position of the 
entrance, which was presumably on this flank, is not clear. 
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B. Dun, Colachla (No.288); plan 

288 Dun, Colachla 
NR 954683 October 1984 

This ruined dun is situated on the flat summit of a rocky 
ridge 350 m sw of Colachla, a position which affords 
spectacular views across to Arran. The dun measures 17 m 
in diameter within an irregularly-built wall which is best 
preserved on the N, where it is 3 m thick. A number of 
inner and outer facing-stones can still be seen, the former 
including several large blocks set upright in a way which is 
uncharacteristic of the wall structure of duns elsewhere in 
Argyll. The entrance is on the NN E, and the outer corner
stone and two facing-stones of the E side-wall are still in 
position . 

289 Dun, Cosandrochaid 
NR 708827 May 1982 

Situated on the rounded summit of a rocky ridge some 700 m 
N NE of Cosandrochaid farmhouse and commanding 
extensive views in all directions, there is a severely denuded 
dun. It is roughly circular on plan and measures 10 m in 
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C. Dun, Cosandrochaid (No.289); plan 

diameter within a drystone wall, which has been almost 
completely removed by stone-robbing on the NW, and which 
survives elsewhere as a low, grass-grown stony bank; three 
outer facing-stones and a single stone of the inner face 
remain. The position of the entrance is uncertain . 

D. Dun, Creag a' Mhadaidh (No.290) ; plan 

290 Dun, Creag a' Mhadaidh 
NM 822002 May 1982 

This dun is situated on a knoll in a forestry plantation, 
immediately N of the track from Kilmartin to Ormaig and 
E of a disused quarry.! Stone-robbing has reduced the wall 
to little more than a band of core material about 2·5 m thick, 
which encloses an area measuring 11 m by 9·5 m; a short 
stretch of the outer face remains in position on the sw. The 
entrance lay either on the NE or E, where the rubble is 
reduced in height. A terrace on the NE may have been 
enclosed by an outwork, but the vegetation was too dense 
on the date of visit for this to be ascertained. In the interior 
an arc of recent walling abuts the dun wall on the sw . 

291 Dun, Creag Dhubh, Leckuary 
NR 884952 May 1982 

This dun is situated on a rocky crag 750 m SE of Leckuary, 
overlooking the flood plain of the River Add. ! Oval on plan 
and measuring 20 m by 14 m internally , the dun is severely 
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A. Dun, Creag Dhubh, Leckuary (No.291); plan 

robbed, the wall surviving merely as a low band of rubble 
in which intermittent stretches of the outer face and a single 
line of inner facing-stones can still be seen. The entrance was 
presumably in the gap on the NE. 

;. I : : }P 5'0 2P ~~o 
B. Dun, Cruach a' Bharra (No.292); plan 

292 Dun, Cruach a' Bharra 
NR 726875 May 1982 

This dun occupies the summit of the elongated coastal ridge 
immediately to the NW of Cruach a' Bharra. The NW and SE 

flanks of the ridge present steep grassy faces studded with 
rock outcrops, but access is easy along the spine. 

An irregular oval on plan, the dun measures about 22 m 
by 16 m within a stone wall which is now reduced for the 
most part to a grass-covered stony scarp 0·8 m in average 
height. No facing-stones are visible, but several boulders 
which may have been slightly displaced from the outer face 
can be seen at various points on the perimeter of the wall
debris . A wide gap on the NE, at the head of a slight gully, 
may indicate the position of the entrance, an earthfast 
boulder on the s side of it possibly forming part of a 
passage-wall; however, the disturbance at this point caused 
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by the construction of a rude shelter or animal-pen precludes 
definite identification. 
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C. Dun, Druim an Duin (No.293); plan and deta ils 

293 Dun, Druim an Duin 
NR 781913 June 1979 

This well-preserved dun occupies a commanding position at 
the N end of a ridge which overlooks a sharp bend in the 
public road (B8025) that runs from the head of Caol Scotnish 
to Bellanoch.l The site is easily approached from the sw 



along the spine of the ridge, but on the NE and SE it is 
flanked by long, steep slopes and on the NW by a precipitous 
cliff some 30 m in height. The dun was excavated on behalf 
of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland in 1904-5, but 
the work appears to have consisted of little more than stone 
clearance. 2 

Roughly oval on plan, the dun measures 14·4 m by 9·5 m 
within a massive wall which ranges from 5·2 m in thickness 
on the sw to as little as 1 m above the cliff on the NW. The 
wall is best preserved on the s, where it still stands to a 
height of 1·7 m in twelve courses. Here, to the E and w of 
the entrance-passage, there are the remains of a scarcement
like ledge 1·7 m above the present level of the ground. On 
the w the ledge is 0·4 m wide, but to the E of the entrance 
it increases to 0·9 m, which is rather greater than usual for 
a true scarcement, and it may indicate an internal reduction 
in the wall thickness rather than the presence of a floor- or 
roof-line. There is a curious jointing of the inner wall-face 
opposite the E end of this feature and it may be more than 
a coincidence that the shelf-scarcement observed in 1904- 5 
on the E side of the dun also terminates at this point. The 
second 'scarcement consists of a series of crude corbels 
projecting about 0·3 m from the inner face at an average 
height of 0·6 m above the present level of the adjacent 
portion of the interior. The excavation report, however, 
states that the scarcement here was' 5 feet (1·5 m) high and 
1 \12 (0·45 m) wide' , and it is not immediately clear how this 
disparity with the surviving remains can be accounted for. 
While it is conceivable that the dimensions of the shelf on 
the E could have been confused with those of the ledge on 
the s, the published account indicates that the latter, 
although sought by the excavators, was not in fact 
recognised. It is even possible that the portion of the E wall 
incorporating an upper scarcement has collapsed or been 
destroyed at some time after the excavation, but this would 
not explain why the lower feature, which shows clearly in 
one of the photographs illustrating the report, was not also 
mentioned. It seems likely, therefore, that during excavation 
the interior on this side was cleared of debris to a much lower 
level than is now apparent-a probability that the 
photograph in question also appears to confirm-and at its 
lowest point about 1·5 m of inner wall-face extended below 
the scar cement. The abrupt fall of ground that this implies 
would also indicate that the purpose of the feature in 
question was to support one side of a horizontal wooden 
flooring, without which occupation of the steeply sloping 
interior would have presented considerable difficulties. 

There are two entrances to the dun , both opening on to 
the crest of the ridge; the s passage probably provided the 
principal access to the dun , while the N entrance served 
as a postern. The s entrance, which is particularly well 
preserved, leads at a slightly oblique angle through the 
thickest section of the wall and measures 1·2 m in width at 
the exterior , 1·8 m at the inner end , and has opposed door
checks 1·8 m from the outside. The jambs are formed of 
single upright slabs, up to 1·5 m high , and to the N of the 
w check there is a bar-hole at least 2 m deep . Until the late 
19th century at least one of the lintel stones covering the 
passage remained in situ and others lay dislodged in the 
rubble;3 none of these survives, but part of the passage still 
stands to lintel height. Opening from the SE side of the 
entrance inside the checks there is a mural or guard chamber, 
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Dun, Druim an Duin (No.293); S entrance from NE 

entered through a narrow passage, 1·2 m high , which still 
retains its partly cor belied and !intelled roof. The chamber 
extends to the E as an intramural gallery, but this eastward 
extension may have served only a structural purpose. 

The NE entrance-passage is 0·9 m wide at the outer end , 
1·8 m at the inner, and has been checked for a door ; it is 
less well preserved than the sw entrance, and the side-walls 
stand no more than 1·1 m high in six courses. A large slab 
projecting into the E side of the passage is probably a 
foundation stone which has slipped out of position . 

The only internal feature recognised by the excavators of 
1904- 5 was the arc of secondary walling that effectively 
blocks the N entrance. Without excavation it is impossible 
to determine whether it represents relatively modern handling 
of the site or a refurbishment of the dun structure in 
antiquity; the robustness of the walling and the character 
of its junction with the inner face of the E side of the dun 
makes the second interpretation more attractive . 

The presence of considerable quantities of tumbled debris 
to the N and s of the dun, much of it evidently relocated 
during the 1904-5 excavations, makes it difficult to be 
certain if there were ever outlying works of any description 
or date. The area of hatching shown on the excavation plan 
as apparently springing from the dun wall on the sw may 
conceivably indicate the truncated remains of such a feature , 
but no traces of this can now be seen on the ground, and 
the irregularly disposed slabs and scattered debris that fringe 
the sloping shelf on this side are best explained as either the 
results of stone clearance during excavation or possibly the 
collapsed elements of a relatively recent dyke. The more 
obviously defined areas to the N seem largely to represent 
the excavators' stone-heaps, revetted in such a way as to 
provide convenient access to the summit. 

The small finds recovered during excavation comprised 
a handled steatite 'cup', the upper half of a rotary quem, 
another quem-stone and several other stone objects; they 
are now in the Royal Museum of Scotland, Queen Street, 
Edinburgh. 

294 Dun, Dim a' Bhealaich, Ellary 
NR 732760 May 1983 

Situated on a rocky knoll 600 m WNW of Ellary and 100 m 
sw of Loch a' Bhealaich there is a denuded heather-covered 
dun. ! The site commands extensive views in all directions 
and is about 550 m ENE of the dun on A' Chrannag 
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A. Dun, Dun a' Bhealaich, Ellary (No.294); plan 

(No. 266). Stretches of the outer face are visible for most 
of the circuit, but the line of the inner face is less certain; 
nevertheless, the dun appears to have measured 14 m 
internally within a wall about 3 m in thickness, and it is likely 
that the entrance was on the sw, where there is a gap in the 
rubble. On the w a line of set boulders and some possible 
wall-debris may indicate the position of an outer work. The 
dun is overlain by stretches of a recent turf-and-stone 
field-wall. 

295 Dun, Dim a' Chaisteil 
NR 713779 May 1983 

This dun occupies the summit of a steep ridge 900 m s 
of Castle Sween/ on the SE side there is a precipitous rock
strewn cliff, but approach from the other three sides is 
relatively easy. The main work appears to be of two periods, 
with a series of outer walls protecting the sw and w flanks 
during either or both periods. The earlier dun (I on the plan) 
was circular and measured about 17 m in diameter within 
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Dun, Dun a' Chaisteil (No.295); B. plan C. view from NE 
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a wall 3 m thick. Long stretches of the outer face may be 
seen above the extensive tumble of stones, and although the 
position of the entrance is not clear, it probably lay on the 
NE side, where there are indications of a plinth of stones on 
which the upper part of the dun wall was built. The sw 
quadrant of the dun was destroyed when the site was enlarged 
in Period 11, but the line of the wall is clearly indicated by 
two stretches of the outer face at either side of the missing 
portion and by an isolated earth fast facing-stone on the sw. 

With the extension to the sw in Period 11, the dun became 
hour-glass shaped, its internal dimensions increasing to 36 m 
by 15 m; the conspicuous kinks in the wall thus produced 
may be paralleled at Dunadd (No. 248), where the summit 
work was similarly extended. The outer face of the Period 
II extension is particularly well preserved at the sw end, 
where it stands to a height of 2 m in fifteen courses; the 
entrance of the earlier work probably remained in use. 
Several small structures have been built against the inner face 
of the wall on the sw, but their date is not known. The E 

side is over lain by a ruined field-wall. 
The wand sw approaches to the summit have been 

additionally protected by further walls which now survive 
as banks of rubble; several massive outer facing-stones 
survive in the outermost line on the sw. 

The site has been severely disturbed in recent times by the 
setting up of small marker-cairns using stones from the wall; 
as many as thirty such cairns were noted on the date of visit, 
and several may be seen silhouetted against the skyline on 
the photograph. 

296 Dun, Dim a' Choin Duibh 
NR 804640 April 1984 

This dun is situated on a hill 800 m wsw of Torinturk, 
overlooking West Loch Tarbert from the N.! It occupies the 
NE part of the summit, while the sw portion and a lower 
terrace to the NW are enclosed by outworks. 

The dun wall, which survives up to 2 m in height in five 
courses, is about 3·25 m thick and encloses an area some 
13 m in diameter; built of large blocks, it rises with a 
pronounced batter on both faces. The outer face, founded 
well below the level of the summit on the SE, can be traced 
for much of its length, although the inner face is less well 
preserved and is partly concealed by fallen masonry. 
Projecting from the inner face on the NW and s, just above 
the present level of the interior, there are a number of slabs 
forming a scarcement-like structure, which measures between 
0·33 m and 0·45 m in width. Traces of a rough medial face 
can be seen at various points within the thickness of the wall, 
and on the s, where the walling is low, a short stretch of 
what may be an intramural passage, with one lintel still in 
place, is also visible. 

The entrance is on the N. At its inner end the passage is 
about 1 m wide, and at the outer end the corner-stone on 
the w side is set back nearly 1 m inside the line of its 
counterpart at the E corner. The E side-wall is checked for 
a door 1·5 m from its outer end, and there are traces of a 
bar-hole just behind it. A gap in the same side-wall a short 
distance inwards has probably been caused by collapse. 

On the w the outer face of the dun wall IS interrupted by 
an opening 0·8 m wide and 0·95 m high, which is spanned 
by a massive triangular lintel. The opening gives access to 
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Dun, Dun a' Choin Duibh (No.296) 
A. exterior of passage on w side B. plan and detail of passage 

a passage, partly !intelled and partly corbelled, which 
descends and turns sharply as it leads into the thickness of 
the wall. The inner portion of the passage is blocked with 
stones, and without excavation it is not possible to establish 
whether or not it connects with the adjacent gap in the inner 
face of the dun wall; that the feature may have been an 
unusual kind of postern is not impossible. 

The principal outer wall springs from the dun wall on the 
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A. Dun, Dim a' Choin Duibh (No.296), from sw 

s and ends at the foot of the summit knoll on the N. The 
outer face stands up to 2 m high in nine courses, and the 
thickness of the wall varies between 3 m and 4 m; the core 
material consists of smaller stones than those found in the 
dun wall, and much use was made of rock outcrops. The 
entrance is at its N end. On the sw there are intermittent 
remains of a second outwork enclosing a lower terrace. There 
is no evidence to support the suggestion that the dun was 
built later than the principal outwork. 2 

There are several secondary structures built over or against 
the outworks, and it is recorded3 that iron slag was recovered 
from one of them early in the 20th century. A quem-stone, 
perhaps of medieval date, was noted within the interior of 
the dun on the date of visit. 

B. Dun, Diln Ailne (No.297); plan 

297 Dun, Dim Ailne 
NM 783045 May 1983 

The severely denuded remains of a dun occupy the summit 
of a hill 850 m NNE of Barrackan;! a cliff forms the E side 
of the site, and a slight terrace extends to the N and NW. The 
wall, which has been reduced to a band of rubble about 2· 5 m 
thick with only a few outer and inner facing-stones surviving, 
encloses a featureless area measuring 17 m by 11 m. The 
entrance was probably situated on the NNE. At a point 
some 8 m to the N , there is a small shelter of recent date . 

298 Dun (possible), Diman, Ardyne 
NS 100689 November 1986 

Situated on a tree-covered knoll 1·2 km W NW of Ardyne 
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farmhouse, there are traces of what may have been a dun 
with an outwork;! it measures about 19 m by 15 m within 
a wall, now so heavily robbed that it is represented merely 
by a low bank of rubble at most 2·5 m thick in which very 
few large stones are visible. The entrance was probably on 
the w, where access to the summit of the knoll is easiest. 
Some 2 m below the level of the summit there are slight traces 
of an outer work, but this has been so severely robbed that 
its precise form is uncertain. 

C. Dun, Diln Beag, Ardnackaig (No.299); plan 

299 Dun, Dim Beag, Ardnackaig 
NR 743903 May 1982 

In a plantation on the summit of the prominent hillock that 
crowns the NE shoulder of Dun Beag, about 130 m sw of 
Ardnackaig, there are the wasted remains of a dun. On all 
sides except the s, where the immediate approach is over 
relatively level ground, the dun is protected by steep rocky 
slopes. Roughly oval on plan, it measures 20 m by 18 m over 
the ruins of a drystone wall which survives as a low, grass
grown stony bank 3·5 m in maximum thickness. The position 
of the entrance is uncertain, and the dense growth of 
vegetation made it impossible to ascertain on the date of visit 
whether the interior contained, as reported,! the ruins of a 
secondary rectangular building. 

300 Dun, Dim Beag, Castle Sween 
NR 717794 May 1983 

This dun occupies the summit of the low rocky boss that 
forms the NE end of an elongated coastal ridge some 750 m 
NE of Castle Sween.! The flanks of the ridge present steep 
rock-studded faces, but access to the dun along the spine 
from NE and sw is relatively easy. 

The dun is subcircular on plan, measuring about 10 m in 
diameter within a drystone wall, whose thickness at the one 
point where it may still be measured is only 1·65 m. The wall 
nevertheless appears to have been carefully constructed, with 
many of its facing-stones of regular cuboidal shape. Several 
of them survive in position, and, although only a short 
stretch of the inner face can now be seen, the line of the outer 
face may be followed, or estimated, for most of its circuit; 
the best-preserved portion of that face lies on the sw, where 
it stands 0·7 m high in three courses . The position of the 
entrance is probably indicated by the conspicuous dip in the 
wall-debris on the N. The interior is choked with stony 
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A. Dun, Dun 8eag, Castle Sween (No.300); plan 

debris, some of which may represent the ruins of minor 
enclosures of no great age. 

There appear to be no outworks, the stone-founded walls 
which abut the dun on the sand w being comparatively 
recent field-boundaries. 

301 Dun, Dim Beag, Drimnagall 

B. Dun, Dun 8eag, 
Drimnagall (No.301); 
plan 

NR 716845 May 1982 
This dun is situated on the summit of an elongated rocky 
ridge some 200 m NW of Drimnagall farmhouse.! To the NW 

of the dun there is a steep-sided gully separating the summit 
from the lower slopes of Dun Mor, an adjacent massif, which 
is itself crowned by a fort (No. 251), but on all other sides 
the immediate approach is over gentle, mostly grass-covered, 
slopes. 

The dun measures 15 m by 8 m within a drystone wall now 
reduced to a stony scarp 1·1 m in greatest height. Of the outer 
face only one stone can still be seen, on the s; a narrow gap 
in the wall-debris immediately to the E of it probably 
indicates the position of the entrance. Much of the interior 

DUNS No. 303 

is occupied by a rocky scarp, the N portion of which 
appears to have been trimmed in relatively recent times to 
accommodate a small shelter or animal-pen, now totally 
collapsed. The flint pebbles, shells and bones, which were 
found on the surface within the dun, probably represent the 
refuse of occupation. 2 
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302 Dun, Dun Bhronaig 

1 
C. Dun, 

Dun Bhronaig 
(No.302); plan 

NR 728865 May 1982 
Occupying the summit of a conspicuous rocky hillock about 
125 m sw of the disused steading of Barnashalg, there is a 
dun with its outworks.! On nearly all sides, and particularly 
on the NW and SE, steep rock-faces or jagged outcrops 
impede access to the summit, the easiest approach being by 
way of the spine on the sw. 

An irregular oval on plan, the dun measures 14 m by 9 m 
within a drystone wall now reduced by stone-robbing to a 
Iow grass-grown bank of varying thickness. Of the two gaps 
in the bank, that on the sw probably indicates the position 
of the original entrance, facing the line of easiest access. It 
is significant, therefore, that the outer drystone wall, which 
crosses this side of the hillock at an average interval of 6 m 
from the dun, is interrupted for a distance of about 1·5 m 
opposite the more southerly gap in the dun wall; indeed, it 
is possible that the large earth fast slab which may be seen 
on the line of the outwork at this point formed part of the 
side-wall of an entrance-passage. The best-preserved portion 
of the outwork lies immediately to the SE, the outer face 
being traceable for about 5 m; elsewhere the outwork has 
been reduced to a low stony bank not more than 1· 5 m thick. 

Further protection was provided by a short length of 
walling situated 3 m below the dun on the E, on the SE 

margin of a comparatively level shelf. All that can now be 
seen of this work is a narrow band of grass-covered core 
material together with two isolated outer facing-stones, but 
it is probable that it originally extended as far as the outcrop 
below the dun on the SE. 

303 Dun, Dun Chuain 
NR 841910 April 1984 

This dun occupies the summit of a hillock 250 m NE of the 
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A. Dun, Dun Chuain (No.3D3); plan 

Cairnbaan Inn. ! The site has been closely planted with pine 
trees, which have damaged the structure and obscured its 
original form. Smooth rock faces provide natural protection 
on three sides, but access from the NE would, prior to the 
growth of the plant~tion, have been relatively easy. 

The dun measures 15 m by 16 m within a wall 2·75 m 
thick; short stretches of the outer and inner faces survive 
as shown on the plan, the maximum height attained being 
I m in five courses, but on the NW the wall has been 
extensively robbed. The entrance, which lies on the E, 
measures 1 m in width at its outer end and 1·6 m at its inner, 
being checked for a door about half-way along its length. 
The passage-wall stands to a height of 1·2 m on the 5 and 
1 m on the N, and there are slight indications of corbelling 
in the upper courses; just within the checks, the open ends 
of a bar-slot, 2 m long, and the corresponding recess on the 
opposite side are visible. 

304 Dun, Dim Cragach 
NR 710680 May 1983 

Situated on the summit of a coastal stack 1·1 km NNW of 
Cretshengan there are the remains of a dun and its 
outworks;! on the Nand w the ground falls 15 m over rock 
outcrops to the sea and on the 5 and E to level grassy fields. 

The dun measures about 12 m by IQ m within a wall 3 m 
thick; its outer face, constructed of substantial blocks, is well 
preserved, standing up to 0·8 m high in three courses, but 
the line of the inner face has been obscured by fallen rubble. 
The entrance, on the E, is 1·7 m wide on the line of the 
outer face and 2 m at the inner end. An intramural gallery, 
0·5 m wide, can be traced for more than 4·5 m, running from 
a point I· 5 m N of the entrance; there are some indications 
of a similar gallery on the s side, but fallen rubble, stone
robbing and the construction of a later sheep-pen make this 
feature too indefinite to plan. Hollows elsewhere within the 
walls may have been the sites of mural cells. 

An outer wall, which springs from the dun wall on the 
NE and sw, encloses a terrace on the SE which measures 
about 18 m by 8 m and is now divided into two unequal parts 
by a low stony bank. The wall, which has been much 
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B. Dun, Dun Cragach (NoJ04); plan 

disturbed, survives as a spread of core material about 3 m 
thick with several stretches of the outer face still in position. 
The facing-stones are irregular in shape and vary notably 
in size from those of the dun. 

Access to the dun from the Nand E has been barred by 
a series of outer walls drawn between rock outcrops and 
reduced, for the most part, to low banks of rubble; in the 
best-preserved stretch, which lies on the far side of a broad 
gully immediately to the N of the dun, extensive lengths of 
the outer face can still be seen. There is, however, no 
indication that any walling ever existed on the seaward side. 

A subrectangular enclosure of unknown date, measuring 
about 17 m by 13 m and formed of large, roughly positioned 
boulders, lies 11 m to the NE of the dun. 

305 Dun, Dim Daraich 
NS 179893 August 1986 

Set on the NW end of an isolated rocky crag that rises some 
15 m above the valley of the Glen Finart Burn, there is a 
small vitrified dun. The summit of the knoll is, however, 
so overgrown with rhododendrons that it was impossible to 
surveyor measure the dun on the date of visit, and the 
following account relies on earlier reports .! Oval on plan 
and measuring 21 m by 15 m internally, the dun has been 
at least partly timber-laced, for on the s side there is a 
stretch of vitrified walling some 11 m long and 3 m thick. 
Elsewhere, there are scattered stones along the edge of the 
steep natural slopes of the knoll. Access to the summit was 
by a cleft in the rock on the E side, and the entrance to the 
dun was presumably also on this side, but its position cannot 
now be seen. 



A. Dun, Dim Dubh, Ford (No.306); plan 

306 Dun, Dim Dubh, Ford 
NM 864048 May 1983 

On the sloping summit of a rocky knoll 1·25 km NW of Ford 
there are the remains of a dun;! it is approached from below 
by way of a grassy gully on the NW and through a gap in 
the outcropping rock, which has been blocked at a 
comparatively recent date. 

An area about 20 m by 13 m has been defended by a wall 
which was drawn around the margin of the summit on the 
NW, NE and probably also the sw; on the SE the steepness of 
the natural rock face may have made artificial defence 
unnecessary. Measuring about 3 m in thickness, the wall is 
best preserved on the NW and NE, where the stretches of 
outer face, which are founded below the level of the summit, 
stand up to 1·1 m high. A few massive outer facing-stones 
remain in position, measuring up to 2·8 m by 0·5 m by 
0·4 m, while others have slumped outside the wall-line; only 
two inner facing-stones can be identified. There is no trace 
of wall-material in situ on the sw, but the step-like form of 
the summit edge in this sector, and the amount of rubble 
to be seen below, suggest that the wall continued along this 
side also. The entrance, which lies on the WNW, has been 
disturbed by the construction of a rude shelter; two large 
slabs, which may have formed part of the entrance-passage, 
have been angled towards each other and roofed with further 
slabs. Overlying and just outside the wall on the NE, there 
are a number of recent animal-pens. 

307 Dun, Dim Dubh, Shirvan 
NR 887857 May 1982 

This dun, which is situated on a low rise in a plantation 
600 m ENE of Ballibeg, measures 19 m by 17 m within a 
wall about 3·5 m thick.! Several stretches of the outer face 
survive in position, the best preserved standing I m high in 
three courses, with the lowest course set well below the level 
of the summit; many of the stones comprising the face are 
of considerable size, measuring as much as 1·8 m by 0·6 m 
by 0·5 m. Stone-robbing has removed the inner face and left 
many hollows in the core. The position of the entrance is 

DUNS No. 309 
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uncertain, but it may have been situated in the sw arc, 
where the wall-debris is thinner. Among the slight remains 
of later structures in the grass-covered interior, there is a 
subrectangular building measuring about 9 m by 3·5 m 
internally, whose w wall overlies that of the dun. A 
drystone boundary-wall runs across the wall of the dun on 
the NE, and there is another to the s. 
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C. Dun, Dun Glas (No.308); 
plan 

308 Dun, Dim Glas 
NM 794060 June 1979 

Occupying the summit of a rocky knoll (120 m OD) about 
380 m s of Lunga House, there are the wasted remains of 
a dun.! Roughly circular on plan, it measures about 7·5 m 
in diameter within a wall which has been reduced to a low 
band of rubble up to 1·5 m thick. The entrance probably 
lay on the NE, where access is easiest. 

309 Dun, Dim Mhic Choish 
NM 846013 June 1982 

The wasted remains of this bracken-covered dun are situated 
on the highest point of a ridge overlooking the Abhainn 
Airidhcheoduis, 250 m sw of Creagantairbh Mor.1 The wall 
has been reduced to a band of rubble about 2 m thick, which 
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encloses a roughly circular area 12·5 m in diameter. The 
position of the entrance is uncertain, but it probably lay on 
the NNE . 

310 Dun, Dim Mhuilig 
NM 777018 May 1983 

The imposing remains of a galleried dun occupy the summit 
of a hill 600 m ENE of Craignish Castle; 1 to the N and w 
there are lower terraces, but on the s and E the ground falls 
over steep slopes and rock outcrops. A revetted path has been 
constructed up the E side, probably during the later 19th 
century. 

Originally the dun may have measured about 12 m by 9 m 
internally, but although its wall is exceptionally well 
preserved on the N, and relatively so on the w, to the s and 
E it has been reduced to a mere scarp. It is probable that 
on these sides it was removed to provide material for the 
elaborate access path; for, where the ground has fallen away 
at a point on the SE , a mass of tumbled stone is visible 
below. The wall on the w side has been reduced to a bank 
of stony rubble, in which several inner and outer facing
stones can still be seen, indicating a thickness near the mid
point of about 3·5 m. On the N, however, it stands 1·4 m 
above the surrounding debris, its outer face displaying a 
conspicuous batter; at the lowest point where measurement 
is possible , it is between 4 m and 4·5 m thick. At the E end 
of the N side the wall terminates in a straight face, which 
is pierced by the entrance to an intramural gallery . Varying 
in width between 1·0 m and O· 35 m, the gallery can be traced 
for a distance of about 10 m, and its walls stand 1·4 m in 
maximum height; the present floor is a mass of rubble that 
rises from E to w, possibly concealing a flight of steps. Two 
lintels survive in position a little to the w of the point at 
which an entrance, 0·6 m wide, gave access to the gallery 
from the interior of the dun. About 2·5 m to the w of this 
opening and O· 3 m above the level of the interior, the inner 
face of the dun wall is set back about 0·3 m to form a 
scarcement-like ledge; in its western extension this is replaced 
by a rising series of individual stones that project from the 
wall-face . The precise purpose which this feature served 
cannot be readily ascertained, but it may be related to the 
observed variation in wall-fabric-the massive nature of the 
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upper courses contrasting markedly with the relatively small 
neat masonry of the lower. 

The entrance to the dun may have been on the w (a on 
the plan), the line of facing at right angles to the inner face 
at that point being part of the N passage-wall. Although the 
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outer face appears to continue unbroken across the mouth 
of such an entrance, it is possible that this may represent 
deliberate blocking in a secondary phase. Conceivably the 
straight face at the E end of the N face could have formed 
the w side of a postern; however, the similarly abrupt angle 
at the s end of the w side may also indicate that, as at Castle 
Dounie (No. 285), the dun wall was constructed in separate 
sectors, those on the sand E being of slighter character than 
elsewhere on the perimeter. 

The interior is much overgrown, and several large holes 
have been dug in it. A wall of no great age encloses terraces 
to the Nand w, and another runs from below the dun wall 
down the hillside, but there is no evidence of any outwork 
associated with the dun . 
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Dun and Senlemem , Dun Mhuirich (No. 311) ; plan 

311 Dun and Settlement, Dim Mhuirich 
NR 722844 May 1982 

This interesting complex of structures is situated on the NW 
shore of the Linne Mhuirich, about 420 m E of Drimnagall 
farmhouse. l The main elements comprise a dun (I), situated 
on the rocky boss that crowns the summit of an elongated 
coastal ridge, a series of outer walls (ll) drawn round the 
shoulders and lower flanks of the ridge, and a number of 
rectangular stone-built houses constructed within the dun; 
probably associated with the houses is a series of wharves 
and jetties situated on the shore immediately below the ridge. 

The position occupied by the dun is one of considerable 
natural strength, the flanks of the ridge presenting steep or 
near-vertical rock-faces, which at the time of visit were 
thickly overgrown with blackthorn . From the summit knoll 

DUNS No. 311 

itself the fall of ground is as much as 25 m to seaward and 
at least 10 m on the landward side, where, before the 
provision of modern drainage , marshy flats would have 
provided further natural defence. 

An irregular sub-oval on plan, the dun measures 15·5 m 
by 12 m within a drystone wall about 2·8 m in maximum 
thickness. The wall is best preserved on the sw, where it 
stands, on average, 1·25 m above the level of the interior 
and at least 2·3 m above the debris that has accumulated 
against its outer face . It appears, however, that in this sector 
the dun wall has been rebuilt at least once. On the last 
occasion it seems possible that it was incorporated in the 
southernmost of the rectangular buildings in the interior, for 
the inner wall-face here exhibits an otherwise inexplicably 
sudden intake of about 0·4 m, which is accompanied by a 
comparable inward curving of the line of the outer face, while 
a little way to the s the inner face of the wall makes a right
angled turn . The quality of construction in this sector of the 
wall lends support to such an interpretation, for above the 
level of 1 m from the ground the outer face is much less 
regularly coursed and more heavily battered than in the lower 
portion of the wall, while, on one side, the poorer work 
appears to be defined by a straight-joint. Moreover, the inner 
face at this point, as well as being poorly coursed, gives the 
appearance of having been built up into the form of a 
rudimentary gable 1·8 m high. Finally, it may be observed 
that the wall-head hereabouts is more heavily grass-grown 
than is usual for an upstanding drystone structure of 
prehistoric date, and in places it is covered with a 
considerable depth of peaty soil, as if turf had been 
deliberately laid upon it. 

The dun entrance , which is situated on the s, measures 
1·05 m in average width and does not appear to have been 
checked for a door. Approach to the entrance has been 
restricted, possibly in a secondary phase, by a hornwork, 
also of drystone construction, which springs from the dun 
wall just to the E of the outer door-jamb and is carried 
along in front of the entrance on the crest of a rock outcrop, 
so as to form a passage about 2 m in average width and 5 m 
long. The passage is reduced in width by a sharp in turn of 
the horn work at its outer end, and the entrance mouth itself 
has been further constricted by what appears to be secondary 
blocking. Immediately s of its junction with the dun wall 
the outer face of the hornwork displays a curious feature; 
two slabs (a) situated at ground level and about 0·6 m apart, 
project at right angles for some 0·5 m beyond the line of 
the face. The purpose of this feature is uncertain and it 
cannot be paralleled in any other prehistoric fortified site, 
but it bears a superficial resemblance to the base of an 
external garderobe chute, such as was provided in various 
medieval structures. 

The main outer wall (11) lies, for the most part , at a depth 
of between 1 m and 3·5 m below the level of the summit and 
between 5 m and 15 m distant from the wall of the dun ; its 
purpose, apart from providing additional protection , was 
evidently to bring an extensive area of relatively level ground 
within the defences. Following a markedly rectilinear course, 
it sprang from the dun wall on the E and probably 
terminated against the base of the summit boss on the s, 
varying in thickness from about 1· 5 m to almost 3 m. On 
the sw, in order to protect a series of lower shelves and 
terraces, it bifurcates, each branch in turn dividing as it 
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approaches the cliff edge on the SE. There is a particularly 
well-preserved entrance on the N, 1·75 m wide, the original 
passage having been lengthened to 2·7 m by the addition of 
external buttresses; there is no door-check, and the blocking 
appears to be of recent origin, probably contemporary with 
the length of walling that abuts the inner wall-face nearby. 
It is possible that there was another entrance on the s, at 
the head of the path that obliquely ascends the precipitous 
SE flank of the ridge from the sea-shore. At various points 
in the circuit of wall 11, but especially in the well-preserved 
stretch of outer facing to the s of the dun, there is evidence 
of the use of sand-and-Iime mortar, but whether this 
represents primary construction or secondary repair cannot 
be determined. 

Two further lengths of drystone walling may be seen on 
the NW and NE respectively: now only a narrow band of 
stony debris, the former runs from the steep rock face on 
the shoulder of the ridge to butt against outwork 11, blocking 
the upper end of a natural break in the crest line on that 
side; the latter, evidently of more substantial construction, 
ascends in an irregular arc from the shoreline some 50 m 
NE of the dun towards the shelf lying immediately outside 
wall 11. Like the modern boundary-wall that overlies it, it 
has incorporated, rock outcrops in its course and may 
originally have abutted wall 11, thus cutting off approach 
to the outer defences of the dun along the shore. 

In the interior of the dun there are ruined foundations of 
a number of rectangular buildings of drystone construction, 
the two that are best preserved being separated from each 
other by a narrow passage about 1· 5 m wide. The smaller, 
measuring about 8 m by 4· 7 m over walls 0·6 m in average 
thickness, lies wholly within the dun; the larger however, 
measuring about 11 m by 5·3 m, appears to overlie, or 
possibly reuse, the inner line of the dun wall on the E, and 
it is probable, as mentioned earlier, that it was the 
construction of a third, but even smaller, building to the s 
of the first that necessitated the reconstruction of the dun 
wall in that sector. Outside the N gable of the largest 
building there are the lowest two treads of a flight of stone 
steps, but whether these gave access to a reused wall-head, 
or sirnply led over the tumbled wall-debris of the abandoned 
dun, cannot be determined. The much more severely ruined 
foundations of a fourth rectangular stone building lie 
immediately to the NE of the N entrance of the outwork, 
while the outline of another may just be discerned within 
the angle of the outer wall on the sw . 

For a distance of about 60 m the shoreline below the 
defensive works has been revetted with boulders to form a 
rudimentary wharf, from which three roughly built jetties 
project; at its s end there is a small boulder-faced recess 
resembling a boat-noost. It seems probable that these coastal 
works were broadly contemporary with the rectangular 
buildings within the dun. 

312 Dun, Dun Mor, Dunamuck 
NR 843924 May 1982 

This dun occupies the summit of a small hill 200 m N of 
Dunamuck;l oval on plan, it measures 12 m by 11 m within 
a wall 4 m in average thickness, which has been reduced by 
stone-robbing to a bank of rubble up to 0·5 m high with 
several outer facing-stones still visible on the N. The 
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A. Dun. Dun Mor. 
Dunamuck 
(No.3l2); plan 

position of the entrance is uncertain, but it may have been 
situated on the Sw, where access to the site is easiest. A 
subrectangular animal-pen of recent date partly overlies the 
wall on the SSE. 
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313 Dun, Dun Mor, Dunchraigaig 
NR 841972 May 1982 

On the summit of a ridge 850 m NE of Dunchraigaig there 
is a dun and what may be a contemporary outwork;l its 



original plan has been considerably obscured by the 
construction of stone-revetted paths and ramps, probably 
undertaken during the 19th century in order to provide easier 
access to an outstanding viewpoint, and by more recent 
forestry ploughing and planting. 

The dun measures about 20 m in diameter over a wall, 
now reduced by stone-robbing to a scattered band of rubble 
in which several stones of the outer face and one of the inner 
survive in position. On the NE, close to the entrance, where 
the wall is best preserved, the outer face stands to a height 
of 0·65 m in five courses, while within the body of the wall 
on the sw a short stretch of medial face can be seen. The 
well-defined entrance-passage is 3·5 m long and 1·5 m wide, 
but it does not appear to have been checked for a door. A 
spread of rubble in the interior of the dun immediately SE 

of the inner end of the entrance-passage appears to be more 
than random tumble and may indicate the site of a structure 
of unknown date and purpose. A modern marker-cairn (a 
on the plan) over lies the dun wall on the sw . 

On the terraces below the dun to the sw and SE, there are 
the fragmentary traces of an outer wall, which may originally 
have cut off access from these flanks. The wall has suffered 
least damage on the sw where, to the N of the entrance, its 
outer face stands to a height of 0·5 m in two courses; part 
of the N side-wall of the entrance-passage survives, 
indicating that the wall-thickness at this point was at least 
2 m, but the entrance itself, which may originally have been 
about 1 m wide, is now blocked. 

N 
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Dun, Dun na Nighinn (No.3 l4) ; plan 

314 Dun, Dun na Nighinn 
NM 849028 June 1982 

One of the most impressive duns in Mid Argyll stands 
athwart a rock ridge some 600 m ENE of Tibertich;l because 
of the narrowness of the ridge, the lowest course of the outer 
face of the NW side of the dun wall was set about 4·3 m 
below the level of the summit in order to increase the interior 
area, and much of this side has now slipped down the flank 
of the ridge. 

The dun measured about 15 m by 12 m within a carefully 
built wall 3·5 m in thickness, which at the s end stilI stands 
to a height of 2·3 m in sixteen courses with a batter of about 
0·3 m. The entrance is at the NE end; it has, however, not 
only been reconstructed in antiquity, but it is now partly filled 
with rubble, and thus its precise structural form is uncertain. 

DU NS No. 315 

On the NW side of the passage one section of the wall still 
stands to a height of 0·5 m in three courses, but the outer 
corner is not preserved. On the SE side of the passage the 
outer angle is partly hidden by a stretch of recent walling 
which now blocks the entrance, but two stones of the passage 
and the inner angle may still be traced . The original entrance, 
about 2 m in width, appears to have had no door-checks; 
in a secondary phase, however, the width at the outer end 
of the passage was reduced to 1 m by the insertion of a short 
length of walling composed of massive blocks which stilI 
stands 0·9 m high externally. 

A lower terrace on the s side of the dun has been 
defended by a short stretch of walling, which was designed 
to impede access from this flank. 

315 Dun, Dun Rostan 
NR 736809 May 1985 

This well-preserved dun is situated on the summit of a ridge 
overlooking Loch Sween, about 600 m SSE of Dunrostan 
farmsteading; 1 to the NW and SE the site is protected by cliffs 
and rock outcrops , but , before afforestation, there would 
have been relatively easy access along the ridge, and there 
are short outworks to provide additional protection on the 
NE and sw flanks. 

The dun is roughly circular on plan, measuring 11 m by 
11· 75 m within a wall which is constructed of neatly laid slabs 
and is up to 4 m in thickness . Where best preserved the inner 
face of the wall stands 1·6 m high in nine courses , the outer 
face about 2·5 m in as many as twenty-two wi th a 
pronounced batter. The two slabs that project from the inner 
face on the E side of the dun at a height of 0·5 m may be 
the remains of a 'stile' giving access to the wall-head as in 
drystone forts elsewhere. 2 

The entrance, which lies on the NE, measures 1· 2 m in 
width on the line of the outer face and 1·9 m on the inside; 
the passage, now blocked with rubble, is about 4 m long , 
the walls standing up to 1·2 m high in seven courses on the 
NW and up to 1·6 m in ten courses on the NE, where the top 
three courses are corbelled. About 1·2 m from the outer 
angles, door-checks, formed of thin orthostatic slabs, are 
set into the passage-walls; immediately behind them , bar
holes for securing and housing a wooden draw-beam are 
traceable for a length of 0·8 m on the NE side of the passage 
and for 1· 5 m on the NW side. 

At least four intramural features are visible: chambers to 
the E and w of the entrance; a short stretch of a gallery on 
the ssw; and an unusual complex of median revetments on 
the s. The mural cell to the w of the entrance measures 
3·5 m by 1·1 m, and although it is now partly obscured by 
rubble, there may originally have been a staircase at the E 

end leading up over the entrance to the wall-head. The second 
chamber, about 1 m wide, is entered through a doorway in 
the inner wall-face some 2 m E of the dun entrance; a 
gallery about 0·5 m in greatest width leads off the SE end 
of the chamber, the combined length of gallery and cell being 
about 8 m. The side-walls are slightly corbelled, but it is 
uncertain if any of the slabs that currently span the gallery 
are in their original position. There appear to be two further 
breaks in the line of the inner face of the dun wall : the first 
lies on the s, immediately to the w of a roughly rectangular 
segment of waIling, whose internal faces may represent traces 
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A 

Dun, Dun Rostan (No.3 I 5); A. plan B. view from NE 
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of original multi-partite wall-construction, as at dun No. 285, 
or possibly the later blocking of a primary mural cell; the 
second break, on the sw (a on the plan), is now choked with 
debris, but may formerly have given access to a mural gallery 
or cell. 

The south-westward extension of the summit and the 
shelves that lie below it on the s and N have been defended 
by outworks consisting of drystone walls now reduced to low 
banks of rubble , in which several stretches of the outer face 
survive in situ; the best-preserved portion of the latter stands 
1· 3 m high in eight courses. No inner facing-stones can now 
be seen, but the original wall-thickness was probably about 
1·75 m. 

Another outer wall has been drawn across the ridge from 
cliff to cliff some 18 m NE of the dun. It is composed of 
large boulders and incorporates natural rock outcrops in its 
course . A long stretch of the outer face remains, but only 
one possible inner facing-stone can be identified. The 
entrance lies near the mid-point of the outwork, in line with 
that of the dun; it measures 0·9 m in width with the passage
wall on the NW surviving to a height of 0·55 m in four 
courses. 
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C. Dun, Dun Toiseach 
(No.3 I 6); plan 



316 Dun, Dim Toiseach 
NM 880147 May 1982 

Situated on a prominent rocky knoll overlooking the send 
of Loch Awe 250 m ESE of Torran farmsteading, there is a 

/92e severely ruined dun measuring about 16 m by 13 m within 
a wall which has been some 4 m thick.! Two stretches of 
outer facing-stones are visible, as well as a few possible stones 
of the inner face, but, particularly on the NE, the wall has 
been severely robbed and the core material scattered. The 
entrance lies on the NE, the innermost portion of the SE 

passage-wall and what may be a door-jamb on the opposite 
side still being visible. The knoll has acted as the focus for 
recent field-walls, but there is no indication that it was 
additionally defended by outworks. A small modern cairn 
(a on the plan) surmounts the dun wall on the SE. 
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A. Dun, Eilean Buidhe (No.J 17); plan 

317 Dun, Eilean Buidhe 
NS 018753 November 1986 

Situated at the sw end of Eilean Buidhe, one of the Burnt 
Isles at the N tip of the Kyles of Bute, and 350 m s of Caol 
Ruadh, there is a vitrified dun . Approximately circular on 

DUNS No. 318 

plan, the dun measures about 19·5 m in diameter within a 
wall some 4 m in thickness; it was excavated by J H Maxwell 
in 1936 and, as the site is now heavily overgrown, this 
account and the plan are largely based upon the published 
report.! Two stretches of inner facing-stones were discovered 
on the N and on the w, and investigation of the core of the 
wall revealed large quantities of vitrified material forming 
a band up to 1· 5 m thick. The entrance probably lay within 
the gap in the wall on the NNE, but the evidence was 
inconclusive. Excavations in the interior uncovered a layer 
of charcoal, which extended beneath the inner face of the 
wall, as well as areas of rough paving, but no traces of 
internal structures were identified. A small hollow or cistern 
'about mid-way between the centre of the fort and the south 
point', first noted in 1822,2 was emptied of water and cleared 
of silt, but no relics were found. When the site was described 
in the last century features interpreted as the bases of towers 
were recorded abutting the outer wall of the dun at the 
cardinal points of the compass;3 Maxwell's excavations, 
however, provided no evidence for the existence of such 
structures, though scatters of rubble from the dun wall were 
encountered at these points. 

318 Dun, Eilean Math-ghamhna 
NS 034986 May 1986 

This dun is situated on a small tidal islet at the wend of 
Newton Bay and 800 m WNW of Newton . l Access across a 

Dun, Eilean Malh·ghamhna (No.J18) 
B. view from SE C. plan 

B natural causeway from the sw end has been restricted by a 
now ruinous cross-wall, drawn along the outer margin of 
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No. 319 DUNS 

a low terrace. Oval on plan, the dun measures 22 m by 15 m 
internally, but it too has been heavily robbed and is 
represented merely by a low band of rubble 4 m thick. A 
short stretch of outer facing-stones remains on the NW, 

standing to a height of 1·1 m in three courses and 
incorporating one very massive block. 

The rectangular setting of boulders situated in a hollow 
a little to the NE of the dun is of recent origin. The cup
markings on a rock surface 4 m to the E of the dun are 
described under No. 152. 

A. Dun, Eilean na Nighinn (No.319); plan 

319 Dun, Eilean na Nighinn 
NM 796024 

I 

June 1983 
A small and severely robbed dun occupies the highest part 
of Eilean na Nighinn, an islet in Loch Craignish between 
Eilean Mhic Chrion and Eilean Dubh, 600 m ESE of Duine. 1 

The dun measures about 15 m by 11· 5 m within a wall some 
3 m in thickness, which is tolerably well preserved on the 
E, where several short stretches and individual stones of the 
outer face survive in position, at one point filling a transverse 
cleft to a depth of 0·8 m in four courses. On the w half, 
however, the wall has been more severely disturbed, 
although, in addition to a number of outer facing-stones, 
two adjacent stones of the inner face can still be seen. At 
the entrance, which is situated on the sw, practically the 
entire N passage-wall can be traced. 

The two enclosures or shelters, which have been built in 
the interior of the dun against the E wall, are of recent date, 
as are the short stretches of walling on the flanks below. 

320 Dun, Eilean Righ 1 
NM 803021 June 1983 

This dun is situated about 650 m NNE of the house at the 
centre of Eilean Righ on the grassy summit of a ridge which 
stands 10 m above the level of the adjacent ground with steep 
slopes and rock faces to the NW and SE; 1 access, however, 
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B. Dun, Eilean Righ I (No.320); plan 

is relatively easy from NE and sw along the spine of the 
ridge. 

The dun is long and narrow, measuring about 23 m by 
6·75 m at its widest point within a wall founded considerably 
below the level of the summit, and varying between 3·5 m 
and 2·5 m in thickness. Only a few individual inner facing
stones can be identified, but several lengths of the outer face 
are visible standing to a height of 3 m on the wand up to 
1·8 m in twelve courses on the E. The position of the 
entrance is unclear; it probably lay on the NNE (a on the 
plan), where there is a mass of tumbled masonry. About 6 m 
outside the wall on this side a natural gully in the rock crosses 
the ridge; although at present it provides relatively easy access 
to the summit from both flanks of the ridge, it may have 
been enlarged artificially to impede approach from the NE 

and to supply material for the dun wall. The interior is 
featureless apart from a back filled trench, which was 
excavated in 1982. No structural features were uncovered 
during the excavation, but evidence of burning was noted, 
and among the finds were an iron knife, a penannular bronze 
ring, a stone spindle-whorl and a blue glass bead. 2 

321 Dun, Eilean Righ 2 
NM 800014 June 1983 

This dun occupies the summit of a flat-topped ridge to the 
sw of the house at the centre of Eilean Righ and about 
800 m sw of No. 320. 1 Roughly rectangular on plan, a 
shape largely dictated by the ridge, the dun is aligned NE 

and sw . The NW side has fallen away, but much of the basal 
course of the wall survives elsewhere, indicating that the dun 
measured 18 m by 13 m within a wall about 3 m in thickness. 
The stones of the outer face are large irregular boulders, and 
the entrance has probably been in the gap on the NE, where 
one possible outer corner-stone remains . 

In the s angle of the dun wall there is an oval structure 
measuring 6 m by 5 m internally within a wall 0·5 m thick; 
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A. Dun, Eilean Righ 2 (No.321); plan 

one slab of the entrance survives. Without excavation it is 
not possible to tell whether this structure is contemporary 
with the dun or not. 
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B. Dun, Loch Glasha n (No.322); plan 

322 Dun, Loch Glashan 

I 

NR 922930 May 1980 
This dun stands within thick forest on a knoll which, before 
afforestation, overlooked the E side of Loch Glashan;l it is 
about 300 m NE of the N tip of the hydro-electric dam and 
250 m E of the present shore of the loch. Constructed of 
large angular boulders, the dun measures about 20 m in 
diameter within a wall some 4 m in thickness, with long 
stretches of both inner and outer facing-stones remaining 
in position, the outer standing to a height of 1·7 m and the 
inner to a height of I· 2 m in five irregular courses. The outer 
face is now difficult to see because of the overhanging 
conifers. There is clear evidence of the presence of a median 
face within the wall on the E, and on the w this is indicated 
by a central hollow and by a short stretch of walling . The 
entrance, which is on the NE, measures 1·7 m in width at the 
outer end, with individual jamb-stones forming rebates at 

DUNS No. 324 

a distance of 1 m from the outside; at this point the N 

passage-wall has been set back about 0· 15 m, but the inner 
portion of the opposite passage-wall is obscured by rubble, 
and the internal passage-width is thus uncertain. The N 

jamb-stone measures 0·9 m in height and 0·4 m by 0·18 m, 
and its partner on the s side is 1·1 m high and O· 55 m by 
0·15 m at the base . Several later enclosures and shelters 
shown on the plan have employed either the inner face of 
the dun wall, or the median wall-face, for part of their 
construction. 

C. Dun, Loch Michea n (No.323); plan 

323 Dun, Loch Michean 
NR 801986 May 1982 

This dun stands in a remote position on the top of a rocky 
knoll overlooking the N bank of an unnamed stream 530 m 
NNW of Loch Michean and 1·8 km NW of Ballygowan 
Cottage.1 The flanks of the knoll fall steeply on all sides 
except the w, where alone there is easy access . 

Oval on plan, the dun measures 12 m by 10 m within a 
wall 2 m in average thickness, which still stands to a height 
of 1·1 m in six uneven courses on the w. On the s the outer 
face has been raised with a considerable batter in order to 
compensate for the steepness of the slope on which it is built. 
The entrance, which lies on the NW, has been disturbed by 
the construction of a modern pen, but one stone of the N 

passage-wall survives in situ; the outer corner of the opposite 
side appears to have incorporated a natural rock outcrop . 

On the terrace immediately below the dun on the N, there 
are two recent enclosures , and to the NNW there are three 
possible shieling-huts . 

324 Dun, Macewan's Castle 
NR 915795 May 1985 

On a rocky promontory at the N end of Kilfinan Bay and 
1·1 km wsw of Fearnoch , there is a ruined dun known as 
Macewan' s Castle or Caisteal Mhic Eoghainn . Excavations 
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No. 325 DUNS 
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A. Dun, Macewan' s Castle (No.324); plan a nd 
detail o f excavation (after Marshall) 

undertaken in 1968 and 1969 examined the dun wall in several 
places and revealed a series of internal buildings,l most of 
which are of medieval or later date and thus fall to be 
described in volume 7 of this Inventory; these features are 
shown in simplified form on the plan. 

The dun measured about 22 m by 20 m within a stone wall 
3 m in thickness , but the N and NE flanks have been robbed 
to provide building-material for a series of later structures. 
Intermittent stretches of outer and inner facing-stones survive 
on the w and s. The entrance was probably situated in one 
of the gaps in the wall-debris on the N . On this side 
additional protection was afforded by an outer rampart or 
wall, which was drawn across the neck of the promontory 
some 14 m to the N of the dun. Excavation revealed small 
lumps of vitrified material in many parts of the dun wall, 
and the excavators had the impression 'that the walls had 
been timber strengthened rather than timber laced' . 

Two post-holes cut into the underlying rock or clayey 
subsoil (nos. I and 2) have been interpreted as the remains 
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of a free-standing palisade, but they are more likely to 
represent traces of timber framing within the original wall 
or else of refurbishment in the medieval period. Post-hole 
23, which provided carbonised material for a radiocarbon 
determination of ad 1530 ± 70 (GaK-2046), measured 
180 mm in diameter and 100 mm in depth and was packed 
with small stones. Several post-holes (nos. 3-8) found within 
the dun were 'small and slightly built', and most were cut 
into the natural clay subsoil or into rock. Larger and more 
substantially constructed post-holes formed a second group 
(nos. 16-20) which may be part of a timber house at least 
9 m in diameter. Another clearly-defined post-hole was 
found a little to the NW. The occupation associated with the 
post-holes was represented by dark soil containing pieces of 
burnt clay, possibly daub. Finds included part of a pitchstone 
armlet, a fragment of lignite, and quartz and stone objects. 

The later structures include the base of a turf-built wall, 
a well-built rectangular stone house, a circular stone building 
abutting the dun wall on the NW, and a rectangular building 
outside the dun on the NE. Finds from the later periods 
include a crucifix of 12th-century date. 

B. Dun, Pennymore Point (No.325); plan 

325 Dun, Pennymore Point 
NN 048006 May 1985 

This dun occupies an unusually awkward position on the 
summit and lower terrace of a ridge whose sw terminal is 
Pennymore Point. 1 The dun measures about 18 m by 12 m 
within a much ruined wall now represented by a band of 
rubble 3 m thick, in which intermittent masses and, on the 
s, several larger expanses of vitrified core material can be 
seen. When the site was explored in 19272 some of the latter 
were broken up with the aid of a crowbar. The featureless 
interior falls some 3 m from N to s; the position of the 
entrance is not known. 

326 Dun, Torbhlaran 
NR 866942 May 1982 

This severely ruined dun is situated 230 m NE of Torbhlaran 
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A. Dun, Torbhlaran (No.326); plan 

farm on the summit of the rocky massif known as Torr a' 
Bhlarain, a position of strong natural defence on all sides 
except the NE, where an outwork was built to provide 
additional protection. 1 The sheer rock faces on the SE, some 
IO m in height, are particularly impressive. The dun measures 
about 14 m by 11 m internally, but its wall has been heavily 
robbed, and the trenches from which the outer facing-stones 
have been removed are perhaps the most remarkable feature 
of the site. The break in the outer work on the N may 
indicate the position of the entrance, but it has probably also 
been used to provide access to the site during its destruction . 
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B. Dun, Ttlf a' Bhodaich (No.327); plan 

327 Dun, Titr a' Bhodaich 
NM 844059 June 1982 

This dun is situated 1· 5 km SE of Barnlunich on the summit 
of a grassy knoll which is protected by steep slopes on all 
sides except the SE , where it stands some 6 m above marshy 
ground. 1 

The dun measures about 11·5 m in diameter within a wall 
whose outer face, built in a series of straight sections, can 

EARTHWORK AND ENC LOSURES No. 329 

be traced for much of the circuit, the best-preserved portion 
standing 1·8 m high in twelve courses; in places the basal 
course is founded as much as 2 m below the interior. The 
inner face is not visible, but the wall appears to have had 
an average thickness of about 2·5 m, increasing to 4 m on 
the SE. The entrance, on the NE, has been considerably 
damaged by being converted into a herdsman's bothy in the 
19th century. 2 A stone-built shelter with a roughly corbelled 
roof, also of comparatively recent date, overlies the dun wall 
on the N, and there are slight traces of other stone structures 
in the interior. An enclosure to the ENE of the dun is 
described separately (No. 344) . 

EARTHWORK AND ENCLOSURES 

C. Enclosure, AliI Thomais, 
Kilbride (No.32S); plan 

328 Enclosure, Allt Thomais, Kilbride 
NR 961685 May 1987 

Situated in trees 320 m N of Kilbride on the N bank of the 
Allt Thomais, there is an enclosure some 12 m in diameter 
within a wall about 1·5 m thick with several large kerbstones 
of the inner and outer face still in position. 1 The entrance 
appears to have been on the SE, but it is possible that the 
projecting walls on the w may be the remains of a porch 
flanking a second entrance, now largely filled in. 

D. Enclosure, An Socach (No.329); plan 

329 Enclosure, An Socach 
NR 955860 August 1986 

Situated on a level spur between the Largiemore Burn on 
the N and an unnamed tributary on the s, and some 800 m 
SE of Euynochan , this enclosure is subcircular on plan , 
measuring 22 m by 19 m within a wall about 2·3 m thick . l 
Several stretches of the boulder-built outer face survive, as 
well as a few inner facing-stones; the entrance was 
presumably in the gap on the w. Stone-built animal-pens o f 
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No. 330 EARTHWORK AND ENCLOSURES 

no great age lie both within and immediately outside the 
enclosure, and there is a subrectangular turf structure a little 
to the SE. There are several shielings on the sw side of the 
enclosure, which are presumably also of comparatively recent 
date. 
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A. Enclosure, 
Bagh Gonan Feamainn (No.330); 
plan 

330 Enclosure, Bagh Gortan Feamainn 
NS 025755 May 1987 

Situated on a level terrace overlooking Bagh Gortan 
Feamainn and the Kyles of Bute, there is a small enclosure 
lTl\!asuring about 10 m by 9 m within a wall some 2 m thick. 
The entrance, one side-slab of which remains in position, 
is in the SE quadrant. 
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B. Enclosures, Barnluasgan (No.331 (1-3)); plans 

331 Enclosures, Barnluasgan 
(1) NR 793923 (2) NR 794922 
(3) NR 793920 (4) NR 790916 May 1984 

There is a small group of enclosures strung along the ridge 
from Loch Coille-Bharr to Bellanoch; the most southerly is 
described separately under No. 339, and that located some 
600 m to the NE of it overlies dun No. 274. The remaining 
five enclosures are recorded from NNE to ssw. 1 

(1) The slight remains of an enclosure about 10 m in 
internal diameter lie on a grassy shelf on the side of a ridge 
1· 25 km NNE of Barnluasgan; an arc of boulders on the E 

indicates the line of the inner face and a scattered band of 
rubble, obscured by vegetation, marks the remainder of the 
circuit. The position of the entrance is unknown. 

(2) A circular enclosure, measuring about 11 m by 10 m, 
within a wall, now reduced to a band of rubble, is situated 
on the summit of a ridge 1·24 km NNE of Barnluasgan and 
about 60 m ESE of (1). Stones forming a rough outer face 
are visible on the s half of the perimeter. The entrance, 
situated on the SE, measures 1 m in width and has been 
defined by two large upright slabs, only one of which is now 
standing. 

A second enclosure, about 4 m to the N, is some 6 m in 
diameter overall, with a rough exterior face formed of a 
single course of large stones, and only slight traces of an inner 
face. The position of the entrance is unclear. 
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C. Enclosures, Barnluasgan (No.331); location map 

(3) This enclosure is situated in a slight hollow on the 
summit of a ridge 270 m ssw of (2) and 970 m NNE of 
Barnluasgan. A low bank of roughly-set boulders encloses 
an area of about 11 m in diameter, levelled into the slope 
on the NNE. The entrance may have been situated on the sw, 
where there is a narrow break in the walling; on the w side 
of the entrance there is a possible rough-out for a quernstone. 
Traces of 'lazy-bed' cultivation occupy the interior, and a 
rectangular stone structure measuring 1·63 m by 1·45 m 
internally lies about 35 m to the s. 

(4) An enclosure which has been severely damaged by 
forestry planting lies on a ridge about 500 m NNE of 
Barnluasgan and 470 m sw of (3); evidently similar in 
character to the above, it measures about 17 m in diameter, 
and the position of the entrance is not clear. 

332 Earthwork, Cnoc nam Fiantan 
NS 190810 October 1984 

Set on the prominent nose overlooking Strone about 330 m 
wsw of the golf pavilion, in a situation of no great natural 
defence, there are the denuded remains of an earthwork that 
measures about 30 m in diameter. Limited excavation in 
1971 1 indicated that the enclosing bank was composed mainly 
of turf laid on a cobbled base, 4·3 m in width with large 
retaining kerbstones. Examination of the interior revealed 
a 'stone platform', an arc of stone enclosing two post-holes, 
and what was probably a more recent floor of clay and 
gravel. Artefacts recovered included a small perforated stone 
disc and several objects of flint. 

In 1888 a local tradition was recorded that a large flat stone 
formerly lay near the top of the knoll;2 it bore a single large 
hollow and several smaller cups, but it was broken up to 
facilitate the erection of a flagstaff, itself now destroyed. 

333 Enclosure, Doire na Crfche 
NN 056024 May 1982 

This enclosure, situated at present within almost 



impenetrable forest 900 m NW of Kenmore, appears to be 
rectilinear on plan, measuring 16·5 m from NNE to ssw and 
13 m transversely within a spread stony bank now best 
preserved on the SE side.! 

A. Enclosure, Dun Mor. Kilfinan (No.334); plan 

334 Enclosure, Dun Mor, Kilfinan 
NR 935799 May 1986 

The ridge known as Dun Mor overlooks the farm of Lindsaig 
to the N of the Kilfinan Burn, and on a rocky hillock at 
the s end of the ridge, now in a clearing in a forestry 
plantation, there is a subcircular enclosure measuring about 
24 m by 21 m within a wall some 2 m thick. The enclosure 
takes in three of the terraces of the hillock with the highest 
to the N and a drop of some 4 m between the uppermost 
terrace and the lowest; several stretches of outer facing
stones, and a few isolated inner faces, indicate the line of 
the wall. The entrance has been on the w, where two slabs 
forming part of the s passage-wall remain in position, the 
outer protruding 0·4 m and the inner 0·5 m above ground 
level. Three upright slabs defining what appears to be a recess 
can be seen within the thickness of the wall on the highest 
point of the hill; this feature, although previously identified 
as a burial-cist, 1 seems more likely to represent part of some 
intramural feature, constructed in the same manner as the 
entrance-passage. 

335 Enclosure, Euynochan 
NR 948865 May 1986 

Situated on a terrace in a pasture field a little to the w of 
Euynochan there are the slight remains of an enclosure. It 
measures 21 m from ESE to wsw by 26 m transversely within 
a much-robbed drystone wall which now survives at best as 
a stony bank 1 m in height ; a hollow in the wall-line on the 
NE probably indicates the position of the entrance. The 
interior has been excavated slightly on the uphill side and 
built up correspondingly on the downhill side in order to 
provide a level surface. 

336 Enclosure, Ford 
NM 865039 June 1982 

This enclosure is situated 450 m NW of Ford post office and 
lies in open moorland with higher ground immediately to 
the SE . I Roughly circular on plan, it measures about 17 m 
in diameter within a stone revetted bank 1·5 m in thickness 

EARTHWORK AND ENCLOSURES No. 338 

B. Enclosure, Ford 
(No.336); plan 

and 0·3 m in height. Considerable numbers of outer facing
stones are visible, particularly on the w, but only two stones 
of the inner face can be identified. Although the position 
of the entrance is not certain, it probably lay on the NE. The 
only features visible in the interior are three sides of a recent 
turf-and-stone walled building, the fourth side of which has 
been robbed, probably to provide stone for a nearby wall. 

Cup-markings on a boulder situated 35 m w of the 
enclosure are described under No. 157 (4). 

337 Enclosure, Kilail 

C. Enclosure. Kilail 
(No.33?); plan 

NR 938841 May 1986 
Situated 600 m SE of Kilail, this ruined enclosure occupies 
the summit of an isolated knoll; there is a steep rocky slope 
on the w, but on the E the ground falls away more gently. 
It measures 22 m by 18 m within a wall some 3 m in greatest 
thickness, in which intermittent inner and outer facing-stones 
may still be seen. Most of the facing-stones, however, have 
been removed, but the robber-trenches indicating their 
original position may still be traced in several places. The 
entrance, on the sw, is about I m wide, with two slabs of 
the s side remaining in position . The E side of the enclosure 
is over lain by a turf-and-stone wall, possibly associated with 
the small turf structure just to the E and with ridge-and
furrow cultivation which is present both in the interior and 
around the outside. 

338 Enclosure, Lergychoniebeag 
NM 821081 June 1982 

The slight remains of an enclosure, measuring about 23 m 
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by 23 m overall, occupy the summit of a knoll 170 m sw of 
Lergychoniebeag.! A low, intermittent and irregular band 
of stones is visible around the edge of the summit, except 
on the NE , where there is outcropping rock. 
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A . Enclosure, 

Loch Coille-Bhitrr (No.339); 
plan 

339 Enclosure, Loch Coille-Bharr 
NR 782907 May 1982 

This enclosure, situated on the w side of the road between 
Bellanoch and Tayvallich and 230 m NW of Loch Coille
Bharr, has sometimes been described as a stone circle because 
of the presence of two unusually large upright stones.! D
shaped on plan, the enclosure measures about 20 m by 12 m, 
with a natural scarp forming the chord on the E, and the 
w side now represented by an arc of massive boulders. The 
large upright stones are situated at either end of the arc; the 
northernmost, now sloping to the NE, measuring 0·55 m by 
0·25 m at the base and rising with straight sides to a height 
o f 1·2 m, the southernmost measuring 0·75 m by 0·35 m at 
the base and 1·4 m in height. 

340 Enclosure, Na Coireachan 
NN 057036 March 1982 

In a forestry plantation on the top of the rocky ridge of Na 
Coireachan , 1·1 km s of the Douglas Water Bridge, there 
is a roughly rectangular enclosure measuring about 5·3 m 
by 4·3 m within a wall about 2·3 m thick. The longer axis 
is a ligned NW and SE , and most of the perimeter may still be 
traced , although the E angle is overlain by a small ruined 
rectangular structure .! 

B. Enclosure, 
South Leachnaban (No.34I ); 
plan 

341 Enclosure, South Leachnaban 
NR 783921 May 1985 

This enclosure, which has been severely disturbed by forestry 
pla nt ing and felling , stands on a level terrace about 400 m 
WNW of So uth Leachnaban.! An area about 10 m in 
di ameter has been enclosed by a ruined wall about 1·2 m 
thick, whose surviving [[aces are a number of inner and outer 
faci ng-s tones; no core material can, however, now be seen . 

342 Enclosure, Stonefield 
NR 862729 April 1984 

This enclosure, whi ch is heavily overgrown , lies on a small 
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29 C. Enclosure, Stonefield (No.342); 
plan 

knoll about 1·25 km NNW of Stone field Castle Hotel. It 
measures about 6·5 m in diameter within a rough wall 
between 2·5 m and 1·5 m thick and has a slightly scooped 
interior. The entrance, on the s, measures 1 m in width and 
is flanked by two irregular boulders. 
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343 Enclosure, Tom Buidhe 

I 
D. Enc losure, 

Tom Buidhe (No.343) ; 
plan 

NR 936840 May 1986 
The wasted remains of this enclosure are situated on a 
wooded promontory overlooking the s bank of the Kilail 
Burn 250 m NE of Corra. Oval on plan, it measures about 
27 m from N to s by 20 m transversely within a wall which, 
for the most part, has been reduced to a low stony bank up 
to 0·3 m in height; there is an intermittent stretch of outer 
facing-stones on the E and a possible single outer facing
stone on the NN W. The position of the original entrance is 
uncertain, and the present break in the wall on the N is on 
the line of a modern rough trackway, which crosses the 
enclosure from N to s.! 

344 Enclosure, Tur a' Bhodaich 
NM 844060 June 1982 

Situated on a level terrace immediately ENE of the dun 
No . 327 , there is an enclosure . Oval on plan, it measures 
II m by 10 m within a boulder-faced wall 0·9 m in thickness 



~ I 
A. Enclosure. 

Tur a ' Bhodaich (No.344); 
plan 

and 0·2 m in height ; there is no sign of an entrance. A low 
stony bank springs from the outer face of the enclosure wall 
on the NW and runs for a short distance down the flank of 
the adjacent terrace; further stretches of banking are visible 
to the N and NE of the dun, but there is nothing to indicate 
their date or purpose. 
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B. Hut-circ le, 
Abhainn Mhor, Ell a ry 
(No.345); plan 
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OPEN SETTLEMENTS 
AND HUT -CIRCLES 

345 Hut-circle, Abhainn Mhor, Ellary 

No. 346 

NR 719760 September 1985 
This hut-circle is situated in moorland 1·9 km W of Ellary 
at the NE end of a ridge and immediately to the w side of 
the track from Ellary to Kilmory Knap. Measuring 10 m in 
diameter within a boulder-built wall that stands 0·8 m high, 
the hut-circle is entered from the E. Two stretches o f a stony 
bank, measuring about 1·2 m in thickness and 0 ·4 m in 
height , butt against the hut wall on the N and w . There is 
a more recent rectangular structure some 15 m to the S on 
the sloping flank of the ridge. 

346 Settlements, Ardnadam 
(I) NS 163791 (2) NS 163789 May 1986 

(I) The Ordnance Survey Name Book records the existence 
at Ardnadam of ' an ancient burying ground in which is still 
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No. 347 OPEN SETTLEMENTS AND HUT·C IRCLES 

Selllements, Ardnadam (No.346 (I)) A 
A. ' fire pit ' 
B. Neolithic pottery "essel (scale 1:4) 
C. iron ard-point (scale 1:4) 

plainly traceable the foundations of what may have been a 
small religious house or Chapel'. I Excavation of the site 
between 1964 and 1982 revealed a complicated sequence of 
structures and stratified deposits, indicating settlement from 
the Neolithic period to recent times. The following account, 
which summarises the published report,2 covers the four 
earliest phases of settlement, the Early Christian and later 
periods being reserved for treatment in volume 7 of this 
Inventory. 

The various settlements occupy an alluvial fan which has 
formed on the N side of the Eas a' Chaibeil, but all that can 
now be seen above ground are the ruined rectangular building 
and the enclosing bank. Several of the underlying structures 
were severely truncated as a result of hillwash, and the precise 
relationship of some of the features is uncertain. 
Nevertheless, the width of the chronological range is clearly 
demonstrated by radiocarbon dates indicating activity in the 
Neolithic and Iron Age. 

Two main periods of Neolithic occupation were identified, 
separated by a gravel and silt deposit which suggested that 
structures of the earlier period could have been destroyed 
by flooding. The su rviving traces of these structures 
comprised several spreads of stone, hearths and post-holes, 
charcoal from the lowest hearth of Structure 5 providing a 
radiocarbon date of 2790 bc ± 90 (Gu-1549). Small finds 
included sherds of pottery and fragments of flint and 
pitch stone. A later phase of Neolithic occupation was 
represented by the partially cobbled floor of a circular house, 
associated with an area of burning surro unded by stones 
from which pottery was recovered. This structure, too, was 
sealed by further waterborne deposits, and the various 
features that can be related to the third phase were set on 
top of the overlying alluv ial material; they comprise a box
like cavity as well as a low stony mound set at one angle 
of a triangular arrangement of stones, with a hearth and an 
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area of paving at the other two angles . A polished stone axe 
was found beneath the paving and hearth. A further spread 
of stones appeared to be associated with these features. 

The latest prehistoric structures to be identified included 
a round house built of stone and timber and an unusual 'fire 
pit' of Iron Age date; charcoal from two post-holes of 
the outer ring provided radiocarbon determinations of 
240 bc ± 75 (Gu-1129) and ad 40 ± 140 (Gu-1128). A well
preserved iron ard-point or ploughshare was also recovered, 
but the period to which it belonged is uncertain. The 
relationship of a circular stony platform (only partially 
uncovered) to the Iron Age structures and to the turf 
enclosure bank suggests that the latter is at least in part of 
Iron Age date, but it is likely that it was refurbished in 
periods beyond the chronological span of this volume, when 
the site was the focus for a variety of industrial activities. 

(2) Excavations undertaken between 1974 and 1985 on a 
terrace in the hillside above Dunloskin Wood and some 
260 m s of (1) revealed a platform some 9 m in diameter, 
on which three periods of occupation were identified; two 
rings of post-holes, a hearth and a flint scraper belong to 
the earliest phase of occupation; post-holes and a partially 
paved floor form the main evidence for the second; and a 
clay 'floor' associated with the debris of iron-working and 
sherds of medieval pottery belong to the last phase of activity. 
Two radiocarbon dates were obtained from charcoal from 
the hearth of the earliest period: 2775 bc ± 150 (Gu-2063) 
and 2620 bc± 150 (Gu-2064). J 

347 Settlements, Auchategan 
NS 000843 November 1986 

Excavations were undertaken between 1967 and 1970 on a 
terrace on the E side of the valley of the River Ruel at a 
point 380 m E of Glendaruel Hotel, in order to examine a 



Settlements, Auchalegan (No.347) A 
A. Cisl (Period 2) and SlOne house (Period 5) 
B. aerial view showing site location 

site thought to be St Modan's Chapel; the chapel was not 
discovered, but the work revealed a series of occupation 
deposits from Neolithic to recent times, and the following 
account is a summary of the published report. 1 Only the early 
levels will be described here (Periods 1-4), because the later 
levels-Period 5 (a rectangular stone house), Period 6 (a 
complex of shieling huts), and Hut 4-fall beyond the 
chronological span of the present volume. Only the outline 
of one of the later rectangular structures can still be detected 
within a forestry plantation. 

Two phases of Neolithic occupation were discovered 
(Period 1), the earlier represented by traces of two ill-defined 
huts, which were identified as cleared areas on the rock 
surface, with hearths and post-holes. In the second phase 
there was a series of well-built hearths, associated with 
further post-holes and an extensive collection of Neolithic 
artefacts (pottery, flint, pitchstone, 'pot-lids' and a 
greens tone axe) . Charcoal from a hearth belonging to the 
second Neolithic horizon provided a radiocarbon 
determination of 2300 bc ± 110 (1-4705). The flint artefacts 
included knives, scrapers and arrowheads in distinctive 
Neolithic forms; sherds of about sixty vessels were 
represented, notably carinated and open bowls in Grimston 
style. 

Period 2 remains comprised a hearth, a structure 
resembling a cist and an unusual semicircular cairn measuring 
about 4·5 m by 2·8 m, which contained a second cist-like 
feature. The body of the cairn consisted of stones, sand and 
occupation debris from the Neolithic horizon, and the 
perimeter had been carefully constructed of long slabs. The 
cist, which lay near the centre of the straight side, was aligned 
NW and SE and measured about 0·55 m by 0·45 m and about 
0·45 m in depth; it contained earth, flecks of charcoal, and 
one tiny sherd of pottery , with stones laid on top of the fill. 
The second cist, situated about 4·4 m to the ESE, was 
aligned Nand s, and measured about 0·35 m by 0·3 m 
internally. Both cists were of unusual construction in that 
one end was composed of several stones and was lower than 
the other three sides; in neither case was there a capstone. 

B 

OPEN SETTLEMENTS AND HUT-CIRCLES No. 348 

Fragments of burnt bone were discovered both above and 
below the stones which covered the earthy fill-material. 

Period 3 was represented by a series of post-holes up to 
0·47 m deep and packed with long narrow stones, defining 
a structure which measured about 5·5 m by 4·3 m; the timber 
superstructure was evidently clad with panels of wattle 
and daub. The only finds were two discs of schist, perhaps 
'pot-lids', and two rubbing-stones. The radiocarbon 
determination for the hearth that was later than Period 3, 
but earlier than the rectangular stone house of Period 5, is 
ad 660 ± lOO (GaK-2768). 

Period 4 was represented by the debris of an iron-working 
site, the main focus of which was uncertain, but it was 
strati graphically earlier than the rectangular stone house of 
Period 5. 

I 
:IP 29 C. HUl-circle (probable), 

5'0 Barnakill (No.348); plan 

348 Hut-circle (probable), Barnakill 
NR 824919 March 1986 

What are probably the remains of a hut-circle of several 
periods of construction are situated on low-lying, poorly 
drained rough pasture about 800 m NE of BarnakiIl 
farmstead. 1 It measures 11 m in diameter within a boulder
kerbed wall which stands to a maximum height of 0·3 m. 
On the w the wall is up to 1·8 m thick, but on the E a later 
outer arc of walling appears to have been added , which is 
separated from the inner wall by a gap of up to O· 7 m, giving 
an overall wall thickness of 3·1 m; it is reasonably certain, 
however, that this was not originally built as a cavity-walled 
house. The wall is interrupted by three breaks, through two 
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No. 349 OPEN SETTLEMENTS AND HUT·CIRI CLES 

of which a modern drain has been dug, but the position of 
the original entrance is not certain. 
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Hut -ci rcle, Bim Ganuisg (No.349); plan 

349 Hut-circles , Barr Ganuisg 
NR 924807 June 1985 

In a forestry plantation on the S flank of Barr Ganuisg 
there are two small hut-circles. The first, situated on a slight 
terrace 160 m S of the summit , measures about 6 m by 5 m 
within a wall 1·2 m in thickness, with two large inner facing
stones sti ll in position on the SE quadrant. Lower down the 
slope and 60 m to the SE , the second and better-preserved 
hut measures 6 m in diameter within a wall 0·6 m in height; 
it is covered with thick heather, but several inner and outer 
facing-stones can still be traced, as well as the entrance, which 
is on the E side. Some excavation was undertaken in this 
hut-circle in the 1940s, 1 and fragments of pottery and a 
hearth were discovered, but no further details of this work 
are known, and the pottery is no longer extant. 

350 Settlements, Bruach an Druimein, Poltalloch (sites) 
NR 820972 May 1986 

In 1959 gravel extraction exposed the remains of a multi
period settlement situated on a low promontory about 
500 m sw of North Lodge, Poltalloch, and immediately to 
the N of the cists No. 104 (4) . A rescue excavation was 
undertaken by the late M r Eric Cregeen between 1960 and 
1962 on behalf of the Natural History and Antiquarian 
Society of Mid Argyll and the University of Glasgow. The 
following description is based on the report, which is 
currently being prepared for publication. l Long cists 
examined in 1928 and an ogam-incised stone found in 1931 
will be described in vo lume 7 of thi s In ventory.2 

The earliest features were several round and oval pits, 
which, because they were associated wi th channels and 
accompanied by burnt debris, were identified as 'cooking 
troughs' . The largest of these measured about 3 m by 1·25 m 
by 0·65 m in depth and was lined with clay; it had 
subsequently been partly back-filled, and what may have 
been an oven had been constructed with in it. This was in 
turn replaced by two hearths with stone surrounds. The pits 
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have been compared to those associated with burnt mounds, 
and this phase of the site has been interpreted as an open
air cooking-place. 

An arc of ditch was at some time drawn across the 
promontory from E to w about 80 m from its S end to 
define a roughly triangular area about 0·8 ha in extent, but, 
because of the gravel digging, the original area is uncertain . 
Although only fugitive traces of an accompanying bank 
survived at the time of excavation, the ditch appears to lie 
immediately to the S of the low bank or 'curved mound' 
recorded by Craw in 1928.3 Craw noted that the ground level 
was appreciably lower on the S side of the 'mound', which 
may indicate that in his time some traces of the main ditch 
still survived. The ditch was traced for a distance of 72 m, 
but the spoil-heaps from the gravel workings prevented 
further exploration. Evidence of at least three other ditches 
was found in the area to the N. The main ditch had been 
recut on several occasions, but in its original form it was 
about 3 m wide and 2 m deep . When it went out of use it 
was filled, and cobbling was laid over it for at least part of 
its length. A squared and dressed stone, surrounded by an 
area of cobbling about 5 m in diameter , was set into the fill 
of the earliest phase of the ditch, but its date and function are 
unknown. The stone fell in 1974 and now lies about 70 m SE 

of its original position and 35 m NE of Cist A (No. 104 (4»; 
it measures 2-44 m in length and O· 7 m by 0·4 m in girth. 4 

Within the area cut off by the ditch about sixty post-holes 
were uncovered, some of which were cut through the pits 
and channels of the 'cooking troughs '. The outlines of two 
successive circular timber buildings were tentatively 
identified. The earlier survived as an arc of ten post-holes 
with a diameter of about 10 m, but almost half of its area 
had been cut away by the gravel workings. Several large post
holes lined with packing-stones were discovered, and part 
of the floor was roughly paved with stone slabs. The hearths 
with stone surrounds constructed within the largest 'cooking 
trough' may be associated with the occupation of this 
building. The floor was subsequently levelled up with clay, 
and the second building (about 7·5 m in diameter) was 
erected partly overlying the site of the first. The identification 
of charcoal from the post-holes indicates that it was 
constructed with an oak frame. The building was destroyed 
by fire and the site subsequently cleared. In two pits just 
outside the main ditch large quantities of grain and wattle
and-daub were found amongst burnt debris. 

Immediately to the w of the timber buildings, excavation 
revealed a series of stone foundations, including those of 
a small round hut; its walls may have been constructed with 
outer and inner faces of stone and a core of earth and rubble. 
There was evidence of iron-working both inside and around 
the hut. Dating for this phase of activity is provided by the 
discovery of two glass beads belonging to the second half 
of the first millennium AD. 

351 Hut-circle, Doide 
NR 708768 May 1985 

Occupying what appears to be an improved platform in 
gently sloping moorland , about 50 m SE of the public road 
from Castle Sween to Kilmory and some 120 m SSE of 
Doide steading , there is a stone-walled hut-circle . 1 It 
measures about 9·5 m in diameter within a wall now reduced 
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to a low grass-grown bank, 1·5 m in average thickness, in 
which several stretches of inner facing-stones and a few 
stones of the outer face survive in position. A slight 
depression in the bank on the NE probably indicates the 
position of the entrance. 

CRANNOGS 

352 Crannogs, Loch Awe 
April 1985 

In the course of an underwater survey of Loch Awe in 1972 
by members of the Naval Air Command Sub-Aqua Club 
some sixty possible sites were examined and twenty crannogs 
were confirmed;! of these, sixteen are situated in that part 
of Loch Awe that falls within the Lom area of Argyll, 2 but 
four at the southern end of the loch are in Mid Argyll. The 
tops of (I) and (4) are usually visible above water-level and 
the stony causeway of (I) may still be seen from the shore. 

(I) NM 889048. Situated in the bay between Liever Island 
and Rubha Mhic Chaisein and 60 m from the shore, there 
is a crannog which measures about 20 m by 18 m, with a 
curving stony spit on the N, probably the protecting arm of 
a boat-landing. 3 

(2) N M 902044. In a bay 500 m ENE of Fincharn Castle, 
this crannog measures about 21 m by 13 m. 

(3) NM 889039. About 80 m N of the shore at Kilneuair, 
there is an oval crannog measuring some 25 m by 16·5 m. 

(4) N M 882039. About lOO m offshore at Ederline 
boathouse there is a large crannog (37 m by 27 m and 3 m 
high) built on one end of a submerged spine of rock.4 
Worked timbers were noted in the course of the underwater 
survey, and a rotary and a saddle quem were found. A 
sample from a section of wood exhibiting approximately one 
hundred tree-rings provided a radiocarbon determination of 
370 bc±45 (uB-2415). 5 
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CRANNOGS No. 354 

353 Crannogs, Loch Ederline 
(I) NM 867025 (2) NM 867028 August 1986 

One certain and one possible crannog have been reported 
in Loch Ederline. 1 

(I) Situated some 60 m from the W shore, this crannog 
measures about 6 m in diameter above present water-level 
and doubtless considerably more at its base; it is likely that 
there was a causeway between the crannog and the adjacent 
shore. 

(2) Situated on the NW shore of the loch 300 m NE of 
Auchinellen, there is a grassy knoll some 35 m in diameter 
and 0·7 m in height which has been identified as a possible 
crannog. In the absence of excavation, however, 
identification must remain uncertain. 
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354 Crannog, Loch Glashan 

C. Crannog, 
Loch Glashan 
(No.3 54); plan 

NR 916925 May 1986 
Loch Glashan fills an upland basin about 2 km NNW of 
Loch Gair, its waters formerly flowing freely down the 
Abhainn Mhor to Loch Gair. In April 1960, when the water
level was lowered by about 3 m to allow the construction 
of a storage dam as part of a hydro-electric scheme, the upper 
part of a crannog was revealed; it was situated just off the 
s end of what had been a small island near the SE shore of 
the loch . The crannog was excavated in the summer of the 
same year by Mr J G Scott. I Situated about 45 m to the 
wsw of the crannog, an island dwelling was excavated in 
1961 and was found to be of medieval date. 2 Other 
discoveries in the loch included two logboats, one of which 
(now preserved in Glasgow Art Gallery and Museum) was 
found 950 m NNE of the crannog, and the other near the 
island dwelling. 3 

The crannog lay about 40 m from the old shoreline at a 
point where a muddy shelf gave way to deeper water; the 
mud consisted of a soft yellow layer overlain by a brown 
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Crannog, Loch Glashan (No.354); plan (scale I: lOO, after Seott) 

layer about 0·15 m thick, which was thought to be formed of 
decayed vegetation. There was no evidence of a causeway. 

Prior to excavation the crannog appeared as a low mound 
about 0·9 m in height, partly covered with stones and 
measuring about 16 m by 11 m, with a number of upright 
posts visible beyond the apparent edge; up to a third of its 
original area may have subsided into deeper water, and it 
is thus difficult to estimate its original size. The site was 
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divided into six sectors before excavation: the three landward 
sectors and the central section nearer to the edge of the water 
were taken down to a depth at which water penetration 
rendered further work impractical; the other two were not 
excavated. On the landward side the substructure of the 
crannog consisted mainly of brushwood mixed with ferns 
and bracken. On the other side layers of logs, mainly oak, 
but induding some silver birch, had been placed on top of 
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Crannog, Loch Glashan (No.354) 
A. limber sub-noor of building 
B. view from E 
C. rOla ry querns (scale 1:10) 
D. wooden I rough and bowls 

(scale 1:10) 
E. wooden paddle (scale 1:10) 
F. bronze penannular brooch 

(scale 1:1) 
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brushwood. It was thought probable that the whole structure 
had been stabilised by heavy piles , although no evidence of 
these was found above the water-table. 

In the sw part of the crannog 'the sub-floor of a 
rectangular timber building was identified; the surviving 
portion of the sub-floor, which consisted of massive timbers 
stripped of their bark and roughly trimmed to form a level 
surface, indicates that the overall area of the building was 
about 7·5 m by 4·5 m. A forked timber, about 2 m in length 
and lying on top of the floor, may have been the SE corner 

CRANNOGS No. 354 

F 
post; sockets cut into the timbers of the sub-floor may 
indicate the positions of uprights. The sub-floor was covered 
by a layer of sand and gravel, and the E end was roughly 
paved . The patches of clay adjacent to the paving were 
probably the remains of domestic hearths, but it is uncertain 
whether these were inside or outside the building . A pile of 
stones on the NW side of the crannog may have marked the 
site of another structure, but its form and its relationship 
to the house are unclear. 

A considerable range of artefacts was recovered from the 
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No. 355 CAVES 

site, the majority of which, found in the layers of brushwood, 
had been preserved by the waterlogged conditions. The large 
number of wooden objects is worthy of particular note; they 
include a paddle, a bucket (reused to line a post-hole), a 
scoop, several bowls, a trough, a spoon, and a spindle-whorl. 
Among the pieces of discarded leather were parts of a sheath, 
shoes, and a jerkin. A small crucible, pieces of slag, 
whetstones, and parts of at least thirteen rotary querns were 
found on the site; the querns had been quarried from local 
stone. An iron 'bearded' axe, and a bronze pen annular 
brooch were discovered. An almost complete vessel of E
ware was found on the surface of the crannog and parts of 
at least four others were found in the floor and in the 
brushwood forming the crannog platform. The pottery has 
been assigned to the period between the later 6th and 8th 
centuries AD, and the brooch, found about 0·6 m deep in 
the layer of brushwootl, may be dated to about AD 800. The 
significance of the finds is discussed in the Introduction. 

355 Crannog (possible), Loch Loran 
NR 909906 November 1986 

Near the NE corner of Loch Loran, at a time when the loch 
was at an unusually low level, several massive timbers were 
noted,' but there was no trace of any structure on the date 
of visit. 

CAVES 

356 Cave, Castle Sween 
NR 712788 April 1987 

A polished stone axe and a whetstone found in about 1926 
in a small cave beneath the w side of Castle Sween are 
perhaps an indication of early occupation of the cave. The 
finds are preserved at Kilberry Castle.' 

357 Caves, Crinan Ferry 
NR 799938 June 1981 

There are three shallow caves or rock-shelters to the NE of 
Crinan Ferry, and it was probably in one of these that in 
1880 Mapleton examined the remains of a cist that had been 
disturbed by a tinker only shortly before.' The slabs of the 
cist were in disarray, but in digging around them Mapleton 
found human bones, the bones and teeth of a pig, and 
midden debris as well as two pieces of flint, one of which 
was worked. Among the pottery sherds recovered there were 
'about 24 pieces of an urn, or rather two urns, one of which, 
the larger, was very thick and coarse, the other apparently 
of the ordinary size and make, the only ornamentation being 
lines made by the impression of a cord'. The human bones 
appeared to belong to two individuals. It seems clear that 
the material comprised both the debris of habitation and the 
remains of a prehistoric burial. Further excavations were 
undertaken in 1959, and fragments of inhumed bone and 
a sherd of a cord-ornamented Beaker, now in Glasgow Art 
Gallery and Museum, were recovered. 2 
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358 Cave, Duntroon (Site) 
NR 800958 June 1981 

In 1862 a small cave was discovered in the course of 
quarrying in the low cliffs situated on the N side of the 
private road leading from Duntroon Lodge to Duntrune 
Castle and some 220 m w of the Lodge. Subsequent 
examination by Mapleton' showed that the cave measured 
8·5 m in length, between 3 m and 0·9 m in width and 
decreased in height from 3·4 m to 0·9 m; it has since been 
destroyed. The cave appeared to have been filled by fallen 
debris, and several human skeletons were discovered buried 
beneath the rubble. One is said to have been found in a sitting 
posture with the bones of a woman and infant some 0·3 m 
beneath it; ' portions of the bones and skulls of probably six 
more individuals, very much scattered and dislocated' were 
discovered 'at the bottom of the cave'. On the lowest level 
there lay 'a round flat stone, embedded in ash and charcoal, 
and very much burnt at the edges', which was identified as 
a hearth-stone. In addition to the human remains the debris 
layer contained what appeared to be traces of occupation: 
'almost the entire skeleton of a red deer' was found scattered 
amongst quantities of seashells and the bones of a large 
seabird; two flint scrapers and a 'block of flint' were also 
recovered. It is possible that the Duntroon cave-deposits may 
be compared to those discovered in a cave at Raschoille, 
Oban, representing evidence for separate episodes of 
habitation and burial rather than the sudden deaths of a small 
group of people in a rock-fall. 2 

359 Cave, Ellary 
NR 739764 May 1983 

Two Mesolithic flints, since lost, found in 1961 in a cave 
'with deep deposits' situated some 570 m N of Ellary, may 
be an indication of early occupation of the site. ' 

360 Cave, Linne Mhuirich 
NR 723847 April 1987 

Excavations in a small rock-shelter 300 m N of Dun 
Mhuirich (No. 311) between 1960-2 revealed a hearth and 
a series of flints of Neolithic date, including cl leaf-shaped 
arrowhead, a scraper and a knife, all of which are preserved 
at Kilberry Castle.' 

361 Cave, Tinkler's Cave 
NR 898851 April 1986 

This cave, situated 700 m sw of Achnaba, was partly 
destroyed in about 1860 to prevent its use by poachers, but 
it is recorded that it measured about 5 m in depth, between 
4 m and 2 m in width and from 2·4 m in height at the front 
to about 1·5 m at the back.' Midden-material was noted 
within the cave in the course of the survey undertaken by 
Miss Campbell and Miss Sandeman,z and excavation is 
currently being directed by Dr C Smith, Department of 
Archaeology, University of Newcastle upon Tyne. Deposits 
of shells and midden material have already been examined, 
and various artefacts have been recovered including small 



sherds of Beaker pottery, a bone pin and late medieval ware, 
as well as worked flint, quartz and chert; such discoveries 
suggest intermittent occupation from prehistoric times until 
the mid 19th century AD. 

362 Cave, Tiretigan 
NR 719608 April 1987 

Situated above Rubha Cruitiridh and 1·6 km SSE of 
Tiretigan, this cave, which measures up to 6 m in width at 
its mouth and extends into the cliff for a depth of 11 m, was 
explored in 1961, and several hundred pieces of quartz and 
one flint chip were recovered.' No evidence of occupation 
was visible on the date of visit. 

363 Cave, Uamh na Creiche 
NR 708659 April 1987 

In 1959 examination of the floor deposits of a cave 620 m 
NW of Coulaghailtro revealed a worked flake of chert, now 
preserved at Kilberry Castle . ' The cave, known as 'The 
Plunder Cave', 2 comprises two compartments, with a deep 
peat-ash deposit in the sandy floor of the inner one. 

MISCELLANEOUS STRUCTURES 

364 Platforms, Brainport Bay 
NR 975951 May 1986 

Excavations undertaken at a group of stone-built platforms 
at Brainport Bay have produced artefacts and a series of 
radiocarbon dates, which provide information about the 
chronological span of the site; the following account is based 
on the published report.' The higher platform (a)
designated the Back Platform by the excavator-is set above 
the upper level of the raised beach 120 m from the shore; 
it was originally about 24 m in width, but it has been partly 
destroyed by forestry ploughing. To the seaward ( NE) side 
of the platform there is a small rectangular extension 
measuring about 2 m by 2·3 m; it was carefully constructed 
of slabs and boulders and covered by an even scatter of 
fragments of white quartz. Amongst the latter there were 

Pial form .... Brainporl Bay 
(Nll.364) : ,ilL" plan 
(afln MaL"Kid 

MISCELLANEOUS ST RUCTUR ES No. 364 

several flint flakes, as well as a core and a pointed implement 
of the same material. To the sw of the platform there is an 
earthen bank (not itself necessarily ancient) about 50 m in 
length and up to 3 m in thickness; charcoal from the soil 
buried beneath it, however, provided a radiocarbon 
determination of 1060 bc ± 80 (Gu- l705). Between the higher 
and lower platforms there is a group of boulders, including 
one particularly massive block over 2 m in height. 

An impressive group of platforms (b and c)-designated 
the Terraces and Causeway-is situated close to the shore 
and about 70 m NE of the Back Platform; these were built 
against a rocky outcrop aligned NE and sw , with a central 
cleft on the same alignment. The main stone-built platform 
is D-shaped on plan and has been carefully constructed with 
a boulder kerb; it measures about 9·5 m across the chord 
of the D. There are two further small platforms, one butting 
the sw edge of the main one and the other, some 3·3 mO 
across, adjoining the outcrGp at the centre of the chord. A 
stone that was found lying on the main platform has since 
been erected about 5·5 m to the ENE of its former position. 
A second slab was found on the N side of the platform. 

Activity on the outcrop itself was represented by areas of 
burning, some paving, a hearth, a pit which yielded a 
radiocarbon date of ad 976 ± 74 (Gu-IOOO), and a stone
filled trench containing a small quantity of charcoal, dated 
to ad 335 ± 55 (Gu-1703); the finds from the outcrop 
included quartz and two pieces of flint (a core and a scraper). 
A further charcoal deposit on the paved area yielded a date 
of ad 135 ± 55 (Gu-1434). A third stone (1·28 m long and 
0·45 m by 0·09 m) found lying on the outcrop has since been 
erected nearby. Charcoal found in ash on the old ground 
surface close to the stone-socket was dated to ad 440 ± 60 
(Gu-1595). 

The site has been interpreted as a centre for solar 
observation in prehistoric times, but the identi fication must 
be treated with some reserve, since the archaeological 
evidence is at best equivocal; there is no doubt, however, 
that the objects discovered and the radiocarbon dates 
obtained represent a range of activities from prehistoric to 
Early Historic times associated with structures that are not 
in themselves readily explicable. Cup-markings, further 
evidence of human activity in the area in prehistoric times, 
are discussed elsewhere (No. 130); the markings are labelled 
d and e on the plan. 

/~ 
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No. 365 MISCELLANEOUS STRUCTURES 

The two natural boulders designated Oak Bank Stone and 
Car Park Stone in the published report and the large slab 
situated to the E of the site were examined on several 
occasions during the Commission's survey and it was 
concluded that none could be identified as fallen standing 
stones. 

365 'Cairn', Car na Buirean, Salachary 
NM 852043 May 1984 

There are confused traditions surrounding the discovery of 
a cairn r,pntaining human remains at the place known as Car 
na Buirean ('Grave of the Fools '), Salachary. In 187 I the 
Name Book records: 'When making the new road at spot 
marked by cross a large quantity of Human remains were 
found. Tradition states that the bodies of the slain were 
interred here after the conflict at Ath Mhic Mhairtean'. 1 The 
position is not in fact marked by a cross on the relevant map. 2 

The site had, howher, already been considerably disturbed 
by the time it was described by Lord Archibald Campbell 
in 1889.3 The List of Ancient Monuments prepared by Argyll 
County Council in 1915 describes 'Stones at Salachary 
marking graves of the MacMartins killed at the little ford 
crossing the stream on the road to Lochawe, in a feud with 
the Camp bells of Craignish'. 4 

On the w side of the road between Kilmartin and Oban 
(A816) and 500 m ESE of Salachary several narrow upright 
slabs, which are surrounded by a low bank of stones, possibly 
cairn material, may be all that remains of the site. s 
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GLOSSARY 

Ard. A light plough which breaks the soil, but, lacking a mould-board, does not turn a furrow. 

Batter. An inward-sloping face of a wall, terrace or bank. 

Beaker. In archaeology, a type of pottery vessel used in the late 3rd and early 2nd millennia BC, varying in form, but 
usually highly decorated and often found with inhumation burials. 

Boat-noost. A simple stone or earth setting for sheltering a boat (Norse, naustr). 

Cinerary Urn. In archaeology, a generic term for several types of large pottery vessels used as containers for cremated 

burials in the 2nd millennium BC. 

Dumb-bell. In archaeology, when describing cup-markings, a pair of plain cupmarks linked by a short channel. 

Dyke. A drystone or turf wall (Scots). 

False Portal. In archaeology, a setting of stones designed to represent the entrance to a burial-chamber in a prehistoric 
cairn or barrow. 

Food Vessel. In archaeology, a type of thick-walled decorated pottery vessel used in the 2nd millennium BC. 

Grimston Ware. In archaeology, a style of early Neolithic pottery with a round base, having a sharp carinated profile 
and an everted rim. 

Lazy-bed. A spade-built ridge used for cultivation, especially of potatoes. 

Microlith. A very small implement of flint, chert etc. 

Ogam. A system of writing, mainly on stone or wood, using straight grooves and notches for letters; based on the Roman 
alphabet, it was probably invented in Ireland in the 4th century AD. 

Orthostat. A large earth fast boulder, set vertically. 

Pelta. A crescentic motif comparable to those used in Classical and Early Christian ornament (Greek). 

Roche Moutonnee. A glacially smoothed outcrop (French) . 

Scarcement. A narrow ledge formed where a wall is set back. 

Sestertius. A Roman bronze coin. 

Vitrification. In archaeology, the fused condition to which the rubble core of a timber-laced wall is reduced by the action 
of fire. 
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Carn Bitn, Cairnhaan, ca irn , pp. 17, 57, fig. 57. 
Carn Him, Carnassarir. cairn, pp. 14, 56-7. 
('arn Han, 011(.'f Fl' rr~. 'c hambered cai rn', p. 37. 
( 'arn Him, Slronmaguchan. cairn ..... p. 57. 
('arn Fionn. Cou laghaillrn, ca irn. p. 57. 
Carron . ..,(anding ... Ionc. p. 130. 
Car,,': bron/e plales, pp. 20, 1.11; Slanding Slones, pp. 20,131. figs. 1311\.11. 
Caslle \)ouni,·, dun, pp. 31, 177-S, 189, figs. 1781\.1l. 
Cas lie Swe,'n: cairns, pr. 14, 5c), 60, fig. 58('; carved Slone ball, p. 7; cave, 

p. 20S; clip-markings, r. 109; dun, pp. 184-5, fig . 185,,; l'Iinl 
arrowhead, p. 7. 

C<lws: r. J; Caslle Swel'n, p. 208; Cr inan Ferry, pp. 3, 10,21, 20S; Dunlroon, 
pp. J, 20S; Ellary, pp. 3, 208; I.innc Mhllirich, pp. 3,208; SI 
(,olllmba', Cl\l', L.:llary, pp. 3, 35, fig. 36; Tinkler's Cave, pp. 3,21, 
208-'1; Tirl'ligan, pp. 3, 209; Uamh na Cre iche, p. 3, 20c). 

Cl'n,'1 I Alairn, pp . . 1.1. 159. 
(',:nt') nCahr{lin. pp. JJ. 1St), 
('t.'runl·~. p. 21). 

(,hamhered eairns: pp . .1 -7. 10. 11 , 14, figs. 4, 12, 13; i\chnacreebeag (Lorn), 
pp. 5. 10; Achnagolll I, pp. ),37-8, figs . . 17. 38".11; Achnagolll 2, 
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pp. 5,6, 3S, fig. 38c; Ardachearanbcg, pp. 5,39,48, fig. 39,,; 
Ardmamock, pp. 4, 5, 6, 8, 39-40, figs. 3911.c.l); Ardnadam, pp. 5,40, 
fig. 40; Auchindrain, pp. 5,6, 46, fig. 46; AlIchnaha, pp. 5, 18, 40-1, 
fi g. 41; Auchoish, pp. 5, 6,11,41-2, fig. 42; Barmore Wood, pp. 6, 
~2-3, fig. 43A; Baroilc, pp. 5, 11,43-4, fi gs. 4311.C: Cambaan, 
Lcnihllline (Bule), p. 6; Car n Bim, Oiler Ferry, p. 37; Clach an 1-
Sagairt, pp. 5, 6, 23, 44, figs. 44B,C; Cnocan Uamhaeh, pp. 5,44, 
fig . 44A; Crarae, pp. 5, 6, 44-6, fig . 45; Creag Mhor, Auehindrain, 
pp. 6,46, fig. 46; Dalineun (Lorn), p. 5; Gartnagreanoch, pp. 5, 6, 11 , 
46-7, fig . 47A; Gleeknabae (Bute), p. 3; Kilchoan, pp. 6,11,47-8, 
figs. 471l.c, 48,,; Lephinkill, pp. 5, 39, 4S, fi g. 481l; Nelher Largie 
SOlllh, pp. 5,6,7,10,1 1,1 4,21,23, 4S-51. 67,138, fi gs. 15 ,20, 49-5IA; 
Poilllhouse, pp. 5, 51,70, fi g. 5111; Upper Rhud il, pp. 11,52,72, 
fi g. 52A. 

Cinemr)' Urns: pp. 63, 84, fig. 19; see also Urns. 
eisls: pp. 10, 14-16, fi gs. 12, 13, 16; Alii Creag Raonuill, p. 74; Ardyne, 

pp. 54-5, fig . 54c; Asgog Bay, pp. 23,74; Badden, pp. 16, 17, 75, 
fi g. 75; Bagh Dim Mhuilig, Craignish, pp. 17, 23, 75, fi g. 17; 
Ballymeanoch, pp. 10,21,24, 25,52, 75, fig. 521l; Barsloi snoch , 
pp. 16,23,75-6, figs. 22A, 76A; Carnassarie, p. 76; Claehbreek, pp. 15, 
23,76-8, fi gs. 22('.1', 76B, 77; Creaga nlairbh Beag, p. 78; Crinan 
Moss, pp. 14, 16,78; Dunamuck, p. 78; Dim"n Au la, Barbreck, 
pp. 24, 7S, fig. 78; Dilnan na Cisle, p. 78; Ford, pp. 23,78; Furnace, 
pp. 23,79; Gannagrea noch, p. 47, fig. 47A; Gemmil, pp. 16, 17,23 , 
79; Graham's Poin!, Kilmun , p. 79; Inehmarnoek (Bute), p .16; 
Kames, pp. 19,24, 79; Kilberry, pp. 24,63; Kilbride, pp. 17,24,79, 
fi g. 79; Kilchoan, pp. 47-8, fig. 471l; Killean, p. 79; Kilmory Knap, 
pp. 21, 24, 79-80; Knockdow, p. 80; Lochead, p. 80; Nelher Largie 
SOlllh, pp. 23,49,51, fi gs. 49", 50,,; Ormsary, pp. 18, 80, fig. 80A; 
Poltalloch, pp. 8, 10, 15, 16, 17,21,24, SO-3, figs . 80B, 81-2; Port nan 
Athlaich, p. 83; Rowanfield, pp. 14, 16, 83, fig . 83; Sou th Hall , pp. 25, 
83; -Iayva llich, pp. 24, 83-4, figs. 22H, 84; Upper Largie, pp. 24, S4, 
figs. HSA.B.c'lJ. 

Claeh an I-Sagairt, chambered cairn, pp. 5, 6, 23, 44, figs. 44B,C. 
Clach na Beithir, 'slanding sto ne', p. 131. 
Clachbreck, eists, pp. 15 ,23, 76-8, fig s. 22c,E, 76B, 77. 
Climale, p. 2. 
Clyde-I)'pe chambered eairns, pp. 4-7 , 49. 
Cnoc a' Chaisleil, Lcrgychnniebeag, dun, p. 178, fig. 178('. 
Clwe a' Chuilinn, Kames Goll' Course, cup-marki ngs, p. 109. 
Cnocan Uamhach, cha mbered ca irn, pp. 5,44, fig . 44A. 
Cnne Breac, Ardpalrick, 1'01'1, p. 147, fig. 146c. 
Cnoc Creagach, l.cphinl'ilapcl, dun, pp. 178-9, fi g. 179". 
Cnot.· M()r. standing stone, p. 131. 
Cnoc narn Fiantun: cup-markings, p. 198; eart hwork, p. 198. 
Cno,' Poliphail, Low SliIlaig, s tanding Slones, pp. 18, 131-2, fi gs. 131('.1). 
Coins, pp. 33, 35. 
Culal'illa, dun, p. 179, fig. 179B. 
Colinlmive: cairn, pp. 57, 109; cup-a nd-ring markings, pp. 57, (()C), fi g . 109. 
C",ngall, p. 33. 
Corlamch, cup-marking, p. 109. 
Corm, cup-markings, p. 109. 
Corr Eilean, cairn, p. 57. 
Cosandrochaid, dun, p. 179, fig. l79c. 
Cnlllaghaillro, cairn, p. 57. 
Cmignish: bronze axe and spearhead, p. 23; CiSIS, pp. 17,23, 75, fig. 17. 
Cmignish Poinl, ' fort', p. 143. 
Cmnnugs: pp. 32-3,35; Loch Awe, rp. 33, 205, fig. 2051l; Loch Ederline, 

p. 205; Loch G lashan, pp. 33,35, 205-S, figs. 341l, 205e, 206-7; Loch 
Loran, p. 208; Oakbank (Penh a nd Kinross), p. 33. 

Cmme, chambered ca ir n, pr. 5,6,44-(., fig. 45. 
Creag a' Chapuili, fort , pp. 29, 147, fig . 147. 

Creag a' Mhadaidh, dun , pp. 61, 179, fig. 1791). 
Creaganlairbh, cup-and-ri ng markings, pp. 109- 11 , fig. 110. 
Creaganlairbh Beag: ciSI, p. 78; sla nding stone, p. 132, fig. 132". 
C reag DlIbh , l.cckuary, dun, pp. 179-80, fig. 180". 
Creag Evan.ehan, cairn, pp. 14, SS. 
Creag Loisgle, IAlw Slillaig, sland ing Slone, pp. 7 1, 132, fig. 1321l. 
Creag Mhor, AlIchindmin, chambered cairn , pp. 6, 46, fig. 46. 
Crennes, p. 29. 
Crels~engan: bronze axe, pp. 19,25; 'standing si onc', p. 132. 
Crinall, cup-markings, p. ill . 
C rinan Ferry: cave, pp. 3, 10, 21, 20S; clip-marki ngs, p. Ill . 
Crinan Moss: cairn, pp. 58, 132, fi g. 58A; ciS!, pp. 14, 16,78; slanding Slones, 

p. 132, fig. 132c. 
Croitachoimbic. cup-markings, p. I) I. 
Crusscs: Auchnaha, pp. 18, 41; DlInadd, p. 156; Tonan , pp. 18,143. 
Cruach a' Bharm, dun, p. 180, fi g. 18011. 
<':rllha~cl'n lJouldcr. Kilbridc. cup-and-ring mark in gs, p. Ill . 



Culcharron (Lorn), cairn , p. 15. 
Cup-and-ring markings and Cup-markin!:s: pp. 7- 10, 14, 17, figs. 8,9, 12, 13; 

Achadachoun, p. 85; Achadh-Chaoran n, p. 126; Achanarn ich, 
pp. 85-6, figs. 85E, 86; Achn aba, p. 87; Ach nabreck, pp. 10, S7, 
figs. 87-99; Alh Bealaich Ruaidh , p. 99; Anaskeog, p. 99; An Lodan, 
Ford, p. 99; Ardentraive, p. 99; Ardgowan, p. 99; Ard ifui r, pp. 8, 
9')- 100, fig . 100; Ard lllarnock, pp. 6, 8, 39, fig. 39B; Askn ish, pp. 55, 
100; Auchalick Wood, pp. 101 , 144, figs. 101 , 144A; Auchbraad, 
p. 102; Ballygowan, pp. 10, 102-3, figs. 102, I03A; Ballymeanoch, 
pp. 8, 18,75, 12S-9, fi gs. 127c,D.E. 128B, 129A.!!.C; Baluachraig, p. 103, 
figs. 103!!, 104-5; Barnashalg, p. 130; Barrackan, p. 103; Barravullin, 
p. 103; Barr, Minard, p. 103; Barsloisnoch, p. 76; Blairbuie, p. 103; 
Blarbuie, pp. 10, I {)(.-7 ; Brainport Bay, p. 107; Brenacho ille, p. 107; 
Cairn baan, pp. 8, 10, 107-9, figs. 106-8; Carnassarie Cast le, p. 109; 
Ca rnassarie Cottage, p. 109; Castle Sween, p. 109; C ROC a' Chuilinn , 
Kallles Go lf Course, p. 109; Cnoc nam Fiantan, p. 198; Colintraive, 
pp. 57, 109, fig. 109; Corlarach, p. 109; Corm, p. 109; Creaganta irbh, 
pp. 109- 11 , fig. 11 0; Crinan, p. Ill ; Crinan Ferry, p. Ill; 
Croitacho imbie, p. Il l; Crubageen Boulder, Kilbride, p. Ill; 
Derybruich, p. Ill ; Druim Buidhe, p. Ill; Duine, p. Ill ; Dunadd, 
pp. 154, fig. 153A; Dunamuck, pp. Ill, 134; Dilll Mhui lig, p. Ill; 
Dunmore, Kilmory, p. Ill; Dun Righ, Eilea n Righ, p. Ill ; Eilea n 
Math-ghalll hna, pp. 8, Ill , 194, fig. 193c; Erallich Wat er, Glen Aray, 
pp. 111 -12; Eurach, p. 11 2; Fearnoch, pp. 8, 112; Fincharn, pp. 8, 112; 
Ford , pp. 8,99, 112. 199, rig. 19913; Garraron, p. 11 2; G lasvaar, pp. 8, 
112-14, fig . 11 3; G lean n Beag, p. 114; Glendaruel, p. 114; Glen moi ne, 
Upper Largie, p. 11 4; G lennan, pp. 62, 114; Goirte in , p. 11 4; 
Invcriiever, p. 11 4; Inveryne, p. 114; Ki lai l, p. 11 4; Kilbride, pp. 8, 
114-15; Ki ldalven, p. 115; Ki lmichael Glassary, pp. 115-17, figs. 115-17; 
Kilmory Burn, p. 11 7; Ki lmu n Arboretum , p. 117 ; Learg Mhor, 
Tayvallich, p. 11 8; Lindsa ig, pp. 8, liS; Loch Michea n, p. 11 8; Low 
Stillaig, p. 11 8; Middle Inens, p. 11 8; Net her Largie, pp. 8, 18, liS, 
135-7, fig . 136; Nether Largie Mid. pp. 67-8, fig. 67; Nether Largie 
North, pp. 8, 10, 6S-70. fi gs. 69, 70B; Ormaig, pp. 10, IIS-22, 
figs. 119-22A , 123A.B; Pier Ho use, p. 122; Point, p. 122, figs. 9B, 122B; 
Poha lloch, pp. 10,17- 18,82-3. 123-4. figs . 9A, 8IB.C. 123('; Rubha 
Brcac, p. 124; Sti llaig, pp. 8, liS. 124; Stronshira, p. 124; Temple 
Wood, pp. 10, 139; Tigh a' Charnain, p. 124; Tom a' Bh la ir, Pole, 
p. 125; Torbhlaran , pp. 125, 142-3, figs. 124, 142B; Torradh na Feinne, 
p. 125 , fig. 125; Torran. pp. 125-6; Upper Largie, pp. 84, 114, 126. 

I)ail nan Cea nn. ca irns, p. 58. 
I)alineun (Lorn), chambered cairn, p. 5. 
Ila lladies (K incardi ne and Deeside), long barrow, p. 9. 
D.I Riala. pp. 29, 33, 159. 
I)el'omled slabs: p. 17; Badden. pp. 17,75, fi g. 75; Carn Bim. Cairn baan. 

pp. 17.57, fig. 57; Ki lbride. pp. 17,79, fig. 79; Nether Largie North, 
pp. 17,68-70, figs . 69,7013; Ri C ruin, pp. 17,72-4. figs. 7313.c. 74A.B; 
Temple Wood, pp. 10, 139. figs. 14Oc.D.E. 

I)ergal'hy, ca rved stone ball , p. 7. 
I)erybrukh. cup-and -ring markings. p. Ill. 
I)oide, hut -circle, pp. 204-5, rig. 205A. 
I)oire na C richc. enclosure, pp. 19S-9. 
Ilriml'ern. ' lo ng ca irn', pp. 46. 57. 
Ilrimnagall : dun, pp. 161 , IS5. fig . IS5B; fort. pp. 161-2. IS5, fig. 161B . 
Droincaeh. ca irn, pp. 5S-9, fig . 5Su. 
Druim a' C hladha. Cas Uc Sween, cairn, pp. 14, 59. fig. 58c. 
Ilruim an Aehan.rnaieh , rort. p. 148, fig. 14SA. 
Druim an Il',in. dun, pp. 29,31,32, ISO-I, figs. ISO(', ISI. 
Druim iJuidhc, cup-a nd-r ing markings, p. Ill. 
Duinc. cup-markings, p. Ill. 
Dlin.' iJhcalakh. Ellary. dun, pp. 181-2, rig. 182A. 
D,m a' Bhealakh, fort, p. 14S, fig. 14SB. 
D,m a' Bhuilg. rort, pp. 29, 148-9, fig . 149A. 
D,,,, a ' Chaistcil , dUll, pp. 31, IS2-3. figs. 182u.c. 
Il'''' a' Chogaidh. fort, p. 149, fig. 149B. 
U,m a ' Choin Duibh. dUll , pp. 31.52, IS3-4. fi gs. 183. 184A. 
Ilunadd : carved stone ball , p. 7; cup-mark ings, p. 154; flint arrowhead. p. 7; 

rort. pp. 14,23,29,30,32.33-5. 138, 149-59. rigs. 34A, 150-9; ogam, 
p. 15S. fi gs. 158A. II; rock carvings, pp. 157-9,219 (No. 248, n. 24), 
figs. 157-8; sta nding slones. pp. 132-3.2 19 (No. 248, n. 27), rig. 159. 

Il'''' Ailnc. dun, p. IS4, fig. 184u . 
I>unamuck: ca irns, pp. 59-60. rig. 59; CiSIS, p. 7S; cup-marki ng. pp. Ill , 134; 

dun, p. 190, fig. 190,,; standing stones. pp. 59-60.78, 133-4. fig . 133. 

I)unan, Ardyne. dun, p. 184. 
Ilunan Aula. Ilarbrcck, cist, pp. 24,78. fig . 78. 
Illinan na Cislc. cist, p. 78. 
Dun iJeag, Ardnaekaig, du n, p. 184, fig. 184c. 
Dun iJeag, Castle Sween : cairn, p. 60; du n, pp. 184-5, fi g. 185A. 
I)un iJcag, Ilrimnagall, dun, pp. 161, IS5, fig. 185u. 
Ilun Ilhronaig, dun , p. 185, fi g. 185c. 
I)un iJuidhc, ' fort' , p. 159. 
Il'''' Chonalla ich, fort, pp. 35, 160-1 , fi gs. 160, 161A. 
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Ilunchmigaig : cairn, pp. 23, 60-1 . 103, figs. 22D, 60; dUll, pp. 190-1, rig. 19011. 
Il,'" C huain, dun, pp. 185-6, fig. 186A. 
Uun C mgach. dun, pp. 31, IS6. rig. 18611. 
Ilun Ilamich, dun, p. 186. 
Ilun Ilubh, Ford, dun, p. 187, fig . IS7A. 
Ilun Ilubh, Shirvan. dun, p. 187, fig. 187u. 
Dundurn (Perth and Kinross), fort, p. 35. 
l)un .Glas, du n, p. 187, fig . 187c. 
Ilun Mac Samhainn. ca irn , p. 61. 
Dun Mhie C hoish, dun, pp. 187-8, fig. 188A. 
I)un Mhuilig: cup-markings, p. Ill ; dun, pp. 31 , 18S-9. fig. 188B. 
Ilun Mhuirich. dun. pp. 31, IS9-90, fig. 189. 
I)un Monaidh. p. 159. 
Ilun Mor, I)rimnagall, fort, pp. 161-2.1 85, fi g. 16111 . 
Ilun Mi>r, Dunamuek, dun, p. 190, fig. 190A. 
Ilun Mor, I)unehmigaig, dun, pp. 190- 1, fig. 190B. 
I)un Mor, I)unmorc, fort, pp. 30. 162. fig. 162A. 
Uunmorc, Kilmor)'. cup-mark ings, p. Ill. 
Ilun Mor. Kill'inan , enclosure, pp. 33, 199. fig. 199;\. 
Dun na Ban-oige, fort, pp. 29, 30, 162-3, figs. 162B, 163A. 
Dun na Doidc, fort, pp. 29, 163. fig. 163B. 
Uun na h- Earb, for{, pp. 163-4, fig. I64A. 
Il,m na Mamig, fort, pp. 35, 164. rig. l64u. 
Ilun na Nighinn. dun, p. 191, fig. 191. 
I>unollic (Lorn), rort, p.32. 
Ilun Righ. Eilean Righ. cup-markings. p. Ill. 
Ilun Rnslan . dun, pp. 31, 191-2, figs. 192A.U. 
I)uns: pp. 14, 28-35, figs. 12, 13,28; Ach' an Dilin , p. 169, fig . 169; A' 

Chrannag, pp. 30, 31, 1(.9-70. 181-2, rig. 170A; Aird, p. 170, fig. 170B: 
An Di"" Barravullin , p. 170; An Dun , Inverglen, Strachur, pp. 170- 1, 
fig. 171A; Ardifui r I, pp. 29, 31, 32, 33, 35,99, 171-2. figs. 31, I7lll.(", 
172; Ardifuir 2, p. 173, fig. 173A; Baile Mor, p. 173, rig. 173u: 
Ballymeanoch, pp. 31. 173. fig. 173('; Barnluasga n, pp. 33, 173-4. 19S, 
rig. 174A; Barr Crom, p. 174. fig. 174B; Barr Gan uisg, p. 174, 
rig. 174c; Barr lola, pp. 31, 145, 174-5. fig . 175,\: Barr Mor, 
Barrackan, p. 175, fig . 17511; Barr na Cour. p. 175. rig. 175c: Bcinn an 
Dilin, pp. 175-6, fi g. 1751): Bonnach Mor, p. 176. rig. 176c; Caistcal 
Aoidhe, pp. 30, 31, 176. fi gs. 176A.B; Caisteal nan Con Duibh, pp. 31. 
56, 176-7. fi g. I77A; Ca istca l TOIT, p. 177, fig. I77B; Castle Dounie. 
pp. 31, 177-S. IS9, rigs. 178A.B; Cnoc a' Chaistei l, Lergychoniebeag. 
p. 17S, fig. 178('; Cnoc Crcagach, Lephinchapel, pp. I7S-9, fig. 179;\; 
Colachla, p. 179, fig. 179B: Cosa nd rochaid , p. 179, rig. 179c; Crcag a' 
Mhadaidh, pp. 61, 179. fig . 179D; Creag Dubh, Leckuary, pp. 179-S0, 
fig. 180A; Cruach a' Bharra. p. 180, fig. 180B; Druim an Duin, pp. 29. 
31.32. ISO-I , figs. 180c, ISI; Dill1 a' Bhea laieh. Ellary, pp. 181-2. 
rig. 182A; Dill1 a' Chaistcil , pp. 31, IS2-3. figs. 182B.C; Dun a' Choin 
Duibh, pp. 31,52, IS3-4. figs. 183, 184A: Dill1 Ai lnc, p. IS4, fig. 18411: 
Dill1an, Ardyne, p. 184: Dill1 Bcag, Ardllackaig, p. 184. rig. IS4('; Dill1 
Beag, Cast le Swecn. pp. 184-5. fig. 185A ; Dill1 Beag, Drimnagall. 
pp. 161, 185. fig. 1851l; Dun Bhronaig, p. 185. fig. 185c; Dun Chuain. 
pp. IS5-6, fig. 186A; Diln Cragach, pp. 31, IS6. fig. 186B: Dill1 
Daraich, p. 186; Dill1 Dubh, Ford. p. IS7, fig. IS7,\; Dill1 Dubh, 
Sh irvan, p. 187, rig. 1871l; Dill1 Glas, p. IS7, fig. 187C; Dill1 Mhic 
Cho ish, pp. 187-8, fig. ISSA; Dill1 Mhui lig. pp. 31. 188-9. fig . 18SB: 
Dill1 Mhuirich, pp. 31, 189-90. rig. 189; Dill1 Mor. Dunamuck. p. 190. 
rig. I90A: Dill1 Mor. Dunchraigaig, pp. 190-1. fig. I90B; Dill1 na 

ighinn, p. 191, rig. 191: Dill1 Rostan. pp. 31. 19 1-2. figs. 192A.U: Dill1 
Toiscach, p. 193, fig. 192c: Ei lcan Buidhe. pp. 30.31, 193. fig. 193 ,\: 
Eilcan Math-ghamhna, pp. Ill, 193-4. figs. 193Il.C; Eilcan na Nighinn. 
p. 194. rig. 194;\; Ei lea n Righ I. pp. 32.35, 194. rig. 194B: Eilean Righ 
2. pp. 194-5, fig. 195A; Kildonan (Kintyre). p. 32; Loch G lashan. 
pp. 31, 195. rig. 19511; Loch Michean, p. 195 , rig. 195('; Lon Broach 
( Islay). p. 149; Maccwan's Casl le. pp. 30, 31. 32. 195-6. fig. 196,\: 
PennYlllore Point. pp. 30,31, 196. fig. 196u: Shemore (Dumbarton). 
p. 32; Torbhlaran. pp. 196-7. rig. 197;\; Tur a' Bhodaich , p. 197. 
fi g. 19711. 

1l'lI1 li.iseaeh. dun, p. 193. fi g. 192( . 
I>unl..,nn : cavc. pp. 3, 208; rort, pp. 29.30. 164-5. rig. 165. 
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INDEX 

D -wa,,' ,'e"eis. pp. 34. 156. 

Earl)' Uislnric period : pp. 28- 36; di str ibutio n maps. fi gs. 12. 13,28; 
monumCI11 S (descri p tio ns), pp. 149-59, 204, 205-8, fi gs. 34/\, 150-9, 
205e-207; re lics, pp. 32-5, 151-2, 154-9, 161, 172, 194,204,207-8, 
fi gs. 3411 , 36, 155-6, 160B, 207c- F. 

Ea rthwork. C nol' nam Fia ntan, p. 198. 
Ei lca n a n Dilin . fo rt, pp. 28, 30,32, 166, fi g. 166. 
!-:i lea n Huidhe. d un , pp. 30 ,3 1, 193. fi g. 193/\ . 
Eilcan Carna kh. ca irn , p. 6 1. 
Ei lea n Math-l(ha mhna : cu p-m a rk ings, pp. 8, Ill. 194, fi g . 193e; dun, pp. Ill, 

193-4, fi gs. 19311.c. 
Ei leanna Nighinn, dun , p. 194, fi g. 194/\ . 
Eilean Righ, cu p-m arki ng, p. Il l . 
!-:i lean Righ I. dun , pp. 32, 35, 194, fi g . 19411 . 
Ei lca n Righ 2, dun , pp. 194-5, fi g. 195/\ . 
Ella r)': cave, p p. 3, 208; dun, pp. 181-2, fi g . 182/\ ; hut -ci rcle, p. 201, fi g. 20113; 

microliths, p. 3. 
E nclo sures: p. 33; A ll t Tho mai s, Kilbride, p. 197, fi g . 197e ; An Socach, 

pp. 33, 197-8, fig . 197 1); Bagh G o rt an Feamainn, p. 198, fi g. 198/\; 
Ba rnlu asgan , pp. 33, 173-4, 198. f igs. 174/\ , 19811.(,; Doire na C riche. 
pp. 198-9; Dllll M ol', Kilfina n, pp. 33, 199, fi g. 199/\ ; Euynoc han, 
p. 199 ; f ord , pp. 11 2, 199, fi g. 19913 ; Ki la il , pp. 33 , 199, fi g. 19ge ; 
Kint raw, pp. 64-7, fi gs. 64/\, 65/\, 6613.('; l.e rgychon iebeag, 
pp. 199-200; Loch Co ille- Bhar r. p p. 33, 200. fi g. 200/\; Na 
Coireacha n, p. 200; Soulh Leachnaban , pp. 33 , 200, fig . 20013; 
Stone fi e ld, p. 200, fi g. 200('; To m Buidhe, pp. 33. 200, fi g. 2(01) ; Tur 
a' Bho d a ich , p p. 197, 200- 1. fi g. 201/\. 

Epid ii . p. 29. 
Erallich Wale r, G len Ara) , cup-ma rkings, pp. 11 1-12. 
EUrd(.'h . cup-markings. p. 11 2. 
Euynllchan, enclosure, p. 199. 
E-ware vessels, 1'1'.34-5 , 156, 172,208, fig. 3411 . 

Fair~ Knuw.:. Cmnu': ca irn , pp. 15,6 1: 's ta nd ing SIOIlC', pp. 15, 6 1. 
Fcarnoc h: cair ns, pp. 61. 134; cup-mar kings, pp. 8, 11 2; s ta ndin g SlOne, p. 134, 

fig. 134 /\. 
h ' rgus M .... mac Erc, p. 33. 
Fincharn: cairn , pp. 6 1-2, rig. 6 1; cup-a nd-ring ma rki ngs, pp. 8, 112. 
Food Vessels. p p. 7, 11 , 14, 16, 17,23-4, 44. 48.5 1,55,56-7,61, 64,7 1,75 , 77, 

78,79,82-3, 84, 156, fi gs. 17, 19, 22. 
Ford : cairn, p. 62; c ist, pp. 23, 78; cup-a nd-ring mark ings, pp. 8, 99. 11 2, 199 , 

fig. 19911; d un , p. 187 , fi g. 187/\ ; e nc losure, pp. 11 2, 199, fi g. 19913 ; 
standi ng SlO nes, pp. 18, 134, fi g. 1341) . 

Forls: pp. 14,28-30,33-5, f igs. 12-13,28; A llt a n Dubh a ir, p. 143, fig. 143u; A n 
Fhang, Craign ish Point , p. 143; Aucha lick Wood, pp. 101 , 143-4, 
fi g. 144 /\; Ba lloch Hill (Kint yre), pp. 7,32; Ba ll ygowan, p. 144, 
fig. 1441l; Barmore, pp. 144-5, fig. l44e ; Barra n lo ngairt, p. 145, 
fig. 145/\; Barr a n Tao la in , p. 145, fig. 145R; Ba rr Lagan , p. 145, 
fig. 146/\; Bi nncin M ar, pp. 29, 145. fi g. 146B; Caisleal na S idhc, 
pp. 145-7; C noc Brcac, A rd patrick , p. 147, fig. 146c; Crcag a ' 
C hapu ill , p p . 29, 147. f ig. 147; Druim an Achana rnaich , p . 148, 
fig. 148/\; Dllll a' Bhea la ich , p. 148, fig. 148B; D llll a' Bhuilg, pp. 29, 
148-9, fig. 149/\; D llll a' C hoga idh, p. 149, f ig. 14913; Duna dd , pp. 14, 
23, 29. 30. 32. 33-5, 138, 149-59, figs. 34/\, 150-9; Dllll Buid hc, p. 159; 
i) llll C ho na ll a ich, pp. 35, 160- 1, fi gs. '160, 16 1/\; Dund urn (Pert h a nd 
Kinro,,) , fort, p. 35; D lln Mar, Drim naga ll , pp. 16 1-2. 185, fig. 16113; 
Dun M ar, Dunmore, pp. 30, 162, fig. 162A; Dun na Ban-oige, pp. 29, 30, 
162-3, fi gs. 16211, 163/\; Dllll na Do ide, p p. 29, 163. fi g. 16313; Du n na 
h-Earb, pp. 163-4, fi g. 164/\; Du n na Maraig, pp. 35, IM. fig. 16413 ; 
Duno ll ie (Lorn), p. 32; D unt roon , pp. 29, 30, 164-5, fig. 165 ; E ilean 
an Dui n, pp. 28,30,32, 166. fi g . 166; Hill Park, pp. 30, 16(" fig. 167/\; 
IIl\'crnoaden, pp. 166-7; Kilm ic haci G lassa ry, p. 167; Kin lraw, pp. 30, 
167, fig. 16711 ; Kirna n H ill , p. 2 18 (No. 240, n . I); Ru b ha C lad h Eoi n , 
pp. 167-8 , f ig. 167c; S idhean Bui d he, p p. 29, 30, 169, fi g . 168. 

Furmu't.'. \.-"i<.,t .... pp. 23, 79. 

,Gahnt n. p. JJ. 
Garioh. cairll, p. 02. fig. 621\. 
GarrJ.ron . (up-mark ing .... p. 11 2. 
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Garlnagreanoch: cham bered cairn , pp. 5, 6, 11 , 46-7, fi g . 47 A; CiSI, p. 47, 
fi g. 47 /\ . 

Garvie: b u ria l, pp. 24, 79; ca irns, pp. 14, 62. 
Gemmil. cist, pp. 16, 17,23, 79. 
Geolo~y, p p. 1-3, 17, fig. 13. 
G lass objeds, pp. 35, 156, 204. 
Glasvaar: cairn , pp. (,2. 113 , fi g. 6213; cu p-a nd -ring markings, pp. 8, 112-14. 

fi g. 113 . 
Gkann Heag, cup-mark ings, p. 114. 
Gleeknabae (But c), chambered cairn , p. 3. 
Glen Amy. gold armlet a nd ornamenl S, p. 19-20, 25 , fig. 2713. 
Glenda ruel, cup-and-rin g mar kings, p. 11 4. 
Glen Domhain. p. 17. 
Glenmoine, Upper Largic, cup-a nd -ring mark ings, p. 114. 
Glennan : cairn s, pp. 17, 62 ; cu p-a nd -ring m a rk ings, pp. 62, 114; s ta ndi ng 

stonc, pp. 74, 134. 
Glossary, p. 22 1. 
Goirtt·in. ( up-markings, p. 11 4. 
G old objcels, pp. 19-20,25, fi g . 27 11 . 
G raham 's Poinl , Kilmun, bu r ia ls a nd c ists, p. 79. 
Gregor's Cap, Caslle Lachla n , p. 17. 
(;rimstol1 ware, p. 7. 
G rooved cisls, pp. 16-17, 55-6 , 67-8, 72-3,75,76, 78, 80, S3, fi gs. 67, 7213 , 73D, 

75, 76/\, SOil, SI /\ . 

1·l enge monumenls: Ba ll ymca noch, pp. 7, 10 , 11, 52, 127, fig. 5213; C a irn papple 
(Wcst Lot h ian), p. 7; Non h Ma ins, Stra tha lla n ( Pert h and Kin ross), 

1'. 7. 
Uill Pa rk, 1'01'1, pp. 30, 166, fig . 167/\ . 
HlIl-l'irclcs: 1'.33; Abha in n M hor, E lla ry, p. 201, fig. 20 111 ; Bar nak ill , 

pp. 203-4, fig . 203e; Bi ... Ga nu isg, p. 204, fig. 204; Doide, pp. 204-5, 
fi g. 205/\ . 

Inchma rnock (Bu te), ciSl , p. 16. 
Inveraray: ba ttle-axe, p. 17 , fig . 18; cairns, p. 70. 
Inveraray C asllc, s tandin g Slone, p. 134. 
Invcrglen. du n, pp. 170-1, f ig. 171/\ . 
Inverlie"er: cairn, pp. 62-3, fi g. 63 /\ ; cup-ma rki ngs, p. 114. 
Invcrnoad en , 1'01'1 , pp. 166-7. 
Invery ne: cu p-markings, p. 11 4 ; s ta nding stoncs, pp. 134-5, fi gs. 134n.1'. 
Ion a, p p. 29, 35. 
Irish Passage-grave A rl, p. 10. 
Iron Age: pp. 28-36 ; distrib uti o n ma ps, figs. 12, 13 , 28; mo num enl S 

(descript io ns), pp. 143 -97, fi gs. 143 13- 19713 ; relics, pp. 30,32-3, 156, 
165, 172, ISI, fig. 165/\ . 

Isla nd dwelling: Loc h G las ha n, pp. 33, 205; see also Cmnno gs. 

J e l objee ls, p p. 14 , 16 ,23, 64,66, 76,79,82, 156, fi g. S2. 
Jellies, p. 190. 

Kames: c ists, pp. 19, 24, 79 ; standing sto nes, pp. 79, 135, fi g . 135; ur n, pp. 19, 
79. 

Ka mcs Golf Course, cllp ~ I11 arkin gs, p. 109. 
K" rb-ca irns, pp. 14-15,55,58-9, 63, 64-7, 139-4 2, fi gs. 55, 58 u , 64, 65/\, 6613.1'. 

140/\. 1l. 141. 
Kila il : cairns, p. 63; cup-and -ring ma rk ings, p. 11 4 ; enc lo surc, pp. 33, 199, 

fi g. 199c. 
Kilherry, ca irns a nd c ist, pp. 24 , (,3. 
Kilbride: c ists, pp. 17, 24, 79, fi g. 79 ; cup-a nd-ring ma rk in gs, pp. 8, Ill , 

11 4- 15. 
Kilch oan, chambered cairn , pp. 6 ,11,47-8. figs. 478,C, 48A . 
Kild a lven , cup-ma rkings, p. 11 5. 
Kildonan (Kint yre ), dun , p . 32. 
Kilnna n , enciosure, pp. 33 , 199, fig. 199/\. 
Killean . CiSI, p. 79. 
Kihnarlin G lebe. cairn , pp. 14, 16, 17,23, 63-4. 68, fi gs. 15,22" .(;.63 13 . 
Ki lmichael G lassary: cup-a ncl-ring mar ki ngs, p p. 115- 17, fi gs. 11 5- 17; fort , 

p. 167. 
Kihnory: ca irns, pp. 14, 53-4. figs. 53('. 1).54 /\; cup-mark ings, p. Ill . 
Kilm o ry Burn. cu p- markings. p. 11 7. 
Kilmo ry Casllc, sta ndin g sto ne, p. 135. 



Kilmory Knap, cist, pp. 21 , 24,79-80. 
Kilmun Arboretum, cup-marking, p. 117. 
Kilneuair, p. 17. 
Kintrnw: cairns, standing stonc and enclosure, pp. 14-15 , IS, M-7, 167, 

fi gs. 64-6; fort, pp. 30, 167, fi g. 167tl . 
Kirnan Hill, 'fort ' , p. 21S (No. 240, n. I). 
Knockdow, cist s, p. SO. 
Knocknagael (Inverness), boar-carving, p. 15S . 

Learg Mhi>r, Tayvallich , cup-markings, p. 11 8. 
Leckuary: dun, pp. 179-80, fi g. 180A; sta nding stone, p. 126. 
Lephinchapcl, dun , pp. 178-9, fi g. 179" . 
Lcphinkill, chambered cairn , pp. 5,39,48, fi g. 4SB. 
Lergychoniebeag: dun , p. 178, fi g. l78c; enclosure, pp. 199-200. 
Lindsaig: cairn, p. 67; cup-and-ring markings, pp. 8, 118. 
Linne Mhuirich, cave, pp. 3, 208. 
Lochan Druim an Rathaid, cairn, p. 67. 
Loch Awe, crannogs, pp. 33, 205, fi g. 205tl. 
Loch Coille-Bharr, enclosure, pp. 33,200, ri g. 200A . 
Lochead: cists, p. 80; standing SlOne, p. 135. 
Loch Ederline, crannogs, p. 205. 
Lochgilphead Cemetery, standing sto ne, pp. 137-8. 
Loch Glashan: bronze axe, p. 25, fig. 26B; bronze dirk , pp. 18, 25, fig 26A; 

crannog, pp. 33 , 35,205-8, figs. 3411 , 205e, 206-7; dun, pp. 31, 195, 
fi g. 195B; island dwelling, pp. 33, 205. 

Loch Lornn, crannog, p. 208. 
Loch Michean: cup-and-ring ma rkings, p. 11 8; dun, p. 195, fi g. 195e. 
L(;n Bri.ach (I slay), dun , p. 149. 
Long barrow: Da llad ies (Kincardine a nd Deeside), p. 9; see also Barrows. 
Long cairns: Auchindra in, p. 40; Drimfern, pp. 46, 57; see also Cairns. 
Low Stillaig: cup-markings, p. 11 8; sta nd ing sto nes, pp. 18,7 1, 131-2, 

fi gs. I3l e D. 

Macewan ' s Caslic, dun , pp. 30, 31, 32, 195-6, fi g. 196A. 
Meall Reamhar, cairn, pp. 14, (.7. 
Medieval period: p. 196; relics, pp. 184, 196,202,209. 
Mesolithic period : p. 3; relics, pp. 3,208. 
Metal-working, pp. 10,34,35, 154, 155-6,203,204, 208, fi g. 155". 
Middle Inens, cup-ma rkings, p. 11 8. 
Minard, cup-and -ring markings, p. 103. 
Minerals, pp. 2, 18, 21 3 (n . 35) . 

Nu Coire.chan, enclosu re, p. 200. 
Nl'olithic pcriod : pp. 3- 18; distri butio n maps, fi gs. 4, S, 12- 13. 19; monum ent s 

(descriptio ns), pp. 37-52, 201 -3 , fi gs. 37-52tl, 201c , 202, 203tl; re lics, 
pp. 4-8, 38-9, 42, 44, 46, 48, 51, 52, 138. 139, 156, 172,202-3, 208, 
fi gs. 7, 18,20, 50e, 202tJ. 

Nether Lurgie: cup-mar kings, pp. 8, IS, 118, 135-7 . fig. 136; sta nding stones, 
pp. 8,11 , 18, 135-7, 138, fig. 136. 

Nether Lurgie Mid : ca irn, pp. 14, 16, 17,67-8, fi gs. 15, 67; cup- ma rkings, 
pp. 67-8, fi g. 67. 

Nether Largie North: ca irn , pp. 8, 10, 14, 17, 19, 67, 68-70,11 8, fi gs. 15,68-70; 
cist, pp. 8, 10, 19,68-70, fi gs. 68", 69, 70,,; cu p-mar ki ngs, pp. 8, 10, 
68-70, fi gs. 69, 70tl . 

Nether Largie South: cha mbered cairn, pp. 5,6,7, 10. 11 , 14,2 1,23. 48-5\, 67. 
138, fi gs. 15,20,49-5 1"; cis ts, pp. 8,23, 48-5 1, figs. 49A, 50A. 

Nl'wlul1 Hill. ba rbcd-a nd-Ia ngcd arrow head, p. 7. 
Nt.·wtown. InVCmrd)'. ca irns, p. 70. 
Norse. see Vikin~ period . 
North Mains, Strnthallan (Pert h and Ki nross), henge monume nt , p. 7. 
Notes, pp. 213-20. 

Oakbank (Pert h a nd Ki nross), cra nnog. p. 33. 
O"kl'icld , sta nding sto ne, p. 137. 
O~am, pp. 15S. 204. figs. 158A.Il. 
Ormai~, cup-a nd-ri ng m a rki ngs, pp. 10, 118-22, figs. 11 9-22A. 123".11. 
Ormsary, eists, pp. 18, 80, fig. 80A. 
01lt.·r F'err,Y. 'dHl l11 bcrcd ca irn ', p. 37. 
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Passage-gmves, pp. 5, 10, 5 1. 
Pennymore Point, dun, pp. 30,3 1, 1%, fi g. 190B. 
I'iets: pp. 33, 159; carv ings, p. 158. 
Pier House. cup-a nd-ring ma rking, p. 122. 
Pitnacrce (Perth a nd Kinross), barrow, p. 15. 
Place-names, pp. 35-6. 
PlaHorms: p. 36; Brainpo rt Bay, pp. 18, 107,209-10, fig. 209. 
Point, cup-and-ring mar kings, p. 122, fi gs. 9B, 12211. 
Pointhouse: cairn , p. 70 ; chambered cairn , pp. 5, SI , 70, fig. 51B. 
Pole, cup-markin gs, p. 125. 
Poltalloch: bronze fragm e nt, pp. 18, 19, 83; cairn , p. 70; eists pp. 8, \0, 15, 16, 

17, 21,80-3, fig s. 20, 80B, 81, 82; eup-and-rin g ma rkings, pp. 8, 10, 
17-18,82-3, 123-4, figs. 9A, 8IB,C, 123c ; settlements pp. 33, 35, 204. 

Poltalloch Collection: pp. \0, 18 , 21,24,25. 
Port Ann: ca irns, p. 70; shell -midden, p. 3. 
Portavadie, cairns, pp. 70- 1, fi gs. 7IA.Il. 
Port Lealhan, Stillaig, cairn, p. 71. 
Port nan Athlaich, eist, p. 83. 

Querns: p. 30; ro tary, 1'1'. 30, 156, 181, 184, 198,208, figs. 15611, 207e; sadd le, 
pp. 30, 165, fig. 165A . 

Rhudil, ca irn s, pp. 16,24, 71-2, figs. 71eD. 72A. 
Ri Cruin, cairn , pp. 14, 16, 17, 19,70, 72-4. figs . 721l, 73, 74. 
Rig-cultivation, p. 144. 
Roman period: pp. 28-9; re li cs, pp. 28,33, 156, 172. 
Rowanl'ield: cist, pp. 14, 10, 83, fi g. 83; sta nd ing stone, p. 137, fig. 137c. 
Rubha Breae, cup-ma rking, p. 124. 
Rubha Cladh E(lin, fo rt, pp. 167-8, fig. 167c. 

St Columba, p. 29. 
St Columba ' s Cave, Elh"y': cave, pp. 3,35, fig. 36; micro li ths, p. 3. 
St Ninian's Isle (S het la nd), hoard, p. 155. 
Salachary: ' cairn ', p. 210; sta nd ing stones. p. 137, figs. 137.'\.B. 
Scoll i, pp. 14, 29,33. 
Sellch lls Fer IIAlball, p. 33. 
Settlements: A rdnada m, pp. 4, 7, 201-2, figs. 20 1c, 202; Auc ha tegan , pp. 4, 6, 

7, 202-3, fi gs. 203A,B; Bruaeh a n Dru imein, Polt a lloeh, pp. 33, 35, 
204. 

Shemorc (Dumbarton), d un , p. 32. 
Shielings, pp. 195, 197-8 . 
Shirvan, du n, p. 187, fi g. 187 13. 
Sidhean Buidhe, fort , pp. 29, 30, \69, fi g. 168. 
Sluggan. cai rn s a nd standin g sto nes, p. 74. 
South Hall , cists, pp. 25, 83. 
South Leadlnabun, enclosure, pp. 33, 200, fig. 2001l. 
Standing stones: pp. 14, 18; Ae had h-C haorann , p. 126; Achnabreck. pp. 18, 

126; A n Car, Lcc ku ary, p. 126; Arclac hearanbeg, p. 126, fig. 126,,; 
Auch nagarra n, p. 126, fig. 1261l; Avi nagi lla n. p. 126; Ball iemore, 
pp. 126-7, figs. 126('. I27A. tl ; Ballymea noch, pp. 8, IS, 55, 75. 127-9, 
figs . 127eD.F. 128, 129; Ba rbreck , pp. IS, 130. figs. 130A.tl; 
Ba rnasha lg, pp. 18, 130; Carnassarie, p. 130, fig. 130e; Carron, p. 130; 
Carse, pp. 20, lJI, figs. 13IA.tl; 'C lach na Beit hir', p. 13 1; Cnoc ~16r. 
p. 13 1; Cnoc Po ll pha il , Low St illa ig, pp. 18, 131 -2, figs. I3 le D; 
Creagant ai rbh Beag, p. 132, fig. 132A; Creag Loisgte, Low Stillaig. 
pp. 71, lJ2, fig. 1321l; Cretshenga n. p. 132; Crina n Moss. p. 132, 
fig . 132C; Du nacld, pp. 132-3,219 (No. 248, n. 27), fig. 159; 
Dunam uck, pp. 59-60,78, 133-4. fig. 133; Fa iry Knowe, Crarae. 
pp. 15,61; Fearnoch, p. 134, fig. 134;\; Ford, pp. 18, lJ4, fig . 134D; 
Glenna n , pp. 74, 134; Invera ray Cast le, p. 134; Inveryne, pp. 134-5, 
figs. 1341l.C; Kames. pp. 79, lJ5, fig. 135; Kil mory Cast le. p. 135; 
Kint raw, pp. 18, 64-7, 167, figs. 65A, 66tl.C; Lochead , p. 135; Nether 
La rgie, pp. 8, 10, 18, 135-7,. 138, fig. 136; Oakfield , p. 137; 
Rowa n fie lcl, p. 137. fig. 137c; Sa lachary. p. 137. figs. 137 ,\.tl; Slugga n. 
1'.74; Sta nc A la ne, Lochgil phead Cemetery, pp. 137-8; Strachur 
House, p. 138; Torbh laran, pp. 8. 125, 142-3, fig . 14211; Torran, pp. 18. 
143, fig. 143A; Upper Fernoch, p. 143. 

Stane Alane, \"ehgilllhead Cl' metery, standi ng stone. pp. 137-8. 
Still. ig: cairns, pp. 55,7 1; cu p-and-ri ng markings, pp. 8, 11 8, 124: stanclin g 

stones, pp. 18,71, 131-2, figs. 131c.D. 1321l. 
StOl1(' cirdcs, lemple Wood, pp. 10. 11, IS. 21, 135. 138-42, fi gs. 11, 138-42 .\. 
Stoncl'icld: bro nze axe, pp. 19. 25; enclosure. p. 200. fi g. 200 ... 
Stmdll": bronze chisel. 1'.25; du n. pp. 170-1. fig . 171 '\. 
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Slraehur House. standing ston e. p. 138. 
Slronma~achan. cairn. p. 57. 
Slronshird. cup-a nd-ring ma rking, p. 124. 

Ta)'vallich : cists. pp. 24, 83-4. figs. 22H , 84; cup-markings, p. 118. 
Temple Wood: ca irn, pp. 14-15 , 138-42, fi gs. 138-42A; cup-markings, pp. 10, 

139; decorated slabs, pp. 10, 139, figs. 140C. D.E; SlOne circles, pp. 10, 
11 , 18, 21 , 135 , 138-42, fi gs. 11, 138-142A. 

Tigh a' Charnain: cairns, p. 74; clip-markings, p. 124. 
Tinkler ' s Cave. cave, pp. 3, 21,208-9. 
Tireligan: cave, pp. 3, 209; microburin , p. 3. 
Tom a' Bhl .. ir, Pole. clip-ma rkings, p. 125. 
Tom Buidhe. enclosure, pp. 33 , 200. fig. 2oot). 
Torbhlaran: cup-and-ring markings, pp. 125. 142-3, fi gs. 124, 142B; dun, 

pp. 196-7, fi g. 197A; standing ston e, pp. 8,125,142-3. fi g. 142B. 
Torradh na Feinne, clIp-and-ring markings, p. 125, fig . 125. 
Torran : bro nze spearheads, axes, rings, gou ge and knife, pp. 19, 25. fi g. 27A; 

crosses, pp. 18, 143; cup-and-ring ma rkings, pp. 125-6; standing sto ne, 
pp. 18, 143. fi g. 143A . 
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Tullich. G len Aray. gold armlet and ornaments, pp. 19,20,25, fig. 27B. 
Tur a' Bhodaich: dun, p. 197, fig . 197B; enclosure, pp. 197,200-1, fig. 201A. 

Uamh na Creiehe, cave, pp. 3, 209. 
Upper Fernoch, standing stone, p. 143. 
Upper Largie: burials and cists, pp. 24, 84, figs. 85A-D; cup-and-ring markings 

and cup-markings, pp. 84, 114, 126. 
Upper Rhudil. chambered cairn, pp. 11 , 52,72, fig. 52A . 
Urns. pp. 16, 19,21 , 24-5, 55, 62,63,75,78, 79, 80,83 , figs. 19, 54c. 

Vegelalion, pp. 2-3. 
Viking period: pp. 29,35-6; relics, pp. 29, 35-6. 
Vilrifaclion, pp. 30-2, 148, 164-5, 166, 167, 176, 186, 193, 196. 
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